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PART V 

Sor and Publishing in Exile 

 





11. Copyright Laws and Regulations 

Upon his arrival in France in 1813, Sor immediately began publishing his works. His first 

publication with Ignace Pleyel was the Fantaisie [later Op. 7], in which he retained his 

authorial rights and belatedly listed the work, depositing all the requisite copies and signing 

all the copies as Pleyel, no doubt, advised him to do. He next published pieces in association 

with Mme. Benoist, retaining his rights and signing all copies of the Six Petites Pièces Très 

Faciles [later Op. 5] for guitar, and doing the same for his songs: Boléro de Société, ‘Mis 

descuidados ojos’; and Marche Patriotique Espagnole, ‘Marchemos, marchemos’. In March 

1815 Napoleon’s unexpected return forced him to flee to England where he published a 

substantial body of music for voice, piano and guitar, using a variety of publishers and 

printers. Most of the music he published in London suggests that he continued signing all 

copies and listing his works with Regents’ (and after 1820) the Royal Harmonic Institution. 

The complex official requirements for the protection of authorial rights in the countries that 

are associated with Sor are examined in this chapter to explain his conduct and his rights. 

At about the same time as Sor’s English editions were published, parallel editions began 

to appear in France published by Meissonnier. None of these editions indicate on their title 

pages that Meissonnier held the rights, but neither do they indicate that Sor held the rights. 

Furthermore, not one copy of an edition by Meissonnier bears Sor’s signature. The same 

applies to the editions published by Simrock in Bonn or Peters in Leipzig. Upon his return 

from Russia, Sor ceded to Meissonnier the rights to his opera 24–33 works, published in two 

batches. Meissonnier also later anthologised his collection of Sor plates in different ways, for 

example, by consolidating the Etudes (Op. 6 and Op. 29) and issuing collected editions of 

opera 1–23. Sor’s final break with Meissonnier occurred shortly before 24 May 1828, when 

he announced that he would publish his Méthode pour la Guitare himself, 1 an edition that 

appeared in late 1830 and was listed on 8 January 1831.2 Sor held the rights in France but 

was forced to sell them to Simrock in Bonn and, as Sor indicates in his own hand on the copy 

he gave to Aguado, the English rights were sold to Johanning and Whatmore. The French 

copies appear to have been signed by Sor. From then until his death in 1839 Sor was his own 

publisher helped by Pacini who arranged the printing and possibly distribution, enabling Sor 

to retain the authorial rights and sign all the printed copies.  

                                                 
1 Bibliographie de la France, Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 21.) samedi 24 mai 1828. p. 385. 
2 Bibliographie de la France, Vingtième Année (34e de la Collection.) (No 2). samedi 8 janvier 1831 p. 20. 
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We therefore have two categories of source for Sor’s music in the period 1815 to 1822 

(or early 1823). Firstly, the authorised, supervised and corrected (but not faultless) editions 

published by Sor in England. These resemble ‘authentic editions’ as they are defined by Alan 

Tyson in The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven.3 Secondly, we have the apparently 

unauthorised copies that were published by Meissonnier in Paris. These were initially derived 

directly from Sor’s English editions and later taken from apograph manuscripts sent to him 

by Sor. The Meissonnier editions are all unsigned but not necessarily unauthorised copies. 

They do carry less authority, however, since they are copies over which Sor had little or no 

direct control given that he was in London. In contrast, the 1813 to 1815 French editions he 

published with Pleyel and Benoist were all authorised, supervised and signed by him. In this 

same category are editions he published between 1828 and 1839, which are also authorised 

and signed. The Castro editions published before Sor arrived in France, after about 1804 and 

probably during 1807, and all later editions from a variety of publishers over which Sor had 

no control, have to be considered unauthorised. These arrangements are significant when it 

comes to determining the textual authority of a Sor edition, it is not a matter of just deciding 

which edition is the ‘earliest’. Using the evidence we have may enable us to narrow down the 

dating and, more importantly, determine the different levels of control Sor exercised in the 

publication of an edition. One of the indicators of the level of authorial control is the legal 

relationship between the composer and the publisher; another is the status that editions have 

under the laws of copyright in whichever country publication took place.  

As no legal documents survive relating to Sor’s legal relationships with his publishers, 

we are left with the historical context from which much can be learned: the studies of 

Beethoven, Hummel and Chopin, for example, were contemporaries of Sor who shared a 

direct involvement in the same market at one time or another. Sor earned his living from 

teaching and publishing and also struggled with the legal, economic and philosophical 

implications of international copyright law. The articles by Joel Sachs on the English and 

French editions of Johann Nepomuk Hummel and the piracy he suffered provide a useful 

parallel.4 Hummel was involved in the same markets at much the same time as Sor, given that 

“…all of the French and English editions of his music which are indisputably not piracies 

were printed after 1819…”.5 Beethoven published music in England while Sor was there 

                                                 
3 Alan Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, Faber and Faber, 1963. 
4 Joel Sachs, ‘Authentic English and French Editions of J. N. Hummel’, Journal of the American Musicological Society, vol. 
25/2, Summer, 1972, pp. 203–229; Joel Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates: The Struggle for Musical Copyright’, The Musical 
Quarterly, vol. 59/1, January, 1973, pp. 31–60. 
5 Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, January 1973, p. 203.   
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making Alan Tyson’s 1963 study, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, relevant for 

its attention to the wider issues around the textual validity of Beethoven’s English editions.6 

Chopin’s attempts at simultaneous international publication, for which I rely on the research 

of Jeffery Kallberg,7 relate to the international publication of Sor’s Méthode…. The evidence 

that can be brought to bear from a study of the publishing activities of these composers is far 

richer and more complex and than what we know about Sor. In Sor’s case the printed editions 

are the only sources we have, a limited resource compared to sketches, manuscripts, multiple 

editions, corrections and considerable correspondence that Beethoven scholars are faced with.  

In 1977 Brian Jeffery, to whom we all remain deeply indebted, published the first 

facsimile of Sor’s complete works in a ground-breaking edition that revitalised the study of 

Sor. In the introduction he writes:  

Every piece is a photographic facsimile of the earliest known edition, without any 
editorial additions, arrangements, or fingering. In this way, for the first time, guitarists 
have access to the most reliable texts for Sor’s compositions. We have always 
reproduced the earliest known editions. In the case of Sor’s music early editions are 
preferable to late ones because their text is free of corruptions which were often 
introduced (probably by publishers rather than by Sor himself) in certain late editions. 
(Italics mine).8 

These views embody an idealism that was only just beginning to be subjected to a critical 

interrogation. From our vantage point it is important that the flaws inherent in these criteria 

are assessed in relation to what we now know about the Sor editions. Jeffery’s first criterion 

is chronological: “…the earliest known edition…”. Not all the facsimiles are the “earliest”; 

for example, those taken from the ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’ volume in the Spencer Collection,9 

containing the second edition of Meissonnier’s Collection Complète pour la Guitare, revised 

by Sor himself, are much later. More importantly: the earliest editions are not always “…the 

most reliable texts”; these texts are not “…free of corruptions” and “corruptions” were not 

mainly those of the “…publishers”.  

The second edition Fernando Sor: The Complete Works for Guitar in Facsimiles of the 

Original Editions is the standard text for Sor’s works for guitar. In his Preface Jeffery writes: 

                                                 
6 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, 1963. 
7 Jeffrey Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace: Aspects of the International Music Publishing Industry in the First Half of 
the Nineteenth Century: Part I: France and England’, Notes, vol. 39/4. June 1983, pp. 795-824; Jeffrey Kallberg, ‘Chopin in 
the Marketplace: Aspects of the International Music Publishing Industry in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century. Part II: 
The German-Speaking States’, Notes, vol. 39/4. June 1983, pp. 795-824. Jeffrey Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources: Variants 
and Versions in Later Manuscripts and Printed Editions’, University of Chicago, 1982, Digital Dissertations publication 
number AAT T-28377 downloaded 6 August 2006. 
8 Jeffery, Complete Works…, Shattinger, 1977, Introduction p. [i], my italics. 
9 Royal Academy of Music, Spencer Collection, call number: 19C/SOR/2O/OEUVRES DE Sor. See my Chapter 13, ‘Dating 
Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
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We have reproduced the earliest known source of each work, which is to say the earliest 
known printed edition, since none of Sor’s guitar music is known to survive in a 
manuscript which predates the first edition.10  

Once again, “…the earliest known source…” is the main criterion with the title adding the 

idea that these facsimiles are: “…Original Editions”. Describing these editions as “original” 

suggests they are all equally authoritative texts, which they are not. The questions that are 

now before us are: What control did Sor exercise over his editions? What effect did his legal 

arrangements have on the text? What do his signatures signify? How are we to deal with the 

different issues, re-issues and changed states of plates that superficially appear to be the same 

editions? Are some of these changes revisions by Sor? On what bases should the competing 

editions be distinguished from one another?  

In his discussion of Beethoven’s English editions, Alan Tyson found himself having to 

address similar problems. He suggested that editions fall into two broad categories, which he 

names ‘authentic’ and ‘unauthentic’. An autograph manuscript has the natural authority of 

being in the author’s hand and accordingly has a special value that is not ascribed to a printed 

edition. He argues, however, that when a composer carefully edits and corrects an edition for 

publication, the outcome may be a carefully authorised final version of the score, which then 

supersedes the manuscript upon which it was initially based. Tyson calls this an ‘authentic’ 

edition. All Sor’s English editions are sources of this kind. From 1807 on Beethoven was 

involved in publishing forty editions in England (excluding pirated or unauthorised editions), 

produced with assistance of his former pupil Ferdinand Ries and his friends Smart, Salomon 

and Neate. There were also editions: “…directly commissioned from Beethoven by George 

Thomson of Edinburgh”.11 Tyson shows these editions, until then almost completely ignored 

by musicologists, were ‘authentic’ English editions and valuable independent sources: 

The authentic editions of Beethoven which are described in the present study represent a 
textual source for each work, and are thus to be set alongside the autographs and 
authentic manuscripts, and (where these are extant), the original continental editions, and 
(especially when the first edition appeared in Bonn, Leipzig or Paris) the first Viennese 
editions. They will need to be studied by every editor of any of these works, and their 
readings should certainly be cited in the Revisionsberichte of future critical editions.  

In view of its obvious importance, the neglect by musicologists and editors up till now of 
the textual information which these editions contain is a little surprising.12 

                                                 
10 Jeffery, Sor Complete Works…, 1982, vol. 1, Preface, p. [i]. 
11 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, 1963, p. 14. 
12 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, 1963, p. 28. 
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Tyson argues that ‘authentic editions’ are sources that may even be more important than 

the ‘authentic manuscripts’ of the same work. The crucial ingredient of this ‘authenticity’ is 

the amount of authorial supervision that went into the its production. Editions published 

without any creative involvement of the composer need to be distinguished from editions that 

were published with the composer’s full “approval and assistance”:  

An authentic edition is one which has the authority of the composer behind it: it is an 
edition published with his approval and assistance. For Beethoven, one may suspect, the 
distinction was largely a financial one: the authentic editions were the ones for which he 
got paid. To the musicologist, on the other hand, their interest is textual, since their link 
with the composer gives authority to their readings. It will be obvious that this authority 
may vary greatly, in so far as the control exercised by the composer over the process of 
publication may be very different with different works: he may at one extreme, publish a 
work himself (as Haydn did with The Creation), or, at the other, merely give instructions 
to an agent in a distant land to find a publisher and trust him to see it through the press; 
he may never see a proof, or carefully correct several sets; he may be glad to dispose of 
the work even in a somewhat mutilated form, or he may intend the new edition to 
incorporate important corrections or revisions to a previously published version. To 
know that an edition is authentic is therefore only to be at the beginning of evaluating it; 
nevertheless the distinction between authentic and unauthentic editions is a crucial one.13 

An “authentic edition” is therefore an authorised edition with something more: what is added 

is the “control exercised by the composer over the process”. This is easily described as 

‘supervision’. Tyson’s term “authentic” is problematic since it is an absolute, which does not 

admit degrees of comparison. An edition is either ‘authentic’ or it is ‘inauthentic’, the latter 

suggesting a kind of fraud. Tyson offers “unauthentic” presumably to address this. Sor’s 

London editions, by analogy, qualify as ‘authentic’. Meissonnier editions, according to this 

definition, are ‘unauthentic’ because Sor appears to have had no involvement and less control 

over them. This does not, however capture the full bibliographical status of these editions. 

I agree with Tyson that at a textual level an edition supervised and authorised by the 

composer has to be distinguished from an edition controlled by a publisher or editor. Editorial 

changes by a composer are expressions of authorial intention that give such an edition greater 

authority. It therefore seems that describing editions as ‘authorised’ or ‘unauthorised’ is 

important in that it captures a greater degree of involvement of a composer than ‘supervised’ 

or ‘unsupervised’. For example, Sor ‘authorised’ his London editions but he also closely 

‘supervised’ their publication. He probably ‘authorised’ many of the Meissonnier’s editions, 

but he did not ‘supervise’ them directly, instead prevailing on Meissonnier to make faithful 

copies of his London editions but not being able to supervise whether he complied or not. 

The “control exercised by the composer over the process” therefore requires disaggregation 

                                                 
13 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, 1963, p. 28. 
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into the kind of authority granted by a composer to a publisher, and the degree of supervision 

the composer actually exercised over the engraving or manufacturing process. All the 

surviving Sor editions are sources that have to be evaluated for textual authority. Without 

manuscript sources, editions that are produced with the highest level of composer 

participation are certainly the best sources, but how should we determine the textual authority 

of those Meissonnier editions that were not based on authorised and supervised English 

editions? The unsupervised correction of misprints may make the Meissonnier copy a better 

source. These and many other questions have to be considered in regard to each and every 

edition, issue and re-issue of a Sor work. The degree of supervision by a composer of an 

edition is an historical question. The authority of an edition, on the other hand, introduces 

problems that are more a matter of legal definition.  

The commercial relationship between Sor and Meissonnier was ultimately regulated by 

the laws of copyright. Copyright, as David Hunter writes: 

…is the modern means of providing creators with financial reward. In essence, it is a 
compromise between the demands of creators, printers, publishers, performers, the public 
and posterity. Three conditions were necessary before copyright could become a political 
and legal issue: the existence of printing, acceptance of the concept of intellectual 
property, and the rise of the bourgeoisie.14  

Sor’s professional career was based on pupils and the buyers of his music who were members 

of the new bourgeoisie, but it is not clear how well he understood the philosophical ideas that 

arose from the legal recognition of ‘Rights of Genius’ during the Revolution in France. Its 

expression in law did not mean that it was well understood everywhere. Hunter says that prior 

to 1500 “…the concept of intellectual property was not widely established…”, developing 

slowly until 1800, when suddenly “…nothing was more commonplace…” manifesting itself 

as a change “in the consciousness of composers, publishers, legislators and justices”.15 Sor 

would have struggled with these concepts coming from Spain, where publishing developed at 

a slightly slower rate, but he would have heard about the injustices suffered by artists at the 

hands of publishers—some justified and others not. In his Méthode…, he continues: 

The publisher, on his side, is interested in over-praising it [the edition], to cover the 
expenses of printing: he is an excellent composer as to sale; and then he teaches very 
well, for he has enabled a pupil in three lessons to play the piece which he performs 
himself.16  

                                                 
14 David Hunter, ‘Music Copyright in Britain to 1800’, Music and Letters, vol. 67/3, July, 1986, pp. 269-282 at p. 269. 
15 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 270. 
16 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, pp. 43. « D'autres qui sont bien loin de devoir lui être comparés, écriront quelque 
bagatelle qui puisse être exécutée en trois leçons : l'amour-propre de l'écolier est intéressé la trouver jolie. Son maître en fera 
cadeau à un éditeur, pourvu lui en donne une vingtaine d'exemplaires, car il faut se faire connaître. Il la joue en société , on 
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Sor seems to have held the view that a publisher had some kind of moral responsibility to 

publish correct music. In his Méthode… he sees the debased tastes of the public as fuelled by 

unscrupulous and unprincipled publishers: 

When I arrived in France, people said to me, “Make us some easy tunes:” I was very 
willing to do so, but I discovered that easy meant incorrect, or, at least, incomplete. A 
very celebrated guitarist told me that he had been obliged to give up writing in my 
manner, because the editors [publishers] had openly declared to him, “It is one thing to 
appreciate compositions as a connoisseur, and another as a music-seller: it is necessary to 
write silly trifles for the public. I like your work, but it would not return me the expenses 
of printing”.17 

This description may have been directed at Antoine Meissonnier, who may have used such 

arguments to force prices down. Sor accuses publishers of publishing poor music merely to 

secure sales. The first victim of such publishers is the “very celebrated guitarist”, who takes 

the position: “What was to be done? An author must live!”18 Sor then attests that: “…he 

composed works from which I never could have guessed his merit, if I had not had some 

other means of forming a better opinion of him”.19 He also attacks the rudimentary methods 

that he suggests are being written by charlatans: 

Instead of studying the method of M. Carulli, he will mutilate the text of it by making an 
extract, in order that his work, being less voluminous, may be reputed more simple, and 
that a publisher may make fewer difficulties in purchasing it. An author must live! (Sor’s 
italics).20 

It is not Carulli he accuses, it is he that Sor defends by recommending his duets as worthy of 

study.21 Such complaints are still heard today. Welcome to market forces. 

Another conceptual shift to occur was the idea of ‘posterity’. In France, this probably 

arose as a result of legal reforms enabling a family to inherit an authors’ rights and the 

                                                                                                                                                        
l'applaudit, il en offre un exemplaire à la Dame dont il s'imagine que la connaissance peut lui procurer des élèves. L'éditeur, 
de son côté, est intéressé à la prôner pour couvrir les frais d'impression ; c'est un excellent compositeur pour la vente; et puis, 
il enseigne très bien, puisqu'il a fait jouer en trois leçons le morceau qu'il joue lui-même. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, pp. 76–77. 
17 This “celebrated guitarist” that Sor refers to may perhaps have been Carulli, who composed some banal material for 
beginners and never really assumed Sor’s manner of notating music. Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 43, lines 
26–32. « On me disait, quand je suis arrivé en France, faites-nous des airs faciles : je le voulais bien; mais je m'aperçus que 
facile voulait dire incorrect ou du moins incomplet. Un guitariste très renommé me dit qu'il avait été obligé de renoncer 
écrire comme moi, parce que les éditeurs lui avaient dit ouvertement: « Une chose est l'appréciation des productions comme 
connaisseur, et une autre comme marchand de musique; il faut écrire des niaiseries pour le public. J'ai votre ouvrage, mais je 
n'en retirerais pas mes frais d'impression. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 76. 
18 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 43. « …« Que faire? Il faut vivre! Et il a fait des ouvrages qui ne m'auraient 
jamais laissé deviner son mérite, si d'ailleurs je n'avais pas en l'occasion de mieux le juger. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 76. 
19 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 43. « Et il a fait des ouvrages qui ne m'auraient jamais laissé deviner son 
mérite, si d'ailleurs je n'avais pas en l'occasion de mieux le juger. » Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 76. 
20 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 44, lines 7–9. « Au lieu d'étudier celle de M. Carulli, il en défigurera le texte 
(3) en en faisant un extrait , pour que son ouvrage , étant moins volumineux, soit réputé plus simple, et qu'un éditeur fasse 
moins de difficultés pour le lui acheter. Il faut vivre! ». Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 77. 
21 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 45, Footnote at (1) « Certains duos de Carulli sont du nombre. » 
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increase in the duration of that right from fourteen to twenty eight years. The immediate 

consequence of this was that older music acquired an economic value and, for the first time in 

history, artists began to imagine their works surviving them. Adolphe Ledhuy invokes 

posterity in summing up Sor’s achievements in the article ‘Sor’ by refering to his seguidillas 

as examples of “the true Spanish music”22 and saying of his guitar music: “His etudes will 

live on like those of Cramer”.23 Sor also tried to correct misperceptions about his music in his 

Méthode…, published revised and corrected versions of his early works and wanted his 

notation correctly engraved to ensure that his music reached posterity undistorted by those 

whose ideas he opposed.  

Many of Sor’s concerns would only be addressed by a more developed law of copyright 

incorporating artists’ rights but this was no help to him at the time. Instead he viewed the 

printed copies of his music as analogous to manuscript copies, which were physical objects 

that he could individually sign and sold instead of his personal intellectual property. This left 

him attempting to deal with Meissonnier at a moral level with little understanding of the 

economic factors that were involved. He would have been strongly influenced by the idea of 

posterity, especially because of his beloved daughter Caroline, who inherited his authorial 

rights after his death. This gave him a very personal reason to ensure that he retained the 

rights to his editions, and that they properly reflected his intentions so that they would hold 

their economic value twenty eight years into the future. Sor’s chord-based technique and his 

approach to composition, using his complex guitar notation, left him feeling misunderstood 

and placed him out of step with his contemporaries. It is for this reason that he looked toward 

to a future in which he would be properly understood. Caroline’s premature death meant that 

the rights to his London editions and to those that he published with Pacini in Paris, where 

inherited by Carlos Sor, who returned to Spain immediately after arranging the funeral, where 

he seems to have shown no interest in keeping his brother’s music alive for posterity—that 

task would fall on Meissonnier and his successors and explains why Sor’s opera 1–33 were 

the only works by Sor that would live on. 

The textual reconstruction of Sor’s music has been hindered by the editorial prisms his 

readers have used to view his music. This editorial refraction began with Meissonnier, 

continued with Napoleon Coste and Frank Mott Harrison and is present in every edition from 

Segovia to Yepes, Jeffery, Chiesa, Savino, Ophee and innumerable others who all tell us what 

Sor intended. What we need first is a proper study of what he actually wrote. Authorised 
                                                 
22 « …la véritable musique espagnole… » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, p. 166b. 
23 « Ses études vivront comme celles de Cramer. » ‘Mémoires de Sor’, p. 166b. 
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editions need to be identified, corrected and dated. The principles they exemplify must then 

be applied to the more corrupt editions to reconstruct a reliable text. Where possible, all the 

unauthorized editorial changes need to be identified and removed. The implications of the 

notation in his authorised editions need to be debated, teased out and applied. Sor’s library of 

technical and musical principles in writing for the guitar were novel and radical on the guitar, 

they were not common practice in the wider musical world: by smoothing out his ideas into 

some kind of common practice we corrupt these innovations. Sor’s many editors may turn out 

to be right in different ways but surely our first a duty is to establish a secure text. 

SOR’S AUTOGRAPHED EDITIONS 
Sor’s autograph on some editions and not others have yet to be fully discussed. His only 

experience of publishing when he arrived in Paris would have been the editions of Salvador 

Castro de Gistau, over which he had no control and for which he would not have received any 

money. While Sor was still in Spain he did not see himself as a professional publishing and 

performing musician. He began signing copies of his editions in Paris from the outset, and in 

1813 and 1814 his signatures appear on all copies of an edition and not just on single isolated 

copies in the manner of the modern celebrity autograph. This was probably as a direct result 

of his association with Ignace Pleyel.  

Pleyel began to protect his works in this way in January 1797, when he made the 

following announcement in the Journal des Luxus und de Moden:  

…No copies will be issued without Pleyel’s signature; this blanket rule is necessary not 
so much for the publisher’s interest, as for music dealers and amateurs, who for some 
years and especially in the last months have been shamefully deceived by pirating 
printers…24 

The “publisher’s interest” that Pleyel may be referring to was control over any unauthorised 

copies issued by a printer off the plates, which could be controlled by the author’s or 

publisher’s signature. Pleyel is also signifying the authenticity of the edition as a genuine 

work by himself. His signature therefore guaranteed that an edition was authorised. In this 

way he hoped to prevent piracy, prevent the passing-off of the work of others as his own and 

stop what he called “mutilated renditions” of his works. In July 1786, when he decided to 

become his own publisher, he wrote in the subscription notice for his ‘King of Prussia 

Quartets’, as follows:  

                                                 
24 Benton assisted by Halley, Pleyel as Music Publisher…, 1990, p. xiii. 
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Notice: Here are twelve new quartets that Ignace Pleyel intends to publish by 
subscription.  

The friends of my chamber music will be pleased that I am turning to them with my new 
undertaking, and I hereby invite them in the friendliest fashion to support me efficiently 
[as a publisher] with their kind assistance. The disagreeable emphasis, the often 
mutilated renditions of my works, which up to now robbed me completely of the fruits of 
my labour…all these reasons persuade me to become my own publisher and manager of 
the public good in the future.25 

Pleyel was the publisher used by Luigi Boccherini, the most famous composer in Spain, 

and it may have been for this reason that he was approached by Sor upon his arrival in Paris. 

Sor offered to dedicate his first Fantaisie to Pleyel, and published this work with him, he also 

succeeded in befriending the Pleyel family as we find out from the letters of Camille Pleyel.26 

Pleyel was vastly more experienced than Sor, having lived through the changes to copyright 

in France after the Revolution. The recognition of the ‘Rights of Genius’ in 1793 had led to 

the difficulties of the depression in the publishing industry in the first decade of the 

nineteenth century, that were eventually culminated in the reforms to the publishing industry 

in the law of 1810. It is very likely that Pleyel explained his strategy of signing editions to 

Sor. The authority of editions, the problems of piracy, and stock control would all no doubt 

have arisen in conversation. As a Spaniard newly arrived in France, Sor would have listened 

to the advice and learned quickly and probably because of Pleyel began immediately signing 

all copies. This continued for his publications with Mme Benoist, for all his London editions 

after 1815, and, much later, those he published in association with Pacini. Sor understood 

“Propriété de l’Auteur” on title pages and had sought to protect his property rights in France 

by the legal mechanisms of register and deposit. He continued to do this in England and used 

his signature to limit the taking of unauthorised copies from his plates. He clearly knew that 

his signature was an assertion of his “intellectual property rights” and he used his signature to 

assert his ownership of those rights. It is my hypothesis that in England, Sor continued to sign 

all the copies of editions that he published there and that copies that have come down to us in 

an unsigned state are probably examples of that were taken without his knowledge. 

For example, Jeffery reports five copies of the Introduction and Variations on a Theme 

by Mozart [Op.9] all unsigned.27 Sor was a shareholder in the Royal Harmonic Institution and 

this edition has every appearance of having been a supervised by him. Both the copies in the 

British Library at shelf numbers h.130.(17) and h.259.kk. (2) show signs of plate degradation. 

                                                 
25 The translation is by Rita Benton. Benton assisted by Halley, Pleyel as Music Publisher…, 1990, p. x. 
26 Benton, ‘London Music in 1815…’, 1966. 
27 I have examined the two copies in the British Library and the one in the Guildhall School. I have not seen the Bodleian 
Library and Glasgow University copies. These are the only copies listed by Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 153. 
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Both are later issues with an addition to the plate reading “Piano Forte’s & Harps, Sold, lent 

on hire & Tuned”. The copy in the Guildhall School of Music, shelf number “Appleby 02951 

Book 4 (12)” is the of the same issue taken from an even more degraded plate, which has a 

crack at the bottom that exactly matches the second British Library copy. These plates show 

every sign of being used at a later date and the reason they were never signed was that they 

were unauthorised copies. I submit that this does not invalidate my hypothesis that Sor signed 

all authorised copies.  

The Meissonnier editions that were published concurrently with Sor’s English editions 

were never autographed in this way. While he was in London this would appear to be appear 

obvious but I believe Sor deliberately withheld this authorisation when he did not hold the 

proprietary rights even when he was in Paris, for example for opera 26–29, and others, which 

he refused to sign. This is important because it means that his signed editions, in the absence 

of autograph manuscripts, have to be considered holograph editions that were supervised and 

authorised by the composer. If we compare the editions that Sor chose to sign with those he 

did not, we can see that he signed only those that he personally published and therefore 

owned or that he published in association with someone else and jointly owned. If he was not 

the publisher he did not sign any copy. It is clear that he also supervised the editions that he 

published. We know that Sor wanted to ensure that his editions appeared as he intended, and 

his corrections and revisions indicate that he cared very much about how they appeared. The 

reason he never signed a Meissonnier copy is because he did not own them, his authorisation 

was not connected to his signature and some of the unsigned Meissonnier editions have to be 

considered as authorised because the lack of a signature did not prevent him from supervising 

the editions that were published while he was in Paris. Meissonnier’s copies of the English 

editions (as I will explain in the next chapter) appear to have been authorised by Sor because 

they are faithful and literal copies made with Sor’s cooperation. Meissonnier understood the 

value of Sor’s autograph and eventually began using a rubber stamp of his own signature on 

the title pages of some copies that he published—although this may also have been a stock 

control mechanism. 

Sor battled throughout his life to retain control of his intellectual property by holding on 

to his authorial rights where he could and signifying the authenticity of an edition and making 

sure that the copy purchase had his autograph in the way he was taught by Pleyel. After he 

broke with Meissonnier in 1828, he followed Pleyel by deciding to become their publisher 

himself in order to exert full control over his editions. His arrangements with Pacini resemble 

the manner in which his works were published in London. The words “Propriété de l’Auteur” 
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on his title pages show that he retained the rights using Pacini as a printer and possibly as a 

stockist and seller of his works. He autographs every copy of an edition to ensure control 

over sales and reprints and at the same assumes editorial control over the contents. When he 

became the publisher he found himself responsible for editing, proof-reading and controlling 

the quality of the engraving, in addition to being in charge of marketing his music—tasks that 

Meissonnier had always taken on in previous years. This amateurish publishing arrangement, 

combined with the death of Caroline and the lack of any beneficiaries in France, limited the 

influence of his later works and very nearly led to their total loss to posterity. All of his duets 

and some of his finest didactic works (Op. 35, 44 and 60), especially his late fantasias (opera 

40, 46, 52, 54, 56, 58 and 59), would have been lost were it not for a few aficionados and 

collectors in Copenhagen and Brussels and scattered across Europe.  

A SHORT HISTORY OF COPYRIGHT LAW  
The principles underlying the modern concept of “intellectual property” were gradually laid 

down between 1588 and 1800 and the philosophical concepts underlying it should be 

expected to be uneven in their application across nations and among individuals. Spain had a 

very small printing industry while Sor was still there and we cannot expect that before he 

went into exile he had acquired a sophisticated grasp of concepts like “authorial rights” or 

“intellectual property rights”. Sor came to grips with these concepts as a composer and 

performer in Paris after 1813, so we may expect his commercial publishing decisions to be 

relatively naive. The printed edition was initially considered to be physical property 

analogous to a composer’s manuscript. For example, while John Dowland was in Denmark, 

he sent a copy of his Second Book of Songs or Ayres to his wife in England. She then sold the 

manuscript to George Eastland sometime before 29 May 1600: “…for £20 and half the award 

expected from Lucie, Countess of Bedford for the dedication…”.28 It is clear that when she 

sold the manuscript, as Hunter puts it: “…A single payment sufficed to secure all rights”.29 

This means the manuscript itself contained all the rights in respect of its subsequent use and 

no vestigial “intellectual property” rights were considered to have been retained by Dowland 

or his wife after the sale. At the time of this sale, we can therefore assume that the idea of 

“intellectual property” had yet to be formulated. The gradual growth of this conceptual 

framework eventually gave rise to the legal expression of more complex concepts, but this 

did not take place evenly across Europe. The underlying ideas did not filter down into the 

                                                 
28 Diana Poulton, John Dowland, London: Faber &Faber, rev. 1982, pp. 246–247. 
29 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 271. 
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consciousness of musicians any more evenly within these countries either. It was only 

through the gradual recognition of such abstract concepts as the “rights of genius” that saw 

the enabled the idea of “intellectual property” to emancipate authors like Sor from the score 

as an object and establish the ‘work’ itself as the object of genius instead, whatever form it 

took on. Early statutory protection of authors’ intellectual property rights in England began 

with the Act of Anne or the Copyright Act of 1709, passed during the reign of Queen Anne 

(1702–1714). France moved to legislate after the Revolution in 1793 and the German States 

only began to catch up after 1828.  

Copyright in England 
The Act of Anne granted printing rights in advance to an author for a period contingent upon 

the registration of the work at the Company of Stationers and the obligatory deposit of a 

number of copies.30 The rights were granted for a fixed term that would later be extended by 

statute. These authors’ rights could be sold and traded in practice usually by other printers or 

publishers. Changes to the statute were made in 1801 and in 1814 and it is these later 

provisions which have the most direct bearing on the publishing activities of Sor. The legal 

position in regard to Sor is that which prevailed from the year following the new 

amendments, or from when Sor arrived in London in 1815. The situation after the 

amendments is described by Kallberg as follows: 

More important changes were wrought by the Copyright Act of 1814 (54 George 3, c. 
156).' Protection for authors under the Act was extended to twenty-eight years, and, if the 
author was still living at the end of that time, for the remainder of his life. A publisher 
was required to deposit eleven copies of a book only if all eleven libraries requested he 
do so; if not, he was liable only for as many of such eleven copies as were claimed by the 
deposit libraries. However, one copy of the book, printed on the best paper, was to be 
submitted to the British Museum as a condition of the registration of the title at 
Stationers' Hall. No copies could be demanded of second or subsequent editions of a 
book unless this edition contained additions or alterations. Publishers of demandable 
books needed to register them within one month of the date of publication, if they were 
released in or near London, or within three months, if they were released elsewhere in the 
United Kingdom. Another extension was added to the time within which complaints 
must be brought, so that it stood at twelve months.31 

Sor appears to have accepted that lodging 11 copies of his editions was worth the protection it 

afforded him, remaining steadfast in his refusal to sell his rights to publishers. The origins of 

the registration of printed material lay in government regulation of the presses, censorship 

and economic protection, which began as permission to publish: 

                                                 
30 Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace… Part II…’, June 1983, pp. 12–13. 
31 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, pp. 14–15. 
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In the mid sixteenth century, stationers obtained the right to print a new book (one never 
before printed) by stating their claim before the Stationers' Company Wardens and, when 
approved, by registering ownership of the book in the Company's Register. Registration 
was required before printing.32 

When Sor was registering his works in London, registration took place after publication. 

Until 1777 unauthorized publication in the sense of the printing of a composer's work 
without his approval was not illegal except in a few very limited circumstances. The 
formation of a bourgeois listening and performing public (that is, a body of people with 
the surplus income, leisure time and interest to devote to musical activities) created 
sufficient demand for musical publications and thus enabled unauthorized editions to 
become feasible and then commonplace.33 

Sor would have viewed these formalities as a way of preventing unauthorised copying. 

To arrive at an understanding that the artist’s main concern was the economic advantage to be 

derived from ownership of the work, he would have needed to make an intellectual shift from 

the prevailing view about copying in Spain, where the circulation of manuscript copies of 

works was all he knew. By 1830 in his Méthode…, he was still showing very little if any 

rancour about the unauthorised copies of his works that appeared in France before he arrived 

in 1812 or 1813, writing:  

…I wrote a few pieces, with little consideration I admit, …Several of these pieces would 
never have been exposed to the public, had I been consulted; but some persons who had 
copies (most of them incorrect) communicated them to the editor, who, doing far too 
much honour to my talents, seized with pleasure everything that bore my name.34 

He does not explain how these works managed to migrate into the public domain without his 

knowledge, but the implication is that they were circulated privately in manuscript and ended 

up, via an enterprising publisher, in the public domain. Sor seems quite unconcerned by this 

copyright theft or the existence of unauthorised copies of his works, what concerned him 

more was that most of these copies were incorrect. The power of copyright to protect the 

artistic integrity of the work was slow to be recognised probably in part because of the 

similarity of the printed edition to the manuscript, in which mere ownership of the object 

itself confers all the rights on the owner.  

Living in our age, at the end of the obsession with historical performance practice and the 

‘authentic’ performance of ancient musics, it is easy to forget that Sor grew up in a world 

where new music was the only music that had any value, economic or artistic. This makes it 
                                                 
32 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 270. 
33 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 272. 
34 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6. « …je fis quelque morceaux , très peu réfléchis à la vérité , Plusieurs de ces 
morceaux n'auraient jamais été exposés au public si l'on consulter mais des personnes qui en avaient des copies (la plupart 
incorrectes )'en firent affaire avec l'éditeur, qui, faisant beaucoup trop d'honneur a mon talent, s'emparait avec plaisir de tout 
ce qui portait mon nom. » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. 
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easy to see how he might failed to grasp the cultural processes at work during his lifetime, 

and although he did sense that his music might survive beyond him, he did not as a publisher, 

exploit the commercial potential of his works after 1828. Meissonnier, on the other hand, had 

already begun to see the long-term potential of Sor’s works. Hunter explains: 

For music publishers, the maintenance of copyright protection over 14 or 28 years was 
unnecessary, as most musical works would not remain in fashion that long. Ironically, 
music publishers were helping to modify the passion for the new. The technological 
innovation of John Walsh—the printing of music from engraved pewter plates—led in 
part to the reversal of the balance of taste, for by keeping the plates, publishers could 
maintain considerable backlists, thus enabling professional and amateur musicians to 
loosen their dependence on new works and to develop a more catholic, historical 
repertory. Music publishers had no need to be concerned at the development: a longer 
life for musical works could only benefit them. For composers, on the other hand, the 
increasing longevity of musical works served only to heighten the injustice they felt.35 

The economic value in the sale of printed music must have been apparent to Sor on his 

return to Paris and saw Meissonnier reprinting and re-packaging his works into complete 

collections or as he did later, making a single volume set of 24 etudes.36 This was a 

consequence of Sor’s failure to secure the French rights to his works and this must have 

rankled with him for the rest of his life. Meissonnier had managed to obtain new material 

from Sor to publish while at the same time ensuring that these works were consigned to the 

public domain so that he could exactly exploit the add-on potential in the right to reprint. The 

right to reprint was first made subject to a contract in England in an agreement signed on 13 

March 1607 by Thomas Ford37 and thereafter became one of the fundamental rights of the 

author. Meissonnier first reprinted Sor’s opera 1–23 works as a collection without the 

author’s permission. This was possible because although the rights to most of the works in 

Sor’s opera the 1–23 were not purchased outright by Meissonnier, Sor had no “Propriété de 

l’Editeur” mark on the title pages leaving them all in the public domain.  

There is no record of monies received by Sor from Meissonnier although most certainly 

did occur. The power would have been in the publishers’ favour with Sor having very little 

control over what was actually sold. Any payments would have consisted of a flat fee per 

work, royalty payments being something that occurred some decades later:  

Royalty payments …began in the 1650s according to Kirchbaum, but the method did not 
become widespread among authors until at least 150 years later, and composers had to 
wait until the mid nineteenth century [to receive royalties].38 

                                                 
35 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 276. 
36 “Vingt Quatre Etudes Pour Guitare Composés par F. Sor…”, Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 169. 
37 His Musicke of Sundrie Kindes, as quoted by Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 271. 
38 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 271. 
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As Sor was a foreign author, who had first published his works in England, they were 

considered to be in the public domain and left him with almost no legal protection in France. 

Economic hardship probably kept Sor selling manuscripts and printed copies to Meissonnier, 

which were registered in the publishers name after he returned to Paris from Russia.  

In England the Statute of Anne gave no protection to foreign authors: “… nothing in the 

Act should be construed to prohibit the importation or selling of any books printed in Greek, 

Latin or any other foreign language printed ‘beyond the seas’, i.e., abroad.”39 The statutory 

protection of an author’s rights was not the only legal protection available under English law. 

Under the common law by 1777, the right had been established that a foreign resident was 

able to sue for breach of copyright inside the country, but only if the work complied with all 

the formalities required under the statute. Kallberg mentions an article in The Times on 18 

December 1818 about the case Birchall v. Longman40 mentioned in a letter to Beethoven. 

This tells us that there must have been a debate in progress over copyright protection, in 

which musicians like Sor (given the circles he moved in) would certainly have participated. 

Sor’s rights as a foreigner in London were the same as those of an ordinary citizen but 

foreigners living outside of the United Kingdom could only claim protection if their works 

were published and properly registered for the first time inside the country, not elsewhere.  

Copyright in the German States 
Between 1815 and 1829 authors’ rights in the German states were effectively non-existent as 

Kallberg explains: 

Prior to the 1830s, conditions for intra-German piracy were ripe: not only were 
agreements between the states to combat piracy wanting, but some regions, notably 
Austria, actively encouraged unauthorized reproduction of literary and musical works. 
Several attempts at passing legislation in Prussia and other states in the 1810s and 1820s 
had failed, and, in the face of governmental inaction, publishers attempted to take matters 
into their own hands.41  

As Sor did not own the rights any of his works that were supplied to Simrock by Meissonnier 

in 1824, the booksellers’ changes of 1825 and the Leipzig music publishers’ convention of 

1829 acting against piracy,42 would have made no difference until his Méthode… was ready 

to be published by Nikolaus Simrock in 1831, having first  been properly published in 

                                                 
39 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 14. 
40 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 18 foonote 11 mentions: “…a letter from George Thomson 
to Beethoven on this case…” in Tyson, Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London: 1963, pp. 144–145. 
41 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 30. 
42 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 31. 
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France. The reforms in the German states were implemented by the convention of 1829 after 

considerable pressure from the dealers and publishers in other countries: 

The document forbade the signers to infringe either completely or partially on the 
property of another signer, be it in a single publication, mixed collection, or complete 
works. Property rights should be obtained from composers in writing, so that foreign 
publishers would not sell rights for publication without a composer's permission. That the 
property rights were owned by the publisher should be so indicated on the title page; 
unauthorized use of the phrase “Propriété de l'editeur” would be punished by a fine of 50 
Louis d'Or. Simultaneous publication was recognized in Article 2… Article 4 further 
addresses foreign publications, saying that compositions that appeared in England and 
France without a German publisher having bought the rights for publication in Germany 
could be reproduced at will; these works, however, could not bear on their title pages any 
indication of ownership of property rights.43 

Between 1815 and 1828 Sor had no grounds to assert authorial rights in the German states. 

Meissonnier would have known this when he sold his collection of Sor’s works to Simrock in 

Bonn in 1824. In 1828 after Simrock and other the publishers had bound themselves to the 

various voluntary agreements it appears that Sor, independently of Meissonnier, negotiated 

the publication of the German translation of his Méthode…, which I discuss later. 

Copyright in France 
The legal situation in France as faced by Sor on his arrival in 1813 can be reconstructed from 

Carla Hesse’s Publishing and Cultural Politics in Revolutionary Paris, 1789–1810.44 This 

work does not deal with the later reforms and amendments of October 1814 in France after 

the restoration, which amendments affected Meissonnier’s Sor publications between 1815 

and 1828. The legal position during this period in France, England and the German States is 

examined in detail by Alan Tyson in relation to Beethoven,45 and by Joel Sachs in relation to 

Hummel.46 For the later period between 1828 and his death in 1839, when Sor began 

publishing his own works himself, the activities of Chopin as explored by Jeffery Kalberg, 

offer some parallels.47  

Copyright in publishing and printing and the mechanisms for state control like censorship 

and legal deposit in France were subjected to the major reforms implemented by the decree of 

5 February 1810 known as the “General Direction of the Printing and Book Trades”,48 which 

                                                 
43 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, pp. 31–32. 
44 University of California Press, ·Los Angeles Oxford, 1991. 
45 Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven, London, 1963. 
46 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, pp. 203–229; Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, pp. 31–60. 
47 Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace… Part I…’, June 1983; Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace… Part II…’, June 
1983; Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982. 
48 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 230. 
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I mentioned in connection with Salvador Castro de Gistau in the previous chapter. The 

political motivation for these reforms was the consequence of an imperial inquiry into the 

administration of the book trades between 1803 and 1810. The consensus that crystallized out 

of this process identified three fundamental issues that needed to be addressed by a new law: 

…(1) the need for greater surveillance and protection against pirate editions, (2) the need 
to regulate the commercial exploitation of works in the public domain, and (3) the need 
to restrict the number of printers in order to insure adequate employment.49 

Eight Titles and forty-eight articles were promulgated under the new law, which governed 

what authors, publishers and printers would be required to do in France after 5 February 

1810.50 The new law also created a bureaucracy for the surveillance of every conceivable 

participant in the printing industry: 

All printed goods in general commerce at the moment of the regulation had to be 
registered and stamped. Every new publication had to be submitted for a récépissé at the 
Prefecture of Police—a certificate that served as a legal proof of registration and, in 
effect, a permission to sell the work. Every new edition or reedition, and even new press 
runs, had to be declared and permissions granted. The Direction of the Book Trade also 
established a national Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie to announce all legal 
works "in print," with new works to be announced separately from new editions of works 
in the public domain.51 

The ‘organigram’ of the Ministry of the Interior given by Hesse shows the Ministry of the 

Interior in control of the General Direction of the Book Trade, with a Director and six 

auditors (the Imperial Censors, Prefects of the Departments and Inspectors of the Book and 

Printing Trades in Paris, Amsterdam and Hamburg). In addition, there were the Offices of 

Administration, Accounting and Registration and the Office of the Prefecture of Police 

(controlling Deposits, Permissions and Surveillance). The Minister of Police reported 

                                                 
49 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 230. 
50 These are summarised by Carla Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, pp. 230–231 as follows: “Title one of the regulation 
established a "General Direction," with a director and six auditors, under the minister of the interior. Title two limited the 
number of printers in Paris to sixty (extended shortly thereafter to eighty), each required to possess a minimum of four 
presses. Suppressed printers were to receive an indemnity. When a printer died, preference would be given to his or her 
family in selecting a successor. Title three outlawed the printing or publication of anything that questioned the duty of 
“subjects toward the sovereign, or the interest of the state.” Prepublication censorship was reimposed: publication of any 
work, whether new or a re-release in either the private or the public domain, required permission of the General Direction. 
Title four required all publishers and booksellers to be licensed independently of printers. All new publishers and 
booksellers, furthermore, had to provide proof of their "clean living and good morals, as well as their attachment to the 
fatherland and the sovereign." Title five concerned the importation of foreign books: it required all imported books to be 
registered with the prefects in the border departments and approved by the General Direction and a tariff to be imposed on 
all imported French and Latin books. Title six revised the laws on literary property, extending private claims on a text to the 
life of the author, his widow, and their children for twenty years after their deaths. Title seven authorized the formation of a 
corps of inspectors of the book trade and officers of the police and customs to enforce the regulation. Finally, title eight 
established a dépôt at the Prefecture of Police, in Paris and every other department, with publishers required to deposit five 
copies of any work they intended to publish. It was then the prefect's responsibility to send one copy to the dépôt at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale.” 
51 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 236. For a general survey of this legislation see Carla Hesse ‘Chapter Six: Crisis, Again, 
and Administrative Solutions, 1799–1810’ pp. 205–239. 
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separately to the Emperor and was involved in surveillance and enforcement.52 It appears that 

two government bodies were involved: the first body under the Ministry of the Interior, had a 

dépôt at the Prefecture of Police, to receive the deposits of five copies of works that were 

intended for publication53 and to issue a récépissé or receipt, “…that served as a legal proof 

of registration and, [was] in effect, a permission to sell the work”.54 These controls were a 

form of pre-publication censorship on printers.  

The second body was the dépôt at the Bibliothèque nationale, which was still operating 

the old system of voluntary deposits that were made when an author or publisher registered a 

right under the 19 July 1793 law on the Rights of Genius (as amended). This confusing 

arrangement appears to have arisen because the changes to the copyright provisions in the 

law of 1810, only seem to have been to Title six, which increased the duration of a right to: 

“…the life of the author, his widow, and their children for twenty years after their deaths.”55 

This law did not change the deposit regulations of the 1793 law, which continued to require a 

deposit of two copies of a work, for copyright purposes, at the dépôt of the Bibliothèque 

nationale. This was in addition to a deposit of five copies at the Prefecture of Police. This 

double deposit system resulted in a confusion that came to the attention of the courts in 1832 

and was only finally resolved in 1834 (as will be explained below). It also resulted generated 

confusion as to the announcements of works required as part of the formalities for each of the 

two kinds of deposit. 

The main change in the 1810 legislation was a shift in the onus, which now required 

printers to obtain permission to print rather than publishers the permission to publish. This 

meant publishers were basically subject only to the laws of copyright as established in 1793. 

The main object of the 1810 change was the institution of a system of surveillance for all 

aspects of the printing and publishing, covering everything from state censorship to control of 

the industry itself. The protection of the rights of an author or publisher continued to depend 

on the law of 19 July 1793, as amended, and as modified by case law. Enforcement of rights 

was a civil matter based on damages. After the Restoration in 1814, the administrative 

provisions of the 1810 law were not substantially changed by the King. The decree of 5 

February 1810, requiring a deposit of five copies by printers at the Prefecture of Police under 

                                                 
52 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 232. 
53 Title eight of the decree of 5 Febraury 1810. Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 231. 
54 Tile three made sure that “…publication of any work, whether new or a re-release in either the private or the public 
domain, required permission of the General Direction” for Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 236. 
55 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 231. 
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the Ministry of the Interior, was revisited after the Restoration in the law of 24 October 1814, 

which retained the status quo. The deposit copies were therefore allocated as follows: 

“…one each for the Bibliothèque nationale, the Chancellor of France, the director-
general of the librairie, the Ministry of the Interior, and the censor. Deposit was executed 
at the secretariat of the librairie in Paris or at the prefecture at the départements.” 56  

The single Ministry of the Interior57 copy, which was allocated to the Bibliothèque nationale 

under this law, did not have anything to do with the two copies that were required as a 

copyright deposit at the Bibliothèque nationale under the 19 July 1793 law. In his study of 

Hummel, Sachs sees the requirement for printers to lodge deposits and obtain the permission 

to print as specifically related to ‘piracy’:  

Article 14 of the law of October 21, 1814, left no doubt that piracies were not to escape 
official surveillance, for it required all printers to declare their intention to issue a work 
before printing it and to deposit copies before putting them on sale. Deposit was 
therefore now obligatory for piracies as well as authorized editions.58  

The printer’s ‘deposit’ was actually a way of ensuring complete political control over what 

was to be printed by means of surveillance. The five copies deposited at the Prefecture of 

Police for the Ministry of the Interior may have satisfied the political requirements set for the 

system for public surveillance but these paid no attention to the protection of intellectual 

property. For copyright purposes, under the 1793 act, a separate and voluntary ‘deposit’ of 

two copies in addition to the public listing or announcement of a work in the Bibliographie de 

la France, continued to be required to establish a right for authors or publishers. This meant 

that a printer had to deposit five copies for the permission to print under the 1810 law (after 9 

January 1828 this deposit was reduced to two copies) while an author or owner of the rights 

was required, under the 19 July 1793 law, to deposit two copies of a work at the Bibliothèque 

nationale to register a copyright. Since one of the printers deposit copies always ended up in 

the Bibliothèque nationale anyway, an administrative practice evolved whereby only one 

copy was accepted by the Bibliothèque nationale in the registration of copyright under the 19 

July 1793 law, based on the assumption that the second copy would duly arrive from the 

Ministry of the Interior.  

The Court de Cassation pronounced on this practice, by ruling on 30 June 1832 that after 

1810, an author’s right would not be established unless two copies had been deposited at the 

dépôt at the Bibliothèque nationale, as required by the law of 19 July 1793:  

                                                 
56 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, pp. 216–217. 
57 Here following Sachs in using “Ministry of the Interior” instead of the more correct “Prefecture of Police”. 
58 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 216. 
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One can easily imagine the reaction of publishers to this 1832 decision, having four years 
earlier won a reduction in the number of copies to be deposited by the printer. 
Fortunately for them, the decision was reversed in 1834 [March 1], letting the printer’s 
deposit of two copies suffice for copyright purposes.59 

This caused widespread confusion and alarm since it retrospectively invalidated the rights of 

many who thought themselves properly protected only to find they were not. It is clear that 

the implications of the 1810 reform of the copyright regulations had obviously not been 

properly thought through when the legislation was drafted. Sachs explains the problem as 

follows: 

[From the 1832 court] decision we can infer that there must have been considerable 
questions [after 1810] as to whether the copyright holder needed to add two copies to 
those [five or later two that were] already sent by the printer. Indeed, our earlier 
observations confirm that two separate deposits were taking place….60 

The two deposits he is referring to are the printers’ pre-publication deposit at the Ministry of 

the Interior and the deposit for copyright purposes at the Bibliothèque nationale. The 

summary by Hesse of the 1810 legislation clarifies how the system was applied: 

…title eight established a dépôt at the Prefecture of Police, in Paris and every other 
department, with publishers required to deposit five copies of any work they intended to 
publish. It was then the prefect's responsibility to send one copy to the dépôt at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale.61 

In addition to these deposits, it became obligatory on 14 October 1811, to announce the 

printed works in a national register. Hesse reports that The General Direction of the Book 

Trade: 

…established a national Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie to announce all legal 
works "in print," with new works to be announced separately from new editions of works 
in the public domain.62 

This regulation meant that a different kind of listing had now to be made in the Journal de 

l'imprimerie et de la librairie63 by the printer, before when seeking permission to print. The 

proviso that only “legal” printed works that were “new”, had to be announced in this register. 

This also meant that this regulation did not list ‘pirate’ or unauthorised editions. The usual 

definition of the ‘public domain’ refers to works that had fallen out of copyright. It is to this 

category of works, that the following refers: 
                                                 
59 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 218. 
60 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, pp. 217–218. 
61 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, pp. 230–231. 
62 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 236. 
63 The full title of the register under Napoleon’s rule and during his Hundred Days is Bibliographie de l’Empire Français ou 
Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie. During the Restoration and after the Hundred Days it was Bibliographie de la 
France ou Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie. 
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With the publication of the Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie, publishers 
themselves for the first time gained an effective means to operate strategically in the 
public domain. In exchange for the services the government provided in regulating the 
public domain, publishers and printers paid a per-page fee to the General Direction for all 
editions they produced of those common works. This tax single-handedly financed the 
new administration. The era of the cutthroat free market in common ideas was over.64 

The control of new foreign works is not mentioned here. Foreign works were not protected 

unless they were duly registered in France, otherwise falling into the public domain by mere 

virtue of their foreignness. This would turn out to be a very lucrative source of material for 

publishers everywhere and would be much resented by international authors like Hummel 

and Beethoven. In summary, then, from 21 July 1793,65 an edition was only protected if two 

copies were deposited at the dépôt of the Bibliothèque nationale, a receipt obtained, and the 

work was listed in the Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie.66 An author’s or publisher’s 

copyright deposit was voluntary,67 whereas the printer’s deposit of five copies was 

obligatory. Printers also had to announce certain categories of new works in the Journal de 

l'imprimerie et de la librairie. All of these regulations apply to Sor’s works published in 

France and, in some cases help us to date them. 

Regulations, Registers and Deposits 
Joel Sachs mentions three registers or lists68 of publications that may be consulted in France 

in the period that Sor’s music was published there. The first of these are the registers of the 

Ministry of the Interior, which consists of records from deposits at the Prefecture of Police:69 

These large volumes commencing December 1810, give the date of deposit, and 
identifying number for each item (one number for works registered in batches), the 
publisher, composer, title (in shortened form, but apparently copied from the title page), 
and a column of “observations” which often gives the address of the publisher.70 

This register recorded the deposits of printers applying for permission to print. Some of these 

works would, in addition, have been required to be announced according to the law of 1811, 

                                                 
64 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 238. 
65 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 127. 
66 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 215. 
67 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 125. 
68 It is not clear to me whether Jeffery’s examination of the second of these sources also includes the other two mentioned 
here or not. It is possible that if other information about Meissonnier’s publications of Sor’s music appears in these sources 
(which I doubt) that a better picture of Meissonnier’s registrations might emerge. I have only consulted the Journal de 
l'imprimerie et de la librairie for the period between 1814 and 1840. 
69 The registers in the Centre Historique des Archives Nationales in France in the Fonds publics postérieurs à 1789 entitled: 
‘F18 Imprimerie, Librairie, Presse, Censure’, Sachs is referring to F18* VIII, pp. 1–157, which deals with music between 
1811–1825. See the Archives at <http://www.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/chan/>, accessed 6 May 2006. 
70 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 218. I have not consulted this list, but suggest that it is worth 
examining for records of Sor. 
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which made it obligatory for the printer: “…to announce all legal works ‘in print’, with new 

works to be announced separately from new editions of works in the public domain”.71  

The second register in which these announcements were made was the Journal de 

l'imprimerie et de la librairie. Under Napoleon’s rule and during the Hundred Days, this 

became the Bibliographie de l’Empire Français ou Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie. 

During the Restoration and after the Hundred Days it was the Bibliographie de la France ou 

Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie. This register is described by Sachs as follows: 

Beginning December 4, 1810, and continuing to the present, the weekly issues list books, 
engravings, and music. The musical entries, which do not begin until late in 1811, may 
not have been included in the original plan of the journal. As the Ministry of the 
Interior’s records begin at the same time, they appear to be related to the musical entries 
in the Bibliographie.72 

What Sachs says here is only partially true as it mentions only the printers’ announcements. 

Another separate kind of announcement was also recorded in this same register, and consisted 

of the copyright deposit announcements that had to be made as a condition under the law of 

19 July 1793. 

The third register mentioned by Sachs takes the form of a handwritten list, kept in the 

music department of the Bibliothèque nationale and begun in March 1812. This list was 

examined by Sachs for the period up until 1839, about which he writes: 

The list was first written on the same paper as that of the Ministry volumes. 
Unfortunately, the following months are lacking: April 1814–August 1815; October 
1815–December 1817; March 1818–February 1819; April 1819–February 1820; August 
1831; June–September 1832.73 

This hand-written list does not record the copyright deposits, but is instead lists the copies 

that came to the Bibliothèque nationale under its allocation out of the five copies deposited at 

the Prefecture of Police of the Ministry of the Interior for printer’s permission to print. The 

description of this source by Sachs supports what I understand as records of printers’ 

deposits:  

…we find only the month, depositor, author and title; sometimes neither the depositor 
nor author has been entered. …Apparently the list in the library was not made 
independently of that in the ministry (at the time of the deposit), but was assembled from 
the pile of music that had been deposited at the Ministry early in the month. Because 

                                                 
71 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 236. 
72 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 218. 
73 This means that these lists are of limited value in the study of Sor as most of the months between 1815 and February 1820 
are lost. Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 219. I became aware of this list in this research and have 
not been able to return to see it since.  
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music that had been deposited at the Ministry early in the month would have been at the 
bottom of the month’s pile, it appears at the end of the month’s listing in the library.74 

This last list does not help us when it comes to finding deposits made by Meissonnier for 

copyright purposes since these would have had no link to the Prefecture of Police deposits at 

of the Ministry of the Interior. Some of Sor’s editions carry claims of ownership “Propriété 

de l’Editeur” or “Propriété de l’Auteur” but are not found listed in the Bibliographie de la 

France. Sachs’s explanation for these missing entries is that the journal does not provide a 

comprehensive picture, omitting ‘unauthorised editions’ or ‘piracies’ deposited by printers 

that were not required to be listed: 

[A]lthough the copies in the Bibliothèque nationale are evidence of the printers’ deposits, 
only a small portion of the deposited works are actually registered in the Ministry of the 
Interior’s records or announced in the Bibliographie. We may therefore conclude that, to 
conserve space in the Bibliographie, announcements of piracies—at least for music—
were dispensed with. For with the exception of offensive vocal compositions, it was 
hardly likely that a piece of music would be placed on the list of prohibited 
publications.75 

This may not be a discretion to “conserve space” in the library, as Sachs suggests, but may 

instead be a consequence of the provision quoted above, that only: “…legal works ‘in 

print’…” had to be announced,76 which therefore excluding a number of works Sachs calls 

“piracies”, which may also have been ‘unauthorised editions’ or ‘foreign works’. This 

category is relevant to us because it includes Meissonnier’s editions of Sor’s ‘foreign’ 

London works, which would have been excluded from list on the basis that it did not matter 

whether they were recorded as ‘in print’ or not. The law of 1810 required five copies of all 

editions to be deposited, and a receipt issued, while the law of 1811 required all printed 

works to be announced with some works exempted in this register.  

Deposits and listings in official registers are an important aspect of the study of 

Meissonier editions, but are subject to many difficulties, as Sachs explains: 

…the only proof of registry was a receipt given to the depositor: no records were kept 
giving us the date of deposit. The provisions of this law do not help us date music, 
although the deposited copies (now in the Bibliothèque nationale) at least give us clues to 
authenticity…”77  

Sachs is discussing Hummel and piracy and using the term ‘authenticity’ in relation to Tyson, 

in the sense of a legal authorisation by composers of a publication. In a broader sense the 

                                                 
74 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 219. 
75 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 216. 
76 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 236. 
77 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 215. 
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term ‘authenticity’ also refers to the textual authority of an edition, broadening the question 

in the context of Sor studies, so that it becomes: What “…clues to authenticity…” do the 

“…deposited copies (now in the Bibliothèque nationale)…” offer about Meissonnier 

publications of Sor’s music? I shall be examining this later.  

THE FRENCH LIBRARY STAMPS 

Sachs does not discuss whether the editions that were deposited at the dépôt of the Prefecture 

of Police or at the dépôt at the Bibliothèque nationale had any distinctive stamp or mark that 

set them apart from ordinary acquisitions. It seems to me that in the process of examining a 

work in either place a library stamp may have been used to show that an official examination 

had taken place. This brings me to a discussion of library stamps. The “Declaration of the 

Rights of Genius” of 19 July 1793 established a dépôt légal, which began registering editions, 

two days later, on 21 July 1793 at the Librairie. In 1803 the deposit of two copies, listed in a 

register under the control of the Prefecture of Police, became obligatory:  

By his letter of 20 messidor, year XI [July 9, 1803], the chief minister of justice has 
charged me to inform all printers and publishers that they must deposit with me two 
copies of everything that they propose to publish, eight days before they release it. He 
has charged me, as well, to have the works examined during this period and to send him 
a report containing my judgment, along with a copy of each work.78 

The “arts and sciences” were soon exempted, but after the proclamation of Empire the basic 

system continued. The reforms of 1810 did not change the way copyright deposits were 

received at the Bibliothèque nationale and it is not clear whether any processes of registration 

involved the use of library stamps. 

Salvador Castro de Gistau’s editions were dutifully registered and carried the claim of 

ownership on the title page, as discussed in the previous chapter. These editions sport official 

stamps usually on the title page, on intermediary page and on the last page. His Six 

Seguidilles Op. 1 to Op. 3 editions, carry the stamps like these:  

                                                 
78 Report to the Minister of police quoted in Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, pp. 224–225.  
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Example 1. Salvador Castro de Gistau, Six Seguidilles Op. 1 stamps on title page, and pp. 3 and 7 of the eight 
pages. Usually the last page is stamped, this may be a mistake. Copy in Bibliotheque nationale de France, shelf 
number Vm739225. 

The stamp reads: “BIBLIOTHÈQUE IMPÉRIALE IMPR[IMERIE]” and has an imperial 

eagle in the centre. Obviously this stamp gives an approximate earliest date of receipt by the 

Bibliothèque Impériale and because Castro claims propriété on these editions, this suggests 

(but does not prove) that they were registered for copyright purposes.  

A different stamp (shown below) appears on Castro’s Deux Airs Variées Op. 7, and also 

appears on all Castro’s editions from Op. 4 to Op. 18.79 This stamp falls outside the period 

that the music was published and reads: “BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE IMPRIMERIE” 

and in the centre, has the acronym “R. F.” for “la République française”, in reference to the 

Second Republic 1848–1852: 

 

Example 2. Salvador Castro de Gistau, Deux Airs Variées Op. 7, showing the stamps on title page, and last page 
only. Copy in Bibliothèque nationale de France, shelf number Vm73523. 

It appears that these were not deposit copies and were instead acquired by the Bibliothèque 

nationale during the Second Republic.  

The library stamps on Sor’s Chanson ‘Adonde vas incauto’80 published by Mme Benoist 

are as follows: 

                                                 
79 This stamp appears on the Sor Fantaisie for Ignace Pleyel (later Op. 7). Bibliothèque nationale de France, shelf number 
Vm93802A. 
80 The facsimile in Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 187, does not show the first blank page carrying Sor’s signature. 
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Example 3. The library stamps on page 2 and 4 of Sor’s Chanson ‘Adonde vas incauto’ (shelf number Vm7 
101188) published Mme Benoist. Enhanced copy from Jeffery, 1994, pp. 18 and 20. 

This library stamp reads: “Bibliothèque Royale”, the larger stamp appearing on the first page 

of the music and the smaller stamp on the subsequent two pages. This stamp could have been 

used until about 1830. The dating of the above edition also relies on the timbre fiscal stamp 

on the final page, which, thanks to Elisabeth Lebeau, can thus be dated.81 Two copies of this 

Sor edition remain in the Bibliothèque nationale, suggesting a deposit.  

Other Sor copies with the timbre fiscal stamps that were registered by Sor making a 

deposit do not appear to also have been listed. Only a receipt showing his registration of the 

work would allow us to show that Sor held a valid copyright. There are two copies in the 

Bibliothèque nationale (of which I have seen only one) of Sor’s Marche Patriotique 

Espagnole (shelf number 101190), which are both are signed. The one I have seen has no 

Bibliothèque Royale stamps and also does have a timbre fiscal stamp. The following listing 

in the Bibliographie de la France by Mme Benoist appears to be the printer’s announcement, 

which does not mention the author: 

 

Example 4. The listing at no. 150 of Sor’s Marche Patriotique Espagnole avec Accompagnement de Piano does 
not mention the composer. Bibliographie de la France, Troisième Année (17e de la Collection) (No et 32) Samedi 
20 août 1814 at Page 228 

It might be worthwhile researching the use of these stamps, which may provide us with a 

valuable indication of where a deposit copy was from. A much later example is Sor’s 1828 

Collection Complète pour la Guitare, which contains the title pages and the music of Sor’s 

opus numbers 1–23 and three other pieces. This work has the same larger Bibliothèque 

Royale stamps on every title page and most first pages of the pieces of music contained 

withing but not on any of the final pages, besides (significantly I suggest) the final page of 

                                                 
81 Lebeau, ‘Le timbre fiscal…’, 1945. 
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the whole edition, which signifying the end of the work.82 These stamps are consistent with 

the kind of careful examination that a librarian might make but are also consistent with an 

examination by the registering authority at the Bibliothèque nationale, registering a 

copyright. In this case the right would have been Meissonnier’s. 

THE TIMBRE FISCAL IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE LA FRANCE 

The 1945 article by Elisabeth Lebeau has long been the standard reference for the dating of 

the French taxation stamps that are known as the timbre fiscal.83 Her article has reproductions 

of the various stamps that were used and the dates that they were in force. Lebeau states that 

the imperial stamps, with the eagle as their symbol, came into force on 1 January 1806 and 

remained in force until 1 January 1815 (nine months after Napoleon abdicated)—when they 

were replaced by royal stamps marked with a fleurs de lys. The political dates of Empire—

Restoration—Hundred Days—Monarchy do not match the bibliographical dates given by 

Lebeau. My summary below attempts to explain this. 

In the decree of 4 October 1811 the journal Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou 

Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie was created. It was published weekly or sometimes 

twice a week during the succession of regime changes in France. This official bibliographical 

register was itself also stamped, which meant that the exact dates that the new stamps 

officially came into force were reflected on the title pages of the Bibliographie de l’Empire 

français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie when Napoleon was in charge, and on 

restoration of the monarchy became the Bibliographie de la France ou Journal de 

l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie. The bibliographical dates given by Lebeau do not accord with 

the political dates because there was an overlap that was caused by the practicalities of 

regime change. Historically, the Restoration probably began when the allies entered Paris at 

the end of March 1814 and a provisional government was proclaimed on 1 April 1814. The 

transfer of power did not happen overnight and on 11 April Napoleon abdicated leaving for 

Elba on 20 April 1814, whereupon Louis XVIII returned: landing at Calais on 24 April 1814 

and arriving in Paris on 3 May 1814.84 The official stamps in force in Paris or Département 

de la Seine before Napoleon’s abdication are given by Lebeau as numbers 13 and 14:  

                                                 
82 Op. 1, on p. 1; Op. 3, p. 1; Op. 5, title page and p. 1; Op. 6, title page and p. 1; Op. 7, title page and p. 1; Op. 8, title page 
and p. 1; Op. 9, title page; Op. 10, title page; Op. 11, title page; Op. 12, title page; Op. 13, title page and p. 1; Op. 14, title 
page; Op. 15 Folies, p. 1; [Op. 15c] Marche p. 1; [Op. 15b] Sonate, p. 1; Op. 16, title page; Op. 17, title page; Op. 18, title 
page; Op. 19, title page and p. 1; Op. 20, title page and p. 1; Op. 21, title page; Op. 22, title page; Op. 23, title page and p. 1 
and last page. 
83 Lebeau, ‘Le timbre fiscal…, 1945, pp. 20–28 at p. 24 and 25. 
84 Palmer, An Encyclopaedia of Napoleon’s Europe, 1984, p. 178. 
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Example 5. From 4 October 1806 the above two imperial stamps were used in the Paris region from the decree of 
4 October 1811 until the restoration (Lebeau, 1945 nos. 13 and 14). Note the presence of the imperial eagle on the 
banner and the lack of fleurs de lys signifying the monarchy. 

The last issue of the Bibliographie de l’Empire français to be stamped with imperial timbre 

fiscal stamp appeared on the title page of No. 12 on Friday, 25 March 1814 and all the 

editions it listed would be also have been stamped with that timbre fiscal:  

 

Example 6. Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Troisième année, No. 
12, Friday, 25 March 1814. 

The Restoration resulted in five issues being omitted in April 1814, so that the first issue 

to appear was No. 13, dated Tuesday, 1 May 1814, with the new title: Bibliographie de la 

France ou Journal Général de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie. The difficulties of the timbre 

fiscal were not resolved by the removal of the word ‘Empire’ from this title and even though 

the Restoration was politically established the imperial eagle stamp remained in force for 

legal deposits for the remainder of the year. For this reason Lebeau records 1 January 1815 as 

the date of its last appearance.  
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The political changes were also reflected by music publishers in changes to title pages: 

from 1 May 1814 “Déposé a la Direction Générale de la Librairie” became “Déposé a la 

Direction Royale de la Librairie” at the Restoration, which can be seen on the title pages of 

the Mme. Benoist editions of Sor’s music. The Chanson Relative aux Evénements d’Espagne 

‘Adonde vas, Fernando, incauto’ has no title page and was not listed but does have on page 3 

an imperial timbre fiscal and Bibliothèque Royale stamps (of uncertain date). If the library 

stamps can be shown to be concurrent this would narrow the date of this song to after the 

Restoration and before the imperial timbre fiscal was replaced.  

The first title page of the Restoration Bibliographie de la France (to use its short title) 

has the imperial timbre fiscal as follows: 

 

Example 7.  No. 13, 

This imperial stamp used on the title pages of the Bibliographie de la France for the rest of 

 Bibliographie de la France ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Troisième année,
Monday, 1 May 1814. 

the year ended with No. 53 at the end of December 1813. When the Tables for 1814 (then just 

ended) were printed in 1815, they became the first to display the royal title and timbre fiscal, 

showing the Davidian figure and the monarchy’s fleurs de lys as follows:  
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Example 8. Bibliographie de la France ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Tables de lá bibliographie, 
for the year 1814, printed in 1815. 

The first issue of the Bibliographie de la France to use the new stamps was No. 1, dated 

Saturday, 7 January 1815 and continued to be used until the Hundred Days. The last issue of 

the Restoration with the Restoration title and the fleurs de lys stamps was No 11 of 18 March 

1815. The old imperial title of Bibliographie de l’Empire français returned on No 12, dated 

Saturday, 25 March 1815 adorned with the royal timbre fiscal: 

 

Example 9. Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Quatrième année, 
No. 12, Saturday, 25 March 1815. 

The use of these royal stamps together with the imperial title continued until No 17, dated 30 

April 1815. This means that for bibliographical purposes the Restoration timbres fiscal were 

used from 7 January 1815 to 30 April 1815 and the imperial stamps began appearing once 

again on 6 May 1815. Historically, the Hundred Days began on 20 March 1815 and lasted 
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until Napoleon’s “…defeat at Waterloo… [and] his second abdication on 22 June…”.85 Louis 

XVIII returned to Paris from Ghent on 8 July 1815.86 The last imperial title to appear with an 

imperial stamp was issue No 28, dated 15 July 1815: 

 

Example 10. Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Quatrième année, 
No. 28, Saturday, 15 July 1815. 

Issue No 29, had the title changed back to the royal Bibliographie de la France, but kept the 

imperial timbre fiscal until this was finally replaced at issue No 34, of 26 August 1815: 

 

Example 11. Bibliographie de la France ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Quatrième année, No. 34, 
Saturday, 26 August 1815, showing the royal timbre fiscal. 

                                                 
85 Palmer, An Encyclopaedia of Napoleon’s Europe, 1984, p. 150. Palmer points out that Louis XVIII was greeted on his 
return by the Comte de Chabrol on 8 July 1815 with a mention of 100 days which was in fact 110 days.  
86 Palmer, An Encyclopaedia of Napoleon’s Europe, 1984, p. 178. 
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The imperial timbre fiscal continued to be used for official legal deposit purposes during the 

Hundred Days and afterwards for the whole of the period from 6 May 1815 to 19 August 

1815. From 26 August 1815 to 1830 the following stamps were used in Paris: 

 

Example 12. After the abdication of Napoleon on 22 June 1815, the above stamps succeeded the old imperial 
stamps only at issue No. 34 on 26 August 1815. 

After 1830 the fleur des lys symbol was removed, which means the duration of the above 

stamps was from 26 August 1815 to the week of 27 February 1830, the new stamps appearing 

in the week of 5 March 1830.87 The stamps used on issues of the Bibliographie de la France, 

would also have been those used on other legal deposit copies, in accordance with the 

variations indicated above. The dates that used in regard to the timbre fiscal are as follows:  

Date-ranges: Corresponding Titles and Timbres fiscal  

Empire: 18 May 1804—1 April 1814 
Issue From Date Issue To Date Bib. de l’Empire 
No. 1 7 January 1814 No. 1  1 January 1815 

Restoration: 1 May 1814—1 April 1815 
Issue From Date Issue To Date Bib. de la France 
No. 1 7 Jan 1815 No. 17 30 April 1815 

The Hundred Days:  
Issue From Date Issue To Date Bib. de l’Empire 
No. 18 6 May 1815 No. 33 19 August 1815 

The Monarchy:  
Issue From Date Issue To Date 

Bib. de la France 
No. 34 26 August 1815 — 27 February 1830 

LISTINGS AND LEGAL DEPOSITS  

Joel Sachs’ statement that: “…copies in the Bibliothèque nationale are evidence of the 

printers’ deposits…”88 appears to apply to copyright deposits as well. What can be deduced 

from the holdings of Meissonnier’s publications of Sor’s music at the Bibliothèque nationale? 
                                                 
87 Lebeau, ‘Le timbre fiscal…, 1945, p. 25 quotes the Moniteur Universel as using the new stamp on this date. Issue No. 10 
dated 5 March 1831 of the Bibliographie de la France has a small portion of the stamp which cannot be identified. It seems 
that after Issue No. 11 dated 17 March 1821 the timbre fiscal was not present on the title pages of the Bibliographie de la 
France for a reason I have not needed to explore for the purposes of this study. 
88 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 216. 
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Were they acquired as printers’ deposits or as copyright deposits? Between 1810 and 9 

January 1828 this obligatory printers deposit was five copies of which one ended up in the 

Bibliothèque nationale. A voluntary deposit of two copies to register copyright therefore 

requires a total of seven copies to be deposited in the Bibliothèque nationale. If a copyright 

was registered three copies end up in the Bibliothèque nationale. If only one copy ended up 

there it probably represents the single copy from the printers’ obligatory deposit of five 

copies. After 9 January 1828 the printer’s deposit was reduced to two copies, which does not 

change things much: one printers’ deposit copy plus and two copyright deposit copies leaves 

three copies in the Bibliothèque nationale if a copyright deposit was made after 9 January 

1828. Therefore, if there remains only one copy in the Bibliothèque nationale the work in 

question was probably not copyright protected.  

The finding of 30 June 1832 that Prefecture of Police deposits at the Ministry of the 

Interior could not counted as copyright deposit copies changed this scenario slightly. The 

printers’ deposit ensured one copy was sent to the Bibliothèque nationale and an optional 

announcement by the printer might have appeared in the Journal de l'imprimerie et de la 

librairie. If a copyright deposit was made under the pre-1832 misapprehension that only one 

extra copy was required, the Bibliothèque would have received a total of two copies. This 

should be confirmed by an obligatory listing required under the law of 19 July 1793 in the 

Journal de l'imprimerie et de la librairie.  

Sor’s Méthode pour la Guitare is a good example to use to try and describe the processes 

required for the publication and registration of works in France as I understand them. The 

first announcement is made by Sor in the Bibliographie de la France on 24 May 1828 to 

announce a prospectus giving the author, a provisional title, an offer of a subscription, details 

of the proposed printer, copyright holder (the author) with his addresses, the contents of the 

work, its estimated price and so forth. Here is the entry:  

 

Example 13. Announcement by Sor in the Bibliographie de la France, Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection) 
(No 21) Saturday, 24 May 1828, p. 385). 

The work is yet to be published. The information focuses on describing the work, mentioning 

the quarto format, two volumes of text and lithographic music examples, figures, etc.  
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The second listing appears in the Bibliographie de la France on 8 January 1831, directly 

after the work was printed, with the date 1830 on the title page. This time the text is derived 

from the final printed edition. It could, however, have been listed either by the printer or by 

the author. Rue de Marivaux, No. 5 is still the address of the Hotel Favart today, the address 

given in the first announcement was “place des Italiens”: 

 

Example 14. Listing of Sor Méthode pour la Guitare, in the Bibliographie de la France Vingtième Année (34e de 
la Collection) (No 2). Saturday 8 January 1831 p. 20. 

This information is taken from the title page of the edition dated 1830. The changes from the 

earlier entry are: the final title, new printer, the publisher Simrock in Bonn and the increased 

price. The new printer is M. A. Lachevardière,89 who would have been responsible for the 

deposit of the two copies required for permission to print after the law of 9 January 1828. 

These copies would have been allocated: “…one copy for the Bibliothèque nationale and one 

for the Ministry of the Interior.”90 To obtain copyright protection Sor would have needed to 

deposit two more copies, for which he obtained a receipt, and properly listed the work in the 

Bibliographie de la France according to the law of 19 July 1793 (as amended). The holdings 

in the Bibliothèque nationale should now show three copies. We know that Sor may have 

erroneously deposited one copy for copyright it being before 30 June 1832—which reduces 

our expectation to two copies. The current holdings of Sor’s Méthode pour la Guitare show 

one incomplete copy, which is missing the volume of plates and musical examples.91 This 

suggests a copyright deposit was not made and the single remaining copy is the printer’s 

deposit copy. There is, therefore, some doubt as to whether Sor registered his copyright for 

his Méthode pour la Guitare. Unfortunately, when I examined this copy in Paris I did not at 

that time realise that I should pay attention to the library stamps on this copy, which may 

enable us to recognise this as a Ministry of Interior deposit copy. Much could have happened 

to copies of an edition like this, so this allows us only the merest suspicion. 

In general terms: one copy in the Bibliothèque nationale suggests that a copyright deposit 

was not made; two copies in the Bibliographie de la France and a listing suggest that an 

                                                 
89 In 1834 the ‘Imprimerie de Lachevardière’ was at ‘rue du Colombier, No. 30’ (Travaux d'ameliorations interieures . an 
atlas by Guillaume Tell, Poussin, 1794-1876 Paris: Libraire Anselin; Paris: Libraire Carilian-Goeury. David Rumsey Map 
Collection at <http://www.davidrumsey.com/maps1120982-28790.html>, accessed 8 February 2007.  
90 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 217. 
91 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 187. 
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attempt may have been made to register a copyright; three copies, together with a listing in 

the Bibliographie de la France, is a strong indicator that copyright protection was obtained. 

Only an original receipt for two copies and a listing in the Bibliographie de la France puts 

the copyright beyond doubt.  

Deposit Copies in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France 
The Sor editions published in Paris between 1813 and 1815, before Meissonnier, required a 

deposit of five copies for the permission to print and two copies (possibly reduced to one) for 

the registration of copyright. Before 9 January 1828 the Meissonnier editions would all have 

required the same deposits. Between 9 January 1828 and 1 March 183492 four copies were 

required and after that two sufficed. The Bibliothèque nationale holdings of these editions are 

presented in the tables below:  

Deposits of Sor’s 1813–1815 Paris Editions 

Title Sign? Listed? Publisher BnF 
Copies

Editions Sor published before his contract with Meissonnier  

Fantaisie for Pleyel  Yes 3 Sep 1814 Chez Mr Pleyel …et chez l’Auteur 2 
Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles Yes 4 Feb 1814 A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist, 2 
Boléro de Société ‘Mis descuidados ojos’ Yes 4 Feb 1814 A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist 1 
Chanson Relative aux Evénements d’Espagne, 
‘Adonde vas, Fernando, incauto’ 

Yes No A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist 2 

Marche Patriotique Espagnole, ‘Marchemos, 
marchemos’ 

Yes 20 Aug 1814 A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist 2 

Sor and Pleyel registered the Fantaisie as publishers and Sor may have thought he registered 

an author’s right by depositing one copy, signing copies and listing it in the Bibliographie de 

la France, thus accounting for the two copies that remain. The Six Petites Pièces and Marche 

Patriotique that Mme Benoist published are both marked “Propriété de l’Auteur” and signed 

by Sor and were probably registered in the same way, again leaving two copies. The Boléro 

de Société was listed by the publisher satisfies the same requirements except that one copy 

appears to have been lost. The Chanson Relative aux Evénements d’Espagne may have been 

deposited in the same way but the lack of a listing would have invalidated Sor’s copyright. 

Meissonnier’s editions of opera 1–23 were all published after 1815 and before 9 January 

1828, which means a printer’s deposit of five copies would have been required in addition to 

the two copies required for registering his publisher’s copyright. This would have also have 

applied to the Sor to opera 24–29 announced in the Journal Général d'Annonce on 24 March 

                                                 
92 Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 218. 
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1827.93 As I understand it, this advertisement does not qualify as a listing, not being listed in 

the Bibliographie de la France, invalidating Meissonnier’s copyright on these works. The 

mention of “six new works” in the Bibliographie de la France announcement of 22 March 

1828 is too vague to qualify as a proper listing. A copyright deposit for editions published 

after January 1828 would have been reduced to two copies and would have been required for 

Sor’s opera 30–33.  

Meissonnier listed his Collection Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor on 22 March 

1828 in the Bibliographie de la France.94 This edition was the revision by Sor of the earlier 

collection now in the Bibliothèque nationale at shelf nos. Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114:95 The 

Vingt Quatre Etudes, which used the revised plates for Op. 6 and Op. 29, collected together 

these two editions using a loose coversheet and announced the edition in the Journal général 

d’annonce on 21 February 1827. This was not listed in the 22 March 1828 entry in the 

Bibliographie de la France because it contained works that were owned by Meissonnier. This 

explains the following copies in Paris: 

Deposit Copies in BnF of Meissonnier’s Collected Editions 

Title Signed? Listed? Publisher’s Address BnF 
Copies 

Meissonnier’s collected editions from old plates 

Collection Complète des œuvres de Sor No 22/3/1828 25 Boulevard Montmartre 2 
Vingt Quatre Etudes Op. 6 & 29 Collected edition No ? Not seen 0 

By listing his Collection Complète on 22 March 1828 Meissonnier was seeking a publisher’s 

copyright over Sor’s opera 1–23 to prevent Sor from publishing these works himself. The 

Bibliothèque nationale holdings of two copies of first Collection Complète, Vm8 u. 113 and 

Vm8 u. 114, of which Vm8 u. 113 have library stamps on each title page and the last page 

suggesting a copyright registration. The five copies needed for permission to print may have 

been waived for already approved reprinted works (like this collection), thus explaining the 

two remaining copies. No listing exists because none would have been required seeing that 

the contents were in the public domain: either as foreign works or as previously unregistered 

works in which no copyright was registered. 

Brian Jeffery includes the BnF holdings of Meissonnier’s editions of Sor’s works in his 

‘Catalogue of Works’ by listing them as individual editions.96 All these copies are contained 

                                                 
93 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, Note 9, p. 84. 
94 Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 12.) samedi 22 mars 1828. p. 231. 
95 See my Chapter 13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’ for a detailed description of these editions. 
96 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, pp. 146–190. 
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in the first edition of Meissonnier’s Collection Complète, Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114, which 

contain plates altered by Meissonnier to add unauthorised fingering, for example, in the Op. 

16 Cinquième Fantaisie, which has fingering in it that is not to be found in the individual 

copy in the Brussels Conservatoire at B-Bc 5.614. These Brussels copies all appear to be 

earlier states of the Paris copies. Jeffery mentions the Collection Complète des Œuvres de 

Ferdinando Sor without differentiating between the two editions or giving bibliographical 

details, listings and location of any copies as he does for other editions of Sor’s works.97 

Sor’s opera 1–23 in Paris are listed as: “Bibliothèque Nationale (two copies)” in each 

individual entry without mentioning that they are taken from the first edition of the Collection 

Complète in a later state with changes to imprint addresses, addition of opus numbers and 

other alterations. In the table below I assume the first two copies in Paris to be from the 

Collection Complète, with other copies being additional. This is done by placing the existing 

copies in two columns as follows: 

Deposit Copies in the BnF of Meissonnier’s Sor Editions 

Title Signed? Listed? Publisher’s Address 
Other 
Copies 
in BnF  

Copies in 
Collection 
Complète 

Meissonnier Op. 1–23 editions issued separately and in the first edition of the Collection Complète  

Op. 1 Six Divertissemens No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 2 Six Divertissemens No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 3 Thêma Varié et un Menuet  No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 4 Deuxième Fantaisie  No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 5 Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles  No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 6 Douze Études  No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 7 Fantaisie  No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 8 Six Divertissemens No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 9 Introduction et Variations  No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 10 Troisième Fantaisie No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 11 Deux Thêmes et Douze Menuets No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 12 Quatrième Fantaisie No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 13 Quatrième Divertissement No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 14 Grand Solo No No 4 Boulevart Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 15a Les Folies d'Espagne No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 15b Sonate No No 182 rue Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 15c Thême Varié No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 16 Cinquième Fantaisie No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 17 Six Valtzes [1e] Livre No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 18 Six Valtzes 2e Livre No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 19 Six Airs Choisis de Mozart No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 20 Introduction et Thême Varié No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 21 Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie No No 15 Galerie des Panoramas 0 2 
Op. 22 Grande Sonate No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 2 
Op. 23 Cinquième Divertissement [1st. ed.] No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 2 

                                                 
97 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 169. 
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This table demonstrates that no copies in the Bibliothèque nationale are independent of those 

in the Collection Complète. The copies in the 1828 Collection Complète in the Spencer 

Collection are not identical to these Paris copies. Sor’s opera 24–29 and 30–33 editions by 

Meissonnier are represented by the following holdings in the Bibliothèque nationale:  

Deposit Copies in BnF of Meissonnier’s Sor Editions 

Title Signed? Listed? Publisher’s Address Copies in 
BnF  

Advertised: Journal Général d'Annonce, 24 Mar. 1827 Mentioned: Bibliographie de la France, 22 Mar. 1828 
Op. 24 Huit Petites Pièces No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 1 
Op. 25 Deuxième Grande Sonate No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 1 
Op. 26 Introduction et Variations: 'Que ne suis-je la
fougère!' 

 
No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 1 

Op. 27 Introduction et Variations: 'Gentil Housard' No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 2 
Op. 28 Introduction et Variations: 'Malbroug' No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 1 
Op. 29 Douze Études 2e Livre No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 

Advertised: Revue Musicale Op. 31 out by April or May 1828 
Op. 30 7e. Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 
Op. 31 Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives  No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 
Op. 32 Six Petites Pièces Facile No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 
Op. 33 Trois Pièces de Société No No 25 Boulevard Montmartre 0 

The single copies held of opp. 24, 25, 26 and 28 in the Bibliothèque suggest that they 

were probably part of the printer’s application for permission to print. The two copies of Op. 

27 suggest a copyright application was made, but this is not supported by a satisfactory listing 

and may be the second Ministry copy that occasionally came down from the Director-General 

of the Librairie. The 24 March 1827 advertisement Journal Général d'Annonce indicate when 

these works were published but does not, as far as I can establish, qualify as a listing. The 

Bibliographie de la France listing of 22 March 1828 reading: “six nouveaux morceaux de 

guitare…”, is too unspecific to qualify as a copyright listing. It is therefore possible that both 

Meissonnier and Sor considered the copyright for the Collection Complète to be established, 

when in fact too few copies were deposited and Sor’s opera 1–23 were in the public domain. 

Although Sor did not hold copyright, works in the public domain could have reissued by him 

in more authoritative editions. He would, however, have needed to anticipate the finding in 

the 1832 court challenge to do this. He may also have fallen victim to the same difficulty by 

depositing too few copies and not held a valid copyright for the Méthode pour la Guitare.  

‘PIRACY’ OR ‘UNAUTHORISED USE’ 
Sor was active as a composer publishing his works in England and having them re-published 

by Meissonnier in Paris and later by Simrock in Bonn under the public domain provisions of 

the laws in their countries. These editions had the legal status of ‘unauthorised’ or ‘pirate’ 
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editions. Pirate editions may be loosely defined as those published in contravention of an 

established legal right within a particular jurisdiction, whereas unauthorised editions are those 

that were published perfectly legally within a jurisdiction but without the author’s consent. 

This point is made by David Hunter: 

The chief economic disadvantage to a composer arose from the unauthorized publication 
of his published or unpublished work. The term generally used for this activity, both in 
the eighteenth century and today, is `piracy', and it carries a heavy burden of opprobrium. 
…Piracy is too strong a term to use for a legal activity, so I propose to reserve it for 
illegal publication and to use the term `unauthorized' for publication lacking the sanction 
of the composer.98 

In most jurisdictions the rights of foreigners were not protected at all—a circumstance that 

worked very much to the advantage of publishers. Apart from the risk of ‘piracy’, authors 

faced the prospect of publishers making ‘unauthorised use’ of their works, which involved an 

economic disadvantage for the author but was nonetheless legal. Foreign authors who failed 

to register a work in France found it in the public domain and available to be freely published 

by anyone. This created substantial entrepreneurial opportunities for publishers. Musicians 

affected by this situation were at the forefront of a growing clamour across Europe for 

international laws and regulations to protect the rights of artists from unauthorised use in 

foreign jurisdictions or to use Hummel’s words: to protect themselves from ‘piracy’.  

The development of an international legal framework for the regulation of copyright 

became a personal crusade for Hummel. He sought to secure the reform of the laws especially 

in France, England and the German states. Sachs says: “All evidence tells us that among 

composers Hummel was the moving force”.99 His letters always refer to ‘piracies’ with all the 

attached connotations of robbery on the high seas. In some cases he was no doubt referring to 

‘unauthorised use’, which was a legal (if immoral) use and not really tantamount to criminal 

theft. From Hummel’s point of view distinctions between ‘unauthorised use’ and ‘piracy’ 

would have been a quibble—the distinction between a moral wrong and a legal wrong was 

academic to artists who felt they were being robbed either way. Hummel spoke of “note-

thieves” and “pirates” and often used offensive anti-Semitic100 references (to which no-one at 

the time seemed immune). In a letter to his friend and publisher C.F. Peters he wrote in 

reference to Schott and Simrock: “How come, in all Brabant, you don’t find a single note 

                                                 
98 Hunter, ‘Music Copyright …’, July 1986, p. 272. 
99 Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, p. 60. 
100 Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, for examples pp. 39, 41 and 44. 
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from an honourable German publisher? Nothing, but Parisian scribbling and piracies, and 

possibly [something] from the two bad-German note-thieves from Mainz and Bonn”.101  

Sachs identifies the publishers involved in piracy as: Aulagnier, Chanel, Pleyel, Richault, 

Schlesinger, Frey, Lemoine, Sieber, Meissonnier, Pacini, Petibon, Carli, Duffaut-Dubois, 

Leduc and Petit.102 The practice was therefore widespread: 

It will never be possible to ascertain the full magnitude of the piracy industry because 
editions not subject to copyright protection were not registered and consequently are not 
found in deposit libraries. Moreover, since production costs were often lowered through 
the use of cheap materials, many piracies have not survived. A sample, compiled from 
various lists, advertisements, and printed copies, indicates the extent of piracy in France 
of three important compositions by Hummel within two years of his tour [in 1825]: the 
rondo Opus 11 had appeared in at least eight editions; the polonaise Opus 55, in at least 
ten; and the rondo Opus 56, in at least eleven.103  

But if the law supported the right of publishers to publish ‘foreign’ works that were in the 

public domain they can hardly be blamed for an ‘unauthorised use’ that was legal.  

In France, the law gradually evolved in response to these demands and the Court de 

Cassation set the following jurisdictional limits in an 1804 ruling that: 

…existing copyright decrees applied only to the work of a Frenchman pirated by another 
Frenchman, and not to works published abroad by a foreign author and then engraved 
again in France.104 

This applies to Sor’s London editions, which were published in England and re-engraved in 

Paris by Meissonnier. These editions would have been “foreign” and were not protected, so 

they could be published without Sor’s authorisation. Works not properly registered by the 

publisher due to errors in deposits or listings also remained in the public domain. 

On 23 March 1810 the same court ruled that a French105 citizen 

…who had received from a foreigner the right to print, engrave and sell exclusively in 
France a literary work not yet published abroad would be protected by the decree of 
19=24 July 1793. 106  

                                                 
101 Dated Weimar, November 29, 1823 quoted in Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, p. 39. 
102 Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, p. 43 footnote 26. 
103 Sachs, ‘Hummel and the Pirates…’, 1973, pp. 42–43.  
104 See Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, pp. 12–37; this reference, p. 27. 
105 It is not known whether Sor became a French citizen as his brother Carlos he does not appear to have affected as far as 
registering his works was concerned. There is no record of Sor’s naturalisation in the Naturalisations, noms, titres, armoiries 
(1814–1853) in the Centre Historique des Archives Nationales (Paris), but there is a record of his brother Carlos Sor’s 
naturalisation: “Cote: BB/11/133/2 / Numéro de dossier: 558 B4 / Date d'ouverture du dossier: 11 février 1818 / Demandeur: 
SOR, Charles / État civil: 1785/08/04; Barcelone; Espagne / Profession: commissaire des guerres / Domicile: Paris / Pays 
d'origine ou d'établissement: Espagne / Objet de la demande: admission à domicile.” 
<http://www.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/arn/>, accessed 20 October 2006. 
106 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 27. 
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This would allow Meissonnier, if he held the rights, to register any of Sor’s works in France 

that were not already published in England. The works that did not appear in England, which 

Meissonnier published fall into this category.  

Foreign editions automatically fell into the public domain in France but were subject to 

some constraints, the court holding, on 30 January 1818 that a French citizen who published a 

work abroad was able obtain protection in France by fulfilling the necessary formalities at a 

later date. Thus Kalberg says: “…prior publication abroad did not necessarily place a work in 

the public domain”.107 The French courts were more progressive than English courts in ruling 

a work already published abroad did not necessarily entitle a French citizen to property rights 

over that work.108 Using Chopin as his example Kalberg explains: 

If a piece appeared in France prior to its publication in England, he [Chopin] could 
forfeit his (or his publisher's) right to prosecute for piracy in the United Kingdom., but if 
it appeared in the United Kingdom first, there was at least some legal precedent for still 
maintaining his exclusive property rights in France if he or his publisher were to meet the 
legal requirements (i.e. deposit) before an unauthorized edition appeared.109 

Therefore the editions Sor published by in London and entered at the Stationers’ Hall could 

have been registered in France at a later date, on Sor’s behalf, if all the other formalities were 

fulfilled and no unauthorised edition had yet appeared. The mere appearance of unauthorised 

or pirate editions had the effect of removing any vestigial right that Sor may have had in this 

regard, consigning the work at once to the public domain. Theoretically Sor could also have 

availed himself of this legal provision and after his works in England were registered by 

requiring Meissonnier to register them later in France and make sure all the formalities were 

satisfied. Unsurprisingly, this never occurred and none of these works were registered. 

Meissonnier’s publication of his works invalidated any rights he might have had under this 

provision and he never commanded the leverage to require this of him. It is even more 

unlikely that he would have explained this to Sor.  

Meissonnier, on the other hand, could himself have registered an intellectual property 

right after first registration of a right in England, unless other unauthorised copies had already 

appeared in France. This would have entitled him to place “Propriete de l’Editeur” on title 

pages of Sor’s opera 1–23. This he never did because he had himself published the editions 

that placed Sor’s works in the public domain. After Sor returned to France Meissonnier had 

                                                 
107 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 28. He may have lost that protection if an attempt was later 
made to resell those exclusive rights in France. Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 28–29. 
108 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 28. 
109 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, pp. 29–30 quoting [Joseph] Adrien Gastambide, Traite 
theorique et pratique des contrafacons en tous genres (Paris, 1837), p. 92. 
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to have a deed of cession from Sor to hold the rights to his works, which otherwise remained 

the property of the author and his family for life and for twenty years after their deaths: a 

“…French governmental decree of 19-24 July 1793 required that any assignment of property 

rights be made formally and in writing…”.110 A cession of right of this kind was made out by 

Sor in favour of Pacini and is now in the Fryklund Collection, where it is described by Daniel 

Fryklund, as revised by Kenneth Sparr as: 

A receipt by Sor in our collection is of interest as one discovers that Pacini was also his 
publisher, and that one opus 22 was composed by him, which is not mentioned in the 
handbooks: “Je déclare céder en toute propriété à M. Pacini l’œuvre 22 dont le titre vingt 
quatre Pièces progressives pour la Guitare. Paris le 8 août 1832. Ferdinand Sor.”111  

The title Vingt quatre Pièces progressives pour la Guitare112 is very similar to Op. 44, which 

appeared as Vingt-quatre petites Pièces Progressives pour la Guitare pour servir de leçons 

aux Élèves tout-à-fait Commençants listed jointly by Sor and Pacini on 19 March 1831 in the 

Bibliographie de la France.113 Perhaps Sor, having already listed the work, needed to sell the 

full rights to Pacini and did so on 8 August 1832 for some reason. Pacini does not appear to 

have independently registered his copyright in the work by the listing and depositing copies, 

so is not clear that this cession was enforceable.  

I believe that Sor did not sign a formal cession in favour of Meissonnier for any works 

before Op. 24. Sor may have insisted that “Propriété de l’Editeur” did not appear on his title 

pages under their agreement, which was to no avail given the public domain provisions in 

France. Meissonier’s failure to register a right to these editions made him vulnerable to other 

publishers exercising public domain rights. He therefore had no need to resort to piracy and 

may only have done so with his later edition of Mme. Benoist’s publication of Sor’s Op. 5. He 

may also have published works by Sor from sources other than the composer himself (Op. 23 

for example). These cannot be considered ‘pirate’ editions unless they were composed by a 

Frenchman in France, which means the early Spanish works of Sor would not qualify and 

neither would the Castro publications. These editions are the exception, however, since most 

of the editions Meissonnier published appear to have been authorised by Sor.  

                                                 
110 Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace… Part I…’, June 1983, p. 535. 
111 “I declare [that I] cede all ownership to M. Pacini of opus 22 of which the title is Twenty-four Progressive Pieces for the 
Guitar. Paris the 8th of August 1832. Ferdinand Sor.” Daniel Fryklund, ‘Bidrag till gitarristiken Part I [Contributions to 
Guitar Studies]’, translated from the Swedish by Jan Ring Ellis, revised and annotated by Kenneth 
Sparr.<http://www.orphee.com/fryk.htm#FN34REF>, In Guitar and Lute Issues, website of Editions Orphée, Columbus 
Ohio, accessed 1 February 2006.  
112 It seems unlikely that this was some unknown set of student pieces by Sor with the opus number 22—perhaps this was a 
mistake for 44? 
113 Bibliographie de la France, Vingtième Année (34e de la Collection.) (No 12). samedi 19 mars 1831 p. 176. 
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SOR’S RIGHTS IN FRANCE AFTER 1828 
A publisher who purchased the rights outright caused the fixed term of copyright to start 

running at the date of first registration.114 This could be done with works in the public domain 

as well, leaving Meissonnier to weigh up the registration of a right against the risk of leaving 

editions in the public domain for other publishers to publish. The law of 19 July 1793 enabled 

the wholesale exploitation of the public domain leading to major problems that brought 

publishers to ruin. Hesse quotes an 1810 explanation of the problem: 

… Pierre-Marie Bruysset, the Lyon publisher, added his voice: “Among the books that 
have come into the public domain, it occurs sometimes that four or five editions of the 
same book are produced in the same time, in the same city, and these editions create 
unintended and ruinous competition for one another, harmful to each of the 
entrepreneurs”.115 

Legislators addressed this problem by increasing the length of time authors or holders of 

the rights enjoyed an exclusive right which, under the law of 19 July 1793 “…guaranteed 

authors, their heirs, or those to whom they ceded the text by contract an exclusive claim on 

the publication of the text for the lifetime of the author plus ten years”.116 Title Six of the law 

of 5 February 1810 extended this to: “…the life of the author, his widow, and their children 

for twenty years after their deaths.”117 Therefore by holding the rights, the works entered the 

public domain after this fixed period.  

Unprotected foreign works in the public domain were a lucrative source for publishers 

like Meissonier. One of the advantages of the public domain was that Meissonnier had 

complete control over what he published and how he published it and how often he reprinted 

it. He had the right to edit these works as he liked, leaving a composer like Sor with no rights 

over his scores after publication. They could be simplified, edited, modified, cut, or otherwise 

adapted and never appear as they were conceived by the author. This, above all, is what Sor 

needed to protect his works against. This is the idea of a ‘moral right’ to the intellectual 

content of works and is a concept that would not enter the legal lexicon during Sor’s lifetime: 

Not until the end of the nineteenth century would the legal recognition of the ‘moral 
rights’ of authors put limits on how an author's works, once devolved into the public 
domain, could be edited or represented.118  

                                                 
114 “For the publisher of the authorized edition, the situation was quite different: the date of deposit fixed the term of 
copyright protection.” Sachs, ‘Authentic …Editions of J. N. Hummel’, 1972, p. 217. 
115 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 219. 
116 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 120. 
117 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 231. 
118 Hesse, Publishing…, 1991, p. 123. 
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The agreement between Meissonnier and Sor over the re-engraving the English editions was 

an attempt to protect the intellectual content of these works. Sor had no legal tools at his 

disposal, so it was by mutual agreement that he held Meissonnier to making strict copies of 

the London editions in an agreement was probably tantamount to a handshake. Sor had the 

power to withhold further apograph editions and Meissonnier was never legally bound to 

abide by these terms, as we know from his appalling edition of the Op. 9 Mozart variations. 

We also know that he was compelled by Sor to issue a corrected edition at a later date.  

Sor’s reputation improved over the years and after his return from Russia Meissonnier 

insisted on the outright purchase of all the rights to Sor’s opera 24–33. This also gave him the 

right to do what he liked with the fingering and editing of these works, which raises textual 

questions as to whether Meissonnier was the author of the fingerings in opera 24–33. It also 

raises questions about the fingering and editorial changes in the two editions of the Collection 

Complète. The problem of competitors in the public domain would have been of concern to 

Meissonnier only if there was enough of a demand to create competition. This threat was 

remote until Sor began publishing his works with Pacini in 1828. Antonio Francesco Gaetano 

Saverio Pacini (1778–1866), who had achieved some success by 1828 when Sor became 

associated with him: 

Particularly in the period 1820 to 1835, Pacini was one of the most active music 
publishers in Paris. He was known mainly for his editions of Italian operas, of which he 
published at least 46 vocal scores in folio format, including several operas by 
Mercadante, Bellini and Donizetti, and, between 1821 and 1827, 18 by Rossini. … His 
output of instrumental music was relatively slight;, but he issued the earliest Paris 
editions of Field's first six piano concertos by about 1824 and by 1828 he had published 
24 caprices and 12 sonatas by Paganini. In 1823 he turned down Beethoven's offer of the 
Diabelli variations and four other works.119 

Pacini was a singer and may have played the guitar, as he is mentioned as a subscriber to the 

1826 Fossa translation of the Aguado Méthode Complète Pour la Guitare. He also published 

three journals for guitar and voice.120 Meissonnier would have been quite threatened by the 

prospect of Sor’s association with Pacini, his whole list would have been seriously threatened 

by an authorised set of Sor’s complete works, carefully corrected and fingered by the author, 

which could have published as works in the public domain.  

                                                 
119 Richard Macnutt, ‘Pacini, Antonio Francesco Gaetano Saverio’ Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy, accessed 6 June 2005, 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz> 
120 “…in 1808 when, in partnership with Momigny, he began to issue the Journal des troubadours (c1808–15); …(a monthly 
collection of songs with, and solo pieces for, guitar and lyre), he published two other monthly periodical collections of vocal 
music: Le troubadour ambulant (early 1817 to 1828), of which each number contained four unpublished romances and a 
guitar piece; and L'echo lyrique (March 1827 to summer 1830), each number containing two French romances and an Italian 
aria or duet.” Richard Macnutt, ‘Pacini, Antonio Francesco Gaetano Saverio’ Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy, accessed 6 
June 2005, <http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz> 
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Sor took up publishing his works with Pacini for a number of reasons: his dissatisfaction 

with Meissonnier’s editorial interference in the Op. 9 Introduction et Variations and other 

works; his possible mixing up of the order the movements in the Deuxième Grande Sonate 

Op. 25; resentments at his loss of the rights to opera 24–33 and his realisation that he had lost 

all the rights to his opera 1–23. The final straw, I suggest, would have been over his long-

awaited Méthode pour la Guitare. Sor probably wanted to retain the authorial rights and 

Meissonnier, having recently negotiated a flat rate fee for opera 24–33, no doubt refused. At 

this point the relationship broke down. For Meissonnier, the threat to his list became real and 

he responded by immediately by legally registering the Collection complète on 22 March 

1828. He would have had no difficulty in proving the plates were first published in France, 

and were never registered, and therefore were in the public domain. By simply by printing a 

wrapper for his existing plates, he could retained copyright of Sor’s opera 1–23, changing the 

imprint address on some plates and depositing the requisite number of copies at the dépôt in 

the Biblithèque nationale.  

Sor, in response, announces that his Méthode…, two months later on 24 May 1828, to be 

be published under his own name according to the following subscription:121  

 

Example 15. Sor’s listing in the Bibliographie de la France, Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection) (No 21) of 
Saturday, 24 May 1828 at p. 385. 

Sor mentions the printer Auguste Laurent Coniam in Paris, no relationship with Pacini having 

yet been agreed. Sor must then begun to look at international markets for his very important 

publication, hoping to increase sales by utilising the strategy of ‘simultaneous publication’. 

Simultaneous Publication 
Simultaneous publication was used by musicians to establish rights in foreign jurisdictions. 

For Sor to protect his rights in England, France and the German states, he needed to satisfy 

the legal deposit requirements in each of those countries on exactly the same date. This 

simultaneous registration in different jurisdictions enabled an author to claim that a work was 

“first registered” in each of those jurisdictions on that date. To do this, the English publishers 

and French publishers, for example, would have needed to coordinate their publication dates. 

                                                 
121 Bibliographie de la France, Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 21.) samedi 24 mai 1828. p. 385. 
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Sor would have neede to command the market appeal to make it worthwhile for Meissonnier 

in Paris, Simrock in Bonn and, say, Clementi in London to coordinate their publication dates. 

Arranging this involved a lot of correspondence. Sor could have done this while he was in 

England but did not, which can be categorically asserted because none of his editions were 

listed in France and in England on exactly the same date, or even nearly the same date. 

Simultaneous publication seems to first have mentioned by Pleyel in 1796.122 Sor may have 

come across the idea when Sor had the benefit of his advice and experience. Instead of 

simultaneous registration of his works it seems that Sor was happy with his agreement with 

Meissonnier until shortly before May 1828.  

Composers like Beethoven, Hummel and Chopin used this strategy: “Beethoven 

mentions simultaneous publication in 1804, and Muzio Clementi, in 1815, writes of it as a 

means of avoiding piracy.”123 Sor knew Clementi through the Philharmonic Society, where 

authors’ rights and problems composers had with publishers would have been a topical issue. 

Hummel used the system after 1819 mainly to combat piracy. It does not appear to have been 

useful for composers whose work no one was interested in pirating. The principles were 

formally described by Adrien Gastambide in 1828 at just about the time it was first used by 

Chopin, causing him much trouble and anxiety coordinating dates with his publishers.124 It 

was at the same time that Sor seems to have considered it for his Méthode…, announced in 

the Bibliographie de la France on 24 May 1828. The first edition, dated 1830 on the title 

page, appeared late in that year due to bureaucratic delays, the printer’s listing appearing in 

the Bibliographie de la France on 8 January 1831. N. Simrock’s name appears on the title 

page holding the rights in Bonn, was not mentioned in the 1828 prospectus but also appears 

in the 1831 listing. Sor’s partner in London, whose name does not appear on the title page, is 

entered in by hand by Sor himself after publication of the work in the copy that he presented 

to Aguado.125  

The deal that Simrock struck with Sor before June 1831 is made clear by the words 

“Eigenthum der Verleger” or “Property of the Publishers” that appeared on the German 

edition of 1831.126 It must have been translated into German very soon after its publication in 

                                                 
122 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 38. 
123 Kallberg, ‘The Chopin Sources…’, PhD Dissertation, 1982, p. 38. 
124 See the article by Kallberg, ‘Chopin in the Marketplace… Part I…’, June 1983. 
125 Copy in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid. 
126 On the title page of the Méthode pour la Guitare—Guitarre-Schule in French and German copy in Rischel and Birket-
Smith Collection, Royal Library of Denmark, Copenhagen, R&B-S No. 788. 
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France, the use of a parallel French German text suggests he copied the Paris edition.127 Sor 

was unable to secure the retention of his rights in Germany by simultaneous publication as it 

is clear the Simrock edition was not pirated given that Simrock was listed in Sor’s French 

edition. The English rights sold to Johanning and Whatmore in London must have been 

agreed after publication in France, the publisher not being shown on the French title page nor 

in the listing. This means Sor was unable to acheive simultaneous publication in London 

either. The English translation appeared in 1832 after the rights were apparently on-sold by 

Johanning and Whatmore to Cocks and Co. who commissioned Arnold Merrick as the 

translator, using the Paris edition and making a copy of the figures and by tracing the plates 

in a rather crude manner.  

This was probably Sor’s only attempt to achieve the simultaneous international release of 

one of his works and his negotiations with international publishers may have been what 

delayed its final publication. The whole adventure presents Sor as inexperienced and failing 

to make the most of one biggest publishing events in the guitar world at that time. Taking a 

wider view, it would seem that the guitar had subsided into a marginalised position by 1828, 

the guitar craze having collapsed, leaving so little market value in England and the German 

states for Sor’s Méthode…, that publishers were under no pressure to forgo their profits to 

obtain the work. Sor was not a Hummel, nor was he a Chopin, so he accepted the flat fee for 

the foreign rights because he was a guitarist. Retaining the French rights was probably a 

matter of principle and misplaced confidence that he would sell the work in Paris, but the fact 

that so few copies survived suggests this was not so. 

 
127 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 187. 



 



 



12. The Paris and London Editions 

Brian Jeffery’s 1977 “Catalogue of Works” is the primary bibliographical source for the 

dating of Sor’s works.1 His dating of the Meissonnier publications is mainly derived from 

Hopkinson in 19542 to which refinements have become possible thanks to the analysis by 

Erik Stenstadvold of the imprint addresses in Meissonnier’s song journals.3 Before his arrival 

in Paris in 1813 Sor’s music was published by Salvador Castro de Gistau, who either used 

mail-order to acquire music from copisterías in Madrid or went in person to collect guitar 

music on visits that would have ceased at the start of the war in 1808. It is possible that Sor 

knew of the of the Castro editions of his variations and the Sonata Prima and Sonata Seconda 

but, with little intention of being a professional musician in Spain, these copies and Castro’s 

French editions would have been a contribution to his vanity rather than his career. This all 

changed when he was forced by circumstance to become a professional composer in Paris, 

first in association with Ignace Pleyel and then with Mme Benoist. In March 1815, just before 

left for London, Sor made Meissonnier his publisher in Paris. The nature of their contractual 

relationship and the dating of the Meissonnier editions is important because of lingering 

doubts in the scholarly community that he may have made unspecified editorial changes to 

Sor’s works.  

The intaglio process of engraving, which was developed in the eighteenth century, had 

given publishers considerable commercial flexibility as well as a high degree of editorial 

control over a composer’s text. D. W. Krummel explains the advantages: 

[A publisher] …could keep the plates as long as he wished, running off copies as he 
needed them. …Engraved plates enabled a music publisher to work with a smaller 
investment [than is required by movable type], since paper was also very expensive. …In 
addition, engraved plates could be easily altered. A faulty passage could be corrected 
simply by pounding out the passage on the plate from behind and then re-engraving a 
new text. Thus the composer could (and sometimes did) change his mind about the 
content; or an editor could (and sometimes did) revise, add, or delete fingerings, musical 
markings, translations, and the like. 4 

                                                 
1 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1977; the second edition was only lightly revised in 1994. 
2 Hopkinson, A Dictionary of Parisian Music Publishers…, 1954. 
3 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, pp. 11–33. 
4 D. W. Krummel, compiler for the International Association of Music Libraries, Commission for Bibliographical Research, 
Guide for Dating Early Published Music: A Manual of Bibliographical Practices, Joseph Boonin, Hackensack, New Jersey, 
Bärenreiter, Kasel, Basel, Tours, London: 1974, Preface, pp. 9–11. 
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Alterations to publishers’ imprint addresses provide valuable clues to the dating of plates. 

Changes to the notes, titles, tempi, opus numbers, fingering, and so on, have a direct bearing 

on the status of the text and whether changes were warranted or authorised by the composer. 

Sor had strong views about how his music should appear and altered plates himself in 

London, but this is not equivalent to Meissonnier, quite removed from him in Paris, doing the 

same. Meissonnier was also more sophisticated than Castro in the recycling of his plates: 

[T]he publisher …could (and very often did) change the price, issue excerpts from a 
larger work, combine plates in order to assemble an anthology, rearrange the order of 
works by re-numbering the plates, and advertise both other music he had for sale and 
places where copies could be obtained, and call attention to a new address for his shop. 
…The plates engraved at one date, might be revised later; new plates could be substituted 
at an even later date; and the printing done even later. 5 

Meissonnier employed all these strategies without consulting Sor at all, each of these actions 

having a bearing on global aspects of his œuvre, such as the opus-numbering chronology 

being determined by the order in which Meissonnier received the works and affecting titles 

and grouping, all things that are not normally within the ordinary prerogative of the publisher.  

It is clear that Sor’s music was widely misunderstood, mainly because of his complicated 

view of the guitar’s capacities, but also, and in no small measure, due to the lack of fingering 

and occasional puzzling misprints that made decoding his intentions very difficult indeed. 

The dominant school of guitar playing in Paris was Italian, and when Sor arrived in 1813, 

was primarily represented by Ferdinando Carulli. Sor’s personal view of how to play the 

guitar, notate its music and compose for it, were implacably and resolutely opposed to the 

principles and precepts of this Italian school. When Carulli and many lesser Italian guitarists 

began to flood Paris, the music of French guitarists like Pierre Porro became old-fashioned. 

Meissonnier, who would have learned the guitar in the French and Italian manner, must have 

been just as far removed as everyone else from Sor’s modern and fundamentally Spanish 

conception of the guitar. As Sor’s publisher, he would continually have found himself having 

to overcome his own doubt while countering the incredulity of his customers. This must have 

placed considerable pressure on him to edit Sor’s texts into some kind of comprehensibility.  

The ideological clash between Sor and the Italian and French schools of guitar playing 

requires us to form a view about how he wanted his music to appear. The principles 

expressed by him in his writings, and the notation of his more closely supervised and 

authorised editions, need to be understood as constituting an essential precondition for the 

reconstruction of demonstrably congruent and persuasive texts purged of corrupting editorial 
                                                 
5 Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 10. 
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input. Authorial intention is inaccessible in any direct sense, although some intention has to 

be presumed when Sor sends his manuscripts or previously published editions to his 

publishers. We also know that he invested considerable effort in detailed notation of his 

music, basing it on broadly conceived notions of harmonic correctness. This he explains in 

the Introduction to his Méthode…, saying things like: “I wrote a few pieces, with little 

consideration I admit, … which I have only had to examine severely in order to correct my 

manner of writing since I have become a professor.”6  

It might be argued that there is no agreement on what a “correct …manner of writing…” 

is, but that is rendered unimportant if we are examining what he considered to be correct. 

When Sor prepared a manuscript for publication, and worked on it with his engravers, he had 

in mind the overarching goal of establishing a coherent system of notation for guitar music. 

His editions were instances that embodied this ideal. They also represent holographic score of 

his intentions at that time. Errors, misprints and mistakes do not undermine the holographic 

nature of these editions, which can be fixed without fearing the erosion of that status. Sor also 

believed in a set of harmonic and voice-leading rules based on the conventions of 

thoroughbass, which he considered to form the grammar regulating his compositions, so he 

was confident in claiming to know: “…what ought to be the progression of every part for the 

resolution or transition about to be made…”.7 Again, there can be no agreement on the finer 

points of part-writing, chord choice and resolutions that would justify the word ought, but this 

does not matter if we are required to accept what Sor texts collectively demonstrate on the 

matter. The editorial readings (or misreadings) that occur in Sor’s editions are exceptions that 

incongruent in a kind of notional ‘correct text’ that has to be made the basis of his editions. In 

his Méthode…, Sor discusses the copistería copies and the Castro editions as follows: 

Several of these pieces would never have been exposed to the public, had I been 
consulted; but some persons who had copies (most of them incorrect) communicated 
them to the editor [publisher], who, doing far too much honour to my talents, seized with 
pleasure everything that bore my name.8 

                                                 
6 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 13–16, my italics; « …je fis quelque morceaux , très peu réfléchis à la 
vérité, …et que je n'ai eu qu'à examiner sévèrement pour rectifier ma manière d'écrire des que je suis devenu professeur. » 
Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. 
7 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 5–6, my italics; « … et quelle devait être la marche de chaque partie 
pour la résolution ou transition que j'allais faire… » Sor Méthode…, 1830, p. 4.  
8 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 5–6, my italics; « …Plusieurs de ces morceaux n'auraient jamais été 
exposés au public si l'on consulté; mais des personnes qui en avaient des copies (la plupart incorrectes) en firent affaire avec 
l'éditeur, qui, faisant beaucoup trop d'honneur à mon talent, s'emparait avec plaisir de tout ce qui portait mon nom. » Sor 
Méthode…, 1830, p. 4. 
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While an infinity of readings of any text is possible and any or all readings may be valid 

in the contexts of their special use, no single reading has any objective claim to the status of 

‘truth’ or ‘authenticity’. As scholars we surely have a duty to give priority to what Sor 

describes as ‘correct’ in his writings or in the notation of his authorised editions before we 

give consideration to alternative readings. Meissonnier, as editor, altered Sor’s acciaccaturas 

to accord with French practice of using petites notes that were not struck through. Judging 

from Sor’s supervised London editions, his convention was struck-through petites notes for 

acciaccaturas and plain petites notes for appoggiaturas. Since Meissonnier’s changes were 

made in unauthorised editions, they can be removed from the text. The reason for doing this 

might be that Sor reflects the practice at the Montserrat Escolanía and, more generally, in late 

eighteenth century Spain; and, further, that this relates to on-the-beat, after-the-beat and 

before-the-beat ornaments that make Meissonnier’s notation of the petites notes inadequate.  

The impression that facsimiles “of the earliest editions” generate stable texts of Sor’s 

music has stood unchallenged for too long. He used a variety of publishers over the years and 

not all of his editions were under his control and not all are of equal status as texts. He always 

acknowledges the performer’s prerogative by, for example, excluding any fingering. In this, 

he manifestly expected a level of licence to be imposed in readings of his music, subject to 

those tolerances set by good taste and proper style. On another level, Sor’s notation is so 

prescriptive with such a level of specificity and precision as to erase performer’s prerogative. 

Based on his writings and the musical conventions that he cites it is possible to  recognise his 

requirements for an edition. Readers are not bound by such limits; performers for example, 

have always done exactly what they believe to be right, but scholars who attempt to 

reconstruct critical editions do not have that choice. With no autograph manuscripts to 

guarantee us a level of truth, we are compelled to rank the known editions. Manuscripts only 

carry a higher status as a reflection of the intentions of an author if engraving is beyond 

authorial control. A copy taken from a plate is an object, an exemplar that has to be taken at 

face value. Editions are identified by identical exemplars until the plates are changed and a 

new object comes to stand for the edition as a whole. Deprived of other sources, these 

exemplars are the text. The lost autograph manuscript becomes an imagined ideal standing 

for authorial intention.  

In the specific case of Fernando Sor there are editions that were produced under his direct 

supervision which are deserving of the status of holograph edition, ignoring mistakes, on the 

basis that there is no competing manuscript source with a better claim to that status. There are 

also exemplars taken from editions that were not under his control, with signs of unauthorised 
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additions and alterations that need to be identified and remedied to bring them closer to an 

ideal text. Then there are exemplars that are derived from an edition that are so incongruent 

in the context of Sor’s principles and precepts or in relation to his notational principles as 

expressed in known holograph editions that they can only be described as corrupt. In relation 

to an ideal holographic text such an exemplar may even be considered disgraceful, such as 

Meissonnier’s first edition of Sor’s Op. 9, for example. This does not mean these editions 

have no value—they are what they are—but it can be asserted that they are very far removed 

from Sor’s other holographic texts. In the end, the broad categories of edition that I have 

suggested above cannot easily be separated out since most of Sor’s editions have errors of 

little consequence, and these become important only when they contradict his usual practice.  

In Sor’s time, the majesty of the engraved page carried a special authority and promise, 

as anyone will know who has seen the sharp black lines and notes in original Castro editions, 

with their heavily textured paper and deeply indented plate impressions. These large oblong 

copies are wonderful to look at and a pleasure to use, their special promise is a guarantee that 

a thing of such beauty is the bearer of important text. As interesting as a manuscript might be 

to us, it is seldom as beautiful as a good engraving. The reproductions of two pages of Sor’s 

surviving manuscript of the Fantaisie for Mlle. Houzé represent a manuscript in an early 

stage of the process that, in this case, never culminated in an edition that would have the final 

authority of an engraved plate. A final edition produced under his supervision might have 

superseded this manuscript more closely, resembling the imagined holograph Sor, as a 

composer, must have had in mind as an ideal.  

When Sor set his manuscript before an engraver, the goal of a new notation for the guitar 

would have introduced an additional aspiration beyond that of the holographic edition. While 

he was in London, Sor’s engravers would have been inexperienced in guitar music and 

probably tolerated him standing over their shoulders, either with carefully notated holograph 

manuscripts or by thorough supervision to enforce the notational principles he wanted. This 

did not exclude mistakes but such misprints rarely obscure authorial intentions. Where he was 

removed from his engravers, for example Meissonnier in Paris, the chances that unauthorised 

editorial changes might distort or obscure authorial intentions increase. This is not to dispute 

the right of the publisher to change what appears nonsensical or what is manifestly wrong; 

nor is it to challenge the validity of editions produced without the author’s input, all of which 

might be important to the period and the music. Rather, I suggest that each edition has to be 

examined for its proximity to the author if we are to take these matters into account.  
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In regard to the difficult problem of dating early nineteenth century printed editions, I am 

depending on the International Association of Music Libraries, recommendations compiled 

by D. W. Krummel for the Commission for Bibliographical Research. In trying to understand 

what constitutes a stable text, Krummel says that the following core questions need to be 

posed: “Was the creator of the text likely to have been able to approve or to correct the text as 

it came from the press? What is the relationship between this document and another one 

containing the same text, i.e. is one based on the other? Who might have used it and who 

could not possibly ever have used it?”9  

In Sor’s case printed editions are the closest we get to his intentions and his proximity to 

these editions is of greatest importance since no autograph manuscripts survive with the 

authority of his pen. In his first Paris editions and all his London editions he appear always to 

have placed himself in a position to supervise and approve his editions. Jeffery and others 

have accepted the English editions as authoritative texts, because it is assumed that in all 

those editions he was able to: “approve or to correct the text as it came from the press” .10 The 

London editions are however not always the best, for example see Meissonnier’s second 

edition Sor’s Variations Brillante sur un Air Favori de Mozart Op. 9, as discussed in my 

Chapter 16, ‘Sor’s Fingering and Technique’. Less obviously, the copies of these supervised 

London editions that were sent to Meissonnier by Sor for verbatim copying introducing a 

kind of hands-off proximity that increased the control of the author over these editions. Other 

editions published by Meissonnier were derived from a number of sources: there were the 

copies of the editions supervised by Sor; copies of unsupervised editions from original Castro 

or Mme Benoist editions; copistería manuscripts acquired by Meissonnier; autograph 

manuscripts not supervised by Sor; autograph manuscripts supervised by Sor; and finally, 

manuscripts supervised by someone else, such as Sor’s brother Carlos. The textual authority 

of every Meissonnier edition, issue and reissue needs to be established against the criterion of 

the author’s proximity to the publisher at time the edition or issue was first published.  

Doubts about the authority of the texts that survive of Sor’s music have spawned a 

promiscuity of editions that claim to interpret what he meant. The project facing the serious 

reader of Sor is to establish a stable and reliable text of his music based on his writings, his 

notational conventions, technical injunctions and the implied and explicit fingerings. As one 

of the greatest thinkers of the guitar, the restoration of his texts to Sor’s holographic ideal 

needs to be based on the Fredson Bowers injunction:  
                                                 
9 Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 12. 
10 Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 12. 
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If the history of our culture is ultimately the history of the writings of our great men, then 
we should have a passionate concern to make sure that we are reading them right and not 
in corrupt texts that in hundreds of cumulatively important ways distort, blunt, obscure, 
modify, or contradict what in fact they are saying.11 

I do not believe we are reading him right. What is more, I believe there are “corrupt texts” 

which do “distort, blunt, obscure, modify, or contradict” what he was trying to say.  

THE PLEYEL AND BENOIST EDITIONS IN PARIS 
When Sor arrived in Paris in about March 1813 he sought out the famous composer Ignace 

Pleyel, who was the publisher of the works of Boccherini. Sor could have met Boccherini 

(who died in Madrid in 1805) when he was staying in the house of the Duchess of Alba. He 

may also have known the Marquis of Benavent, who was the guitarist who paid Boccherini to 

arrange his quintets with guitar.12 Camille Pleyel’s letters show that Sor (and his daughter) 

had befriended the Pleyel family, which would have given Sor a substantial advantage as an 

immigrant musician with no experience of publishing, the supervision of engravers, proof-

reading, author’s rights, the registration of copyright, piracy and so on. Pleyel helped him 

publish his Fantaisie [Op. 7] by allowing Sor to retain the author’s rights and not including 

this edition in his catalogue.13 Apart from giving advice he may also have recommended Mme 

Benoist, who was a specialist publisher of guitar music in Paris, which Pleyel was not.  

Nothing is known of Mme Benoist, not even her first name.14 The Bibliographie de la 

France show her to have been a widow,15 which was often the status of a female engraver at 

that time. Cecil Hopkinson says her last entry was in February 1822. She was in partnership 

with Antoine Meissonnier for the Journal de la Lyre Moderne during 1811. Jean-Antoine 

Meissonnier was born in Marseille on 12 December 1783 and died on 7 May 1857 in a home 

for the mentally ill in Paris.16 He described himself as a composer and teacher of the lyre, 

                                                 
11 Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 12, quoting Fredson Bowers, Bibliography and Modern 
Librarianship, Berkeley, Los Angeles, 1966, pp. 25–26. 
12 Josep María Mangado i Artigas, ‘Francisco de Borja de Riquer y de Ros, Sanz de Latrás, y de Agullana, quinto marqués 
de Benavent’, Centro de Investigación y Documentación de la Guitarra Clásica en Cataluña, 
<http://www.arrakis.es/~dedeo/03-ar_benavent_1.htm>, accessed 24 may 2010. 
13 Not listed in Benton assisted by Halley, Pleyel as Music Publisher…, 1990. 
14 Hopkinson, A Dictionary of Parisian Music Publishers…, 1954, p. 9. He states at p. 8: “Gardeton described her as 
‘Editeur de Musique (pour M. Laffilé)’…”. 
15 Bibliographie de la France, Sixième Année (20e de la Collection.) (No 15.) Saturday 12 April 1817, p. 211: « chez 
madame veuve Benoist, Palais–Royale, galerie de Bois», entry 274. 
16 Anik Devriès and François Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique français, 2 vols., Archives de l'édition musicale 
française, t. 4, Geneva: Minkoff, 1979–88, vol. 2, p. 311–313. 
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guitar and singing.17 He entered into partnership with Mme Benoist in this capacity, providing 

accompaniments for romances for guitar, harp or piano for the Journal. He also wrote solo 

guitar music. He was 28 at the time and she was possibly the elder of the two. Their joint 

imprint address was: “A Paris, à la Lyre moderne, chez Mme. Benoît et Meissonnier, éditeurs, 

marchands de musique Rue de Richelieu, No 20”.18 Meissonnier may have been an engraver. 

This speculation arises from two entries in the Bibliographie de la France, nos. 358 and 359, 

which show that in 1817 Mme Benoist published editions engraved by a Meissonnier:19 

 

Example 1. Bibliographie de la France, Sixième Année (20e de la Collection.) (No 35.) Saturday 30 August 
1817, p. 493, http://gallica.bnf.fr, accessed October 2006. 

Meissonnier had his own business, so it is not clear whether he needed additional work as an 

engraver or helped her out in some way. His younger brother Jean-Racine (1794–1856), 

known as Meissonier jeune, was also a guitarist, teacher and publisher who may have been an 

engraver. The elder brother, L. Meissonnier (possibly Louis),20 known as Meissonnier ainé, 

ran a music shop in Toulouse and was probably not the person mentioned here.  

Antoine Meissonnier’s house standards were generally high and he oversaw many 

beautifully engraved plates, later branching out into pedagogical publications and operas.21 

Erik Stenstadvold has shown that the partnership between him and Mme Benoist operated 

during the first year of the Journal de la Lyre Moderne from January to December 1811.22 

The Etudes Progressives ou Exercices pour la Lyre ou Guitare by Meissonier, in the Boije 

Collection in Stockholm,23 uses the signboard and address: “A la Lyre Moderne chez 

Meissonnier et Compagnie Rue de Richelieu, No. 20.” This is signed by Mme Benoist, but the 

                                                 
17 Devriès and Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique français…, vol. 2, p. 312. 
18 Devriès and Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique français…, vol. 2, p. 312. 
19 Neither listed as engravers in Devriès and Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique français… or Cecil Hopkinson. 
20 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 11–33, at p. 26, citing the label in a copy of Meissonnier’s Etrenne aux 
amateurs de guitare ou lyre in the Spencer Collection reading: “A Toulouse, Chez Louis Meissonnier aîné” identifying him. 
21 Devriès and Lesure, Dictionnaire des éditeurs de musique français…, vol. 2, p. 313. 
22 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 21. 
23 In 1924, Carl Oscar Boije af Gennäs (1849-1923) donated the collection to the Statens musikbibliotek, Stockholm, 
Sweden, shelf number, Boije 1135. 
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publisher’s imprint shows that he had published items independently of her from this same 

address before their partnership in 1811:  

 

Example 2. Meissonnier, Etudes Progressives ou Exercices pour la Lyre ou Guitare, plate number 1, showing 
use of the Benoist signboard by Meissonnier alone from the address they both later worked from. Note the Mme 
Benoist signature. 

Their shared imprint is the reason Stenstadvold describes them as “in partnership”.24 When 

their partnership ended Mme Benoist retained the signboard, continuing at this address while 

Meissonnier moved to Rue Bergère, No. 5 from January 1812.25  

They published the Journal de la Lyre Moderne in the small “Parisian” format of 250mm 

x 170mm for the whole of 1811 and, from 1812, their second year imprints give the title as 

Journal de Lyre ou Guitare with Meissonnier’s new address: 

Ou s’abonné à PARIS, chez MEISSONNIER, / Rue Bergère, No. 5 en face du 
Conservatoire de Musique. / Et A La Lyre Moderne, chez Mme Benoist, Rue de 
Richelieu, No. 20. / Année ____ / Cahier. / Déposée à la Bibliothèque Impériale. .26 

Although publishing from different addresses their association apparently continued. Her 

sign-board “A la Lyre Moderne” suggests she specialised in guitar and lyre music, and she 

published Meissonnier’s Etudes Progressives, plate 1, and Sor’s Six Petites Pièces Très 

Faciles, [Op. 5], in the old-fashioned oblong format used by Castro. Meissonnier’s songs and 

instrumental pieces were initially issued in small “Parisian” format27 but between 1812 and 

1814 he also published: “guitar music unrelated to the Journal in full size folio format”,28 for 

example, his own Etudes Progressives. From 1815 on all Meissonnier’s song publications 

and instrumental pieces were in folio format (340mm x 270mm).29  Mme Benoist also 

changed her format to the large upright folio format for Sor’s Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles 

                                                 
24 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 21. 
25 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 15 and p. 25. 
26 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
27 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
28 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
29 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 28. 
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and the Boléro de Société, ‘Mis descuidados ojos’, which were listed together in the 

Bibliographie de l’Empire Français on 4 February 1814:30  

 

Example 3. Entries 26 and 27, Bibliographie de l’Empire français Troisième Année (17e de la Collection.) (No. 
5), Friday, 4 February 1814, p. 40, <http://gallica.bnf.fr>, accessed October 2006. 

The copyright indication for entry no. 26, the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles, is “Propriété de 

l’Auteur” with a legal deposit indication of: “Déposé a la Dir[ecti]on Gén[éra]le de la 

Lib[rair]ie”. This means the plate is dated after 4 October 1811 and before the Restoration on 

25 March 1814. Sor arrived in March 1813 at the earliest, so publication would have been 

between that date and 25 March 1814. Entry no. 27 (above), is the Boléro de Société, ‘Mis 

descuidados ojos’, which Jeffery says is signed by Sor in the Paris copy.31 This was the first 

song Sor published and would probably have the same copyright indications as entry no. 26.  

On the title page of the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles there is an assurance that the 

music it contains was: “…écrit selon la méthode ordinaire” or “written in the ordinary way”. 

As no one was writing guitar music in tablature at this time, and the ordinary way of writing 

guitar music had long been with a transposing G clef, this must be a direct reference to the 

double-staff notation Sor used for his Fantaisie [Op. 7] published with Pleyel. The problem is 

that if we are to believe the listings in the Bibliographie de la France, the edition written in 

the new way appeared seven months after the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles written in the 

ordinary way. The selling point in the Six Petites Pièces is rendered meaningless published 

seven months before anyone had seen the double-staff notation to which it refers, so the 

Fantaisie [Op. 7] was published before Mme Benoist’s Six Petites Pièces. The error must have 

occurred in the process of copyright registration, which must have delayed listing until well 

after first publication, which probably took place soon after Sor arrived in March 1813.  

                                                 
30 Listed in the Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, registered at numbers 26 
and 27, p. 40 of the « Troisième Année (No. 5) Vendredi 4 février 1814 ». The Bibliographie de l’Empire français ou 
Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, was created by Imperial decree on 4 October 1811, retaining this title until Friday 
25 March 1814: « Troisième année. (No 12.) ». From Tuesday 1 May 1814, the title changed to the Bibliographie de la 
France ou Journal Général de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie. 
31 I have not seen a copy of the original. In Jeffery, Seguidillas…, 1976, p. 16, this edition is described as “signed by Sor” 
and at p. 10 the title is given as: “BOLERO DE SOCIETE / avec Accompagnement de Guitare et Piano COMPOSÉE ET 
DÉDIÉ / A S.E. MADAME LA DUCHESSE DE ROVIGO / PAR M. FERDINAND SOR.”, truncating the publisher’s 
caption address to “Paris, Mme Benoist, n. d. [1813 or 1814]”. 
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The Marche Patriotique Espagnole ‘Marchemos, marchemos’,32 published by Mme 

Benoist and signed by Sor, was listed in the Bibliographie de la France on 20 August 1814 

with no composer credited. The entry is as follows: 

 

Example 4. Entry 150, Bibliographie de la France, Troisième Année (17e de la Collection.) (No et 32), 
Saturday, 20 August 1814, p. 228, <http://gallica.bnf.fr>, accessed October 2006. 

Also signed by Sor and published by Mme Benoist was the Chanson Relative aux Evénements 

d’Espagne, ‘Adonde vas, Fernando, incauto’.33 This was not listed, but probably appeared 

between the two listings of 4 February and 20 August 1814.  

Finally, two weeks later, on 3 September 1814, Ignace Pleyel and Sor listed the Fantaisie 

pour la Guitare [later numbered Op. 7 by Meissonnier], dedicated to Pleyel, all copies signed 

by the composer, as follows:34 

 

Example 5. Entry 160, Bibliographie de la France, Troisième Année (17e de la Collection.) (No 34), Saturday, 3 
September 1814, p. 248, <http://gallica.bnf.fr>, accessed October 2006. 

The copyright indication on the title page of the Fantaisie is: “Propriété de l’Auteur”, which 

indicates that Sor retained his rights. There is, however, no proof those rights were properly 

registered. The legal deposit indication: “Déposé a la Direction R[oy]ale de la Lib[rair]ie” on 

the title page suggests that it was engraved after the Restoration on 1 May 1814, but the 

mention of this work in an edition dated Friday, 4 February 1814, before the Restoration, 

means that the 3 September 1814 listing of the Fantaisie took place months after publication.  

The Bibliographie de l’Empire Français ou Journal de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, last 

published listing is in No. 12, Friday, 25 March 1814. The new royal Bibliographie de la 

France ou Journal Général de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie starts at No. 13 on Tuesday, 1 

May 1814. A substantial backlog in the processing of music listings may have been caused by 

Regime change. In addition, there were the legal amendments in 1810, which separated the 

permission to print from copyright provisions regulated by the old 1793 legislation that 

continued to require a separate deposit of two copies to register copyright. The Fantaisie 

                                                 
32 Two folios, the first appears to be blank but is not included in the copy I have, which shows the first page numbered 2, and 
is signed at the bottom of the page: “F. Sor”. BnF, shelf number Vm7 101190. 
33 Two folios, the first appears to be blank and is signed “F. Sor” at the bottom of the page; the first page of the music is 
numbered 2. BnF, shelf number Vm7 101188. 
34 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 152. 
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could easily have appeared before its listing as the title page as the Six Petites Pièces says it 

did. When Sor and Pleyel attempted to register their copyright they may also have found their 

title page needed to have the new régime description restruck causing a further delay.  

The survival of two copies in the BnF in Paris suggest that a copyright deposit was made. 

A confirmatory receipt is required to demonstrate that Sor did register his copyright. Sor and 

Pleyel would have needed to make an initial deposit of five copies for permission to print. 

One of which would usually end up in the BnF. The separate copyright deposit required two 

copies, but the convention assuming the second copy in the printer’s deposit was counted as 

one of these. This was ruled an invalid deposit by the courts in 1828. The two remaining 

copies in Paris have Restoration deposit indications suggesting both were deposited. Had one 

of the copies been a printer’s deposit it would have had Imperial stamps on it. The two signed 

copies are also stamped: “Bibliothèque nationale R.F.” but this stamp is from the Second 

Republic. There is, therefore, no indication that these were deposit copies besides the fact that 

two survive, both in very good condition. The Six Petites Pièces listed 4 February 1814 may 

also have been published before they were listed, but we cannot know how long before.  

The Paris editions published by Sor before he left are listed in the following table: 

SOR’S 1813–1815 PARIS EDITIONS 

Date Title Copyright Plate No Sign?

Listed 3 Sep 1814, but 
out before 4 Feb 1814 

Fantaisie [for Pleyel]  “Chez Mr Pleyel …et chez l’Auteur” 
“Propriété de l’Auteur” 

None Yes 

Listed 4 Feb 1814 Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist, 
Paris “Propriété de l’Auteur” and 
“Déposé à la Diron. Genle. De la 
Librairie” 

None Yes 

Listed 4 Feb 1814 Boléro de Société ‘Mis 
descuidados ojos’ 

A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist, 
Paris 

None Yes 

Not listed. Composed 
in 1812 

Chanson Relative aux 
Evénements d’Espagne ‘Adonde 
vas, Fernando, incauto’ 

A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist, 
Paris 

None Yes 

Listed 20 Aug 1814. 
Composed in 1809 

Marche Patriotique Espagnole 
‘Marchemos, marchemos’ 

A la Lyre Moderne Chez Mme Benoist, 
Paris 

None Yes 

These editions were signed by the author in known copies, suggesting Sor was involved in 

their production. There being no surviving autograph manuscripts with greater authority and 

as these editions were under Sor’s direct supervision and control, it is my submission that 

they should be considered holograph editions. This does not mean that these editions are 

faultless, it simply means that he exercised control over the layout, notation, proof-reading 

and corrections and may have approved copies with his signature, which was also probably a 

way of controlling the number of copies run off the plates.  
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Before Sor departed for London in March 1815, he replaced Mme Benoist with Antoine 

Meissonnier as his Paris publisher, even though he had yet to work with him. He must have 

made an impression on the Parisian guitar scene but would have had nowhere near the 

influence of Carulli. On his departure for London he must have realised that there were good 

reasons to continue publishing in Paris, one of the centres of European guitar playing, having 

to conceive of a way to ensure that his works were published as he intended. He does not 

appear to have tried, or even known about, the possibility of simultaneous publication, which 

allowed authors to retain their rights by registering a work on the same day in two countries. 

Publisher cooperation was essential to this process and would have been difficult to obtain 

anyway.  

Soon after his arrival in London, Sor approached the celebrated composer, pianist and 

publisher Muzio Clementi. The outcome was the publication, before July 1815, of Sor’s 

Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole.35 This edition was not sent to Meissonnier until 

about May 1820, where it appeared with minor changes, no seventh variation and a new title: 

Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12. Sor left London between July 1822 and 21 September 1822. His 

guitar works were published by a variety of publishers and printers agreeing subtly different 

conditions for securing the authorial rights. In the table below these are: “Published by…”, 

“Printed by…”, “Printed and Sold for the Author…”, or without indication in the case of the 

two books of Six Studio, [Op. 6]: 

SOR’S ENGLISH EDITIONS FOR GUITAR: 1815–1822 

Date Title Copyright on title page Signed

Before July 1815 Six Divertimentos 1st Set  “Ent. At Sta. Hall …Published by Monzani & Hill” Yes 

Watermark 1815 
Before Jan. 1816 

Fantasie for Kalkbrenner “Ent. At Sta. Hall …Printed by Clementi & Co” Yes 

c. 1815 after April 2nd Fantasia  “Printed & Sold for the Author, by L. Lavenue” No 

Watermark 1814 After 
July 1815 

Six Studio Set 1  “Printed for the Author, by W. Milhouse” Yes 

After July 1815 Six Studio Set 1  No publisher. “Sold at all the principal Music Shops. 
Ent. At Sta. Hall” 

Yes 

Watermark 1814 After 
July 1815 

Six Studio Set 2 No publisher. “Sold at all the principal Music Shops. 
Ent. At Sta. Hall.” 

Yes 

After July 1815 on Six Divertimentos 2nd Set “Ent. At Sta. Hall …Published by Monzani & Hill” Yes 

Late 1818 Ent. Sta. 
Hall 29 Jan. 1819 

Six Divertimentos 3rd Set “Ent. At Sta. Hall …Printed by Rutter & McCarthy” Yes 

Ent. Sta. Hall 18 Dec. 
1819 

Six Divertimentos 4th Set “Ent. At Sta. Hall …Published by The Regent’s 
Harmonic Institution” 

No 

Ent. Sta. Hall 1 March 
1821 

Introduction and Variations on 
‘Oh Cara Armonia’ 

“Ent. At Sta. Hall …Printed by The Royal Harmonic 
Institution” 

No 

                                                 
35 Fernando Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole, printed by Clementi and Co. 26, Cheapside, copy in the 
Hudleston Collection, Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin. 
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Most of these London copies are signed by Sor, but some survive unsigned. These appear to 

have been copies that were taken from the plates without his knowledge. Most of these have 

“Ent. At Sta. Hall” on their title pages although all but the final three were not actually listed 

at the Stationers’ Hall. The English requirement of eleven copies for a legal deposit must 

have been a deterrent. Copies of all these editions were re-engraved in Paris by Meissonnier 

without Sor’s autograph. Meissonnier later added a stamp of his own signature to some of Sor 

copies, creating an appearance of authority but probably also to monitor the number of copies 

run from a plate.  

SOR’S FIRST AGREEMENT WITH MEISSONNIER 
The Neapolitan guitarist Ferdinando Carulli (1770–1841) arrived in Paris in 1808 according 

to Fétis, where he achieved great acclaim as a performer and teacher.36 The Paris publisher 

Nicholas-Raphael Carli (1764–1827) published a huge quantity of Carulli’s music in the new 

Italian style of guitar playing. Carulli’s Méthode Complète pour guitare Op. 27, composed 

during 1810 according to the advance publicity,37 taught Parisians how this was done. His 

works were written in a straightforward notation that made no attempt at separating the parts, 

as Sor would do when he arrived three years later in 1813. The overwhelming influence of 

hundreds of Carulli editions in all genres, songs, solos, duos, trios, arrangements from the 

opera, and even a concerto, must have been intimidating for Sor (and Meissonnier). Carulli 

was synonymous with the guitar in Paris and his music was relatively easy to read, much of it 

was clichéd and simple to play as well. It was also carefully fingered or offered no problems 

to the player in that regard.  

The Fantaisie in double-staff notation that Sor published was an open challenge to the 

Carulli orthodoxy in Paris, both as notation and as a manner of composing for the guitar. 

Sor’s Six Petites Pièces, written in three and four parts on a single staff, were aimed at 

amateurs—although Sor was never very good at judging what was easy and what was not. 

His experience publishing his works would have shown him that his music required more 

careful supervision than Carulli’s. This was no problem while Sor was in Paris, but how was 

he to achieve the same high level of editorial control over his complex notation from 

London? He needed an engraver who was familiar with the guitar and broad-minded enough 

to accept his complex system of notation.  

                                                 
36 Carulli, Méthode complète…, 1810; Paolini, introductory booklet, 1981, pp. 7–8. 
37 Quoted in full in Carulli, Méthode complète…, 1810; Paolini, introductory booklet, 1981, p. 3. 
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Perhaps with the help of the Ignace Pleyel, Sor conceived a solution to this problem: by 

carefully supervising the engraving of his London editions and retaining the rights he could 

ensure that perfect copies would be sent to his publisher in Paris for re-engraving subject to 

one strict condition: that nothing was to be changed. This would mean that he had no need to 

correspond or make corrections in London and return them to Paris, where the publisher 

would be able to copy an edition that had already satisfied its author. The existing identical 

copies made in Paris of editions published in London suggest that this must have been the 

agreement that Sor and Meissonnier must have concluded as Napoleon marched on Paris. I 

will refer to it as Sor’s first agreement. We do not know if this was a written agreement but 

the mere existence of editions first published in London and later precisely copied in Paris 

allows no other explanation. Sor’s English editions that were used as manuscripts by 

Meissonnier all fall under this agreement. He had no scruples about republishing Castro 

editions of Sor’s music or using manuscript sources from Spain if they could be found, but 

these would not been part of their agreement. The republication of the Benoist editions may 

have been.  

It appears that Sor came to trust Meissonnier more over the years, on the other hand, it 

seems likely that the exclusion of the guitar from the Philharmonic Society in March 1817 

placed Sor under a financial pressure to send manuscript copies of his music to Paris for 

publication. The evidence of editions that were never published in London while Sor was still 

there leaves us with no better explanation. There is no evidence of negotiations between Sor 

and Meissonnier over corrections, there are no manuscripts used by engravers to set out the 

page layout for editions published from manuscripts. In fact there is no evidence like the 

documents and letters Beethoven and his London publishers exchanged,38 of a commercial 

relationship between Sor and Meissonnier at all. As a celebrated composer of international 

standing such documents would have been valuable to him or his successor Heugel. The 

existence of such an agreement is in itself a reason for this lack of documentation.  

The Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole39 was probably Sor’s first publication in 

London. His 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar also published there stands in a numerical 

relationship with the first London Fantaisie published by Clementi in London in 1815. This 

had no numerical relationship to the Paris Fantaisie, [Op. 7] for Pleyel that was published in 

1813, about which Sor’s English publishers would have known nothing. These two fantasias 

appeared in quick succession after March 1815 with the aim of showing Sor’s expertise as a 
                                                 
38 I am not sure to what extent any of this material has been seriously looked for either. 
39 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole, Hudleston Collection, Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin. 
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composer and, firstly demonstrating in score the music that had amazed his audience at his 

debut concert; and secondly, demonstrating that his second fantasia, written in the same style, 

was suitable for amateurs. In this way he also revealed his system of notation in two levels of 

composition. It is interesting that he considered the guitar market in Paris to be unsuitable for 

his concert Fantaisie (unless Meissonnier declined it) only offering the easier 2nd Fantasia. 

It was ten months after Sor arrived in London that Meissonnier began publishing his works, 

beginning with two books of Six Waltzes Pour la Piano Forte, plate 47; and the re-engraved, 

Deuxième Fantaisie, plate 49=4, dated on its earliest plate as “6e Année 1er Lon” (or January 

1816); and the Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 51.40  

The copies that Meissonnier made of the London editions are so close to identical, often 

in entirely trivial ways, with a level of fidelity that proves that the originals were used as 

apograph editions from which to engrave the copies. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 

defines this term: “Apograph…1601. …from the Greek …to copy. …An exact transcript.”41 

James Grier uses it in a more restricted way as a manuscript: “…prepared by a professional 

copyist to serve as the copy for engraving”.42 My use of the term expands this definition to 

include editions used for this purpose, which I describe as apograph editions. An example of 

an apograph manuscript is the one used to engrave Sor’s sixth set of Three Italian Arietts now 

in the Royal College of Music.43 At this historical distance the textual implications of this 

agreement are important in that they indicate the level of remote control that Sor exercised 

over his Paris editions. The deal would have had commercial benefits for Meissonnier, who 

gained all the rights to Sor’s music in France. Sor would have taken comfort from the fact 

that he was a guitarist and possibly an engraver, who specialised in publishing guitar music. 

Clean engraved copies, proofread, corrected and supervised by the composer were an 

advantage to both: Sor had reason to believe his music would look the same in Paris as it did 

under his supervision in London; and Meissonnier had reduced costs. Both stood to profit. 

None of these Paris copies were supervised by Sor in any direct sense but copying an edition 

exactly amounts to de facto supervision from a distance.  

The copyright aspects of the first agreement applied to Sor’s opera 1–23, excluding the 

Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 and the Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21, 

which Meissonnier managed to purchase outright. Also excluded would seem to be the 

                                                 
40 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
41 William Little, H. W. Fowler and Jesse Coulson, The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, revised 
and edited by C. T. Onions, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973, at ‘Apograph’, p. 87. 
42 Grier, The Critical Editing of Music…, 1996, pp. 114-115. 
43 In the Royal College of Music, MS 1111, ff. 102–6 quoted in Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 182. 
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unauthorised editions of the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet Op. 3, taken from a Castro 

publication; and the Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23, which was assembled 

from unknown sources while Sor was in Russia.44 Also excluded should be the first edition of 

the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9, which is a corrupt edition that 

was later corrected and reissued as the Variations Brillantes sur un Air Favori de Mozart Op. 

9, probably at Sor’s insistence. This was part of a another agreement for the publication of the 

revised collected edition of Sor’s works in 1828 with a number of changes (discussed below). 

A further agreement applies to opera 24–33, to which Sor was forced to cede his authorial 

rights to Meissonnier. The mere fact that Sor required and obtained the extensive changes to 

the Sonate Op. 15 Op. 23 and Op. 9, is an indication that such an agreement was in force. Sor 

appears to have been able to personally supervise some of the editions published after he left 

London. For example, in the period after his return to Paris between 12 July 1822 and 21 

September 1822 and before his departure for Russia after 3 March 1823. The editions that 

Meissonnier published in that window show signs of his supervision. His return to Paris from 

Russia (probably just before 6 December 1826) led to a resumption of supervision that began 

with the revision of his collected works to remedy the more serious and unacceptable errors 

and continued with the publication of a number of new works.  

The outright purchase of all rights was the arrangement publishers preferred at the time, 

so the absence of copyright indications on Meissonnier title pages was initially a puzzle. If 

Sor refused to sell the rights, he must have been under the misapprehension that this afforded 

him some protection. Meissonnier would have known that French copyright law placed all 

foreign works in the public domain unless they were first published in France and properly 

registered. Sor being out of the country gave him the legal right to publish any of the London 

editions without consulting the author at all. He was probably not entitled to have “Propriété 

de l’Editeur”on all the title pages unless he had registered a publisher’s right. He does assert 

this right on Op. 11 and Op. 21.45 “Propriété de l’Auteur” appeared on none of his Sor 

editions since they were unregistered and therefore in the public domain. I suspect he was 

being mildly disingenuous with Sor, leaving him feeling deceived, which is the impression he 

gives us in his Méthode.  

It will no doubt be argued that Meissonnier could have acquired the English editions 

independently of Sor. Circumstantial evidence is against this: if Sor became aware that his 

works were being published in France—for example through his brother Carlos in Paris from 
                                                 
44 Possibly through the purchase of the remaining plates and manuscripts of Castro. 
45 Fernando Sor, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets, Op. 11 and Fernando Sor, Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie, Op. 21. 
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181746—he could have found another publisher; if he found piracy on his return to Paris he 

would surely have stopped his dealings with Meissonnier; he would also not have abided by 

what appears to have been an exclusivity clause that prevented him from selling his works to 

Peters in Leipzig or Simrock in Bonn, to whom Meissonnier’s sold his list without benefit to 

Sor.47 The best evidence that Sor’s English editions were used as apographs for Paris editions 

are the copies Meissonnier made. Correspondences in the layout, small details and common 

errors, all indicate that Sor allowed only the most minor changes: the translation of title pages 

into French, publisher’s imprint, and so on. In the following title pages Meissonnier adds the 

opus numbers without the composer’s authority and has the misspelled “Mis Davenport” for 

“Mlle. Davenport” by not translating the dedicatee’s name: 

 

Example 6. Title page Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill (left) from Jeffery, Sor 
Complete Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (right) BnF, Collection 
Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

                                                 
46 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 36. 
47 Such as Leader and Cock, Fernando Sor, Three Canons for Three Voices and C. F. Peters in Leipzig: Fernando Sor, Three 
Italian Duets, second set. 
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In the example below the layout of the two pages is identical right down to the spacing of 

the “No. 1”:  

 

Example 7. No. 1, bars 1–5. Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill (above) Jeffery, Sor 
Complete Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) BnF, Collection 
Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. Bar numbers mine. 

Changes are made to the beaming and the ornament at bar 4, which avoids the struck through 

petites notes that Sor indicates as acciaccature—a standard Meissonnier change. The main 

reason that this change is significant is that it does not correctly reflect Sor’s practice in this 

regard. The beaming changes do not have as important an affect on the voicing as they do in 

the following example. In the Six Divertimentos first set, No. 1, bars 12–18 (below), the 

English edition has a misprint in the lowest voice bar 121 where the E should be G, as in bar 

131. This error is reproduced by Meissonnier: 

 

Example 8. No. 1, bars 12–18. Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill (above) Jeffery, Sor 
Complete Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) BnF, Collection 
Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

Sor carefully notates three voices in bar 12, but in bar 14 he rationalises this notation in the 

repeat. It is his custom to simplify a feature on repetition; this is not problematic here but it 

often is, especially when this transcends our contemporary boundaries about what may be 

rationalised out of the notation for a repeat. Meissonnier changes all the voicing to resemble 

bar 14. Why did he not fix it the simple misprint in bar 12?  
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In Sor’s Six Divertimentos first set, No. 3 (below) he makes some unacceptable textual 

changes to an otherwise scrupulously copied edition. A justification for a tempo change from 

Larghetto to Allegretto would be if Sor had altered the apograph by hand—which we cannot 

know. The scordatura indication at the top is at the foot of the page in the English apograph:  

 

Example 9. No. 3 of Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill (above) Jeffery, Sor Complete 
Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) BnF, Collection Complète des 
Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

The English edition of Six Divertimentos first set, No. 6 fails to mention the scordatura 

tuning of sixth to F, which Meissonnier obligingly corrects—or was it Sor on the apograph? 

On the other hand, Meissonnier deals with a missing ledger line completely literally in the Six 

Divertimentos first set, Minore of No. 3: 

 

Example 10. No. 5 Minore bars 1–5. Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill (above) Jeffery, 
Sor Complete Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) BnF, Collection 
Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 
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The problem with Sor’s overall plan to publish good copies in France was that he took no 

account of passages in the apograph edition that were patently wrong or incomprehensible. It 

seems Meissonnier was continually faced with the dilemma: to correct or not to correct. At 

times he appears to deliberately leave wrong notes uncorrected, at other times he silently 

corrects them. The English edition of Six Divertimentos first set, No. 5, Variation [1], has a 

misprinted C for common time, in place of an anacrusic 2/4 time signature. Meissonnier 

leaves this uncorrected, although this would not usually have been missed by an engraver. He 

also alters the beaming of the notes. These changes can be seen in bar 3–4 below: 

 

Example 11. Sor, Six Divertimentos first set, London: Monzani & Hill copy (above) Jeffery, Sor Complete 
Works, 1982. No. 5 ‘Variation [1]’ showing the time signature misprint uncorrected in Sor Six Divertissemens 
Op. 1, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) BnF, Collection Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number 
Vm8 u. 113. 

Slurring of the notes is not followed strictly by Meissonnier in this example. Sor’s carefully 

crafted notation is quite specific about the fingering, using note durations to indicate which 

should be held and which can be lifted. The lack of fingering in his music often makes 

passages like the one above difficult to read. Sor indicates in his Méthode… that he was 

aware of such criticisms, by sarcastically describing his critics in a thinly disguised 

description of his reception in Paris, as saying of him: 

…it is rashness to pretend to play his music. He writes for himself alone, there are 
continual barred notes and deviations, it is no longer within the fingering or powers of 
the instrument. He writes that for the pianoforte, and indeed I do not believe that he plays 
all that he writes: there are a great many notes merely for the eye. However it is a pity 
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that he does not give lessons, for he would either tell us how to play them, or we should 
see what notes he omits in performance.48 

Sor made no attempt to ease the burden on his readers by adding fingering until he returned 

to Paris from Russia. The task of identifying patches of incomprehensibility in Sor’s scores 

fell to Meissonnier. After his initial editions were published, he seems to have realised that 

while mistakes reflect badly on the composer, they also diminish the reputation of publishers 

who issue incorrect or incomprehensible editions. One senses him itching to add fingering or 

change the notes. In the Six Divertimentos, 3rd Set, the first four bars are not fingered, but 

since Sor himself adds fingering in the rest of the piece, Meissonnier takes the opportunity to 

add more fingering in his version of the first four bars as can be seen here: 

 

Example 12. Sor, Six Divertimentos, 3rd Set, London: printed Rutter & McCarthy (above) copy Jeffery, Sor 
Complete Works, 1982; Sor Six Divertissemens, Paris: Chez Meissonnier (below) copy BnF, Collection 
Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

These changes in Meissonnier’s editions were probably not authorised by Sor. Layout 

changes like four systems per page becoming five may have been acceptable to Sor, but 

changing tempos, adding fingering and cutting movements might not have been. The above 

changes were chosen at random, but provide enough justification to question any Meissonnier 

edition. The London apograph editions enable us to evaluate his editorial stance, but in those 

editions where no English edition exists and no manuscript survives, we are left wondering 

just what Meissonnier might have done.  

Finally, the lack of surviving apograph manuscripts may indicate that Sor worked so 

closely with his engravers that he considered his published editions to be holograph scores, 

                                                 
48 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 44, lines 14–18. « …prétendre à jouer sa musique, c'est une témérité. Il écrit 
pour mi seul, ce sont des barrés et des écarts continuels ; ce n'est plus ni dans le doigté ni dans les moyens de l'instrument. Il 
écrit cela au piano, et même je ne crois pas qu'il joue tout ce qu'il écrit ; il y a beaucoup de notes seulement pour l'œil. 
Cependant c'est dommage qu'il ne donne pas de leçons, car ou il nous dirait comment il faut s'y prendre, ou nous verrions 
quelles sont les notes qu'il supprime en jouant. », Sor, Méthode…, 1830, p. 78. 
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and his autograph manuscripts to be preliminary drafts. His proximity to publishers in 

London enabled him to exercise full control over many details in layout and notation in his 

complicated scores. Without autograph manuscripts the London editions become the most 

important sources. The Meissonnier editions based on them, and on Sor’s earlier Paris 

editions, are unsupervised copies that were indirectly supervised by the composer. More 

problematic are the Meissonnier editions based on from autograph manuscripts suggest a 

variety of levels of authorial control, which might range from completely unsupervised to 

fully supervision editions, to editions modified by an editor, which on occasion results in 

corrupt editions. 

With or without the composer’s knowledge or agreement, Meissonnier was happy to 

publish anything he could by Sor. The Thêma Varié Pour la Guitare et un Menuet [Op. 3], 

plate 150, appears to have received from Meissonnier its title, opus number and dedication: 

“to Amateurs”. It was taken from the Castro Air Varié pour la Guitare, plate 3, in the Journal 

de Musique Étrangère pour la Guitare ou Lyre,49 probably soon after Sor left for London in 

1815. Meissonnier edited this work, both misunderstanding and simplifying it. He later found 

himself publishing Sor’s own revision of the work inventing the title Quatrième Fantaisie 

and the opus number 12. The apograph for this edition was the first fantasia Sor published in 

England in 1815: the Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole.50 When he finally sent the 

apograph to Paris it messed up Meissonnier’s numbering of the Sor Fantasias, which had 

nothing to do with the composer anyway. 

SOR’S SECOND AGREEMENT WITH MEISSONNIER 
The Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, the transcribed Fantaisie [Op. 7], the Grand Solo Op. 14, 

and the Cinquième Fantaisie avec des Variations sur l'Air de Paisiello Op. 16, may have 

been first published while Sor was still in London, but they do not seem to have been copied 

from English apograph editions. This means that they must have been engraved from 

manuscript copies made by Sor. There are no signs of previously undiscovered English 

editions to match the recently discovered copy of the Clementi edition of the Fantaisie Op. 

12. This edition raises the theoretical possibility that others may exist but these editions 

surface they would in all likelihood carry greater authority. The early date of this Clementi 

edition and the very few copies that were probably printed suggest there was no market for it. 

                                                 
49 Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère…, Paris, c. 1808. Cahier [17], BnF, Vm7 2383. 
50 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole, Clementi, Hudleston Collection. 
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After Sor received his poor review on 25 March 1817 for his Philharmonic Society concert he 

was excluded from their concerts and stopped publishing his guitar works in London. It is 

also likely that poor sales barely covered costs with the deposit of eleven copies required by 

the Stationers’ Hall. The popularity of the guitar in Paris, in contrast, offered him a better 

market than he could rely on in London leaving him with little choice but to work with 

Meissonnier, who he probably hoped had some understanding of his basic principles.  

The outcomes were uneven. Meissonnier’s editing of Sor’s apograph The Favorite Air, 

“Oh Cara Armonia” from Mozart’s Opera Il Flauto Magico Arranged with an Introduction 

and Variations for the Guitar [Op. 9], which had an Introduction, Variations 1–5 and Coda, 

was transformed into an Introduction, four Variations (re-ordered 3–5–2–4), with the Coda 

removed, to become the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9.51 

Meissonnier also made unauthorised changes to the Grand Solo Op. 14 and the Sonate Op. 

15(b), as he had previously done with the Thêma varié Op. 3. Sor on his return from Russia 

compelled him to re-engrave and restrike these plates to remedy the worst errors. These 

changes show how far Meissonnier and his Parisian clientele were from grasping the musical 

principles and technique required for Sor’s music. Other editions from manuscript sources are 

of an unexpectedly high quality, such as the Grande Sonate Op. 22, which has the hallmarks 

of supervision by Sor. It is possible that there was a very high quality apograph, it having 

been presented to Manuel Godoy in before it was advertised in the Gaceta de Madrid in 

1807.52 Sor may have been aware of Meissonnier’s bad edition of his Introduction et 

Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9, and may have supervised and proofread the 

Grande Sonate by mail while he was in Russia. We have no record of such correspondence.  

Meissonnier’s Two Propriété de l’Editeur Editions 
The Deux Thèmes variés et douze Menuets Op. 11 and the Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 

21, are the only two Meissonnier editions in Sor’s opera 1–23 that are marked “Propriété de 

l’Editeur”. I suggest the Op. 11 manuscript was a gift from Sor to his brother Carlos, as an 

explanation for how this excellent edition came about. Sor was in the habit of giving away his 

manuscripts: for example, the Op. 21 Les Adieux was presented to Francesco Vaccari and the 

Fantaisie was given to Mlle. Houzé. His Impromptu, dans le genre du Boléro was published 

                                                 
51 Fernando Sor, Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, Op. 9, plate 119. The revised edition Variations 
Brillantes sur un Air Favori de Mozart de l’Opéra la Flûte Enchantée o Cara Armonia pour la Guitare Seule, plate 460, 
adds Meissonnier’s excuse: “Edition augmentée par l’Auteur”, Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 153. 
52 See my Chapter 9, ‘Sor and Publishing in Spain’. 
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in England with a title page that reads: “…Propriété donnée par l’auteur à Mr. Ashe”.53 I 

suggest he sent his brother the manuscripts for the Op. 11 works, and because he lived in 

Paris, he was forced to cede all rights to Meissonnier. Sor could simply have sent the 

manuscript for publication in the usual way, in which case Meissonnier would have edited as 

he liked. The importance of this edition to Sor, its publication as a scholarly edition of his 

earliest works and the exceptional quality of the edition, point to careful supervision being 

conducted by Carlos Sor, who was equipped with the requisite skills and who, out of loyalty 

to his brother would have seen to it that a nearly perfect, carefully fingered and beautifully 

notated edition appeared without Meissonnier’s interference.  

Carlos Sor was a guitarist living in Paris who many years before had a Minuet published 

in Castro’s Journal de Musique Étrangère.54 By August 1817 he also had listed the following 

arrangements for guitar of airs from Cimarosa’s opera Il Matrimonio Segreto:  

 

Example 13. Carlos Sor, arrangements of arias from Cimarosa, Il Matrimonio Segreto, listed in the 
Bibliographie de la France, Sixième Année (20e de la Collection.) (No 31.) Saturday, 2 August 1817, p. 440. 

Jeffery records that he was the subject of police surveillance reports on 30 October and 27 

December 1816 that saw him granted permission to live in Paris, and we know that the police 

reported on 18 January 1817 that: “…he was living quietly at rue de la Michaudière, No. 7, 

apparently as a musician”.55 This may have had to do with his application for naturalisation 

on 11 February 1818, which Jeffery does not mention, but which is in the National Archives 

in Paris.56 Mangado, in his biographical study of the Sor family, discovered a document dated 

22–28 October 1826 relating to the marriage of Carlos Sor to María dels Dolors Álvarez 

Ordoño, in which Carlos is described as going to Paris in 1818, remaining there until 1820; 

moving to London until 1821, and returning to Madrid and Barcelona by December 1822.57  

                                                 
53 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 179. 
54 Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère, Issue [15], BnF, Vm7 2383. 
55 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 36. Two airs by Carlos Sor based on Cimarosa Il Matrimonio Segreto are listed in the 
Bibliographie de la France, Sixième Année (20e de la Collection.) (No 31.), on 2 August 1817, p. 440. 
56 The Centre Historique des Archives Nationales (Paris) has a tabular record of this application under “Naturalisations, 
noms, titres, armoiries (1814–1853)”, which reads: “Cote: BB/11/133/2 ; Numéro de dossier: 558 B4 ; Date d'ouverture du 
dossier : 11 février 1818 ; Demandeur : SOR Charles ; État civil : 1785/08/04; Barcelone; Espagne ; Profession ; 
commissaire des guerres ; Domicile : Paris ; Pays d'origine ou d'établissement : Espagne ; Objet de la demande : admission à 
domicile.” See <http://www.archivesnationales.culture.gouv.fr/arn/>, accessed 9 September 2006. 
57 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, note 140, p. 53. 
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If Carlos was in Paris on 30 October 1816 and applied to be naturalised on 11 February 

1818, he could have supervised the Meissonnier editions between 1816 and 1820. Had Sor 

wanted to help his brother with a gift of manuscripts he would have had no control over their 

sale to Meissonnier. The lack of a dedication to Carlos suggests that these were three separate 

manuscripts that Sor intended to have published separately: Douze Menuets and two Thèmes 

varies, for example. We can accept that Carlos Sor would have felt a filial responsibility to 

take exceptional care to ensure that his brother’s intentions were faithfully reflected in the 

resulting edition. This is evident from the edition itself, which I discuss below. Meissonnier’s 

attitude to Sor’s manuscripts over which he exercised an editorial function, such as the Op. 3 

and Op. 9 editions, is nothing like the quality of the Op. 11 edition.  

It is not clear why Sor would suddenly relinquish the authorial rights (rights that he did 

not have under French law anyway) for these two isolated editions and not for others before 

or after them. Until the Meissonnier editions are dated, those that may have been supervised 

by Carlos cannot be easily identified. There were editions sourced from Sor’s manuscript 

copies, which did not enjoy the competent attentions of the editor and proof-reader of Op. 11. 

First among these is the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart [Op. 9]. A 

dedication to Carlos Sor appears on the title page of both the London and French editions. 

The imprint of the French edition, however, appears to be earlier than the London edition. If 

Carlos was responsible for the supervision of Sor’s manuscripts, why did this edition slip 

through? I have no idea. We know that Carlos left France to visit Sor in England on his way 

to Madrid in 1820, and that he was in Barcelona by December 1822, so it seems more likely 

that the dedication took place while he was in London. However, if the French edition 

preceded the London edition, the only explanation seems to be that Carlos took a copy of the 

corrupt Meissonnier edition to London and showed it to Sor, who would have been outraged 

and may have then had the corrected edition published there as the unaltered 1821 London 

edition that survives.  

Carlos may have supervised the Fantaisie [Op. 7] transcription into single staff notation; 

the Deux Thèmes variés et douze Menuets Op. 11; the Cinquième Fantaisie avec des 

Variations sur l'Air de Paisiello Op. 16. No manuscripts or apographs survive of any of these 

editions. He may not have been in Paris for the faulty edition of the Grand Solo Op. 14. He 

could not have been involved in the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 

9. The Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, which was published at the same time but was also not 

supervised. There is no evidence that Sor supervised any of these editions or approved proofs 

by mail. The differences in the degree of interference in some of these editions suggest that 
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for a period, Sor had sufficient misplaced confidence to allow Meissonnier him the latitude to 

edit some of these works. This ceased on his return to Paris in late July or August 1822, just 

in time to supervise the Six Valtzes Op. 17 and 18. 

SOR’S LATER AGREEMENTS WITH MEISSONNIER 
Exactly when Sor returned to Paris from London, left Paris for Moscow and returned to Paris 

again, are biographical details that have a bearing on how involved he was in Meissonnier’s 

editions and which plates he might have supervised and corrected. I have suggested that he 

returned from London to Paris in late July 1822 or a little later in August, and that he was in 

financial trouble due to the struggles of The Royal Harmonic Institution over the renovation 

costs of the new Argyll Rooms.58 Sor remained in Paris until in July or August 1823, when 

his party left for Leipzig on the way to Russia. The Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, may 

have been the last work that he supervised before he left. The editions of Op. 21 and Op. 22, 

published after this, have the appearance of works produced under supervision, while the first 

edition of the Cinquième Divertissement Op. 23, was an unauthorised edition by Meissonnier 

that was later heavily corrected by Sor.  

Meissonnier’s failure to assert ownership and place “Propriété de l’Editeur” on the title 

pages of Sor’s opera 1–23 may indicate that he never properly registered his own rights. The 

failure to comply with the formalities of registration meant these editions were all in the 

public domain, if formalities had not been adhered to this would even include the two 

editions that had copyright indicated on them (Op. 11 and Op. 21). Sor’s sudden return to 

Paris in July or August 1822 awoke Meissonnier to the possibility that his entire Sor list was 

threatended by the possibility that if all the Paris editions were in the public domain. Sor, as 

the author, could freely republish new editions with greater authority as “authorised by the 

composer”. While Sor was resident in France, Meissonnier would have needed documents of 

cession to register his copyright. When Sor left for Russia, he may have conceived the plan of 

collecting all his plates together and registering them under a publisher’s copyright.  

It is possible that the sudden occurrence of this phrase at the foot of the first page of the 

music in Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21 was the moment he conceived the plan to 

anthologise Sor’s works as the Collection Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor, not 

because of his importance as a composer or his popularity, but to protect Meissonnier’s 

                                                 
58 This was explained in my Chapter 4, ‘London Venues and Organisations’. 
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copyright. At about the same time, with Sor was in Russia, he began to market his list outside 

France, independently concluding agreements with Simrock for opera 1–23. When he sold 

these editions to Simrock they were in the public domain and Sor would have had no rights 

over them. Simrock’s Bonn editions appear in 1824 and early 1825 after Sor left Paris, so he 

had nothing to do with these negotiations. In general, Sor may later have felt out-manoeuvred 

by Meissonnier, although he was never directly the victim of the ‘piracies’ of which Hummel 

complained. There appear to be very few editions of Sor’s music that were ‘pirated’59 and he 

does not appear to have suffered much from their publication. At the same time he probably 

thought that he was inadequately compensated and hardly benefited at all from his reputation 

as one of the greatest guitarist composers of his period. International copyright was still in its 

infancy, and Sor was clearly naïve in his dealings with Meissonnier from London. 

The Sale of All Rights 
Only Op. 11 and Op. 21 are marked “Propriété de l’Editeur”, so of the first 23 opus numbers, 

none were listed by Meissonnier. After Sor’s return from Russia, the editions with opus 

numbers 24–33, were marked “Propriété de l’Editeur” and all were listed. These editions also 

have the appearance of having been supervised and corrected by Sor. Publishers who claimed 

ownership of the rights in France had to prove their legal acquisition of the copyright with a 

written documents of cession signed by the author, which suggests that on his return from 

Russia, a new agreement was negotiated under which Sor signed the required documents. 

This may have been agreed before the announcement of the revised Collection Complète des 

Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor on 6 December 1826 in the Journal général d’annonce.60  

Meissonnier’s first collected edition of the works of Sor, entitled Collection Complète, 

was made up of a loose cover-sheet placed around the existing Sor editions. Two copies, 

from which Minkoff published their facsimile, are in the BnF in Paris at shelf numbers Vm8 

u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114, which may have been part of a copyright deposit. It appears that 

printing regulations and copyright registration formalities required the imprint addresses on 

all the plates to be altered for publication. Meissonnier’s first collected edition was neither 

authorised nor supervised by Sor, who was in Russia. On his return, he negotiated extensive 

changes were to some of the works in opera 1–23, demanding the removal and reissue of a 

                                                 
59 Miscellaneous editions may have been ‘piracies’ like the Sor, Grand Solo, Op. 14, published by Beaucé in Paris (not 
found) mentioned in Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, second edition, 1994, p. 155; Sor, Six Vatzes, Op. 17 in a Lyon edition by 
Arnaud, mentioned in Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 157 for example.  
60 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 85 says “…his return in 1826 or 1827…” I think he returned before the announcement 
of the Collection Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor as a: “new edition corrected and fingered by the author”, entry 
5205, Journal général d’annonce IIe Année No. 97, Wednesday, 6 December 1826. 
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corrected Op. 9; the removal and substitution of plates in Op. 23; the re-engraving of plates in 

Op. 14; and other corrections and fingering additions. The sale of his opera 24–29 

Meissonnier appears to have been conditional on these changes, which were advertised by 

Meissonnier. The revisions appear in a second edition of the Collection Complète des Œuvres 

de Ferdinando Sor in the same loose cover-sheet as the first edition. This copy survives in 

two bound volumes with the title: ‘Œuvres de Sor’ in the Spencer Collection of the Royal 

Academy of Music in London, and is thought to have belonged to Sor himself. It has not been 

recognised that the revisions were made by Sor, thus bestowing a belated authority on the 

opera 1–23 plates and making this a textually important edition. It is possible this edition 

included his opera 24–29 but not his opera 30–33.  

Sor was probably the first guitar composer in history to have his collected works 

published in his lifetime, and Meissonnier was probably the first publisher to attempt this. 

Jeffery is wrong to see this edition as some kind of publisher’s confidence trick trumped up 

as a complete edition.61 Meissonnier’s format collecting all the editions together in a cover is 

the same as that used by Jeffery for his facsimile edition Fernando Sor: The Complete Works 

for Guitar when it was first issued. Meissonnier’s Collection Complète des Œuvres de 

Ferdinando Sor justifiably bore this title and, despite its faults, was a credit to him. The 

revision of the opera 1–23 by the author increases their authority and his careful supervision 

of opera 24–33 enhances their status as editions. Only the later works, fully supervised and 

published by Sor in his association with Pacini put paid to Meissonnier’s claims to be the 

publisher of his complete works. The historically justifiable conclusion is that the publication 

of Sor’s complete works in 1828 made him the leading guitar composer of his day.  

                                                 
61 In the Preface to Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 1. 
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DATING THE MEISSONNIER PLATES 
The current view about the dating of Meissonnier’s editions of Sor’s music was summarised 

by Brian Jeffery writing: “Between Sor’s arrival in Paris in 1823 and his return to that city 

from Russia in 1826 or 1827, Meissonnier published the following works by him: [which he 

then lists as opera 16–23 and the Marche tirée de Cendrillon].”62 This firstly depends on the 

biographical details like the dates Sor left England, returned to Paris, left for Russia and 

returned to Paris again, which is important because it allows us to assess the editions that Sor 

was in a position to supervise and compare them to those that were not. Secondly, the 

bibliographical information in Jeffery’s ‘Catalogue of Works’ regarding the Meissonnier 

editions is now out of date.63 For example, his truncation of the Toulouse portion of the 

Meissonnier’s addresses has turned out to be important to the dating thanks to the research of 

Erik Stenstadvold, which has provided a basis for a re-examination of this evidence. 

Stenstadvold looked at “the bibliographical aspects… not the contents”64 of 

Meissonnier’s periodical song journals, which appeared between 1811 and 1827, from which 

he was able to date his imprint addresses: the Journal de lyre ou guitare appeared for thirteen 

years from January 1811 to December 1823; continued as Le troubadour des salons in the 

fourteenth year, running for four more years from January 1824 to December 1827 (on some 

plates shown as “4e Année”); continuing in La lyre des jeunes demoiselles, which was not 

directly linked but appeared from 1824, presumably in January. Stenstadvold does not say 

when this publication ceased but some of its plates were used in Le troubadour des salons. 

His Table 365 forms the basis of my table (below) expressing as a timeline, the seven 

Meissonnier addresses used in the Sor editions. The differences in my table are as follows:  

1. Changes of address are expressed as a timeline, which assumes moves to a new address 

produced immediate changes in the imprint without overlap. 

2. From May 1815 to August 1816 Meissonnier was at “…182 Rue Montmartre, au coin 

du Boulevard”. In September 1816.66 The Toulouse address of the elder Meissonnier 

was added to his imprint as follows: “…et à Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, 

Rue St Rome N° 49”. Sor’s Op. 3, plate 150, has this later address: “…182 Rue 

                                                 
62 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 82. 
63 Based on Hopkinson, A Dictionary of Parisian Music Publishers…, 1954. 
64 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 1. 
65 Stenstadvold’s Table 3 is entitled: “Meissonnier’s addresses with dates derived from his periodicals (including references 
to Meissonnier ainé in Toulouse)”, Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27.  
66 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
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Montmartre, au coin du Boulevard et à Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St 

Rome N° 49” but is dated on the first page in the footer as “6e Année 2e L[ivrais]on” (or 6th 

Year 2nd [monthly] Issue)—which is February 1816. This date is seven months earlier 

than the imprint address, but this does not contradict the September 1816 date of the 

song periodicals because the caption plate was restruck to conform with a new imprint 

during or after September 1816—the earlier first issue being lost. Stenstadvold finds 

that Meissonnier moved from this address between September 1820 and April 1821. 

The Sor plates suggest September 1820 is the more likely date as we shall see.  

3. In May 1821, while Meissonnier had the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” address, the 

Toulouse address of Meissonnier ainé: “…Rue St. Rome, No. 49” was changed to read: 

“…Rue St. Rome, No. 28”, with this address remaining in force until January 1822. An 

error was introduced at the change-over to this number, so that Sor’s Grand Solo Op. 

14, plate 188, has the address “…Rue St. Rome, No. 48”, instead of “…No. 28”.  

4. When Meissonnier moved to his new address in February 1822 his imprint became: 

“Galerie [neuve] des Panoramas, No. 15 …et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28”. This can 

be seen on Sor’s Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet plate [2]44. The “N° 48” error 

apparently persists on the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234, but this may have 

been a restruck plate that originally had the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” imprint 

with the Toulouse error, which was not restruck. This imprint is corrected on the Six 

Valtzes … [1er _Livre, Op. 17], plate 258. From September 1822 to October 1824 the 

Toulouse address was dropped becoming: “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15”. This can be 

seen on the Six Valtzes … 2e Livre, Op. 18, plate 261. Towards the end of the period it 

was: “Galerie du passage des Panoramas, No. 15, En face du Théâtre de Mr. Comte”. 

5. The removal of the Toulouse address from the above imprint in September 1822 did not 

end of the association between Antoine and elder brother Louis. Stenstadvold explains: 

The references to Meissonnier aîné in the Journal disappeared around the 
middle of 1822. Other publications continued to include the imprint 
reference to the Toulouse Meissonnier, however according to Devriès and 
Lesure, the Toulouse firm continued under the same name until at least 
1827.67 

                                                 
67 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 26. 
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Sor’s Cinquième Divertissement Op. 23, first edition, listed on 19 August 1825,68 has: 

“…et à Toulouse, chez L. Meissonnier ainé et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 28”. The use of the 

initial “L” suggests “Louis” and signals a resumption of relations between c. 1825–c. 

1827.69 The break was therefore between c. September 1822 and c. 1825.  

6. In November 1824, Meissonnier moved to: “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 près du 

passage des Panoramas”. The removal of the reference to Toulouse is dated c. 1827 to 

c. 1830. This is a refinement of Stenstadvold’s date of “November 1824–c. 1830”. 

My dating of Sor’s editions is therefore based on the Stenstadvold findings from the Journal 

listings, which have been extrapolated into the following table, which is presented in the form 

of summary below. Immediately following this is the discussion of a Meissonnier catalogue, 

which also lists his plate numbers and provides us with more important information about 

how he arranged his lists: 

                                                 
68 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 158, states that this was listed in the Journal général d’annonce…, on 19 August 1825.  
69 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 26. No more song journals were published by Meissonier after 
December 1827. 
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STENSTADVOLD: DATES OF MEISSONNIER IMPRINT ADDRESSES 

1810 OR BEFORE—DECEMBER 1810 

1 Rue neuve Momorency 

 1810 or before—December 1810 

JANUARY 1811—DECEMBER 1815 

20 Rue de Richelieu (with Mme Benoist) 

 January 1811—December 1815 

JANUARY 1812—APRIL 1815 

5 Rue Bergère 

 January 1812—April 1815 

MAY 1815—AUGUST 1820 (LATEST MARCH 1821) 
Rue Montmartre No. 182, au coin du Boulevard  

 May 1815—August 1816 

Rue Montmartre No. 182, au coin du Boulevard et à Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 
49 
 September 1816—August 1820 (or to March 1821) 

AS EARLY AS SEPTEMBER 1820 OR AS LATE AS APRIL 1821–JANUARY 1822 
Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 49 

 September 1820 (or latest April 1821)—April 1821 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28 [N° 48 is a misprint for N° 28] 

 May 1821—January 1822 [On Sor Op. 16, plate 234] 

FEBRUARY 1822– OCTOBER 1824 
Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 48 [sic 28] finally corrected on plate [2]44:  

 February 1822—August 1822 [On Sor Op. 16, plate 234 possibly restruck?] 

Galerie [neuve] des Panoramas, No. 15 (no Toulouse)  

 September 1822—October 1824 

Later variants: En face du Théâtre de Mr Comte and Galerie du passage des Panoramas, No. 15 

 September 1822—October 1824 

NOVEMBER 1824–C. 1830 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 près du Passage des Panoramas  
 November 1824—no later than 19 August 1825 [Sor Op. 23] 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 et à Toulouse, chez L. Meissonnier ainé et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 28  

 After 19 August 1825—c. 1827 [Devriès and Lesure] 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 

 c. 1827— c. 1830 [Devriès and Lesure] (Sor opera 24–29 in Journal général d’annonce 24 March 1827) 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 […Editeur des Œuvres de Sor, Giuliani &c.]  

 c. 1827— c. 1830 (Variant in Sor Op. 30) 

Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 […près le Passage des Panoramas] 

 c. 1827— c. 1830 (Sor opera 31–33) 
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The Meissonnier Catalogue in Sor’s Op. 4 
Meissonnier published instrumental music by various composers in the Journal de Lyre ou 

Guitare, using a caption on the first page of the music for his imprint instead of a title page. 

The caption plates were dated by month at the foot of the page. Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie 

(examined below) has a plate number with song-sheet with the plate number “49=4” (where 

“=4” portion indicates an instrumental work in the journal while the “49” is Meissonnier’s 

plate number). The date given is “6e Année 1er Lon”, which Stenstadvold established was the 

first monthly issue in the sixth year—that is January 1816.70 The first issue of this plate had 

the 49=4 plate number, with date and price in the footer as follows: 

 

Example 14. The caption page footer of Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie, showing “6e Année 1er Lon” the first issue 
in the sixth year (January 1816), on the right is the price “Prix 15f. par Année 15f.” DKB, R&B-S No. 687.  

A new title page was added after September 1816, with the plate number changed to 149, the 

music plates being restruck with the same number. In the later copy in the KCB in Brussels 

and the BnF this can be seen on the original caption page, where traces of the old number are 

visible under the new restruck number: 

 

 

Example 15. The detail of the altered plate number Above and (below) the footer of Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie 
KCB shelf number B-Bc 5.614; also in BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

The change to this plate in January 1816 separated the instrumental plates from the song 

plates in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, from that date numbered from 149 and linked to the 

month of issue. Plates numbered 1–49 continued in a separate series without a link to month 

of issue. Stenstadvold’s study of Meissonnier’s plate numbering can be integrated with the 

catalogue included in a later issue Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4] (dating to be discussed 

below). This catalogue gives plate numbers, prices and short titles of all his publications for 

Lyre or Guitar, probably from 1812, arranged by composer, instrument and title, with a small 

heading “Numéros” in the column marked “Auteurs” showing plate numbers in print:  

 

                                                 
70 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27.  
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Figure 1. First page of an early Meissonnier catalogue included with the edition in the DKB of the Sor, 
Deuxième Fantaisie Op. 4, R&B-S No. 687. 
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Figure 2. The second of the two pages in the Meissonnier catalogue. 

The imprint address in the caption of this catalogue appears to fall into the date range May 

1815—August 1816, which is before Meissonnier began referring to Toulouse in September 

1816. I have shown the caption again below to facilitate discussion of the imprint addresses: 
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Example 16. Caption of Catalogue in Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie, copy in DKB, R&B-S No. 687. 

The imprint of the Deuxième Fantaisie caption plate is dated with an issue mark of January 

1816, with a May 1815–August 1816 imprint. A later edition with added title page was issued 

with this catalogue, with a still later imprint address referring to Toulouse, as follows: 

 

Example 17. Sor Deuxième Fantaisie , title page, BnF Collection Complète shelf number Vm8 u. 113. The copy 
KCB 5.614 is the same, with a timbre fiscal stamp; the DKB, R&B-S No. 687 has the unaltered plate number. 

This imprint can be dated at the soonest at between September 1816 and August 1820 or at 

the latest at March 1821. The catalogue was added to this edition late in this period, judging 

by the editions it lists. The omission of the Toulouse portion of the address on the catalogue 

imprint is explained by the fact that this was a publisher’s catalogue for Antoine Meissonnier, 

not a stock list for Louis Meissonnier aîné in Toulouse. The contents of this catalogue now 

appear to cover all guitar plates, some dating back to 1812; in Sor’s case, it starts with Six 

Waltzes Pour le Piano Forte composées et Dédiées à Madame la Comtesse de Jersey,71 plate 

47, and ends with the Quatrième Fantaisie [Op. 12] for Kalkbrenner, which may have been 

first published in 1820.72 As plate number 144, this edition was issued as much as five years 

later than plate 149 (shown above), for reasons that will become clear.  

The Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, which was issued in the small ‘Parisian’ format of about 

250 x 170 mm, has its contents on the title page given as: “deux Romances Françaises, un Air 

italien et un pièce pour la lyre ou guitare”.73 Meissonnier’s Etudes Progressives ou Exercices 

                                                 
71 Jeffery dates this work c. 1817–1820, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 170, which is far too late, given the imprint dates of 
between May 1815–August 1816.  
72 The dating is discussed in Chapter 13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’. 
73 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 14. For an analysis of the volume and issue marks on the song plates, 
see his Table 1 on p. 19.  
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pour la Lyre ou Guitare, plate 1, is an example in folio format of a plate issued outside of the 

Journal.74 This edition appears to be his first plate as an independent publisher: despite it 

having the Benoist signboard “A la Lyre Moderne” and her address at “Rue de Richelieu, No. 

20”, it has the imprint “chez Meissonnier et Compagnie”. Stenstadvold lists the ‘Parisian’-

format instrumental pieces in his Table 475 and a list of folio plates in Table 5.76 

Meissonnier’s catalogue duplicates plate numbers from these tables,77 suggesting one set for 

the Journal de lyre ou guitare in ‘Parisian’ format and another, possibly in both formats, 

independent from it. In the table below, I have combined the catalogue with Stenstadvold’s 

‘Parisian’ plates for 1812 to show the duplicate plate numbers: 

FORMAT OF DUPLICATE PLATE NUMBERS: PLATES 1–12 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare and Sor Op. 4 catalogue 

Composer and Title Format
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue 

1812: Numbering of folio plates appears to begin in 1812 or earlier at No. 1  
Bold text Refer to Stenstadvold [E.S.]’A study…’ Notes, 2001 

Meissonnier: “La Therèse” [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année [1] A.1.  

[Meissonnier: Etudes Progressives ou 
Exercices pour la Lyre ou Guitar] Boije 
Collection 

Folio 6f. [Seen] [1] I. 
 

[ ?] [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’   [2]   

Meissonnier: Sauteuses et Menuets [E.S. Table 
4] 

‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année 
[3] 

A.3.  

Meissonnier: Ouverture de Lodoiska pf. gt.  Folio 4f. 50c [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [3]  3 

[ ?] [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’   [4]   

L. Fortunato: Rondo [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année [5] A.5.  

Meissonnier: 2e Divertissement gt.  Folio 6f. [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [5]  5 

[ ?] ‘Parisian’   [6] [A.6]  

Meissonnier: Leçons Elémentaires gt. 2e ed.  Folio 12f. [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [6]  6 

Guglielmi: Ouverture [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année [7] A.7.  

Meissonnier: Ouverture de Locandiera pf. gt.  Folio 4f. 50c [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [7]  7 

Megevand: Air varié [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année [8] A.8.  

F. Moretti: Thema varié [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  C. 2e Année [9] A.9.  

[ ?] ‘Parisian’  [E.S. Table 4] [10] [A.10]  

[ ?] ‘Parisian’  [E.S. Table 4] [11] [A.11]  

[ ?] ‘Parisian’  [E.S. Table 4] [12] [A.12]  

As Meissonier and Mme Benoist were in partnership in 1811, the first year of the Journal 

de lyre ou guitare became the basis for the volume and issue marks that followed when the 

partnership was dissolved. The table below shows the instrumental editions that Meissonnier 

published in ‘Parisian’ format for the Journal de lyre ou guitare in 1812. Arranged by month, 
                                                 
74 Shelf number Boije 1135. Carl Oscar Boije af Gennäs (1849-1923) donated his collection to the Statens musikbibliotek—
The Music Library of Sweden in Stockholm, in 1924.  
75 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 30. 
76 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
77 The second year plates in the Journal appear as numbers 3, 5 and 7, but have different titles in the Catalogue. 
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the bold plate numbers indicate known copies and “E.S.” shows that the source was identified 

by Stenstadvold:  

PLATES IN ‘PARISIAN’ FORMAT: NUMBERS 1–12 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Mnth
Cat. 
Price 

Volume mark
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue

1811: 1st Year: with Mme Benoist (no pieces found with volume mark “1er Année”) 

1812: 2nd Year: Meissonnier Etrennes aux Amateurs…, 1er Suite found by Stenstadvold 

Meissonnier: “La Therèse” [E.S. Table 4] Jan  C. 2e Année [1] A.1.  

[ ?] Feb   [2] [A.2.]  

Meissonnier: Sauteuses et Menuets [E.S. Table 4] Mar  C. 2e Année [3] A.3.  

[ ?] Apr   [4] [A.4.]  

L. Fortunato: Rondo [E.S. Table 4] May  C. 2e Année [5] A.5.  

[ ?] Jun   [6] [A.6.]  

Guglielmi: Ouverture [E.S. Table 4] Jul  C. 2e Année [7] A.7.  

Megevand: Air varié [E.S. Table 4] Aug  C. 2e Année [8] A.8.  

F. Moretti: Thema varié [E.S. Table 4] Sep  C. 2e Année [9] A.9.  

[ ?] Oct   [10] [A.10.]  

[ ?] Nov   [11] [A.11.]  

[ ?] Dec   [12] [A.12.]  

In the next year, 1813, we have a complete set of ‘Parisian’ format copies with individual 

plate numbers and volume marks to confirm how they appeared in the Journal de lyre ou 

guitare. These plates were later used to publish a collection called the Etrennes aux Amateurs 

de Guitare, 1er Suite. 78 The plates have independent marks that allow us to identify the plate 

numbers used in the Journal. In the table below, the individual copies are cited separately (as 

in Stenstadvold’s Table 4) with the two duplicate plate numbers from the catalogue added. 

Meissonnier’s “Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare”, in the “1er Suite”, is a collective title for 

the suite of pieces that is shown above it, which was probably gathered together at the end of 

the year and given the plate number 24—the same as the last Journal plate issued in 

December 1813: 

                                                 
78 In the Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, and the Bibliothèque nationale de France, see Stenstadvold, 
‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 28 and footnotes 37 and 38. 
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FORMAT OF DUPLICATE PLATE NUMBERS: PLATES 13–24 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare and Sor Op. 4 catalogue 

Composer and Title Format
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue 

1813: 3rd Year: complete 12 issue volume by individual plate mark [E.S. Table 4] from the 
Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 1er Suite 
Refer to Stenstadvold [E.S.]’A study…’ Notes, 2001  

L. Moretti: Thema con var.  ‘Parisian’  3e Année [13] [13] ,(4)  

Cerruti: Thême varié  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [14] (14) 4  

Anon: Sonata; Anon: Duo (2g) ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [15] (15) 4  

Anon: Simphonie (vl/gt.)  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [16] 4:16  

Anon (no title)  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [17] 17.4  

Megevand: Morceaux divers  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [18] 18:4  

Anon: Duo (vl/g)  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [19] 19:4  

Anon (no title)  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [20] 20.4  

Anon: Ouverture della Griselda  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [21] 4:21  

G. Fabricatorello: Duettino (2gt.)  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [22] 4:22  

Rolla: Trois Duos, vln; gt.  [Folio?] 4f. 50c [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [22]  22 

Giuliani: Thema variés Op. 7  ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [23] 4:23  

L. Moretti: Rondo, Air variés [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  none [3e Année] [24] 24.4  

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de 
Guitare 1er Suite [Collective title for above 
Suite] 

‘Parisian’ 4f. 50c [Sor Cat. Duplicate] [24]  24 

In the table below, the complete third-year volume of the Journal de lyre ou guitare is 

given as it appears in Stenstadvold’s Table 4. It is possible to see exactly how the numbering 

correlates with the other song plates, with each plate using the final digit “4” in various ways 

to signify an instrumental plate: 

PLATES IN ‘PARISIAN’ FORMAT: NUMBERS 13–24 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Mnth
Cat. 
Price 

Volume mark
Song 
Plate

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue

1813: 3rd Year: complete 12 issue volume in the Spencer Collection [E.S. Table 4] 

L. Moretti: Thema con var.  Jan  3e Année [13] [13] ,(4)  

Cerruti: Thême varié  Feb  none [3e Année] [14] (14) 4  

Anon: Sonata; Anon: Duo (2g) Mar  none [3e Année] [15] (15) 4  

Anon: Simphonie (vl/gt.)  Apr  none [3e Année] [16] 4:16  

Anon (no title)  May  none [3e Année] [17] 17.4  

Megevand: Morceaux divers  Jun  none [3e Année] [18] 18:4  

Anon: Duo (vl/g)  Jul  none [3e Année] [19] 19:4  

Anon (no title)  Aug  none [3e Année] [20] 20.4  

Anon: Ouverture della Griselda  Sep  none [3e Année] [21] 4:21  

G. Fabricatorello: Duettino (2gt.)  Oct  none [3e Année] [22] 4:22  

Giuliani: Thema variés Op. 7  Nov  none [3e Année] [23] 4:23  

L. Moretti: Rondo, Air variés [E.S. Table 4] Dec  none [3e Année] [24] 24.4  

During the fourth year of the Journal de lyre ou guitare, 1814, copies of the first four 

plate numbers have not been found, but the catalogue includes plate numbers 25–28, showing 
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four more volumes of the “Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare” identified on the catalogue as 

“2e Suite”, “3e Suite”, “4e Suite” and “5e Suite”. As a continuation of the earlier series, it is 

safe to assume these were all ‘Parisian’ format plates, some or all of which were reissued 

from the Journal. Stenstadvold has found only one example, shown in bold in the table 

below,79, but the catalogue duplicates suggest the titles and formats of some of the pieces 

used in the year 1814: 

FORMAT OF DUPLICATE PLATE NUMBERS: PLATES 25–36 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare and Sor Op. 4 catalogue 

Composer and Title Format
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue 

1814: 4th Year: complete 12 issue volume in the Spencer Collection [E.S. Table 4] 
Where ‘Parisian’ format duplicates exist, Folio format is assumed. Refer to Stenstadvold [E.S.]’A study…’ Notes, 2001  

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de 
Guitare 2e Suite [contains twelve little pieces?]

‘Parisian’ 4f. 50c [Series 
Continuation] 

[25]  25 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de 
Guitare 3e Suite [contains twelve little pieces?]

‘Parisian’ 4f. 50c [Series 
Continuation] 

[26]  26 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de 
Guitare 4e Suite [contains twelve little pieces?]

‘Parisian’ 4f. 50c [Series 
Continuation] 

[27]  27 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de 
Guitare 5e Suite 

‘Parisian’ 4f. 50c [Series 
Continuation] 

[28]  28 

Giuliani: Deux Rondo et un Thême varié gt. 
[folio] 

? 3f. [No Duplicate] [29]  
29 

Giuliani: Divertissement [Op.29?] gt. [Folio?]  ? 3f. [No Duplicate] [30] [4:30] 30 

Giuliani: Sonate [Op. 15?] gt. [Folio?]  ? 3f. [No Duplicate] [31] [4:31] 31 

Giuliani: Six Rondo Op.14?] [Folio?]  ? 4f. 50c [No Duplicate] [32] [4:32] 32 

Butignot: Etudes Faciles sur les Tons les Plus 
Usités de la Guitare ou Lyre, Meissonnier, 
1815, 13 pp. 35 cm. [Copy in Conservatoire 
Royal de Liège 2nd edition ?] 

Folio  [Size = 35 cm] [33] 

  

Butignot Etudes faciles sur les tons les plus 
usités de la Guitare, propre se perfectionner 
dans l’art de l’accomp. [Sor Op. 4 catalogue] 

Folio 4f. 50c [Unless old edition] [33] 
 

33 

Meissonnier : Thême varié, hrp. ou pf. & gt.  Folio 3f. [Duplicate [34]  34 

Giuliani: Thema variés gt. [E.S. Table 4] ‘Parisian’  none [4e Année] [34] 4:34 34 

Giuliani: Rondo d’un gout original, suivi d’un 
Thême varié gt.  

‘Parisian’ 3f. [Format?] [35]  35 

[ ?]    [36]   

In the table below, extrapolated from the above table, are the possible pieces used in the 

Journal de lyre ou guitare for the year 1814. This would be the final year for plates in 

‘Parisian’ format, which changed to folio format in January 1815. Note that only the Giuliani 

Thema variés, plate 4:34, also given as plate 34 in the catalogue, is confirmed as being in 

‘Parisian’ format, but it is possible that most of the Giuliani works at this time were in this 

format. There are likely to be many editions of which I know nothing that will enable the 

following list to be added to or confirmed: 

                                                 
79 Table 4 in Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 30. 
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PLATES IN ‘PARISIAN’ FORMAT: NUMBERS 25–36 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Mnth
Cat. 
Price 

Volume mark
Song 
Plate

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue

1814: 4th Year: Plates 29–33 & 35 could be folio format? 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare 2e 

Suite  
Jan 4f. 50c [4e Année] [25] [4:25]  

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare 3e 

Suite  
Feb 4f. 50c [4e Année] [26] [4:26]  

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare 4e 

Suite  
Mar 4f. 50c [4e Année] [27] [4:27]  

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare 5e 

Suite 
Apr 4f. 50c [4e Année] [28] [4:28]  

Giuliani: Deux Rondo et un Thême varié gt. 
[‘Parisian’?] 

May 3f. 
[4e Année] 

[29] [4:29] 29 

Giuliani: Divertissement [Op.29?] gt. [‘Parisian’?] Jun 3f. [4e Année] [30] [4:30] 30 

Giuliani: Sonate gt. [‘Parisian’?] Jul 3f. [4e Année] [31] [4:31] 31 

Giuliani: Six Rondo Op.29?] [‘Parisian’?] Aug 4f. 50c [4e Année] [32] [4:32] 32 

Butignot Etudes faciles sur les tons les plus usités de la 
Guitare, propre … l’art de l’accomp. [‘Parisian’?] 

Sep 4f. 50c 
[4e Année] 

[33] [4:33] 33 

Giuliani: Thema variés gt. [E.S.]  Oct  [4e Année] none [34] 4:34  

Giuliani: Rondo … Thême varié gt. [‘Parisian’?] Nov 3f. [4e Année] [35] [4:35] 35 

[ ?] Dec  [4e Année] [36] [4:36]  

1815: The 5th Year begins from plate 37 in folio format.  

Folio format became standard in the Journal in January 1815,80 which means that this 

format can probably be assumed for plate numbers appearing after plate 37. It is clear that 

some of Meissonnier’s ‘Parisian’-format plates were sold many years after they were first 

issued. In the table of duplicates (below) the plates numbered 37–49 for 1815 show this 

transition to the new system in 1816. The Meissonnier song Vive Henri-Quatre appears in the 

catalogue as plate number 37, the same position as Meissonnier’s Thème varié for piano and 

guitar, plates 37, 38 and 39. In folio format and without plate numbers, the volume and issue 

marks show that it was used in the Journal. Since instrumental plates coincide with the song 

plates at this time, they were issued in the first three months of 1815.81  

The allocation in the catalogue of plate 37 to Meissonnier’s variations on the Restoration 

song Vive Henri-Quatre suggests this may have been one of the last plates in ‘Parisian’ 

format. This work is related to the re-entry of Louis XVIII into Paris on 3 May 1814 and 

coincided with engravings of the royal family and royalist songs that began to appear on 14 

May in the renamed Bibliographie de la France. Versions of this song by guitarists Julia 

Piston and Guillaume Gatayes appeared on 21 May and Carulli listed his on 18 June 1814: 

                                                 
80 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 28. 
81 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 40, Table 4. 
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Example 18. Bibliographie de la France ou Journal General de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie, Troisième 
Année (17e de la Collection.) (No 20.), Saturday, 18 June 1814. p. 152, entry No. 112. 

On 2 July 1814, Frederick Kalkbrenner published his version for the piano, followed on 23 

July by A. M. Lemoine. Meissonnier’s version was just one of a flurry of works on this theme 

dated around the middle of 1814. This is well before Meissonnier’s change to folio format in 

January 1815, suggesting the song Vive Henri-Quatre, plate 37, was probably in ‘Parisian’ 

format. Without seeing these editions, it is not certain whether any were in the old ‘Parisian’ 

format. My suggestions for the plates in the independent folio list, and those that could have 

been issued in the Journal, appear in the following table with reasons to follow: 

DUPLICATE PLATE NUMBERS: PLATES 37–49 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Series 
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue  

1815: 5th Year: Folio format independent series from pl. 37. Duplicate plates in Journal  
Meissonnier: Vive Henri Quatre gt. 
[Duplicate] 

Folio 2f. [Duplicate] [37] [4:37] 
37 

Meissonnier: Thème varié, gt./pf. [E.S. Table 
5] 

Journal  5e Année 1re …Lon [37] none [4:37] 
 

Meissonnier: Thème varié, gt./pf. [E.S. Table 
5] 

Journal  5e Année …2e Lon [38] 
none [4:38]  

Meissonnier: Thème varié, gt./pf. [E.S. Table 
5] 

Journal  5e Année … 3e Lon [39] 
none [4:39]  

    [40]   

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de 
Guitare en quatre Livraisons chaque …gt. 
[Duplicate] 

Folio? 4f. 50c [Before ‘Nouvelle 
Collection’] 

[41]  41 

Meissonnier: Pot-pourri ou Fantaisie gt. 
[Duplicate] 

Journal? 3f. [5e Année 5e Lon ?] [41] [4:41] 41 

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de 
Guitare en quatre Livraisons chaque …gt. 
[Duplicate] 

Folio? 4f. 50c [Before ‘Nouvelle 
Collection’] 

[42]  42 

Meissonnier: Recueil de morceaux faciles gt. 
[Duplicate] 

Journal? 6f. [5e Année 6e Lon ?] [42] [4:42] 42 

    [43]  absent 

[Not Sor: Les Folies d'Espagne pl. misprint] —   [44]   

Giuliani: Amusemens gt. [Op. 10?]  Journal?  [5e Année 9e Lon ?] [45]  45 

A. Robert: Six Valses gt.  Journal?  [5e Année 10e Lon ?] [46]  46 

Sor: Six Valses pour le piano (bis) Six Valses 
2e liv.  

Journal?  [5e Année 11e Lon ?] [47]  47 

Meissonnier: O dolce concendo, chant par 
Mme Catalani et la Tyrolienne variée 2 gt.  

Journal?  [5e Année 12e Lon ?] [48]  48 
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DUPLICATE PLATE NUMBERS: PLATES 37–49 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Series 
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue  

1816: 6th Year: Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 149–160 

Moretti: Duo gt. vln. [Duplicate] Folio?    [4:49] 49 

Sor: 2e Fantaisie [Op. 4] [to 149–160 series] Journal  6e Année 1re Lon  49=4/149 149 

Stenstadvold found only one fifth-year (1815) plate in the Journal: Meissonnier’s Thème 

varié for guitar and piano. The Sor Op. 4 catalogue adds four more plate numbers to the 

above list: Meissonnier’s Collection de Musique de Guitare en quatre Livraisons chaque, 

have plate numbers 41 and 42, this series is later continued as plates 70 and 71. These plate 

numbers are duplicated by Meissonnier Pot-pourri ou Fantaisie, plate 41, and his Recueil de 

morceaux faciles, plate 42. This suggests a possible answer to the problem which arose in the 

Journal in the form of the “Nouvelle Collection”, which appeared later on miscellaneous 

plates, with carelessly stamped marks of the month, but not a year of issue in the Journal. 

Stenstadvold was perplexed about this, suggesting they were from the years 1817–1820.82 

The most obvious property of a “Nouvelle Collection” is that it follows an old one, usually 

called simply “Collection”. I suggest this was Meissonnier’s Collection de Musique de 

Guitare en quatre Livraisons chaque. The “Nouvelle Collection”, as I shall argue presently, 

was in the series independent of the Journal, from which Meissonnier took miscellaneous 

plates and stamped them for use in the Journal. I suggest the Collection de Musique de 

Guitare at plates 41, 42, and later at 70 and 71, were part of this independent folio series too, 

which means plate 41, Pot-pourri ou Fantaisie, and plate 42, Recueil de morceaux faciles, 

were from the Journal.  

The series that the catalogue plates 44 to 48 belong to cannot be identified. The Moretti 

Duo pour Guitare et Violon, plate 49, was given the same plate number as the Sor Deuxième 

Fantaisie, [Op. 4], which has the volume and issue number “6e Année 1er Lon”, dating it 

January 1816 in the Journal, so the Moretti Duo must have been in independent folio series 

that was unconnected to monthly dates and so reached this number at an unconnected and 

probably earlier date:  

                                                 
82 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31, where these editions are listed in his Table 5.  
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INSTRUMENTAL PLATES IN THE JOURNAL SERIES: PLATES 37–49 
Instrumental pieces from the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Mnth
Cat. 
Price

Volume mark 
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue

1815: After Folio format introduced at plate 37 ‘Parisian’ format plates were still catalogued 

Meissonnier: Thème var., gt./pf. [E.S.] Jan  5e Année 1re …Lon [37] none [4:37]  

Meissonnier: Thème var., gt./pf. [E.S.] Feb  5e Année …2e Lon [38] none [4:38]  

Meissonnier: Thème var., gt./pf. [E.S.] Mar  5e Année … 3e Lon [39] none [4:39]  

 Apr   [40]   

Meissonnier: Pot-pourri ou Fantaisie gt. [folio?] May 3f. [5e Année ?] [41] [4:41] 41 

Meissonnier: Recueil de morceaux faciles gt. [Folio?] Jun 6f. [5e Année ?] [42] [4:42] 42 

 Jul   [43]   

 Aug   [44] [4:44]  

Giuliani: Amusemens gt. [Op. 10?]  Sep 6f. [5e Année 9e Lon ?] [45] [4:43] 45 

A. Robert: Six Valses gt.  Oct 3f. [5e Année 10e Lon ?] [46] [4:44] 46 

Sor: Six Valses pour le piano (bis) Six Valses 2e liv.  Nov 3f. [5e Année 11e Lon ?] [47] [4:45] 47 

Meissonnier: O dolce concendo, chant par Mme 
Catalani et la Tyrolienne variée 2 gt.  

Dec 3f. [5e Année 12e Lon ?] [48] [4:42] 48 

Plates 149–184 in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare  
The change of the Sor Deuxième Fantaisie plate from “49=4” to “149” initiated a new series 

of plate numbers from 149 to 160, which continued to be issued in synchrony with the song 

plates during the sixth year of the Journal, 1816. The plate numbers were allocated at one per 

month, so the two Sor plates are dated January and February 1816 with the numbers 149 and 

150. The Sonate Brillante Op. 1, plate 154, by Louis Ange Carpentras is dated over two 

months using the volume and issue number: “6e Année 5e et 6e”, indicating May and June 

1816. Plate numbers 155 and 156, Meissonnier’s Deux Thèmes variés for guitar, appear in the 

catalogue with the Alois Wolf (1775–1819) Thême avec six Variations for piano and guitar, 

plate numbers 157 and 158.83 Without duplicates in this period the inclusion of plates 155–

158 is plausible for the months in the table below: 

                                                 
83 Philip J. Bone, The Guitar and Mandolin, London: Schott, 1914, enlarged edition 1954, reprinted 1972, pp. 379–380.  
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THE JOURNAL INSTRUMENTAL SERIES: PLATES 149–184 
Instrumental pieces in the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title Mnth
Cat. 
Price

Volume mark 
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue

1816: 6th Year: Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, plates 149–160 

Sor: 2e Fantaisie [Op. 4 moved to 149–160 series] Jan  6e Année 1re Lon [149] 49=4/149 149 

Sor: Thêma Varié et un Menuet [Op. 3] Feb  6e Année 2e Lon [150] (150) 150 

[ ?] Mar   [151]   

[ ?] Apr   [152]   

[Carpentras: Sonate Brillante Op. 1] May  6e Année 5e… [153] [(154)] 153 

Carpentras: Sonate Brillante Op. 1 Jun  …et 6e Lon [154] (154) 154 

Meissonnier: Deux Thèmes variés …, gt. Jul  [6e Année 7e …] [155] [155] 155 

…continued Aug  […et 8e Lon] [156] [156] 156 

Wolff: 157 et 158 Thême avec six Variations pf. gt. Sep  [6e Année 9e …] [157] [157] 157 

…continued Oct  [… et 10e Lon] [158] [158] 158 

 Nov   [159]   

 Dec   [160]   

1817: 7th Year: Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, plates 161–172  
Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 1 gt. fl. ou vln. Oct  7e Année 10e Lon [170] (170)  

1818: 8th Year: Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, plates 173–184 after 175 songs do not coincide 

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 2 gt. fl. ou vln. Jan  8e Année 1er Lon [173 (173)  

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 3 gt. fl. ou vln. Feb  8e Année 2e Lon [174] (174)  

[Not Sor Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175] Mar  [8e Année 3e Lon] [175] [175]  

1819: 9th Year: Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, instrumental plates taken from independent series 

The above table contains the Trois Nocturnes, not known to Stenstadvold in 2001, which 

show that the Journal plates continued to be so numbered for the year 1817, plates 161–172; 

and a series numbered 173–184, for which synchronicity of song and instrumental plates 

stopped after three months in 1818, plates 173–175. The dates of these three editions are 

shown in the table (above). Stenstadvold drew our attention to the plates with the heading 

“Nouvelle Collection”, stamped with issue marks indicating their use in the Journal, but 

unfortunately lacking volume marks to identify a year of issue.84 I have found no Journal 

plate numbers for the remainder of 1818, the ninth year (1819) or the tenth year (1820). To 

explain this I must go into some detail about the song plate numbering. 

Stenstadvold presents the arrangement of the songs in his Table 1 (reproduced below).85 

Year 1 is 1811. The two French songs and one Italian song in each issue were individually 

numbered in the second column. Plate numbers are shown in the third column, which until 

the fifth year (1815) had plate numbers 1–48 in synchrony with the Italian song numbers; 

                                                 
84 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 28. 
85 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 19. 
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these were often reissued, according to Stenstadvold, with altered plates adding a 1 before the 

numbers to create three-digit plate numbers, resulting in duplicate plates numbered 113–148: 

 

Example 19. Erik Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study of Antoine Meissonnier's Periodicals for Voice and 
Guitar, 1811-27’, Notes, vol. 58/1, September 2001, p. 19. 

From number 149, Meissonnier standardised this three-digit system for song and instrumental 

plates, so that in 1816, the twelve plates were numbered 149–160; and in 1817 they were 

numbered 161–172 and in 1818, Meissonnier intended to use plate numbers 173–184, but at 

French song number 151, Italian song number 75 and (it is assumed) instrumental plate 175, 

he decided to continue the French song numbering for all the songs, with plate numbers 

continuing as numbers 174–184 for the remainder of 1818, as Stenstadvold shows in his table 

above. Very few instrumental plates belonging to the Journal have been found to demonstrate 

this; Stenstadvold found none with a confirmed date between 1817–1820.86 Meissonnier’s 

new system numbered the following songs 152–178 (plates 175–184) for the remainder of 

1818, and 179–351 until the end of 1823 using the plate numbers 185–244.  

Some aspects of Stenstadvold’s analysis are confirmed by the Meissonnier publication 

Trois Nocturnes, mentioned in my table above. This edition, found by Julio Gimeno García in 

the Conservatorio Superior de Música “Manuel Castillo” in Seville,87 is described as follows: 

…[T]here are two volumes with duets of chamber guitar music, published in the first 
years of the nineteenth century. It is a 19 piece collection by authors such as Carulli, 
Gragnani, Luigi Moretti, Molino, Meissonnier, etc., in which the guitar appears in 
combination with the violin, the flute, the cello or even the horn.88  

                                                 
86 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 28. 
87 Julio Gimeno García, ‘Dos Volúmenes Del Siglo XIX, Con Música de Cámara Con Guitarra, En El Conservatorio de 
Sevilla (España)’, translated by Julio Gimeno and Juan Luis Martínez. This article is from Matanya Ophee’s website: Guitar 
and Lute Issues, <http://www.guitarandluteissues.com/gimeno.htm>, accessed 24 October 2008. 
88 “En la biblioteca del Conservatorio Superior de Música “Manuel Castillo”de Sevilla (España), se guardan dos volúmenes 
con dúos de música de cámara con guitarra, publicados en los primeros años del siglo XIX. Se trata de 19 obras de autores 
como Carulli, Gragnani, Luigi Moretti, Molino, Meissonnier, etc., en las que la guitarra aparece en combinación con el 
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Probably compiled by Meissonnier, this edition has the following marks and plate numbers: 

Nocturne No. 1, plate 170, has a footer reading: “7e. Année 10e. Lon. 15 fr. par Année” 

(October 1817); Nocturne No. 2, plate 173, is marked “8e. Année 1er. Lon. 15 fr. par Année” 

(January 1818) and Nocturne No. 3, plate 174, has “8e. Année 2e. Lon. 15 fr. par Année” 

(February 1818). 89 Progressing in the same way with plate numbers 149–160 in 1816, dates 

can be plotted for 1817 as plates 161–172, against which we can predict that plate 170 must 

have been issued in October, which is exactly confirmed by the volume mark on the Nocturne 

No. 1. Plate 173 slots into January 1818 in the 173–184 series for 1818, confirmed by 

Nocturne No. 2, and Nocturne No. 3, plate 174, slots into February 1818. Therefore these 

dates correspond with a seventh-year series numbered 161–172, and the first two months of 

an eighth-year series, which would have been numbered 173–184.  

In March 1818 the last Italian song, with the two-digit number 75 and the plate number 

175, appeared together with French song number 151. This means the last instrumental plate 

in the Journal was theoretically dated March 1818, plate number 175. No other plate has 

been found with a caption page from the Journal, or with volume or issue marks like those on 

the Trois Nocturnes, plates 170, 173 and 174 (above).90 Sor’s Quatrième Divertissement Op. 

13, however, happens to have the plate number 175, with no other indications of a 

relationship with the Journal, like volume and issue marks or caption headers. The problem 

with this plate is that it cannot have been used in March 1818 in the Journal. In my Chapter 

13, ‘Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates’ the Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175, is 

dated to two possible months: either September 1820 or March 1821. Further confirmation of 

this later date comes from the London apograph that Meissonnier used for his edition of Op. 

13, which was Sor’s fourth set of Six Divertimentos, entered at the Stationers’ Hall on 18 

December 1819, reviewed in Ackermann’s Repository of Arts in February 1820.91 A 

chronological series of instrumental plates 1–50, which continued as plates 51–148, is 

possible, but as the last instrumental plate in the Journal is the Trois Nocturnes, plate 174, 

dated February 1818, plate 175, as Sor’s Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, being issued a 

year or more later, requires a different narrative that only a thorough study of Meissonnier’s 

                                                                                                                                                        
violín, la flauta, el violonchelo o incluso la trompa.” Translated by Julio Gimeno and Juan Luis Martínez. Gimeno García, 
‘Dos Volúmenes Del Siglo XIX,…’, < http://www.guitarandluteissues.com/gimeno.htm>, accessed 24 October 2008.  
89 Gimeno García, ‘Dos Volúmenes Del Siglo XIX,…’, < http://www.guitarandluteissues.com/gimeno.htm>, accessed 24 
October 2008. 
90 Stenstadvold wrote: “…the return of the Année marks from the eleventh year [1821]…”,, but this can now be revised to 
show volume and issue marks in the Journal in 1818. Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 32. 
91 The Six Divertimentos, 4th Set, [Op. 13], plate 313, was published with the Three Italian Arietts, 5th Set, plate 314, from the 
Regent’s Harmonic Institution. See Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 154. 
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publications will resolve properly. In Chapter 13 I apply the findings of Stenstadvold to the 

imprint addresses on the Sor editions that Meissonnier published.  

The ‘Nouvelle Collection’ Plates 
Stenstadvold suggests that the “Nouvelle Collection” editions may account for the missing 

seventh to tenth years of the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, January 1817–December 1820.92 

From 1816 on, the instrumental plates in the Journal have plate numbers and issue dates that 

coincide. This can last be demonstrated to have occurred until January and February 1818, in 

No. 2 and No. 3 of the Trois Nocturnes, plates 173 and 174. The available instrumental plates 

after that date have numbers from an independent folio series of plates numbered 175 on. The 

first plate I know of in the “Nouvelle Collection” is the Giuliani Le Papillon Op. 50, plate 

number 89. In the table below, I have simply allocated the stamped plates to their indicated 

months, in numerical order based on their plate numbers, ignoring the song plates. From 1821 

onwards, we know that Meissonnier returned to indicating the year of publication.93 As none 

of the ‘Nouvelle Collection’ plates show a year, 1820 is the last available year for these 

plates. Like a glove, the stamped plates fit into the available months. The only deviation from 

this numerical order is at plate 119, which I suggest was simply switched with the previous 

plate 118, when the months were stamped onto the plates. There is no way to establish 

whether publication was earlier or close to the dates on these plates:  

                                                 
92 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 30. 
93 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 32. 
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‘NOUVELLE COLLECTION’ PLATES FROM THE SERIES 50–148 
Known instrumental plates used in the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title of Work Month Volume mark 
Song 
Plate 

Plate 
number 

Sor 
Op. 4 
Cat. 

1816: 6e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 149–160 (numbers linked to monthly issues)  
Sor: 2e Fantaisie [Op. 4 (moved to 149–160 series)] Jan 6e Année 1re Lon [149] 49=4/149 149 

Sor: Thêma Varié et un Menuet [Op. 3] Feb 6e Année 2e Lon [150] (150) 150 

[Carpentras: Sonate Brillante Op. 1] May [6e Année 5e … Lon] [153] ? 153 

Carpentras: Sonate Brillante Op. 1 Jun 6e Année 5e et 6e Lon [154] (154) 154 

Meissonnier: Deux Thèmes variés …, gt. Jul [6e Année 7e et 8e Lon] [155] [155] 155 

…continued Aug [6e Année 7e et 8e Lon] [156] [156] 156 

Wolff: 157 et 158 Thême avec six Variations pf. gt. Sep [6e Année 9e et 10e Lon] [157] [157] 157 

…continued Oct [6e Année 9e et 10e Lon] [158] [158] 158 

1817: 7e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 161–172 
Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 1 gt. fl. ou vln. Oct 7e Année 10e Lon 170 (170)  

Unknown work? Nov  171 [171]  

Unknown work? Dec  172 [172]  

1818: 8e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 173–184 (ceased after 175) 
Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 2 gt. fl. ou vln. Jan 8e Année 1er Lon 173 (173)  

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 3 gt. fl. ou vln. Feb 8e Année 2e Lon 174 (174)  

[Not Sor Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13] Mar [Later apograph & imprint] 175 (175)  

From April 1818: ‘Nouvelle Collection’ instrumental plates not linked to song plates 
Unknown work? Apr  176   

Giuliani: Le Papillon [Op. 50]  Jun [8e Année] 6.e et 7.e L[ivrais]on 178 89 89 

…continued Jul [8e Année] 6.e et 7.e L[ivrais]on 179 [89]  

Meissonnier: Divertissement fl. gt. Aug [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 180 98 98 

…continued Sep [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 181 [98]  

…continued Oct [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 182 [98]  

1819: Start 9e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plate 185–196 
Sor Introduction et Variations Op. 9  Sep [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e Livraison 205 (119.) 119 

…continued Oct [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e Livraison 206 [119]  

Sor: Six Divertissemens Op. 8  Nov [9e Année] 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison 207 (118.) 118 

…continued Dec [9e Année] 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison 208 [118]  

1820: Start 10e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plate 197–208  
Sor Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10  Jan [10e Année 1.er et 2.e Livraison ?] 197 (120.) 120 

…continued Feb [10e Année 1.er et 2.e Livraison ?] 198 [120]  

Meissonnier: Ouverture vl. gt.  Sep [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on 205 (145)  

…continued Oct [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on 205 [145]  

1821: From 11e Année, Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 209–220. Year is shown in the volume 
mark  
Meissonnier: Thème var. fl/ gt. [no plate number] Jun 11e Année 6e Lon 214 —  

In the above table, the dating of the Mauro Giuliani, Le Papillon Op. 50, plate 89, is 

dated 1815 by Thomas Heck, presenting no obstacle to publication in 1818.94 This edition 

could theoretically be placed in any of the months numbered “6e. et 7e. L[ivrais]on” (June and 

                                                 
94 Heck, Mauro Giuliani…, 1995, p. 202. 
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July) in the years 1818–1820, but the Meissonnier Divertissement for flute and guitar, plate 

98 (and possibly 99–100), stamped “8e, 9e et 10e Lon” (August, September and October) can 

only be placed in the “8e Année” (1818). For this reason it appears that Meissonnier’s plate 

numbering should be allowed to determine the position of the Giuliani, Le Papillon Op. 50, 

plate 89, as in the “8e Année” (1818). The Meissonnier edition of Sor’s Six Divertissemens 

Op. 8, plate 118, could not have been issued in France before January or February 1819 at the 

earliest, since it is a copy of the Six Divertimentos, 3rd Set, plate 119, printed by Rutter & 

McCarthy in London in November or December 181895 and entered at the Stationers’ Hall on 

29 January 1819. The Meissonnier edition of Op. 8 has “11re 12e Liv[r]aison” (November and 

December) stamped on it, making its appearance in the “9e. Année” (1819) more likely, since 

it would have taken some time for a copy to be sent to Paris and be engraved. The 

Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, plate 119, stamped “9e. et 10e. Livraison” 

(September and October), and the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120, with no month 

indicated, both occupy adjacent Meissonnier plate numbers, suggesting they were in the same 

group as Six Divertissemens Op. 8, plate 118. If this plate was stamped in the “9e. Année” 

(1819), the stamped date “9e. et 10e. Livraison” (September and October) on the Introduction 

et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, plate 119, fits into the “9e. Année” (1819) as well. 

This leaves only the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120, which is based on no known 

English edition, and as adjacent to plates 118 and 119, would probably have been stamped 

“1er. et 2e. Livraison”, in the “10e Année” (1820), if it had been stamped.  

The problem with this arrangement is that the date September and October [1819] on the 

Meissonnier Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, plate 119, is earlier than the 

English apograph edition from which it appears to have been derived! The apograph is The 

Favorite Air, “Oh Cara Armonia” from Mozart’s Opera Il Flauto Magico Arranged with an 

Introduction and Variations for the Guitar [Op. 9], plate 602, which has a Royal Harmonic 

Institution imprint96 that was entered at the Stationers’ Hall on 1 March 1821.97 The last Sor 

plate with the Regent’s Harmonic Institution imprint is number 361 entered 24 December 

1819. The first Sor edition from the Royal Harmonic Institution is plate 506, entered 12 

September 1820, which is followed by plate 507, listed on 14 September, plate 536 on 20 

                                                 
95 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 152 at the entry for Op. 8 citing Neighbour and Tyson for this date. 
96 First used after 29 January 1820 after the old King died and the Regency ended. 
97 The exact date for the Nobility’s Concerts mentioned on the title page of the London edition as where Sor first performed 
the work might finally clear this up. 
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November and plates 592 and 602 listed on 1 March 1821.98 These were all numbered and 

registered sequentially between September 1820 and March 1821. The English edition of 

Sor’s The Favorite Air, “Oh Cara Armonia” from Mozart’s Opera Il Flauto Magico Arranged 

with an Introduction and Variations for the Guitar [Op. 9], plate 602. Because of its plate 

number, it is not possible for the Stationers’ Hall entry on 1 March 1821 to have taken place 

much later than the work was published. For the same reason, publication before 29 January 

1820 using the Regent’s Harmonic Institution imprint, could not have occurred before 

September and October 1819, as this is contradicted by the plate number 602, which was 

retained on such re-issues. This creates a dilemma over the source of the Meissonnier edition.  

About a year later, the fourth set of Six Divertimentos Op. 13, plate 313, was published 

together with the fifth set of Three Italian Arietts, plate 314, with a Regent’s Harmonic 

Institution imprint,99 entered at the Stationers’ Hall on 18 December 1819.100 These plates 

were restruck with a Royal Harmonic Institution imprint retaining the same plate numbers. 

Meissonnier published his edition as Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175. The 

independent instrumental plate numbers used by him appear to have been in sequence, 

following on from his old folio plates numbered 1 to 49, which probably began as his first 

plates issued from the beginning of 1812 on. As Stenstadvold surmised, the numbering was 

allowed to continue as plate numbers 50 to 148 in the same series. It is not clear whether 

independent plates of the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare numbered between 149 and 175 exist. 

The Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 149 to 160 a part of a series of twelve monthly issues 

that appeared in 1816. This continued in 1817 with plates 161 to 172. The year 1818 was 

planned to continue with plates 173 to 184, but after the January and February 1818 issues of 

Meissonnier’s Trois Nocturnes, plates 173 and 174, the series stopped.101 No plates have been 

found with the volume and issue marks that correspond to March 1818 issue of the Journal, 

which would have had the plate number 175 and the mark “8e Année 3e Lon” given that 

Meissonnier shows a volume and issue marks on his Trois Nocturnes plates. The question is 

whether Sor’s Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, which has Meissonnier’s plate number 175 

without any volume and issue marks, is the missing link.  

                                                 
98 The Three Italian Arietts, 7th Set, plate 507 entered 4 September 1820; the Three Waltzes [piano 4 hands] [seventh set], 
plate 506, 12 September 1820; the Three Italian Arietts, 8th Set, plate 536, 20 Nov. 1820 and the song ‘Lei si cinga d’una 
spada’, plate 592 entered with the Introduction and Variations on ‘Oh Cara Armonia’ plate 602 on 1 March 1821. 
99 So called until 29 January 1820 when the Regent became King. 
100 The Six Divertimentos, 3rd Set [Op. 8], Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 152. Jeffery quotes Neighbour, O. W. and 
Tyson, A English Music Publishers' Plate Numbers in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century, London: Faber, 1965.  
101 Meissonnier’s Trois Nocturnes, plates 170, 173 and 174, found in Seville by Gimeno García as mentioned above. 
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I know of no existing copy of the first edition of Sor’s Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13. 

The earliest known copy is probably the one in Copenhagen,102 which was sold as a loose 

copy bearing a timbre fiscal stamp with a restruck imprint address. This issue, also with a 

timbre fiscal stamp, is identical to the one in Brussels with the exception of an appended 

catalogue listing Sor’s works up to Op. 20, indicating that it was a later copy of that issue.103 

Both copies have the same imprint as those in the first edition of the Collection Complète in 

Paris.104 The imprint on all these copies is “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse, Rue 

St. Rome No. 28”. The Toulouse line of the address read No. 49 until May 1821 when it 

erroneously became No. 48, until after February 1822, when the No. 28 appears on Sor title 

pages.105 The first edition of Op. 13, plate 175, probably had “Rue Montmartre, No 182 et à 

Toulouse, Chez Meissonnier Ainé et Compie. Mds. de Musique, Rue de Rome, No 49” as its 

imprint address, dates between October 1820 to April 1821, the period of the missing song 

numbers 240 to 252 in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, during which time Meissonier moved 

to the Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4. This occurred between September 1820 and April 1821.  

From the imprint addresses the Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175, appears to 

be dated March 1818 for use in the Journal. Against this is the lack of volume and issue 

marks on the plate and, more importantly, the entry at the Stationers’ Hall on 18 December 

1819 of the London apograph edition—one year after it was copied in Paris. This supports 

Stenstadvold’s suggestion that plate numbers 89 to 145 carrying the “Nouvelle Collection” 

header fit into the 50 to 148 series that was made available in January 1816 by the change 

from plate 49 to 149, which released plate numbers 50 to 148. This does not explain the 

volume and issue marks on the plates. It also does not explain when plate 175 was first used 

and in what series. It is possible the stamps on the plates shown below were added later: 

 

Example 20. First page of Sor, Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9, Meissonnier edition, 
showing the engraving and damage to the plate. Copy BnF Collection complete, Vm8 u.113. 

                                                 
102 In the DKB, shelf number R&B-S no. 699. 
103 Brussels KCB, shelf number, B-Bc 5.614 
104 Paris, BnF, Vm8 u. 113 and 114. 
105 Plate [2]44 Sor, Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet. 
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Stenstadvold was unable to relate the “Nouvelle Collection” in the Journal to issue marks on 

existing plates, dated after March 1818, when the old numbering of the Journal ceased. 

Instrumental Plates Unrelated to the Journal 
The small ‘Parisian’ format was used for instrumental works and songs from 1811 to 1814 in 

the Journal de lyre ou guitare. Stenstadvold says: “During those years, Meissonnier did also 

publish guitar music unrelated to the Journal in full-size folio format”,106 but does not 

venture to suggest any. I think Meissonnier’s list began in 1812 at the end of his partnership 

with Mme Benoist, with his Etudes Progressives ou Exercices pour la Lyre ou Guitare as his 

plate number 1. This edition was published from her address and under her signboard with his 

sole imprint (as discussed earlier).107 It is important to recognise that, as a continuous list, this 

was not linked to any particular month, so the switch to folio format in the Journal at plate 37 

had no affect on this list.  

My table (below) shows that according to the catalogue, the earliest Sor edition published 

by Meissonnier was the Six Valses pour le piano, plate 47,108 paired with the Six Valses 2e 

liv. plate 47 [(bis)?].109 Bearing in mind his agreement with Meissonnier, Sor must have sent 

a parcel of apograph editions, published by Monzani & Hill, that would have included the 

two books of Six Waltzes for the Piano Forte, and the two books of Six Divertimentos for the 

Spanish Guitar, which Meissonnier would publish as Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 51 and 

Six Divertissemens Op. 2, plate 53. None of these editions were used in the Journal de lyre ou 

guitare, instead being listed in the independent folio series of plates. Between these works 

Meissonnier’s O dolce concendo, chant par Mme Catalani et la Tyrolienne variée, plate 48, 

and Moretti’s Duo for guitar and violin, plate 49, were published. The probable arrival of the 

Sor editions in one parcel suggests that these works were what Sor considered likely to sell in 

Paris. Sor can only have sent Meissonnier these works after he arrived in London in March 

1815, who published them before he changed his Journal plate numbering in January 1816.  

                                                 
106 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27, footnote 36. 
107 In 1924, Carl Oscar Boije af Gennäs (1849-1923) donated the collection to the Statens musikbibliotek, Stockholm, 
Sweden, shelf number, Boije 1135. 
108 The apograph English edition used by Meissonnier is lost,, but was probably published by Monzani and Hill with the 
plate mark “Sor’s Waltzes. 2nd Set”. This survives only in Meissonnier’s edition, Six Valses pour le piano, dediee à Madame 
la Comtesse de Jersey…, plate number 47. Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 170. 
109 The first set of Six Waltzes for the Piano Forte, dedicated to the Countess of St. Antonio, with the plate mark “Sor’s 
Waltzes. 1st Set”, published by Monzani and Hill. Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 170. Meissonnier’s French edition is 
known from the first Meissonnier catalogue and from an incipit in Catalogue Thématique, accompanying Sor’s Op. 1 in the 
Collection complète, BnF, Vm8 u.113. This edition had the same plate number 47, or possibly 47 (bis). 
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INDEPENDENT FOLIO INSTRUMENTAL SERIES: PLATES 1–50  
Instrumental pieces not related to the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title 
Cat. 
Price

Reason 
Song 
Plate 

Instrument 
Plate  

Sor Op. 4
Catalogue 

Note: Numbering of folio plates appears to begin in 1812 at No. 1  
Some of these plates may be ‘Parisian’ format. 

Meissonnier: Etudes Progressives ou Exercices pour la Lyre 
ou Guitar, Boije Collection 

6f. [Folio Seen] [1] I.  

[ ?]   [2]   

Meissonnier: Ouverture de Lodoiska pf. gt. [‘Parisian’ Dup.] 4f. 50c [E.S. 1812 Table 4] [3]  3 

[ ?]   [4]   

Meissonnier: 2e Divertissement gt. [‘Parisian’ Dup.] 6f. [E.S. 1812 Table 4] [5]  5 

Meissonnier: Leçons Elémentaires gt. 2e ed. [‘Parisian’ Dup.] 12f. [E.S. 1812 Table 4] [6]  6 

Meissonnier: Ouverture de Locandiera pf. gt. [‘Parisian’ 
Dup.] 

4f. 50c [E.S. 1812 Table 4]
[7] 

 7 

Note: Plate numbers 8–21 not identified. Plates 29–33 and 35 could be ‘Parisian’ format 
Rolla: Trois Duos, vln; gt.  4f. 50c [E.S. 1813 Table 4] [22]  22 

[ ?]   [23]   

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 1re Suite 
[‘Parisian’ Dup.] 

 [E.S. 1813 Table 4] [24]  24 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 2e Suite  [Series in folio] [25]  25 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 3e Suite  [Series in folio] [26]  26 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 4e Suite  [Series in folio] [27]  27 

Meissonnier: Etrennes aux Amateurs de Guitare, 5e Suite  [Series in folio] [28]  28 

Giuliani: Deux Rondo et un Thême varié gt.  3f. [Format?] [29]  29 

Giuliani: Divertissement gt.  3f. [Format?] [30]  30 

Giuliani: Sonate gt.  3f. [Format?] [31]  31 

Giuliani: Six Rondo  4f. 50c [Format?] [32]  32 

Butignot: Etudes faciles [Copy in Conservatoire Royal de 
Liège: Etudes Faciles sur les Tons les Plus Usites de la 
Guitare ou Lyre, Meissonnier, 1815, 13 pp. 35cm. = folio] 

4f. 50c [Library–size 35 
cm. = folio] 

[33]  
33 

Meissonnier : Thême varié, hrp. ou pf. & gt. [‘Parisian’ Dup.] 3f. [E.S. 1814 Table 4] [34] 4:34 34 

Giuliani: Rondo … Thême varié gt.  3f. [Format?] [35]  35 

[ ?]   [36]   

Meissonnier: Vive Henri Quatre gt.  2f. [Duplicate?] [37] 37 37 

[?]   [38]   

[?]   [39]   

[?]   [40]   

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de Guitare en quatre 
Livraisons chaque …gt.  

4f. 50c [Duplicate: Sequel 
not in Journal] 

[41] 41 41 

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de Guitare en quatre 
Livraisons chaque …gt. 

4f. 50c [Duplicate: Sequel 
not in Journal] 

[42] 42 42 

[?]   [43]   

[Not Sor: Les Folies d'Espagne [Op. 15(a) pl. no. misprint]  — [44] — [absent] 

Giuliani: Amusemens gt. [Op. 10?]  6f.  [45] 45 45 

A. Robert: Six Valses gt.  3f.  [46] 46 46 

Sor: Six Valses pour le piano 3f.  [47]  47/ 

Sor: Six Valses pour le piano (bis) Six Valses 2e liv.  3f. [Not in Journal] [47] 47 47bis 

Meissonnier: O dolce concendo, chant par Mme Catalani et la 
Tyrolienne variée 2 gt.  

3f. [Duplicate] [48] 48 48 

Moretti: Duo gt. vln. [Duplicate] 3f.75c [Duplicate] [49]  49 

[?]   [50]   
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It is clear that the confusion in the plate numbering arose because Meissonnier’s Journal 

numbers had quite unpredictably begun to run in parallel identical number in late 1815, 

forcing him to change his system. The table above is a tentative attempt to populate this list, 

using the Stenstadvold’s findings and the plate numbers in the Sor Op. 4 catalogue, beginning 

with numbers 1–50 of the first 148 plates. Jeffery vaguely dates Sor’s Les Folies d'Espagne, 

plate [2]44 [Op. 15(a)], to c. 1816–1822110. In the next chapter I show that it follows the Sor 

Grand Solo Op. 14, plate number 188, and possibly the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 

234, from the previous “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” address. The Six Valtzes Op. 17, plate 

258, is the last edition to have the corrected “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse 

…Rue St Rome N° 28” imprint, which means plate [2]44 is the only possible number for this 

plate. Accordingly, this edition is dated between February and August 1822—nowhere near 

1816.  

The 2me Fantaisie Op. 4, plate 49=4, used in the Journal in January 1816, came from a 

London apograph edition sent by Sor. Meissonnier paired it with an old Castro edition, and 

repackaged it as the Thêma Varié et un Menuet Op. 3, ed in the February 1816 in the Journal, 

without Sor’s knowledge or agreement. These two editions share the same boilerplate caption 

page in their Journal editions, which have not survived. What we have are the restruck plates 

with new title pages and the plate numbers 149 and 150 respectively. Stenstadvold correctly 

says “…there is no reason to assume that Op. 3 originally had plate number 50–4”,111 which 

is true in relation to the surviving editions, but it is clear these two plates, probably engraved 

by the end of 1815, were earmarked for the Journal in the following year, as plates 49=4 and 

50=4, when the numbering was changed. Meissonnier initially failed to alter the plate number 

of the 2me Fantaisie Op. 4, from 49=4,112 with Meissonnier transferring Op. 3, plate 150, 

from its Castro source, giving it an earlier plate number and grouping it with Sor’s Op. 4. No 

plate numbered 50 in the independent folio series has surfaced as it was initially conceived 

for the Thêma Varié et un Menuet Op. 3.  

The independent folio series reached plate 50 towards the end of 1815, continuing in 

sequence until plate 148. Issue marks related to the Journal de lyre ou guitare are sprinkled 

through this list from April 1818, which may not be their date of first issue, as is shown in the 

following table:  

                                                 
110 See Jeffery’s “…list of Sor’s works published by Meissonnier in this period (c. 1816–22), arranged in order of plate 
number…”, Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 65. 
111 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
112 Sor, Deuxième Fantaisie, copy with the previous unaltered plate number in the DKB, R&B-S no. 687. 
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INDEPENDENT FOLIO INSTRUMENTAL SERIES: PLATES 51–148 
Instrumental pieces not related to the Journal de lyre ou guitare  

Composer and Title 
Cat. 
Price 

Added Volume or 
Issue marks 

Plate 
No. 

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue 

Sor: Six Divertissemens, 1re Suite [Op. 1] 3f.  51  

Meissonnier: Melange nouveau composé de différens morceaux: 
…Rondo, air varié &c 

4f. 50c  [52]  

Sor: Six Divertissemens, 2e Suite [Op.2] 3f.  53  

Sor: Six petites pieces [Op. 5] 3f.  54  

L’Hoyer: Fantaisie  3f.  [59]  

Meissonnier: Ouverture de Lodoiska gt. 3f.  [62]  

Sor: Douze Etudes dédiée à ses Elèves [Op. 6] 6f.  [63]  

Giuliani: Grand Pot-pourri 2 gt. [Op. 67?] 4f. 50c  [64]  

L’Hoyer: Fantaisie Op. 33 2 gt. [pub. 1816–1817] 4f. 50c  [67]  

Meissonnier: Duo concertant et faciles gt. 3f.60c  [69]  

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de Guitare en quatre 
Livraisons chaque …gt. 

4f. 50c  [70]  

Meissonnier: Collection de Musique de Guitare en quatre 
Livraisons chaque …gt. 

4f. 50c  [71] 71 

Meissonnier: Trois Nocturnes fl. gt. 4f. 50c  [73] 73 

Meissonnier: Nouveau recueil de différens morceaux faciles et 
progressifs gt. 

4f. 50c  [75] 75 

Jadin: Valses, Sauteuses, Ecossaises pf. 3f.  [76] 76 

Call: Deux Nocturnes gt. vln. 4f. 50c  [77] 77 

Gragnani: trio 3 gt.  4f. 50c  [86] 86 

Humel: Pot-pourri pf. gt.  4f. 50c  [87] 87 

Giuliani: Trois Thêmes variés gt. 4f. 50c  [88] 88 

Giuliani: Le Papillon [Op. 50] ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 4f. 50c 6.e et 7.e L[ivrais]on [89] 89 

Meissonnier: 3e Melange 2 gt. 6f.  [93] 93 

Call: 12 Variations gt. vln. 3f.  [96] 96 

Poussez père Le petit Tambour, varié fl. 2f.  [97] 97 

Meissonnier: 3e Divertissement gt. fl. ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 6f. 8e, 9e, et 10.e 
L[ivrais]on 

[98] 98 

Fuchs: Trois Duos 2 fl. 4f. 50c  [99] 99 

Sor: Fantaisie dédiée à Pleyel [2nd ed. Op. 7] 3f.60c  [100] (100.) 

Giuliani: Les Variétés amusantes [Op. 43?] 3f.  [101] 101 

Borher: Valses Moscovites pf. 1f. 50c  [107] 107 

Sor: Sonate [Op. 15(b)]   [110] (110) 

Carcassi Douze petites pieces, Op : 3 gt. ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 4f. 50c [Blank] L[ivrais]on [111] 111 

Carcassi Trois rondo, Op: 2 gt. ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 4f. 50c [Blank] L[ivrais]on [112] 112 

Carcassi Trois Sonatines, Op: 1er gt. 4f. 50c  [113] 113 

Giuliani: Duo Op. 52 gt. fl. [Grand Duetto Concertante] 4f. 50c  [115] 115 

Call: 2 Thêmes variés 2 gt. 4f. 50c  [116] 116 

Sor: Six Divertissemens Op. 8 ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 3f. 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison (118.)  

Sor Introduction et Variations Op. 9 [edited.] ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 3f. 9.e et 10.e Livraison (119.)  

Sor Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10 ‘Nouvelle Collection’ 3f. [None] (120.)  

Meissonnier: Six Valses 1er Liv. 2 gt. 3f.  [121] 121 

Maurice de Raoulx: Six Divertissemens Op : 8 gt. 3f.  [122] 122 

Maurice de Raoulx: Les Soirées d’hiver gt. 4f. 50c  [123] 123 

Kuffner: 25 Petites pieces gt. 3f.  [124] 124 

Giuliani: Six Variations concertantes 2 gt. [Op. 35?] 3f.  [125] 125 

Fossa: Six Divertissemens gt. 4f. 50c  [126] 126 
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INDEPENDENT FOLIO INSTRUMENTAL SERIES: PLATES 51–148 
Instrumental pieces not related to the Journal de lyre ou guitare  

Composer and Title 
Cat. 
Price 

Added Volume or 
Issue marks 

Plate 
No. 

Sor Op. 4 
Catalogue 

L’Hoyer: Six Duos concertans 1er et 2e livre chaque 2 gt. 4f. 50c  [127] 127 

Meissonnier: 1er Recueil de Contre-Danses et Valses 2 gt. 4f. 50c  [128] 128 

Kuffner: Deux Themes variés gt. 4f. 50c  [134] 134 

Sor: Deux Thêmes variés et douze Menuets [Op. 11]  4f. 50c  (135.)  

Segura Fantaisie gt. 2f.40c  [137] 137 

Segura Six Divertissemens gt. 4f. 50c  142 142 

Segura Huit petites pieces très faciles gt. 2f.40  143 143 

Sor: 4e Fantaisie [Op. 12] 4f. 50c  (144.)  

Meissonnier: Ouverture vl. gt. ‘Nouvelle Collection’  9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on 145 145 

   [146]  

   [147]  

   [148]  

The ninth-year Journal de Lyre ou Guitare (1819) has plates numbered 185–244, which 

continue until the thirteenth year (1823), when it was succeeded by Le troubadour des salons 

edited by both Meissonnier and Antoine Romagnesi.113 The dating and numbering continued 

as before, but got progressively more confused until 1824, when the third song periodical 

appeared under the title La lyre des jeunes demoiselles.114  

I have not been able to establish just how Meissonnier arranged his instrumental plates after 

this. It seems that his independent folio series of plates ended at number 148. It is likely that 

Sor’s Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175, was the first in a new series of plates 

beginning in about 1821, given that the apograph on which it was based was entered at the 

Stationers’ Hall in London on 18 December 1819. Stenstadvold says the volume and issue 

marks return on the instrumental plates in the Journal in the “11e Année” or 1821. It is just 

possible that a new series began at this time. To establish this, we will have to wait until 

someone has the patience for a thorough examination of all Meissonnier’s plates. 

                                                 
113 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, pp. 23–24. 
114 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 24. 



 



 



13. Dating Meissonnier’s Sor Plates 

A few of the Meissonnier plates can be specifically dated while others cannot. In an attempt 

to refine their dating, indicators are needed such as listings, advertisements, catalogues, plate 

numbers, imprint addresses, timbres fiscal and so on. To these bibliographical tools I will 

here add similarities in typographical designs employed by Meissonnier in the engraving of 

his plates. The conventions of his house style reveal that plates engraved in close proximity 

with one another share strikingly similar aesthetic features. This makes it possible to group 

plates by design characteristics. Paper studies and watermarks provide a similar order of 

evidence, but these have not yet been attempted to my knowledge. Family resemblances in 

these designs can help to confirm chronologies and reveal later alterations to the plates. 

Sor’s opus numbers were allocated by Meissonnier and indicate the published order (with 

some exceptions). This is not the order in which the works were composed. After 1828 Sor 

resigned himself to the existing numbering so that it more closely reflects the order of 

publication from then on. There are many issues and reissues of Meissonnier plates, which 

have not been comprehensively examined rendering paper and watermark studies premature. 

The aesthetic resemblances in the plates make refinements in the dating possible. Imprint 

addresses and catalogues need to be correlated with Sor’s biography and other historical 

evidence. There are many editions and issues that I have not been able to see but I am 

confident that my sample is sufficient to demonstrate the framework that Meissonnier used in 

restriking, reissuing and anthologising his editions. To address uncertainty about the authority 

of his editions it is important to determine his editorial impact on the Sor texts. Dating his 

editions will enable us to assess the levels of supervisory control Sor was able to exercise 

over Meissonnier’s editions.  

In this chapter, the Meissonnier editions of the Sor works are arranged by imprint address 

using the song journal dates identified by Erik Stenstadvold as set out in the table in the 

previous chapter.1 As a control, the physical appearance of a plate in its context, as suggested 

by imprint address, is used to try and identify plates that have been restruck with later imprint 

addresses that may or may not be plainly visible on the surviving copies. The opus numbers 

1–23, belatedly allocated by Meissonnier, were not authorised by Sor, but have become so 

well known that it is hard to disregard them as we would all like to. 

                                                 
1 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, pp. 11–33. 
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RUE MONTMARTRE, NO. 182, AU COIN DU 

BOULEVARD 
Meissonnier moved to the Rue Montmartre, No. 182 in May 1815, adding to this address the 

description “au coin du Boulevard”. He remained there until August 1816. This is known 

because from September 1816 onwards, he added the address of his elder brother Louis in 

Toulouse. This can be seen in the dated song periodicals analysed by Stenstadvold. The Sor 

works that follow were therefore all published from this address, between May 1815 and 

August 1816, when this imprint changed. 

Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet and 2me Fantaisie  
The 2me Fantaisie [Op. 4] and the Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3] were published in 

Meissonnier’s Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, using a caption on the first page of the music, 

instead of a separate title page, to convey the publisher’s imprint information. There were no 

opus numbers on the caption plates. These plates were dated by month at the foot of the page. 

The first edition is the Deuxième Fantaisie with the plate number “49=4” published in 

January 1816.2 The copy in Copenhagen3 is a later issue with a new title page, which now has 

“Œuvre 4” engraved next to the price. This title page, which was added after September 

1816, retained the original caption plate for the music. The footer of this plate shows the plate 

number “49=4” and the date and price as follows: 

 

Example 1. The caption page footer of Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4], “6e Année 1re Lon”, the first issue of 
the 6th year (January 1816). On the right is the price: “Prix 15f. par Année 15f.” DKB, R&B-S No. 687.  

The copy in the BnF is an even later issue that has the same new title page with the inside 

plate numbers restruck, leaving traces of the old number visible underneath the new one: 

 

Example 2. The footer of Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4] with altered plate. BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113.  

This careless correction, leaving the old date and price incompletely struck out, was done 

after September 1816, probably in conjunction with the catalogue that Meissonnier included 

                                                 
2 There is no edition in this form. The copy in Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen, Rischel and Birket-Smith Collection, 
R&B-S No. 687, has a title page added after September 1816, but still contains the unaltered, dated, original plates that were 
later changed, probably for the first edition Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
3 DKB, Rischel and Birket-Smith Collection, R&B-S No. 687. 
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with the title page. This opus number 4 has been added with the new plate number “(149)”. 

The imprint on the first edition of the 2me Fantaisie is dated between May 1815 and August 

1816, and appeared in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, as confirmed on the plate in January 

1816. The three caption plates together (below) show Meissonnier’s house style for his 

Journal. The spelling “Ferdinant Sor” on 2me Fantaisie suggests this was the earliest edition, 

but within a month, he changed the spelling to “Ferdinando Sor”, as it appeared on the Thema 

Varié Suivi d’un Menuet plate. This was the spelling until the Grand Solo Op. 14, which has 

“Ferdinand Sor”. Sor used both forms in his Pacini editions and appears unperturbed by the 

spelling. 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBER SERIES 149–160 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (149) 
TITLE: 2me. Fantaisie  
PLATE DATE: “6e Année 1re Lon Prix 
15f. par Année” or January 1816 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 later edition 
(KCB B-Bc 5.614 is the same and DKB 
R&B-S No. 687 has earlier plate number 
49=4)  
LISTING: None 
DATE: January 1816 

Plate number (150.) Number on the 
caption plate may have been 50=4. 
NEW TITLE: Thêma Varié et un Menuet 
[Op. 3] 
PLATE DATE: “6e Année 2e Lon / 
Abonnement 15f. par Année” or February 
1816 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816 
[restruck in Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Mar. 1821)]. This later issue dated Feb. 
1816. The loose spacing allowed the 
Toulouse details to be restruck when a 
new title page was added.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 [later 
edition]. 
LISTING: None 
DATE: February 1816. Imprint restruck 
after plate 100 before Jan. 1818 or before 
Mar. 1818. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBER SERIES 149–160 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number: (154) 
TITLE: Louis Ange Carpentras Sonate 
Brillante Op. 1 
PLATE DATE: “6e Année 5e et 6e Lon 

Abonnement 15f. par Année” 
PLATE DATE: May and June 1816 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816 
SOURCE: BnF Vma 3392 (21)  
LISTING: None 
DATE: May and June 1816 

Sor sent his edition of the 2nd Fantasia for the Spanish Guitar to Meissonnier after it was 

published in London, some time after March 1815. The Hundred Days did not halt postal 

communications with Paris, as we can see from Camille Pleyel’s letter to his parents of 22 

April 1815 reading: “Please forward the two enclosures. One is from Sor and the other from 

Tomkinson.”4 The “enclosures” sent by Sor to Paris are probably too early to have included 

printed editions for Meissonnier, as Sor arrived one week before Camille’s letter was written, 

so there would have been too little time for engraving and publication of the edition in 

England. Judging by the plate number, the first work by Sor that Meissonnier published in 

Paris appears to be the Six Waltzes Pour la Piano Forte Composées et Dédiées à Madame la 

Comtesse de Jersey, plate 47,5 issued in association with Chez Boieldieu Jeune and Chez 

Bochsa. The unnecessarily wide dating of the English edition in Jeffery’s Catalogue to 

“before July 1819 …and probably after 1815” is based on the surviving first set.6 Since the 

dedication places Sor in England, it would probably have been sent to Meissonnier with the 

other works with that have plate numbers in the near vicinity. 

The next guitar work to be published, also with no opus number, was the Thema Varié 

Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150, dated in the footer on the caption plate as February 1816:7  

 

Example 3. Sor, Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, footer of the caption plate, second month in the new series of 
plate numbers dated February 1816. BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

                                                 
4 Benton, ‘London Music in 1815…’, 1966, p. 39. 
5 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 170. The Catalogue with the Sor Op. 4 edition, mentioned above, shows two books of 
waltzes for the piano published by Meissonnier at this time. I have not been able to examine this edition. 
6 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 170. 
7 “6e Année 2e Lon Abonnement 15f in the par Année”, in Sor, Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3], BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
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The imprint on the caption plate now mentions the later Toulouse address of Meissonnier’s 

brother. This contradicts the actual date shown above on the same caption plate in the footer. 

As it stands, this plate is therefore a later issue to which Meissonnier added the details of 

Meissonnier ainé in Toulouse. This must have occurred after September 1816. The only plate 

we have has the number 150, but as plate number 50 is not allocated in the earliest 

Meissonnier catalogue, it is possible that this plate was also stamped 50=4, when the plate we 

see here was restruck with the new imprint address: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBER SERIES 149–160 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (150.) Number on the 
caption plate may have been 50=4. 
NEW TITLE: Thêma Varié et un 
Menuet [Op. 3] 
PLATE DATE: “6e Année 2e Lon / 
Abonnement 15f. par Année” or 
February 1816 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816 
[restruck in Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821)].  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 [later 
edition]. 
LISTING: None 
DATE: February 1816. 

The first issue must have had an imprint dated between May 1815 and August 1816 based on 

its date, which is identical to the 2me Fantaisie as follows:  

 

Example 4. Publisher’s imprint for the Sor 2me Fantaisie. In BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

Comparing this imprint with the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150 it is possible to 

see that the first two lines are identical to the imprint shown above save for the change from a 

full stop to a comma at the end of line two: 

 

Example 5. Publisher’s imprint for the Sor Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150. In BnF shelf number 
Vm8 u. 113. 
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The plate was simply restruck, adding two lines for Meissonnier ainé in Toulouse and in the 

process damaging the plate in the re-striking. Meissonnier would have had no reason to add a 

February 1816 date to this footer in September 1816. The imprint on the first edition of the 

Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet resembled the imprint of the 2me Fantaisie and the 

Carpentras Sonate Brillante Op. 1, with the footer date “6e Année 5e et 6e Lon” (May and June 

1816). The original state of the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet imprint can be seen by 

cropping the Toulouse address, to show that it is identical to the other two (shown below): 

 

 

 

Example 6. Meissonnier imprints from the top: Sor [Op. 4]; Carpentras Op. 1; and Sor [Op. 3] (with the 
Toulouse portion cropped) to demonstrate the similarity. 

The original caption plate of the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150 must therefore 

have been restruck after September 1816 and before August 1820 (or latest March 1821), 

possibly when the first catalogue was published.  

The source of this edition was not an English apograph sent by Sor from London—it was 

a new edition by Meissonnier of Salvador Castro de Gistau’s edition of Sor’s ‘Air Varié’ with 

six variations in C, plate number 3 in the Journal de Musique Étrangère.8 To this work 

Meissonnier added an unrelated Menuet in G and the whole edition seems to have been 

published without Sor’s knowledge or authority. In February 1816, when the Thema Varié 

Suivi d’un Menuet was published, Meissonnier did not know that Sor had revised the same set 

of variations and published it as the Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole printed by 

Clementi and Co. 26, Cheapside.9 Under the misapprehension that the Deuxième Fantaisie 

was so numbered because it followed on from the Fantaisie [Op. 7] for Pleyel. Meissonnier 

numbered all the fantasias that followed accordingly.  

It is impossible that Sor, having just revised this set of variations, would have sent a 

manuscript of a quite different version of the work to Meissonnier, which coincidentally 

happened to closely resemble the old Castro edition. The original manuscript of the work that 

Castro published, was subjected to extensive changes that appeared in the Clementi edition 
                                                 
8 Sor, ‘Air Varié’, Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère, Issue [17], BnF Vm7 2383. 
9 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitarre…, published Clementi, Huddleston Collection, RIAM, Dublin. 
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with a substantial new Larghetto Cantabile introduction and eight variations, which included 

a Minore and ended with a newly composed Coda.  

Meissonnier’s Thema Varié [Op. 3] has the same theme and six variations in the Castro 

‘Air Varié’, so it is possible to compare his editorial principles to Castro’s copistería a copy 

obtained in Spain. Here we have the first three bars: 

 

Example 7. Bars 1–3 of Castro’s edition of Sor’s ‘Air Varié’, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [17], BnF 
Vm7 2383 (above) compared to Meissonnier, Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3], BnF Vm8 u. 113 
(below). 

Meissonnier’s changes are primitive and would have harmed Sor’s reputation from the outset. 

In just three bars: the tempo is changed; an incomplete turn beginning on the upper auxiliary 

is added to the first note; the melody is altered in bar 12; triplets substituted at bars 22; and the 

appoggiatura is deleted from bar 11.  

The remainder of the phrase in the Castro edition resembles something Sor might have 

written (below). He was a good singer, immersed in the bel canto style that is used in this 

piece, he knew some of the most brilliant of the Spanish singers of his day like Crescentini, 

Manuel del Pópulo García and his famous children. Meissonnier’s version is ignorant. Sor 

has a little four bar phrase with chromatically inflected lower auxiliaries on the first strong 

beat at bar 11 and 51. The upbeat at 42 is embellished with a turn before the answering 

chromatic acciaccatura at bar 51. Meissonnier retains that ornament at bar 51. Sor ornaments 

the main notes with inessential notes: structural notes in the answer begin with the c1 upbeat 

to bar 5 has rising to e1 at 51, falling to d1 in bar 6; and to c1 in bar 7; to b on the upbeat at bar 

72; ending on the starting c1 at bar 81. Meissonnier makes the f1, on bar 61 into a structural 

note, he has no grasp of the style and making a mess of Sor’s music with features like his 

syncope c1 in bar 71. He also cannot grasp Sor’s reverse fingering at bar 72 and changes the 

chord in the bass: 
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Example 8. Bars 4–8 of Castro, Sor, ‘Air Varié’ in the Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [17], BnF Vm7 
2383 (top) compared to Meissonnier, Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3], BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

While Meissonnier’s changes are revealing of Parisian attitudes to the guitar this in 1816, this 

corrupt edition has no place Sor’s catalogue of works seeing there is a better Castro edition 

available as an example of music from Sor’s Spanish period.  

Meissonnier, finding himself with half a plate to spare in this edition, decided to add a 

miscellaneous chromatic ‘Menuet’ in G major after a theme and variations in C major. Sor 

would never have done this. We can cannot know what changes were made to the minuet, but 

with no better version, this is all we have: a corrupt source for one lonely Menuet. The two 

books of Sor’s Six Waltzes Pour la Piano Forte, plate 47 must also have appeared in this 

series before Meissonnier’s numbering change. 

Six Divertissemens Op. 1 
The 2me Fantaisie, plate 49=4 that became plate 149, and Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, 

plate 150, occupying the place of plate number 50=4, were dated January and February 1816 

respectively, the opus numbers 4 and 3 being reversed. When Meissonnier changed to a three 

digit plate number series in January 1816, the series of plates numbered from 51 on, 

continued to be used for his largely instrumental series of folio plates that were not connected 

to the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare. The Six Divertissemens, plates 51 and 53 were given the 

unauthorised opus numbers 1 and 2, which therefore dates them later. The publisher’s imprint 

for the Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 51, is May 1815–August 1816: 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number 51 
TITLE: Six Divertissemens Œuvre 1er  
Plate date: None 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (copy KCB B-
Bc 5.614 same) 
LISTING: None. 
EST. DATE: 26 August 1815 [timbre 
fiscal]–January 1816  

The timbre fiscal on the Six Divertissemens Op. 1 copy shows the Royal fleur de lys 

stamp on two copies,10 dating the plate to after 26 August 1815 when these stamps were used 

for the first time, due to the bureaucratic delay caused by the Hundred Days. According to 

Stenstadvold this address was last used in August 1816 therefore the Six Divertissemens Op. 

1 is after 26 August 1815 and before August 1816. The new series plate number 51 places it 

after the Deuxième Fantaisie of January 1816. The London edition of the Six Divertimentos 

first set published by Monzani & Hill in London was the apograph Meissonnier used for this 

edition and it was out before July 1815 according to Brian Jeffery, who reports seeing a copy 

with that date on it.11 The English edition dates after Sor’s London debut on 20 April 1815, 

but before July 1815. Publication in Paris must have taken place after 26 August 1815, which 

has nothing to do with the date on the Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150 of February 

1816.  

As stated earlier, there is no record of a plate number 50 in the folio series instrumental 

plates. Since its dating matches the position of the plate immediately following plate 49=4 

(changed to 149), plate 150 notionally took the place of 50=4. This means the next plate in 

the folio series would have been plate 51, the Six Divertissemens Op. 1 plate number that 

must have appeared in about February 1816, when this numbering change took place. There 

is no evidence of the simultaneous listing of these editions on the same day in London and in 

Paris—a consideration because of the lack of copyright indications on the opera 1–23 works 

(excepting Op. 11 and Op. 21). The elapsed months between the English and French 

publications rule this out.  

                                                 
10 Sor, Six Divertissemens Op. 1, KCB B-Bc 5.614 and DKB, R&B-S no. 683. 
11 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 149. 
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Six Divertissemens Op. 2 and Six Petites Pièces Op. 5 
The Brussels copy12 of the Six Divertissemens Op. 2 has the same imprint address as the 

previous plate. The timbre fiscal on the Brussels copy dates it after 26 August 1815 and 

before August 181613 like the Six Divertissemens Op. 1. It does not seem to me that these 

editions were published as a pair despite Meissonnier’s later attempts to match the two title-

page plates:  

 

Example 9. Title pages for Meissonnier, Six Divertissemens Op. 1 (left) and Op. 2 (right) from BnF Vm8 u. 
113. The Op. 2 copy KCB, B-Bc 5.614 is identical but very faint.  

The above plates differ somewhat, suggesting that some time elapsed between them, the Op. 

2 plate more closely resembling the Op. 5 and 6 plates that followed it (below). 

Jeffery argues that the London edition of the second set of Six Divertimentos, published 

by Monzani & Hill, appeared much later than before August 1816, suggesting shortly before 

July 1819 instead. The reasons for his view are the lack of the words “1st Set” on the title 

page of the first set and the advertisement in the Morning Chronicle of 20 July 1819.14 As the 

English edition was an apograph for the Meissonnier edition, it could not have been 

published after the French edition, so Jeffery’s dating conflicts with the May 1815–August 
                                                 
12 Sor, Six Divertissemens Op. 2, KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
13 Sor, Six Divertissemens Op. 1, KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
14 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 149. 
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1816 imprints of Meissonnier. Clearly advertisements in the press may appear long after first 

publication of a work and cannot always be relied upon for dating. The proximity of the plate 

and opus numbers of opera 1 and 2 suggests they were engraved at the same time, but the 

differences on the Op. 2 plate suggest that it may have been part of a second batch sent by 

Sor from London. Apart from the obvious differences, the imprint varies in size, but not in 

style, and Meissonier imitates the opus numbers with a slightly different rule and star motif: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number 51 
TITLE: Six Divertissemens Œuvre 1er  
Plate date: None 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (copy KCB B-
Bc 5.614 same) 
LISTING: None. 
EST. DATE: 26 August 1815 [timbre 
fiscal]– c. January 1816 [new series of 
plate numbers]. 

Plate number (53) 
TITLE: Six Divertissemens… Œuvre 2e.  
Plate date: None 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB B-Bc 
5.614 has timbre fiscal). 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: February–August 1816. 

The “Oeuvre 1er” and “Oeuvre 2e” does not appear in the English editions, the opus 

numbering occurred to Meissonnier for the first set of Six Divertissemens, without Sor’s 

authorisation. The 2me Fantaisie [Op. 4] also had no opus number in the English edition and 

none on the caption pages of Meissonnier’s first edition. The Thêma Varié et un Menuet [Op. 

3] had no opus number on its caption page either. Only when the two new title pages were 

added did opus numbers appear. Initially, Meissonnier used them erratically. The second set 

of Six Divertissemens Op. 2 received its opus number immediately because its title was the 

same as Op. 1. The Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles [Op. 5], plate 54, had no opus number 

until the plate was altered to “…Galerie du passage des Panoramas, No. 15, en face du 
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Théâtre de Mr Comte” between September 1822 and October 1824. Numbering became more 

established with Sor’s Six Divertissemens Op. 8 (c. Mar–Sep. 1819) when Meissonnier made 

the number an integral part of his title-page layouts.  

Meissonnier’s edition of the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles [Op. 5], plate 54, appears to 

form a pair with the Six Divertissemens Op. 2, plate 53. It had been previously issued in 

landscape format by Mme Benoist, and Sor held the properly registered copyright to this work, 

suggesting that Meissonnier pirated it. The corrections, however, were probably applied to an 

apograph copy by Sor himself, suggesting that he granted permission for the re-engraving of 

this work, making this later revision the more important of the two texts. The imprint address 

on this edition is as follows: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (54) 
TITLE PAGE: Six Petites Pièces Très 
Faciles [Op. 5]. 
Plate date: None 
IMPRINT: Sep. 1823–Oct. 1824 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 altered plate. 
Jeffery 1994 (p. 151) saw earlier imprint in 
DKB (lost?) and truncates the imprint 
address.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: No copy seen c. February–
August 1816. 

 

Superficially this plate appears to be dated September 1822–October 1824, when the 

“Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15. Enface du Théatre de Mr Comte” imprint was current. This 

conflicts with the early plate number 54 and the opus numbering. This plate was restruck at 

when the imprint was changed at a later date to add “Op. 5.” in the brighter, blacker ink, 

which contrasts starkly with the rest of the plate. Jeffery mentions an earlier Meissonnier 

copy in Copenhagen without opus number, which is missing from Jytte Torpp Larsson’s 

Catalogue of the Rischel and Birket-Smith Collection.15 He gives a truncated address: “à 

Paris, au Bureau du Journal de Guitare Chez Meissonnier, Rue Montmartre, No. 182…”,16 

hinting at a continuation: “…et à Toulouse…Rue St. Rome, No. 49”, which would enable us 

to date the plate after September 1816 together with the Douze Études [Op. 6].17 I have not 

seen this edition and cannot make an assumption of a later date based on Jeffery’s ellipsis 

alone, but the reduced spacing for the address on Op. 5, plate 54, suggests c. February–

                                                 
15 Neither is it shown in the Jytte Torpp Larsson, Catalogue of the Rischel and Birket-Smith Collection of Guitar Music in 
the Royal Library of Copenhagen, edited Peter Danner, Columbus, Ohio: Editions Orphée, 1989. 
16 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 151. 
17 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 151. 
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August 1816. Op. 2 plate 53 more closely resembles the later Op. 6 plate 63 from the new 

address. The Six Divertissemens Op. 2, plate 53, and the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles Op. 

5, plate 54, can be linked to the Douze Études Op. 6, plate 63, by engraving style. 

Meissonnier appears to have been influenced by the English engraver’s embellishment of the 

insignificant word “By”, imitating it on the French word “Par”. The comparison below shows 

the influence of the English Op. 6 plate on his design:18 

COMPARISON OF MEISSONNIER EDITION AND ENGLISH EDITION PRINTED W. MILHOUSE  

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number [None] 
TITLE: Six Studio, [Set 2] [Op. 6]  
IMPRINT: [W. Milhouse?] 
SOURCE: RAM Spencer (BL 
incomplete no pp. 9–10). 
COPY: Jeffery, Sor Complete Works, 
1982.  
WATERMARK: 1814 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Watermark 1814 After July 
1815 
LISTING:  

Plate number (63) 
TITLE: Douze Études [Op. 6] 
Plate date: None 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: September 1816–January 
1817 

The first set Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 51, has no ornament on “Par”, seen here: 

 

Example 10. Sor Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 51, BnF Vm8 u. 113  

The Six Divertissemens Op. 2, plate 53, and Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles Op. 5, plate 54, 

share a close resemblance on the word “Par”. After September 1816 this influence diminishes 

until the new imprint on the Douze Études [Op. 6]:  

                                                 
18 The title page from Sor, Six Studio [Op. 6], Set 2, which includes the words “Composed and Dedicated to… [sic].” 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (53) 
TITLE: Six Divertissemens … Œuvre 2e.  
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB B-Bc 
5.614 has timbre fiscal). 
EST. DATE: Proximity to Op. 6 suggests 
Aug. 1816.  

Plate number (54) 
TITLE: Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles 
[Op. 5]. 
IMPRINT: May 1815–Aug. 1816 or Sep. 
1816–Aug. 1820 (latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113  
EST. DATE: Before Aug. 1816 

Plate number (63) 
TITLE PAGE: Douze Études [Op. 6] 
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113  
EST. DATE: September 1816–January 
1817 

In the middle of 1815 Sor appears to have sent Meissonnier apograph editions of his two 

books of Six Waltzes Pour la Piano Forte, plate 47 and the Six Divertissemens Op. 1, plate 

51, which were published after 26 August 1815. It is possible that he also then sent the 2me 

Fantaisie, plate 49=4, which was issued in January 1816 in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare, 

to which Meissonnier added his unauthorised editing of the Thêma Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, 

plate 150, that occupied the place of plate 50=4, which appeared in February 1816. Plates 47 

and 51 were in the folio series plates while plates 49 and 50 were re-numbered 149 and 150 

in the Journal.  

Later than August 1816, Sor probably sent his second parcel with the apograph edition of 

the Six Divertissemens Op. 2, plate 53, his revisions of the Benoist edition of the Six Petites 

Pièces Très Faciles [Op. 5], plate 54, and the apograph edition of the Douze Études [Op. 6], 

plate 63, which was issued after September 1816 from Meissonnier’s new imprint that 

included his brother’s address in Toulouse. Plates 55–62 were probably also published from 

the new address, thus shifting the publication date of the Douze Études [Op. 6], plate 63 to as 

late as December 1816.  
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RUE MONTMARTRE, NO 182 …TOULOUSE… RUE 

ST. ROME, NO 49 
Meissonnier’s new imprint was: “à Paris, Rue Montmartre, No 182 et à Toulouse, Chez 

Meissonnier Ainé et Compie. Mds. de Musique, Rue St. Rome, No 49”. Stenstadvold has this 

imprint in use from September 1816 to August 1820 or at the latest March 1821, when he 

moved to the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4”—his brother’s address in Toulouse remaining: 

“…Rue St. Rome, No. 49”. There are no surviving Journal de Lyre ou Guitare issues that 

would enable Stenstadvold to confirm the date of this move.19 The final Sor plate from this 

address appears to be Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175, dated shortly before he 

moved, some time between August 1820 and March 1821. This edition survives in a later 

issue that was restruck with a different address.20  

Douze Études [Op. 6] 
The English source plates for the Douze Études [Op. 6] published by Sor have Set 1 entitled: 

“Six Studio [sic], / for the / Spanish Guitar / Dedicated to / His Pupils / By / F. Sor. …Printed 

for the Author by W. Milhouse…” and Set 2 entitled: “Six Studio [sic], / for the / Spanish 

Guitar / Composed and Dedicated to / His Pupils / By / F. Sor. … [No publisher]…” 

suggesting the volumes were always sold together. Meissonnier published his Douze Études 

without opus number after the Toulouse address was added to the imprint in September 1816:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBER SERIES 149–160 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (63) 
TITLE PAGE: Douze Études [Op. 6] 
Plate date: None  
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB B-Bc 
5.614 the same obscured by a label) Plate 
worn or damaged, no opus number.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: September–December 1816 

Meissonnier’s edition of the Douze Études changes the spacing of the works on each 

page, making other small changes. In No. 2, at bar 14, the omitted sharp is corrected in the 

                                                 
19 Meissonnier listed nothing in the Bibliographie de la France between September 1820 and March 1821. 
20 Using Stenstadvold’s Journal de Lyre ou Guitare dates, Meissonnier used the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 et à Toulouse 
Rue St Rome N° 49” for Sor, Grand Solo Op. 14, plate 188, dated September 1820 or later in April 1821. 
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score (Jeffery’s Spencer Collection facsimile has this in ink). There are minor changes, like 

the omission of the up-stems in bar 4 and elsewhere. In No. 6, stems are reversed 

insignificantly, and acciaccaturas are altered. In No. 7 up stems are switched confusingly to 

down-stems to create space between staves; the tie is omitted in bars 46–47; Meissonnier 

does not correct the missing English edition bass notes in the bars 51–53, which repeat bars 

4–6. There are passages where mistakes should have been corrected in the example below 

where the b♭ in bar 16 is omitted in both editions and the e♯1 in bar 20 ought to be c♯1: 

 

Example 11. Sor, Six Studio Book 2 [Op. 6] No. 10, Maestoso, bars 15–22 (top) and Sor, Douze Études [Op. 6] 
No. 10, Maestoso, bars 15–19 (below). 

While the convention that an accidental is presumed from the previous bar may account for 

the first error, the misplaced c♯1 is not acceptable. It is possible Meissonnier was so strictly 

controlled that chords like this were uncritically copied. Textually, his edition is a reasonable 

copy but the London apograph remains the best source. 

Title Pages for Opera 3 and 4 and Fantaisie [Op. 7] 
After the Douze Études [Op. 6], plate 63, Meissonnier waited for thirty six plate numbers 

before publishing the transcription of the Fantaisie [Op. 7], plate 100, dedicated to Pleyel. 

This edition appeared with no opus number. The reissue of the title pages for the 1816 Thêma 

Varié et un Menuet [Op. 3], and the 2me Fantaisie [Op. 4], suggest a marketing drive. Opus 

numbers had been added to opera 1 and 2 and consistency required opus numbers for opera 3 

and 4 as well. Meissonnier had difficulty with the wordy four-line imprint address on the title 

page of the Douze Etudes [Op. 6], (below) an decided to reduce this to three lines: 

 

Example 12. Sor Douze Etudes [Op. 6], plate 63. Note the cracked plate, BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 
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Meissonnier’s four-line addresses have differing line-breaks for “au coin” at the end of the 

first line on each of these two plates, the resemblance suggesting that these plates were the 

next works by Sor to be published: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBER SERIES 149–160 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (150.) Number on the 
caption plate may have been 50=4. 
NEW TITLE: Thêma Varié et un Menuet 
[added] Op. 3 
PLATE DATE: “6e Année 2e Lon / 
Abonnement 15f. par Année” or February 
1816 [on original plates] 
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Mar. 1821). Contents May 1815–Aug. 
1816 imprint. 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 [later edition 
with title page]. 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Before April 1818. 
Contents Feb. 1816. 

Plate number (149.) Caption 49=4. 
NEW TITLE: Deuxième Fantaisie 
[added] Op. 4 
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Mar. 1821). Contents May 1815–Aug. 
1816 imprint. 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 later edition; 
KCB B-Bc 5.614 earlier issue with 
timbre fiscal; DKB R&B-S No. 687 
earlier plate number 49=4 earliest issue.  
LISTING: None  
EST. DATE: Before April 1818. 
Contents Feb. 1816. Contents Jan. 1816. 

The signboards on these plates read “Au Bureau du Journal de Lyre” instead of “…Journal de 

Guitare”, while inside on the first page of the music, the caption title reads: “…Journal de 

Lyre ou Guitare”, with signboard reading: “…au Bureau du Journal de Guitare”. The use of 

“…Lyre” shows that he considered the terms interchangeable, while Sor never used the term. 

The larger font used for the plate numbers suggests that these plates were a pair, conceived 

for a collection of matching editions with opus numbers. The three-digit plate numbers are 

those used for the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare in the 1816 series numbered 149–160, so these 

later title pages must be dated before April 1818.  

The Fantaisie [Op. 7], dedicated to Ignace Pleyel, was published in the two-stave format 

devised by Sor before he left Paris when Napoleon returned for his Hundred Days. This 

edition was transcribed into ordinary guitar notation in the following edition:  
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (100.) 
TITLE: Fantaisie [Op. 7 G clef] No opus 
number. 
Plate date: None  
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614. This is the 
earliest issue.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: April–July 1818. 

The address is a variant of the previous imprint, here reduced to only two lines by removing 

“…au coin du Boulevard” to make the Toulouse address fit properly. The lack of an opus 

number on this Brussels copy21 shows the plate to have been published before Meissonnier 

decided to add opus numbers to Sor’s editions. A later issue of this Fantaisie [Op. 7] in the 

Collection Complète is restruck with the “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” imprint, given a 

new opus number with a moved plate number. Extensive modifications were possible in re-

striking a plate, the cost being the damage caused. The decision to add the opus number took 

place after September 1822, judging by the imprint. This shows the restruck plate:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (100.) 
TITLE: Fantaisie [G clef] [Op. 7 added]. 
Plate date: None  
IMPRINT: Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
Opus number, imprint and plate number 
added same plate.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Re-struck in Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823 in 1st ed. Collection 
Complète. 

This is the same plate, only the changes made to it that have the later date implied by the new 

imprint. As this plate is used in the first edition of the Collection Complète in Paris,22 it can 

probably be taken as evidence that Meissonnier began anthologising Sor’s works between 

September 1822 and October 1824, after Sor left for Russia. An even later state of this plate 

                                                 
21 Sor, Fantaisie [Op. 7 G clef], KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
22 Sor, Fantaisie [Op. 7 G clef], first edition Collection Complète BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
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is in the revised Collection Complète in the Spencer Collection,23 which has a “Boulevard 

Montmartre No. 25” imprint.24  

I do not believe that Meissonnier had the ability to transcribe the Fantaisie [Op. 7] into 

conventional notation himself. This transcription shows careful control over the reduction to 

a single staff, probably made by Sor himself. Interesting differences between the Pleyel and 

Meissonnier editions can be seen, for example, in the following: 

 

Example 13. Fantaisie [Op. 07], Pleyel edition: bars, 5-9 (above); Fantaisie [Op. 07] Meissonnier edition, bars 
5-9 (below). 

In bars 5–8 of the Largo non tanto, the return from harmonics to natural playing is indicated 

in bar 5 of the Pleyel edition by a “Nat.” that is omitted in the Meissonnier; the decrescendo 

hairpin is replaced by a forte at bar 51 with no decrescendo. In bar 6, “Sforz.” is abbreviated 

“sF” and a slur is added. In bar 7 and 9 the global “p” and “F” signs between staves are 

moved down. Finally, in bar 9 of the Meissonnier edition, there is fingering which is not in 

the Pleyel edition. These subtle changes show the hand of a composer, rather than the crude 

hand of Meissonnier that we see in his Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3].  

There is no apograph manuscript for this transcription. Sor was still in London and 

perhaps entrusted Carlos Sor with the supervision. Police surveillance reports place him in 

Paris on 30 October and 27 December 1816, in time to do this. His own compositions, dated 

August 1817 in the Bibliographie de la France, suggest he may have been up to the task. I 

expect that Sor would more likely have preferred to do this himself. The visit to London by 

Carlos in 1820 shows the brothers maintained their relationship and it is possible that he 

made the transcription although there is no evidence to support this. We also do not know 

                                                 
23 Revised Collection Complète, Spencer Collection, RAM, facsimile Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 1. 
24 Revised Collection Complète, Spencer Collection, RAM, facsimile Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 1, with 
the distinctive plate number of the Paris plate. 
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who was responsible for the crude edition of the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de 

Mozart [Op. 9], which was dedicated to Carlos Sor, published by Meissonnier in the 

following year. I estimate on average, that the Fantaisie [Op. 7], plate 100, was probably 

published between April and July 1818.  

Sonate Op. 15(b) or Sonata Seconda Op. 14 
The Sonate [Op. 15(b)], plate 110, is the Meissonnier version of Castro’s Sonata Seconda, 

which appeared replacing the title page with a caption on the first page of the music as was 

the practice in his Journal de Lyre ou Guitare. Plate number 110 is ten plates later than the 

Fantaisie [Op. 7] and has an imprint that is dated as between September 1816 but before the 

address changed some time between August 1820 and March 1821:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (110.) 
TITLE: Sonate [Op. 15(b)]. 
Plate date: None  
IMPRINT: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 (latest 
Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113. (KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the earliest issue) 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: October–December 1819. 
This issue Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823 in 1st 
ed. Collection Complète. 

This imprint is similar to the restruck plate for the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3]: 

 

Example 14. Meissonnier imprint of Sor, Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3]. 

Because the Sonate Op. 15(b) is engraved on a caption plate it was probably intended for the 

Journal de Lyre ou Guitare Journal. It lacks volume and issue numbers, however, like those 

on the Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet [Op. 3] plate. The Sonate Op. 15(b) never acquired its 

own separate title page and the opus number was allocated to other works as well, causing 

confusion in Meissonnier’s numbering system. The general layout of these two caption plates 

is contrasted below: 
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Example 15. Sor Thema Varié Suivi d’un Menuet, plate 150 page layout comparison with Sor Sonate Op. 15(b), 
BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113. 

The very next plate number was occupied by the first of the ‘Nouvelle Collection’ plates, 

which began with Carcassi’s Douze petites pieces Op. 3. This suggests that Meissonnier had 

not yet decided to stamp these plates Journal with issue marks, as he did with the rest of the 

plates in that collection. Perhaps he was experimenting with a budget format that abandoned 

expensive title pages, such as the two new title pages to Sor’s opera 3 and 4 with heavy 

decorative headers in the house style in addition to Journal de Lyre ou Guitare caption plates. 

The production costs and disadvantages of caption pages can be seen in the above 

comparison, where the reduced caption size of the Sonate plate accommodated ten tightly 

packed staves instead of four, allowing the music to be squeezed into fewer pages, with no 

title page, for the budget price of 1f. 50c. Meissonnier clearly considered this a less serious 

work that was not worthy of its own title page, releasing it as a budget Sonate aimed at 

amateurs—another reason for it to have been intended for the Journal. There was nothing 

easy about this sonata, however, and Meissonnier clearly failed to recognise Spanish single 

movement sonata form and disregarded its pairing with the Sonata Prima (later the Grand 

Solo Op. 14), which would have known. Both these works are technically challenging and 

musically complex and neither can really be seen as suitable for beginners.  
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Meissonnier’s budget format was used for other incidental pieces over the years and in 

the Collection Complète these were gathered together as Op. 15 and placed between Op. 14 

and Op. 16. The Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon, for example, was not numbered at all. As 

arranged in the first edition of the Collection Complète, the first work in this group was Les 

Folies d’Espagne Variées et un Menuet [Op. 15(a)] with the misprinted plate [2]44 carrying 

the imprint: “Galerie neuve des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28”, and 

dated February 1822–August 1822. This edition does not appear to have been used in a song 

journal. The second work in the group is the Thême Varié [Op. 15(c)], plate 219, which has a 

date and volume number indicating that it was used in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare in 

September 1822. The third work was the Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon, plate 272, with no 

opus number and the September 1822–October 1824 imprint of the “Galerie des Panoramas, 

No. 15 en face du Théâtre de Mr. Comte”. These works have the appearance of being 

supervised by Sor, which may mean he left for Russia in September 1823 or later to arrive in 

Warsaw on 12 October 1823. The final budget edition in Meissonnier’s little group is the 

Sonate [Op. 15(b)] with an imprint dated September 1816 to August 1820 (at the soonest) or 

March 1821 (at the latest). These works clearly do not belong together. My estimate of the 

date of publication is October–December 1818 on the basis that there is no reason to doubt 

that they appeared in plate number order after the Fantaisie [Op. 7], plate 100 and the Six 

Divertissemens Op. 8, plate 118. 

Meissonnier engraved two editions of the Sonate Op. 15(b), plate 110, the first existing 

as the copy in the Brussels Conservatoire25 as well as in the first edition of the Collection 

Complète in Paris;26 the second edition is the copy in the Spencer Collection ‘Oeuvres de F. 

Sor’27, heavily fingered in ink by Lucien Gelas (a later owner), as part of the revised edition 

of the Collection Complète.28 A clean facsimile of this edition appears in the Jeffery 

Complete Works, cited as from the Spencer Collection too, which suggests there are other 

copies of this edition that I have not seen.29 The Oeuvres de F. Sor volume in the Spencer 

Collection contains a handwritten table of contents addressing the problem of the multiple 

works in Op. 15 as follows:  

                                                 
25 Sor, Sonate Op. 15(b), KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
26 Sor, Sonate Op. 15(b), BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
27 Revised Collection Complète, ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM. 
28 Revised Collection Complète, ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM. See full description of this source later in 
this chapter. 
29 Jeffery gives his source of this facsimile as: “Meissonnier: London, collection of Robert Spencer.” Jeffery, Complete 
Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 2, introductory notes. This facsimile is not from the ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, 
RAM, and must be some other copy. 
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SOR’S COLLECTION COMPLETE: TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Œuvres [Sor’s Short Title] [Sor Page Nos] 

Grand Solo (en re) 116 14 
Sonate (en ut) 125 
Les Folies d'Espagne variées et un menuet en mi majeur 129 
Thême Varié en ut 132 

15 

Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon 134 
16 5e Fantaisie Variations sur l’air ‘Nel cor piu non mi sento’ 138 

On the page facing the Sor Table there is an arrow pointing to “Œuvre 14” with a note in 

pencil by the late Robert Spencer reading:  

This sonata probably should / be Op. 14(b) as marked, / not 15B. as Jeffery has called it, 
which supports / the supposition that the table / is in Sor’s hand.30  

Unfortunately (as I later show) this contents page was not written in Sor’s hand as was first 

thought by the late Robert Spencer and also claimed by the Royal Academy library. This 

suggested order is not that of the Paris copies of the Collection Complète, which has the 

Sonate as the last of four ‘incidental’ pieces in Op. 15. The problem began when Meissonnier 

added opus numbers to these works in his Catalogue Thématique between September 1822 

and October 1824, probably for the first edition of the Collection Complète. Spencer is 

correct to view the Sonate [Op 15(b)] as part of Op. 14 (accepting Meissonnier numbers) as 

this is in accordance with the Castro editions published between August 1805 and 5 February 

1810 as Sonata Prima (Op. 14) and Sonata Seconda (Op. 15).31 The revised Collection 

Complète has these works bound in this order. Was this done by the hand that wrote the 

contents page or was it a revision Sor made? As the Collection Complète was a loose-leaf 

edition with only a cover sheet there is no way to prove this one way or the other. Numbering 

the Sonate in Op. 14 is, however, a better solution than Jeffery’s Op. 15(b).32 Ultimately the 

opus numbers need to be removed altogether.  

Meissonnier seems to have used an original Sor manuscript to engrave the Sonate that is 

in the first edition of the Collection Complète.33 This manuscript would have been Sor’s 

original copy probably revised by him after the copistería copy advertised by Domingo 

Malacuera as “…una sonata…, 24 [rs.]…”34 in Madrid, which Castro probably obtained for 

                                                 
30 ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM. Folio 2r. 
31 ‘Sonata Prima’ [Op. 14] and ‘Sonata Seconda’ [Op. 15 (b)] in Journal de Musique Étrangère, BnF Vm7 2383 and Vm7 

2383A volume No. 26 (my numbering) plates 50 and 47 respectively. 
32 The numbering of Sor works would be better abandoned in favour of a system such as that suggested by the unknown 
hand using short-titles by genre and by key and then by dedicatee, in ‘Oeuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM. 
33 Sor, Sonate [Op. 15(b)], first edition in KCB B-Bc 5.614 and Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
34 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 79, 26 September 1806, p. 820; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 82, 4 October 1806, p. 1176. 
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use as an apograph for his edition.35 The later revised edition in the Collection Complète.36 In 

the following example a passage from Meissonnier’s first edition Collection Complète, BnF 

shelf number Vm8 u. 113 (above), is compared to the same passage (below) from the edition 

revised by the composer, now in the Spencer Collection in the volumes entitled: ‘Œuvres de 

Sor’. Meissonnier’s first version, for example, has a misprint in the melody at bar 1661, 

which lacks the dot on the c1. A more substantial change is the cut of the two-bar codetta bars 

175–176, which does not appear to have been something that would have been written by the 

composer: 

 

Example 16. Meissonnier’s first edition (top), Collection Complète, BnF shelf number Vm8 u. 113; the second 
edition revised by Sor (below), ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM. 

As can be seen here, the notes are identical until the upbeat to bar 172, where Meissonnier 

elects to ‘simplify’ the notes by removing the quavers in the middle voice (the dot on the g at 

bar 1714 is a misprint, which is correctly notated at bar 1724 and bar 1734 in the revision). In 

re-engraving the new plate for Sor’s revision, the spacing should resemble the rhythm seeing 

to it that the semiquavers occur after the quavers in the middle voice at the upbeats to bars 

                                                 
35 Castro, ‘Sonata Prima’, Journal de Musique Étrangère, BnF Vm7 2383 and Vm7 2383A. 
36 Royal Academy of Music, Spencer Collection, call number: 19C/SOR/2O/OEUVRES DE Sor, Folio 2r. 
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173, 175 and the upper voice on the upbeat to bar 177. Meissonnier once again simplifies this 

passage. These changes are not those of a composer changing his conception of the piece, this 

is confirmed by the fact that it is only as a composer that Sor would have wanted Meissonnier 

to remedy the faults of the first edition by insisting on re-engraving and re-striking the plates. 

Opera 8, 9 and 10 
The next three editions have consecutive plate numbers: Six Divertissemens Op. 8, plate 118; 

Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart [Op. 9], plate 119, the first French 

edition; and the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120. The imprint address for all three is 

“Rue Montmartre No. 182, …et à Toulouse, …Rue St Rome N° 49”, in use until either 

August 1820 or March 1821 when Meissonnier moved to the Boulevard Montmartre No. 4.37 

The basis Stenstadvold gives for this uncertainty is his inability to find: 

…song nos. 240–252 of October through March 1821; consequently it has not been 
possible to establish exactly when Meissonnier’s address changed from Rue Montmartre 
no. 182 to Boulevard Montmartre no. 4…38 

In the three plates shown below the imprint address is a variant of the two-line address used 

for the first issue of the Fantaisie [Op. 7] adding a swelled rule to separate the Paris and 

Toulouse addresses. The ornamented title pages, abbreviations and capitalisation of the 

addresses suggest they were designed to a house style at about the same time:  

                                                 
37 ”The change of address from Rue Montmartre no 182 to Boulevard Montmartre no. 4 took place sometime between 
September 1820 and March 1821. [His Table 3 has IV.1821–1.1822 for this address]”. Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical 
Study…’, 2001, p. 27. 
38 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 26, note 35. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (118.) 
TITLE: Six Divertissemens Op. 8  
PLATE DATE: “Nouvelle Collection / 
11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison” [Nov. Dec.] 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 
1820 (latest Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the same.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: February–April 1819. In 
Collection Complète 1st ed. Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823. 

Plate number (119.) 
TITLE: Introduction et Variations sur 
un Thême de Mozart Op. 9 [1st edition]  
PLATE DATE: “Nouvelle Collection / 
9.e et 10.e Livraison” [Sep. Oct.] 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 
1820 (latest Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the same with a heavily worn 
plate.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: March–April 1819. In 
Collection Complète 1st ed. Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823. 

Plate number (120.) 
TITLE: Sor Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10 
PLATE DATE: “Nouvelle Collection” 
[No date] 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 
1820 (latest Feb. 1821).  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 reissue; 
KCB B-Bc 5.614 same issue stamped 
“A. Meissonnier” is earlier. 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: April–May 1819. In 1st 
ed. Collection Complète Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823. 

These three editions are also associated by captions that appear on the first page of the music 

reading: “Nouvelle Collection”, on Meissonnier editions of music by Carcassi, Giuliani and 

Meissonnier himself, listed in Stenstadvold’s Table 5.39 They are numbered between 51 and 

148, with no volume markings showing the year, but some showing a month: for example 
                                                 
39 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
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Sor’s Op. 8, plate 118, has “11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison” (November and December) and [Op. 9], 

plate 119, has “9.e 10.e Livraison” (September and October). Op. 10, plate 120, has no date or 

volume number at all. It is possible that the heading “Nouvelle Collection”, is new in relation 

to the guitar anthology Meissonnier compiled entitled: “Collection de Musique de Guitare en 

quatre livraisons”, advertised as plates 41, 42 and 70, 71 in the catalogue included with the 

Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4].40 It is not certain how this collection was constituted. 

As the plate numbers of the three Sor plates shown above are consecutive, it seems they 

must have been published as a group in France. The captions and Journal dates shown on the 

three Sor plates (below) appear to be haphazardly added: with too little surrounding space; an 

error in the first mark; corrected in the second; and the date is omitted in the third. This 

shows that it is important also to check imprint dates and apograph sources before attempting 

to allocate publication dates to the months indicated by the volume marks used for the 

Journal. I attempt this presently, remembering that the existing plates could have been issued 

at an earlier date and later restruck with these marks when it was decided to include these 

works in the Journal: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (118.) “Nouvelle Collection 
/ 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison” 
CAPTION: Six Divertissemens Op. 8  
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the same.  
Plate number (119.) “Nouvelle Collection 
/ 9.e 10.e Livraison” 
CAPTION: Introduction et Variations 
sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9 [heavily 
edited]  
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614.  
Plate number (120.)  
CAPTION: Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the same.  

Between plates 63 and 175 only 87 plates were issued in the old folio series. As Sor’s Douze 

Etudes, plate 63, may not have been the first plate with the “Rue Montmartre, No 182 … 

                                                 
40 Meissonnier Pot-pourri ou Fantaisie pour la Guitare, plate 41; Recueil de morceaux faciles pour guitare plate 42 and two 
un-named works with plate numbers 71-72. 
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Toulouse…Rue St. Rome, No 49” imprint—this could have been plate 55—it is possible 95 

plates were published in the series. The table below gives average publication dates for all 

editions in the shorter period 1 September–31 August 1820; compared with the average dates 

in the longer period 1 September 1820–31 March 1821. In the shorter four-year period, 87 

plates were issued, while the longer four years and seven-month period saw 95 plates issued: 

MEISSONNIER AVERAGE DATE OF ISSUE FOR FOLIO SERIES PLATES 

September 1816–August 1820 September 1816–March 1821 
Op. 
No. 

Title of Work 
Plate 
No. Plates Nos: 

63–148 & 175 
Plates Nos: 

55–148 & 175 
Plates Nos: 

63–148 & 175 
Plates Nos: 

55–148 & 175 

— Unknown work 55 — September 1816 — September 1816

6 Douze Etudes 63 September 1816 December 1816 September 1817 January 1817 

7 Fantaisie [G clef transcription] 100 April 1818 July 1818 August1818 October 1818 

15(b) Sonate 110 October 1818 December 1818 February 1819 April 1819 

8 Six Divertissemens 118 February 1819 April 1819 July 1819 September 1819

9 Introduction et Variations sur un 
Thême de Mozart 

119 March 1819 April 1819 August 1819 September 1819

10 Troisième Fantaisie 120 April 1819 May 1819 August 1819 October 1819 

11 Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze 
Menuets 

135 December 1819 December 1819 June 1820 June 1820 

12 Quatrième Fantaisie 144 May 1820 May 1820 December 1820 December 1820 

13 Quatrième Divertissement 175 August 1820 August 1820 March 1821 March 1821 

In the previous chapter, I suggested that the ‘Nouvelle Collection’ plates that were listed 

by Stenstadvold could be fitted into the Journal using the volume marks stamped on the 

plates, with plate numbers no longer remaining coincident with the song plates after April 

1818.41 In this table, the Meissonnier’s Ouverture for violin and guitar, plate 145, has a 

terminus ante quem of September–October, which is the date stamped on it after publication, 

and assuming the 10th year of the song journal, which is 1820.42 The plate immediately 

preceding this is Sor’s Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12, plate 144, which does not appear in the 

song journal, but must have been published approximately at the same time with the plate 

number 145: 

                                                 
41 In re-striking the plates Meissonnier may have transposed them, so that Op. 9 plate 119, dated September and October 
appeared before Op. 8, plate 118 dated November and December, leaving Op. 10, plate 120 (with no months indicated) to be 
dated January and February of the following year. Meissonnier switched plates in this way in Op. 3 and Op. 4, which have 
plates numbered 150 and 149. In the “Nouvelle Collection” the two Carcassi plates 111 and 112 are numbered Op. 3 and Op. 
2 respectively, see Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31.  
42 The plate has the “9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on” mark possibly intending the “10e Année” of the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare. 
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‘NOUVELLE COLLECTION’ PLATES FROM THE SERIES 50–148 
Known instrumental plates used in the Journal de lyre ou guitare 

Composer and Title of Work Month Volume mark 
Song 
Plate 

Plate 
number 

Sor 
Op. 4 
Cat. 

1817: 7e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 161–172 

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 1 gt. fl. ou vln. Oct 7e Année 10e Lon 170 (170)  

Unknown work? Nov  171 [171]  

Unknown work? Dec  172 [172]  

1818: 8e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 173–184 (ceased after 175) 

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 2 gt. fl. ou vln. Jan 8e Année 1er Lon 173 (173)  

Meissonnier? Trois Nocturnes No. 3 gt. fl. ou vln. Feb 8e Année 2e Lon 174 (174)  

[Not Sor Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13] Mar [Later apograph and imprint] 175 (175)  

From April 1818: ‘Nouvelle Collection’ instrumental plates not linked to song plates 

Unknown work? Apr  176   

Giuliani: Le Papillon [Op. 50]  Jun [8e Année] 6.e et 7.e L[ivrais]on 178 89 89 

…continued Jul [8e Année] 6.e et 7.e L[ivrais]on 179 [89]  

Meissonnier: Divertissement fl. gt. Aug [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 180 98 98 

…continued Sep [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 181 [98]  

…continued Oct [8e Année] 8e, 9e et 10e Lon 182 [98]  

1819: Start 9e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plate 185–196 

Sor Introduction et Variations Op. 9  Sep [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e Livraison 205 (119.) 119 

…continued Oct [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e Livraison 206 [119]  

Sor: Six Divertissemens Op. 8  Nov [9e Année] 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison 207 (118.) 118 

…continued Dec [9e Année] 11.re 12.e Liv[r]aison 208 [118]  

1820: Start 10e Année Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plate 197–208  

Sor Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10  Jan [10e Année 1.er et 2.e Livraison ?]  197 (120.) 120 

…continued Feb [10e Année 1.er et 2.e Livraison ?] 198 [120]  

Meissonnier: Ouverture vl. gt.  Sep [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on 205 (145)  

…continued Oct [9e Année] 9.e et 10.e L[ivrais]on 205 [145]  

1821: From 11e Année, Journal de Lyre ou Guitare plates 209–220. Year shown in volume mark  

Meissonnier: Thème var. fl/ gt. [no plate number] Jun 11e Année 6e Lon 214 —  

In the previous table entitled: ‘Meissonnier Average Date of Issue for Folio Series 

Plates’, plate 144 is estimated as published in May 1820 (if we assume Meissonnier was at 

this address the shorter period) or December 1820 (if we assume he was at this address for 

the longer period). Since December 1820 falls after the terminus ante quem suggested by the 

months September and October on the plates, Meissonnier probably moved to the Boulevard 

Montmartre No. 4 in September 1820 at the end of the shorter period, rather than the later 

period date of March 1821. My dating of the works in this period therefore accept the shorter 

period as a working hypothesis for calculating the average dates of issue for Meissonier’s 

plate numbers. A more conservative estimate would be provided by dating the imprint 

addresses according to Stenstadvold. 

The Six Divertissemens Op. 8, plate 118, stamped November and December, is estimated 

as published between February–April 1819, well after November or December 1818, when its 
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apograph edition, the Six Divertimentos, 3rd Set, was published in London. This edition was 

entered at the Stationers’ Hall on 29 January 1819, apparently cutting this very fine, it being 

remembered that it may have been published before it was listed. The Introduction et 

Variations sur un Thême de Mozart [Op. 9], plate 119, stamped September and October on 

the plate, has been estimated as published in March–April 1819, which means it was 

published well before the London edition registered on 1 March 1821—paradoxically well 

before its apograph. The Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120, has no date stamp on the 

plate but, as the last of the three adjacent plate numbers, is estimated as appearing in April 

and May 1819 after the other two plates, and later being used in the January and February 

1820 issues of the Journal.43 This means that early in 1819, Sor sent Meissonnier his edition 

of Op. 8, together with two manuscripts, the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de 

Mozart [Op. 9], and the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10. It is possible a lost English edition of the 

Troisième Fantaisie, similar to the Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitare Espagnole [Op. 12], 

printed by Clementi, may have existed that has never been found, such an edition would be 

the apograph of this work.44 Significantly, the first edition of the most famous of all Sor’s 

works appears to be the corrupt first edition Meissonnier published as the Introduction et 

Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, plate 119. This changes the status of the London edition, 

which may have been published by Sor to correct Meissonnier’s crude version of the work. 

This could have been the result of the visit by his brother Carlos Sor to London in 1820, who 

showed him Meissonnier’s edition. Sor may later have seen the Peters Leipzig edition listed 

in Hofmeister in 1824, or the edition Simrock published in Bonn and Cologne about 1824–

1825.45 Sor was only able to correct this when he returned from Russia, and compelled 

Meissonnier to publish a new edition.  

In some respects the first Meissonnier edition resembles the later English edition, for 

example, in similarly indented first line and headings, but such details could have been on the 

manuscript. While some differences may have been problems of reading the manuscript, 

others show that Meissonnier deliberately simplified the score at every level right up to the 

deletion and re-arrangement of movements. He was clearly working from a source very 

similar to the one used for the later London edition. Some examples of the differences are 

examined below: 

                                                 
43 The missing stamp being reconstructed by me as “10e Année 1.er et 2.e Livraison?”. 
44 Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin. Seminar by Michael McCartney ‘J. A. Hudleston (1799-1865) A Guitarist in 
Nineteenth Century India’ 
http://www.angelfire.com/art2/frankhyde/joan/index.html?http://www.angelfire.com/art2/frankhyde/joan/pagesj/josiah.html, 
accessed 15 December 2006. 
45 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 153. 
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Example 17. Sor, The Favorite Air, “Oh Cara Armonia” from Mozart’s Opera Il Flauto Magico Arranged with 
an Introduction and Variations for the Guitar [Op. 9], plate 602, (above) compared to Meissonnier’s 
Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart, plate 119, (below). Copies: Jeffery, Complete Works, 1982 
and Sor Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

In bar 8 of the Introduction Meissonnier changes the stemming showing Sor’s cross string 

fingering with the higher note on the lower string and vice-versa and in bar 9 removes 

separate stems on the bass notes, but leaving the minim, but not voicing the bass part in 

common time. At bar 7, he changes the voicing into two parts, but then introduces an error—

the second main note is not a quaver—that arose from the repetition of the acciaccatura note-

values that Meissonnier almost always wrote as a small semiquaver grace notes with no 

strike-through.  

In the next example, Meissonnier removes the second time bar, but includes notes from 

the first time bar in his simplification. The g♯1 on the first beat of bar 13 is especially jarring 

as it is on the same string as the e♯1 on the second quaver, showing that Meissonnier missed 

the whole point of the second-time bar. The added d♯ in the chord on the upbeat to bar 16 

shows how poorly he understood Sor’s counterpoint: the seventh degree that he adds should 

rise but cannot. The suddenly added fourth voice on the weak beat in the tenor has nowhere 

to go in a strictly three-part texture, interfering with standard cliché of a bass that falls a fifth 

then rises and falls an octave: 
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Example 18. The London edition as above, plate 602 (above) compared to Meissonnier’s first Paris edition 
plate 119 (below). Copies: Jeffery Complete Works, 1982 and Sor Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113. 

These are not copying errors made by transferring a manuscript to a plate, these are the errors 

of an ignorant editor.  

The Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120, is estimated by me as dated April–May 1819. 

I believe that this is the work that was heard by the reviewer of the fourth set of Six 

Divertimentos writing in Ackermann’s Repository of Arts in February 1820 as discussed my 

Chapter 3, ‘A Theory Announced’.46 Textually, the Meissonnier edition appears reasonably 

sound as can be seen from the corrections in the second edition of the Collection Complète in 

the Spencer Collection. Apart from minor corrections made by Sor to the plates, the only 

extensive change is to the slurring in the Majeur of the second variation, which means that 

the remainder of the Meissonnier edition is effectively satisfactory. After the Douze Etudes 

[Op. 6] were published in about September–December 1816, Meissonnier had little to publish 

by Sor. In about April–July 1818 the transcription into ordinary guitar notation of the two 

stave Fantaisie [Op. 7], was published. This was not a new work. It was probably followed 

by the new title pages for opera 3 and 4 which were reissues. In October–December 1818 a 

new edition of the Sonate Op. 15(b) was published as a re-issue of the Castro Sonata 

Seconda. Starting between February and April 1819 a stream of new works by Sor began to 

appear in Paris: the Six Divertissemens Op. 8 from an English apograph edition; the crudely 

edited Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart [Op. 9] and the Troisième 

                                                 
46 This review is reproduced in Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 62. 
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Fantaisie Op. 10 from manuscripts; also from manuscripts and in about December 1819 the 

Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, possibly supervised by Carlos Sor; again 

from an English apograph editions, the Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12, and the Quatrième 

Divertissement Op. 13. 

Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 
The Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, plate 135, has an imprint similar to the 

previous plates, with a new larger font used for the plate numbers:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (135.)  
TITLE: Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze 
Menuets Op. 11  
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; Spencer 
Collection, RAM copies. 
COPYRIGHT: Meissonnier 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Dec. 1819–Jun 1820. 

This edition is the first to be marked “Propriété de l’Editeur”, as can be seen to the right of “à 

Paris” in the copy above. This is the first Sor edition Meissonnier asserted proprietary rights 

over. Despite this claim, Meissonnier did not list the work in the Bibliographie de la France, 

apparently invalidating his copyright.47 This edition, unlike the previous two plate numbers, 

appears to be one of the finest of the Meissonnier’s editions. There seems no doubt that the 

source was a manuscript, which is now lost, but the remarkable lack of errors and the general 

complexity of the notation, with many dynamic indications and extensive fingering, needs 

explanation, especially considering Meissonnier had just published his truncated edition of 

the Op. 9 variations. What caused this sudden transformation?  

Brian Jeffery writes of Sor’s twelve minuets: “Some are certainly from Sor’s Spanish 

period, and it is quite possible that they all are…”48 which has been generally accepted, but 

what exactly does it mean? Sor writes in his Méthode… that after deciding how to compose 

                                                 
47 Somewhat later while in Paris Sor probably on three occasions sold his rights to Meissonnier, the works involved were 
opuses 24–33. 
48 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 2, p. vii. 
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for the guitar: “I wrote a few pieces, with little consideration I admit…” and goes on: 

“…which I have only had to examine severely in order to correct my manner of writing since 

I have become a professor.”49 Therefore Sor considered his “Spanish period” works to need 

severe examination for deficiencies in his “manner of writing” for the guitar. He then 

mentions the premature publication of some of these works and takes the opportunity to point 

out that most of these were incorrect: 

Several of these pieces would never have been exposed to the public, had I been 
consulted;, but some persons who had copies (most of them incorrect) communicated 
them to the editor [publisher], who, doing far to much honour to my talents, seized with 
pleasure everything that bore my name.50 

He continues philosophically: 

However, since they are published, they may serve to prove how many useful reflections 
I have made since, if compared with my twenty-four lessons Op. 31 and my twenty-four 
studies opuses 6 and 29…51 

In this passage Sor is probably not referring to Meissonnier, with whom he had by 1830 

already fallen out. More likely he was referring to editions published by Salvador Castro de 

Gistau from the copies acquired in Spain. The new editions coming to light in Spain52 do not 

provide a better contender for the publisher he mentions here. He describes these editions as 

derived from “incorrect copies” but the truth of that cannot be assessed until those copies are 

found and compared. Castro may have owned other unpublished copies of Sor’s manuscripts 

from Spain, which Meissonnier may have purchased with his stock of plates and the rights to 

unpublished manuscripts when he stopped publishing. Music held by Castro under copyright 

was later published Meissonnier.  

Several works that originated in Spain were published in editions by Castro that were 

subsequently revised by Sor and republished. Meissonnier also published a number of works 

from Sor’s Spanish period such as the Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11; the 

Sonate Op 15(b); the Grand Solo Op. 14; and the Grand Sonate Op. 22;53 which were all 

probably manuscripts revised by Sor for publication at a later date or approved by him for 

publication without much revision. Other works were not revised or approved by Sor such as 

the Menuet in Op. 3 and the pieces in the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, in which nos. 

                                                 
49 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 13–15. 
50 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 15–18. 
51 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 18–21. 
52 See my Chapter 9, ‘Sor and Publishing in Spain’. 
53 Mateo Mintegui advertising “una grande sonata para guitarra, de Sor, dedicada al referido Ser[enisi]mo. S[eñor]. 
Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…” in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
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2 and 4 were the pieces first published by Castro as ‘Minuetto’ and ‘Contre-danse’ and later 

reissued by him as ‘Minuet et un Petit Allegro’. 

The text of the Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 is more complex. Was this 

edition based on Sor’s own revised manuscripts over which Meissonnier somehow acquired 

copyright? Or were they independently acquired from a Spanish source without Sor’s 

authorisation and published? I did not find a large number of minuets by Sor in the Gaceta de 

Madrid making the second option less than likely.54 An edition revised by Sor is much more 

valuable text and it is clear that the copies held by Sor in manuscript were cherished by him. 

An unauthorised edition is analogous to the Meissonnier copies of Castro editions, which 

were generally better. His attitude to his early works is reflected in the Castro editions that he 

considered worthy of reissue or substantial revision:  

1. The ‘Minuetto [e] Contre-danse’.55 This would later appear in a reissue of the same 

plates by Castro under the new title: ‘Un menuet et un Petit Allegro’.56 This edition was 

then copied by Meissonnier and for Sor’s Op. 23 only to be later quietly removed from 

that edition under pressure from Sor. 

2. The ‘[4] Menuets Composés pour la Guitare’, plate 5,57 of which the second minuet 

appears in Meissonnier’s edition of Op. 11, where it is No. 6. 

3. The ‘Thema Varié’ with six variations in A, plate 1, was heavily revised by Sor when it 

was published by Meissonnier as Op. 20.58 

4. The ‘Air Varié’ with six variations in C,59 plate 2, is the only example of a Castro 

publication not revised by Sor in any known edition. 

5. The ‘Air Varié’ with six variations in C,60 plate 3, was copied by Meissonnier who 

simplified it for publication as Sor’s Op. 3. The Castro edition must have been 

published from a manuscript copy that Sor says was “incorrect”. This edition was 

“examined severely” by Sor, who added substantially to the work, transforming it into 

                                                 
54 See my Chapter 9, ‘Sor and Publishing in Spain’. 
55 Sor, ‘Minuetto [e] Contre-danse’ in Castro, Deux airs variés pour guitare et lyre Op. IX, Bnf Vm9 3524. 
56 Sor, ‘Un menuet et un Petit Allegro’ in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [15], BnF Vm7 2383. 
57 Sor, ‘[4] Menuets Composés pour la Guitare’, plate 5, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [15], BnF Vm7 
2383. Probably advertised by Malacuera as: “…4 minués, de Sors, 12 rs.: 2 grandes sonatas, del mismo, 24 [rs.]: 2 intentos, 
con variaciones, 14 [rs.]:…” Gaceta de Madrid, no. 56, 3 July 1807, p. 674. 
58 Sor, ‘Thema Varié’, plate 1, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère, BnF Vm7 2383 Issue [30]. Possibly the “…tema 
con variaciones, de Sors, 16 [rs.]:…” advertised by Mateo Mintegui in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 
904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
59 Sor, ‘Air Varié’, plate 2, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [18], BnF Vm7 2383. 
60 Sor, ‘Air Varié’, plate 3, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [17], BnF Vm7 2383. Possibly the “…variaciones 
de Sors, 16 [rs.]:” also advertised by Mateo Mintegui in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de 
Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
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the Fantaisie published by Clementi, which edition was copied by Meissonnier, who 

published it as Sor’s Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12. 

6. The Castro ‘Sonata Prima’,61 plate 50 (in D scordatura), and ‘Sonata Seconda’,62 plate 

number 47 (in C), both appear to have been revised by Sor before Meissonnier 

published them as Op. 14 and Op. 15(b) respectively. 

The complex notation and fingering in the Douze Menuets in Op. 11 and the arrangement 

of the works by key to facilitate the various scordature changes suggest that these pieces 

were assembled from Sor’s personal collection of autograph manuscripts. Accordingly, he 

was responsible for any revision. He appears justifiably proud of these works, which were 

probably those that he used in the first applications of his system of harmony on the guitar. 

He would have wanted to preserve these works as they were conceived. There is every 

indication that he was looking after his reputation in posterity. On the other hand, we also 

know that he wanted the notation to be correct, so by revising these early works at a later 

date, he was potentially diluting the Spanish origins of these works with his later London and 

Paris influences. This appears to have occurred in his Sonate Op 15(b) to which Sor made 

changes affecting the form of the work, possibly under the influence of sonatas he heard in 

London. The Grand Sonate Op. 22 first advertised on 5 June 1807 by Mateo Mintegui as: 

“una grande sonata para guitarra, de Sor, dedicada al referido Ser[enisi]mo. S[eñor]. 

Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”,63 may or may not have been revised. There exists a 

copy of this work that I have not seen, which may provide us with the answer.64  

Comparing Meissonnier’s versions of the Castro editions with the originals makes it 

possible to evaluate and contrast the two editorial approaches to these sources. Sor’s Op. 3 is 

derived from the Castro edition of the ‘Air Varié’ plate 3 mentioned under No. 5 (above). The 

Meissonnier version of Op. 3 is dated February 1816 after Sor had left Paris for London, and 

is a corruption of the Castro version with few justifiable corrections adding a spurious 

Menuet65 in G major to fill up the last plate. This example does not indicate that Meissonnier 

                                                 
61 Sor, ‘Sonata Prima’, plate 50, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [26], BnF Vm7 2383. Possibly obtained from 
Mateo Mintegui advertising in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 
November 1806, p. 1292. 
62 Sor, ‘Sonata Seconda, plate 47, in Castro, Journal de Musique Étrangère Issue [26], BnF Vm7 2383. Possibly obtained 
from Domingo Malacuera advertising in the Gaceta de Madrid, no. 79, 26 September 1806, p. 820; Gazeta de Barcelona, 
no. 82, 4 October 1806, p. 1176. 
63 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
64 In the Archivo de Pilar in Zaragoza entitled: ‘El Merito | Gran Sonata para Guitarra compuesta | por Dn Fernando Sors 
para el uso | de Luis Pajarón”. in Yates, ‘Sor’s Guitar Sonatas…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 
Madrid, 2002, p. 454, footnote 11, Luis Gassér reporting the manuscript as donated in 1868 by D. Juan Bernadón. 
65 The source of this minuet may have been an unpublished Castro manuscript acquired by Meissonnier. 
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was able to use early Sor manuscripts to produce fine and sophisticated editions of the kind 

we see in Op. 11. The most likely source of the manuscripts is Sor himself. The lack of any of 

his early sets of variations in a scholarly or “correct” edition (as Sor might have referred to it) 

probably motivated him to publish the Deux Thêmes Variés. As was his practice, printed 

editions were sent to Meissonnier before and after Op. 11—opera 9, 12 and 13, for 

example—but autograph manuscripts were sent, like the transcription into ordinary notation 

of the Fantaisie [Op. 7], the Sonate Op. 15(b) and the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10.  

The Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11 is an enormous work consisting of a 

theme and six variations (without scordatura), which may be a separate work, followed by 

twelve minuets arranged to allow progressive retuning of the lowest two strings during the 

course of a performance; and a final theme and 4 variations (with scordatura) also possibly 

also separate work. The arrangement of the minuets shows the progressive retuning of the 

scordature until the transition from No. 11 to No. 12, where this all goes wrong: 

 Thême varié in C with no scordatura (guitar in the normal tuning);  

 String six is tuned down to D and string five to G for Menuets Nos. 1–3 (in G, g, G);  

 String five is tuned back up to A for Nos. 4 and 5 (in D);  

 String six is then tuned back to E (normal tuning) for Nos. 6–10 (in A, a, A, e, E);  

 String six is tuned further up to F for No. 11 (in F); [should be No. 12] 

 String six is immediately tuned back down to E for No. 12 (in B♭) [should be No. 11] 

 Thême varié in F with four variations, string six tuned up to F again.  

Including the Thême varié in C, this forces the player to retune two strings after the first 

piece. If we simply examine the minuets as a group: simply altering the order so that No. 12 

precedes No. 11, allows the set to end with a minuet in F major. By doing this the whole set 

rises in fifths from in G major and minor; to D major; to A major and minor; to E major and 

minor; to B♭ major in No. 12; to F major in No. 11. This would allow the scordatura to 

continue for the Thême varié in F. Sor could have seen to it that the No. 12 Menuet in B♭ also 

utilised the F scordatura of No. 11 but this would have meant omitting a fifth on B. As it 

stands the two sets of variations make nonsense of the progressive retuning of the scordature, 

re-tuning the guitar before No. 11, tuning it back before No. 12 and raising the bass for the 

final Thême varié defeats the object. Re-tuning both bass strings after the initial Thême varié 

also disturbs this flow into the first minuet. The two sets of variations should have been 

published separately as they were examples of Sor’s earliest compositions. It is hard to argue 

there was no deliberate design in the scordature arrangement of the Douze Menuets. In this 
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way the performer would have two bass strings already tuned down before going on stage, 

reducing the number of re-tunings during the performance.  

A fine recording of the work in its complete form has been made by John Holmquist,66 

not reordered as I have just suggested, which lasts for a total 45’ 21”, substantially longer 

than the longest of Sor’s other works, including the Grande Sonate Op. 22, which lasts 25’ 

39” in the recording by Adam Holzman;67 and the Grande Sonate Op. 25 which lasts 24’ 13” 

in the recording by Julian Bream.68 By leaving out the variations at the beginning and end of 

Op. 11, the duration of the remaining Douze Menuets is still longer than his longest works at 

27’ 26”, making this arguably Sor’s biggest work with the possible exception of his Études 

Op. 6 and 29, when played as a set of twenty-four. Sor consistently made coherent collections 

of his works, so the Douze Menuets collection is consistent with his life-long practice, 

possibly derived from Boccherini, of dividing all his works into sets of three, six, twelve or 

twenty-four. The tacking on of two sets of variations with unequal numbers of variations on 

either side of the 12 Minuets appears to be a product of Meissonnier’s anthologising rather 

than Sor’s aesthetic sensibilities. The Douze Menuets in this edition, as probably the first 

experimental works that he composed appear to warrant the allocation of “Opus 1” in any 

chronological listing of Sor’s works. 

In the example below I have arranged this set by incipt to show the pattern of scordature: 

                                                 
66 John Holmquist: ‘Fernando Sor (1778–1839) Complete Guitar Music, vol. 8’, Naxos Guitar Collection, compact disc no. 
8.553723. Recorded Newmarket, Canada 5–9 December 1995. 
67 Adam Holzman: ‘Fernando Sor (1778–1839) Guitar Music’, Naxos Guitar Collection, compact disc no. 8.553340. 
Recorded Newmarket, Canada 17–20 December 1994.  
68 Julian Bream: ‘Classic Guitar’, Julian Bream Edition, vol. 10, compact disc BMG no. 09026 61593 2 dated 1993. 
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Example 19. Sor, Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11, BnF Vm8 u. 113. No scordatura in the Thême 
Varié in C; retune sixth and fifth strings down for the first Menuet, progressively retune; switch No. 11 and No. 
12; retune sixth string to F for the Thême Varié in F. Or, as I suspect, play the minuets as a group. 
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All of these works are historically and textually interesting and important in their own 

right. They are authentic examples of how Sor wrote for the guitar in his “Spanish period”, if 

only because they appear to have been prepared him for publication himself. These editions 

set a standard beyond what could have been attained by Castro in his editions. He says the 

editions known in Paris were from copies that were incorrect, so blaming unnamed copyists 

by writing: ‘…some persons who had copies (most of them incorrect) communicated them to 

the editor [publisher]…”.69 He says “most” were incorrect but implies: “not all”. The two 

variation sets in Op. 11 are important because they are versions and cannot be incorrect.  

In his revision of the second edition of the Collection Complète Sor did not correct these 

pieces, which means that he must have been satisfied they were textually correct in the 

Meissonnier edition. There is nothing easy about these inventive and guitaristic variations 

and none of the technical and notational difficulties posed by the Castro’s editions crop up. 

This suggests that the problems in the Castro editions need to be attributed either to the 

Spanish copyist or to the publisher rather than being accepted as they stand. The two sets of 

variations in Op. 11, on the other hand, set a benchmark for the reconstruction of reliable 

texts of the Castro editions using the technical and notational standards set by Sor himself. 

The Castro editions are not perfect and do require editorial intervention. 

A dilemma arises in accounting for the apparent authority of the Deux Thêmes Variés et 

Douze Menuets Op. 11, given that Sor was in London and could not have supervised it. It has 

no dedication and all rights were sold to Meissonnier in a manner that he took special care to 

avoid. It is my view that he may have sent three manuscripts to his brother Carlos in Paris, 

who sold them to Meissonnier, who insisted on purchasing all rights but agreeing to Carlos 

supervising and correcting the plates. The estimated publication date is December 1819. He 

may have fallen on hard times because he was in London by 1820, visiting his brother, on his 

way to Barcelona, arriving in 1822. He clearly had a better future in Spain where he later 

became a commissioner of police in Barcelona—a good reason for the French authorities to 

watched him in Paris.70 It seems that when the manuscripts were sold to Meissonnier he 

insisted on anthologising them as a single work. This is a cornerstone work in Sor’s oeuvre—

to which the long-lived popularity of the minuets attests—the quality of this edition, the 

beauty of the minuets and their early date makes this a very important edition indeed.  

                                                 
69 Sor Method…, translated Merrick, p. 6, lines 15–18; « …mais des personnes qui en avaient des copies (la plupart 
incorrectes ) en firent affaire avec l'éditeur… » Sor, Méthode…, Paris, 1830, p. 4. 
70 Mangado, ‘Fernando Sor…’, in Gásser, Estudios sobre Fernando Sor/Sor Studies, 2002, p. 53. 
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Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12 
The next Meissonnier edition is the Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12, plate 144. The distinctive 

larger font of the previous plate number is also in evidence here, with the same wide date 

range that extends from September 1816 to between August 1820 and March 1821.  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (144.)  
TITLE: Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614 very faded; 
same as restruck BnF Vm8 u. 113 and 
Spencer Collection RAM issues.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: May–Dec. 1820. Re-struck 
plate in Collection Complète 1st ed. Sep. 
1822–Aug. 1823. 

The earliest copy is in the Brussels Conservatorium shelf number B-Bc 5.613, which is the 

same as the issues which are in the Bibliothèque nationale de France and those in the Spencer 

Collection, in the Royal Academy of Music in London. The imprint looks little different to 

the house style of the previous plates, with the exception of the larger plate number.  

Meissonnier’s source for his edition is the Fantaisie printed by Clementi, mentioned 

briefly above.71 This edition has an 1815 watermark and was probably the first concert work 

Sor published in England, probably in 1815. His 2nd Fantasia appeared at about the same 

time, leading Sor to implement an English numbering for the fantasias, ignoring the Fantaisie 

dedicated to Pleyel later [Op. 7]. When he suddenly sent the unnumbered Clementi Fantaisie 

to Meissonnier, long after it was published in London, he completely wrecked Meissonnier’s 

numberings of the Sor fantasias—Sor would have caused some confusion for Meissonnier, 

who had published his version of the Deuxième Fantaisie in Paris in January 1816, assuming 

that the French Pleyel Fantaisie [Op. 7], was the first. It show that it pays to get the authority 

of the composer for numberings. The transcription into conventional notation of the Fantaisie 

[Op. 7], plate 100, followed later, a little before the Troisième Fantaisie Op. 10, plate 120, 

was issued, when the numbering must have appeared quite logical to Meissonnier, the 

Clementi Fantaisie becoming the fourth fantasia entitled Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12, plate 

                                                 
71 Sor, Fantaisie pour le [sic] Guitarre…, published Clementi, Huddleston Collection, RIAM, Dublin. 
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144, which had nothing to do with Sor. The date of the Clementi edition means that the 

dedication to Frederick Kalkbrenner was arranged before Sor went to Bath to appear in the 

concert series organised by Andrew Ashe and his wife, reviewed on 24 January 1816. 

Kalkbrenner may have met Sor through Pleyel in Paris but left for England in late 1814, 

where he played in the four concerts directed by Andrew Ashe in Bath in January 1815.72 

Kalkbrenner may have encouraged Sor to travel to Bath for the January 1816 season.  

Sor’s Air Varié pour la Guitare, plate 3, published by Castro in the Journal de Musique 

Étrangère,73 was possibly the “…variaciones de Sors, 16 [rs.]:” advertised by the copistería 

of Mateo Mintegui where it was purchased by Castro.74 The work consists of a theme and six 

variations and was one of the Spanish-period works that Sor revised and greatly augmented to 

construct a concert piece suitable for the Philharmonic Society concerts. The revised edition 

is the Clementi one published under his supervision soon after he arrived in London, which I 

suggest he played at his debut concert. Jeffery’s bibliographical description of this edition 

begins: “This works is a revised version of opus 3 omitting one variation and the minuet, and 

adding an introduction, three new variations, and a coda.”75 This is incorrect. Meissonnier’s 

unauthorised edition numbered “opus 3” was derived from the Castro edition, and rather than 

being “revised’, was subjected to editorial interference. The minuet had nothing to do with 

the set of variations so it was not “omitted”. Sor had his own autograph manuscript of the 

original work, which he revised for performance in concert, either in Paris after 1813 or in 

London after March 1815. This was published later that year by Clementi with an 

Introduction, ‘Larghetto cantabile’; Thêma, ‘Andante con moto’; eight variations, (number 

five is a ‘Minore’); and a Coda with a ‘Lento ad. Lib. in the middle of it. Sor sent this edition 

to Meissonnier, where it was slightly altered to become the Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12.  

It seems that Sor revised this edition once more, omitting variation seven and changing 

the notes in Var. II, bar 6. If the variation had been cut by Meissonnier, it would probably 

have been corrected when Sor revised the second edition of his Collection Complète. This did 

not occur, so it seems he sent the published edition to Meissonnier with the deletions marked. 

The actual engraving so closely resembles the Clementi edition that it must be the apograph. 

                                                 
72 “At the end of 1814 he decided to move to England, where he remained for ten years; there he won the reputation which 
placed him in the front rank of European pianists. He stayed first for a few weeks in Bath, where in January 1815 he gave 
four successful concerts. He then took up residence in London, where his rise to fame was rapid.” Paul Dekeyser, 
‘Kalkbrenner, Frédéric [Friedrich Wilhelm Michael]’, Grove Music Online edited L. Macy, 
<http://www.grovemusic.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz>, accessed 21 January 2006,  
73 Number 17 in the misbound first volume collection in BnF Vm7 2383. 
74 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
75 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 154. 
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The changes made by Meissonnier include: altered grace-notes; slurs added or omitted; poor 

grouping in Var. IV, bar 3, of the kind in the Sonate Op. 15(b); the Coda is poorly labelled; 

the Lento ad. Lib., which should appear after the first fermata, second system, final page is 

omitted, leaving a mysterious “1o Tempo’ at the fermata on the fifth system. These changes 

look like misreadings but Sor does correct them in his later revision. These editions are a 

wonderful illustration of his development: of the six variations in the Castro edition, numbers 

two, three, four and five make it into the Clementi edition, with very instructive differences 

that Sor refining his harmonic utilisation of the guitar. The ornamentation in the Clementi 

edition is closer to what I believe was Sor’s own practice. Based on production averages, this 

edition probably appeared between May and December 1820. 

Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13 
The next edition in plate order is the Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175. It is my 

view that the first edition (now lost) had the imprint: “Rue Montmartre No. 182, au coin du 

Boulevard et à Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 49”, which was later 

restruck with the “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28” address, 

dated February–August 1822.76 The date given by Jeffery is for the “Galerie des Panoramas, 

No. 15…”, referring to the plate shown below, which he dates “1822–25”:77  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (175.)  
TITLE: Quatrième Divertissement Op. 
13 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Feb. 1821). This issue: Feb. 1822–
Aug. 1822 
SOURCE: Lost 1st edition: “Rue 
Montmartre No. 182, au coin du 
Boulevard et à Toulouse, chez 
Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 
49”. Re-struck BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB 
5.614 with catalogue; DKB R&B-S No. 
699 with a timbre fiscal.  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Aug. 1820–Mar. 1821. Re-
struck for Collection Complète 1st ed. 
Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823. 

This plate was restruck in February–August 1822. The reason this can be asserted is that the 

Grand Solo Op. 14, plate 188, ostensibly thirteen plates later, has the earlier “Boulevard 

                                                 
76 Copies in Brussels KCB 5.614 with catalogue with the same imprint; DKB R&B-S no. 699 with a timbre fiscal stamp 
showing that it was sold in this form and BnF Vm8 u. 113 in the Collection Complète. 
77 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 154–155. 
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Montmartre, No. 4” imprint dated September 1820–January 1822, which was used before the 

“Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15…” imprint (above). The plate shown above cannot be the 

first issue. The plain swelled rule used in this edition omits the arrowhead terminations of 

longer rules in earlier versions of the “Rue Montmartre No. 182, au coin du Boulevard et à 

Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 49” address. The same swelled rule 

appears in Antoine de Lhoyer Six Duos Concertans pour deux Guitares Op. 35, plate 127, 

showing the earlier imprint address:78 

 

Example 20. Antoine de Lhoyer, Six Duos Concertans pour deux Guitares Op. 35, plate 127, title page, 
reproduction from Erik Stenstadvold, ‘Antoine de Lhoyer (1768–1852)’ in Soundboard, Winter 2003, p. 21. 

In the example below, the four plates surrounding plate 175 are compared showing plates 135 

and 144 placed before it and plate 188 after. The “…Rue Montmartre No. 182, au coin du 

Boulevard et à Toulouse, chez Meissonnier Aîné et Cie, Rue St Rome N° 49” imprint on Op. 

12, plate 144, is the oldest address shown here and was last used in August 1820 or March 

1821 just before the address changed to the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 et à Toulouse, Rue 

St. Rome No. 49…”, seen here on Op. 14, plate 188. This address may have been used from 

as early as September 1820 but no later than April 1821 when the Toulouse address changed. 

The change of imprint that followed this was caused by Meissonnier’s move to: “Galerie des 

Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse, …Rue St Rome N° 28” in February 1822. What we see in 

the plates 135 and 144, below, is the house style with the smaller “à Paris” swelled rules and 

the larger plate number. Plate number 188 has the new house style for the Boulevard 

Montmartre, No. 4, which alters the “à Paris” by removing the rule and curving the top line 

into a ‘smiley’. The Toulouse address exactly resembles plates 135 and 144 with the 

exception of the street number, which changes to “N° 48”. This number needed to be changed 

but to “N° 28” not to “N° 48”. 

                                                 
78 Erik Stenstadvold, ‘Antoine de Lhoyer (1768–1852)’ in Soundboard, Winter 2003, pp. 19–27. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 
Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (135.)  
TITLE: Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze 
Menuets Op. 11  
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Feb. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; Spencer 
Collection, RAM copies same. 

Plate number (144.)  
TITLE: Quatrième Fantaisie Op. 12 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1816–Aug. 1820 
(latest Mar. 1821). 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 very faded; same as restruck BnF 
Vm8 u. 113 and Spencer Collection RAM 
issues same.  

Plate number (175.)  
TITLE: Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13 
IMPRINT DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822 
SOURCE: Re-struck BnF Vm8 u. 113; 
KCB 5.614 with catalogue; DKB R&B-S 
No. 699 with a timbre fiscal.  

Plate number (188.)  
TITLE: Grand Solo Op. 14 
IMPRINT DATE: May 1821–Jan. 1822. 
[Accepting “No. 48” is an engraver’s 
misreading of “No. 28”] 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; Spencer 
Collection RAM revised Sor. 

 

The out of sequence imprint is therefore plate 175 (above), which would have resembled 

the previous three plates before it was restruck, when it was given an address identical to 

plates 135, 144. The “à Paris” remained as it is and only the next line down was restruck in 

order to drop in the new imprint: “Au Magasin de Musique de A. MEISSONNIER, Galerie 

des Panoramas N° 15”. It was at this point that the error in the bottom line was detected and 

“N° 48” became “N° 28”. The decision of an engraver to follow the style of the older imprint 

when re-striking a plate is dictated by the need to minimise damage, which means placing a 

new address in the contour of the old one. Had the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” address, 

identical to plate 188, been present on plate 175, the restruck Galerie des Panoramas address 

would have had the same ‘smiley’ contour. Because of its style, we can see that plate 175 

must originally have had the previous imprint address of plate 144, based on the “à Paris” 

style. An example of this convention is the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234 (below), 

which has the ‘smiley’ contour of a “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” address, restruck with the 

later Galerie des Panoramas address:  
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (234.)  
TITLE: Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16 
IMPRINT DATE: February–August 1822 
or May 1821–January 1822. 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614, restruck in 
BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
LISTING: Next plate no. 235 in Bib. Fr. 
14 June 1823 (Jeffery 1994, p. 84) not 
relevant. 
EST. DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822 also 
Collection Complète 1st ed. Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823. Revised in 2nd ed. Collection 
Complète. 

The Toulouse line of the address was “No. 49” until May 1821, when it was changed to 

“No. 48” in error, which it remained until Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet, plate [2]44, 

issued after February 1822, when the No. 28 first appears on Sor title pages. Plates with “No. 

28” on them indicate a plate that was restruck after that date.  

The first edition of the Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, plate 175, is lost but must have 

had the imprint address: “Rue Montmartre, No 182 et à Toulouse, Chez Meissonnier Ainé et 

Compie. Mds. de Musique, Rue St. Rome, No 49”. This would have been one of the last plates 

from this address, which means that it was either published in August 1820, if Meissonnier 

moved to his new address in September 1820, or in the month before whichever date, at the 

latest March 1821 if that occurred in April 1821.79  

The title page of Op. 13 claims this as an easy and carefully fingered edition.80 The 

London copies are carefully fingered but this is specifically not advertised on the title page. 

This is the first indication that Sor had in London the reputation that he acquired in Paris of 

writing impossible guitar music that needed careful fingering to decode. This edition shows 

by his voluntary provision of careful fingering that he was under similar pressure. The phrase 

“fingered with care”81 was later used in the Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31 and the 

Vingt Quatre Exercices Très Faciles Soigneusement Doigtés Pour La Guitare Op. 35, which 

were published by Sor himself.  

                                                 
79 The missing song numbers 240–252 of the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare are those that cover the period from October 1820 
to April 1821 during which time Meissonier moved to the Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4. 
80 « Facile et Soigneusement doigtée » 
81 « Doigtées avec soin » 
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BOULEVARD MONTMARTRE, NO. 4 …RUE ST. 
ROME, NO. 48 [SIC 28] 

Meissonier moved to the Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4, in either September 1820 or as late as 

April 1821. The song plates cannot confirm this date because Stenstadvold was unable to find 

“…song numbers 240–252 of October 1820 through March 1821…”.82 He was able to 

confirm that the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare song imprints had their Toulouse addresses 

changed to “No. 28” in May 1821. From May 1821 to January 1822 the imprint address on 

the song plates became “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 …Rue St. Rome, No. 28”,83 which is 

how it remained until c. 1827. The first Sor edition with the new imprint is the Grand Solo 

Op. 14, plate 188, which has the address “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 …Rue St. Rome, No. 

48 [sic 28]”. The song plates therefore show “No. 49” in Toulouse until April 1821, and in 

May 1821 this changed to “No. 28”, there is no evidence that “No. 48” on the instrumental 

plates was an intermediate address.  

This makes the address on Sor’s plate 188 an error introduced at this changeover and 

perpetuated in a run of incorrect addresses that continued until Meissonnier moved to the 

“Galerie neuve des Panoramas, No. 15” as appears on Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234. 

Therefore the address “…Rue St Rome N°. 48” must always be read as “…Rue St Rome N°. 

28”. The Toulouse address was removed in September 1822 and when it was reinstated on 

Sor’s Op. 23 dated after 19 August 1825, Meissonnier was at the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 

25” and used the correct Toulouse address. In discussing the previous imprint I found that 

Meissonnier probably moved in September 1820, using the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 et 

à Toulouse …Rue St. Rome, No. 49” address from September 1820 to April 1821. 

Instrumental plates 176–187 would have all have had this address. The misprinted street 

number on the Grand Solo Op. 14, plate 188, means that it would have been published 

between May 1821 and January 1822 after this,.  

Grand Solo Op. 14 
This work may have been first advertised at the Madrid copistería of Mateo Mintegui,84 who 

sold a copy to Salvador Castro de Gistau while Sor was in Spain, which he published in Paris 

                                                 
82 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 26, footnote 35. 
83 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, pp. 25–27. 
84 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
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under the title: Sonata Prima.85 Meissonnier published a first edition renamed as the Grand 

Solo Op. 14, plate 188, and a later revision with the same plate number and title page: a copy 

of the first edition, first issue, is in the Brussels Conservatoire identified by the incorrect 

Toulouse address;86 the second issue is in the Collection Complète des Œuvres de 

Ferdinando Sor in the BnF in Paris.87 The second edition was revised at Sor’s insistence on 

his return from Russia and has the same title. A copy is in the bound volume: ‘Œuvres de F. 

Sor’ in the Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music.88 The apograph manuscript that 

was used by Meissonnier for the Grand Solo Op. 14, plate 188, must have been a sent from 

London and the edition could not have been personally supervised by Sor (who had not yet 

left). It could also not have been supervised by Carlos Sor (who left Paris sometime in 1820). 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (188.)  
TITLE: Grand Solo Op. 14 
IMPRINT DATE: May 1821–Jan. 1822. 
[Accepting “No. 48” is an engraver’s 
misreading of “No. 28”] 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: After May 1821 before Jan. 
1822. In Collection Complète 1st ed. 
Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823. Revised in 2nd ed. 
Collection Complète. 

In the following example the first four bars of this work are shown: Meissonnier’s first 

edition (top); the revised second edition (middle); and the earlier Castro edition (bottom). The 

middle example has the revisions made by Sor himself as announced on 6 December 1826, 

and published by 4 March 1827. The first level of corrections by Sor were the alterations to 

the Meissonnier edition of May 1821–January 1822 replaced deleted grace notes, inserted 

and deleted dynamics and fixed simplified chords and deleted notes. The second level of 

corrections is more complex and shows the composer’s revisions that Sor made to the Castro 

edition of the work, which can be seen in the bottom example:  

                                                 
85 Salvador Castro de Gistau, Journal de Musique Étrangère, plate 50, BnF Vm7 2383 and BnF Vm7 2383A. 
86 Copy with the KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
87 BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
88 Antoine Meissonnier, Collection Complète des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor, revised by Sor in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ in the 
Spencer Collection in the Royal Academy of Music. 
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Example 21. Sor, Grand Solo Op. 14, bars 1–4, Meissonnier, first edition Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 
113 (top); second edition, revised Sor, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM (middle); Sor, Sonata 
Prima, Castro de Gistau, Journal de Musique Étrangère, BnF, Vm7 2383 (bottom). 

It was probably Mintegui’s copy of the manuscript advertised as: “gran sinfonía de Sors, [40 

rs.]:…”89 on 24 October 1806 that was acquired by Castro, whose imprints show that it was 

published after August 1805 with the changed title of Sonata Prima. Sor would have known 

that this work did not fit the English conception of a sonata rejecting his Spanish manuscript 

title of ‘Gran Sinfonía’ for Grand Solo instead. In a number of his London concerts the word 

“Solo” in his programmes refer to this work.90 He must have made many performer’s 

revisions eventually sending one state of the manuscript to Meissonnier to publish.  

                                                 
89 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 87, 24 October 1806, p. 904; Gazeta de Barcelona, no. 90, 1 November 1806, p. 1292. 
90 See my Chapter 5, ‘Sor’s London Concert Performances’. 
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The revised London manuscript edited Meissonnier introduced the first errors after May 

1821 (above, top). Sor later revised this edition later forcing him to publish a definitive 

edition in 1827 (above, middle). The differences between the definitive edition and the Castro 

edition (above, bottom) are: the removal of the parallel sixths in the grace notes on the first 

beats and the absence of dynamics. The two chords that are simplified in bars 2 and 4 by 

Meissonnier are virtually identical the Castro version and in Sor’s 1827 revision, indicating 

that he made unauthorised changes. Sor refined his initial conception by adding a fifth note to 

the chord in bar 4 forcing the right thumb to play more than one note probably by spreading 

the notes; he also introducing dynamics and simplified ornamentation. The title Grand Solo is 

added as a caption to the definitive edition. A close reading of these three editions shows the 

Castro edition to be a good source of Sor’s early conception of this work, which is suitable 

for performance with some corrections from Sor’s revised edition. Meissonnier must used a 

now lost intermediate apograph manuscript, making it difficult to identify all the changes that 

his French editorial prism imposed in his first edition, which has to be considered the worst 

of the three texts.  

GALERIE DES PANORAMAS, NO. 15 …RUE ST 

ROME N° 28 
This imprint appears in the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare as: “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et 

à Toulouse …Rue St Rome N° 28” from February to August 1822. Sor probably left London 

with his young ballerina wife soon after 12 July 182291 in time to supervise Meissonnier’s 

mid-July to August 1822 editions, which were published before the Toulouse address was 

deleted from his imprint.  

Cinquième Fantaisie Opus 16 
The earliest copy of the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234, has the otherwise unknown 

imprint: “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N°. 48”. As can be seen 

below, the “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” part of the address has the ‘smiley’ contour of 

the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” imprint while, on the second line, retaining the last line of 

the old imprint, the incorrect “…Rue St Rome N°. 48” address in Toulouse: 

                                                 
91 “Félicité Hullin danced a special examination for the Opera in Paris on 21 September 1822 and an official one on 8 
November 1822 for her debut according to the file in the Archives Nationales.” Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 71. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (234.)  
TITLE: Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16 
IMPRINT DATE: May 1821–January 
1822 or February–August 1822. 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614, restruck in 
BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
LISTING: Next plate 235 in Bib. Fr. 14 
June 1823 (Jeffery 1994, p.84) not 
relevant. 
EST. DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822 also 
Collection Complète 1st ed. Sep. 1822–
Aug. 1823. Revised in 2nd ed. Collection 
Complète. 

Stenstadvold does not record this error as occurring in the Journal, which from May 1821, 

has the Toulouse address altered to: “…Rue St Rome N°. 28”. He also does not record the 

incorrect “N°. 48” in the instrumental plates. In my opinion, the change of address was the 

catalyst for a re-examination of the house style in the course of which Meissonnier made the 

error of combining the new “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” with the old Toulouse “N°. 48” 

address. This means that the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234, in Brussels92 is an issue 

from a restruck plate dated between February and August 1822 that left the Toulouse address 

untouched when hammering out the “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4” portion. This first edition 

(I know of no copy) therefore had the imprint: “Boulevard Montmartre, No. 4 …Rue St Rome 

N°. 48 [sic 28]” used between May 1821 and January 1822, sharing the imprint used for the 

Grand Solo, plate 188. This identifies Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet as the first plate 

from the address: “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15”. 

In my view the less likely alternative is that Meissonnier kept his ‘smiley’ “Boulevard 

Montmartre, No. 4…” design when he moved to the “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” and 

failed to see the Toulouse error. This means it would have persisted on instrumental plates at 

least until Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet, plate [2]44, when the error was suddenly 

corrected. It should be possible to confirm whether a ‘smiley’ design was ever used at the 

Galerie des Panoramas imprint, which would means Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234 

(above) was not restruck and should be dated later as February and August 1822 instead of 

May 1821–January 1822.  

Jeffery in his ‘Catalogue of Works’ dates the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16 at June 1823, 

justifying this as follows: “The plate number of Op. 16, 234, is near 235 which the 

                                                 
92 KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
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Bibliographie de la France listed on 14 June 1823”.93 I cannot find plate 235 mentioned here. 

The only Meissonnier entry in the Bibliographie de la France of 14 June 1823 is no. 106, 

reproduced below, which lists romances by various composers: Henri François Berton (1784–

1832) for example, who taught singing at the Conservatoire from 1820 to the end of 1827 and 

was known for his romances;94 and Antoine Romagnesi a song composer at No. 16, galerie 

des Panoramas next door to Meissonnier with whom he collaborated 

 

Example 22. Bibliographie de la France, Douzième Année (26e de la Collection.) (No. 24.), Saturday, 14 June 
1823, pp. 348–349. Note the wrong address of No. 5 instead of “No. 15, Galerie des Panaramas”, suggesting the 
new address was unfamiliar. 

The works listed here are all songs. I am uncertain why Jeffery drew this conclusion. The 

song plate numbers are unrelated to the instrumental plate numbers used for the Cinquième 

Fantaisie Op. 16 by this time. These songs may have been used in 1823 in the final year of 

the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare when, as Stenstadvold points out, there is “no longer a 

correlation”95 between Journal plate numbers and folio series instrumental plates. I suggest 

that the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, plate 234, cannot therefore be related to plate 235 as 

Jeffery suggests. 

This plate also exists in a yet later state with an added opus number and a moved price 

indication, which otherwise leaves the rest of the imprint address untouched. This later plate 

was restruck for the Collection Complète, that was issued between September 1822 and 

October 1824, probably after Sor left for Russia: 

                                                 
93 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, pp. 82–84 at note 9. 
94 To 1 January 1828. David Charlton. ‘Berton’ Grove Music Online in Oxford Music Online. Accessed 8 Oct. 2008 
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/subscriber/article/grove/music/02931pg3>. 
95 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (234.)  
TITLE: Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16 
IMPRINT DATE: Feb. 1822–Oct. 1824. 
[“No. 48” sic “28”] 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 restruck title 
page, but same as KCB B-Bc 5.614.  
LISTING: Next plate 235 listed in Bib. Fr. 
14 June 1823 (Jeffery 1994, p.84) not 
relevant. 
EST. DATE: Re-struck in Collection 
Complète 1st ed. Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823. 

Sor’s revisions of 1827 look like responses to Meissonnier’s complaints that his music was 

impossible to play, for example in bars 5 and 9:  

 

Example 23. Sor, Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, bars 4–11, Meissonnier first edition, KCB, shelf B-Bc 5.614 
(top) compared to revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, (below). 

Sor judged fingering of the chord in bar 5 in the first edition to be unnecessary—all that was 

required was to read the notes! In his revision the fingering seems to say in an exasperated 

tone: “See! That’s how!” This fingering suggests the problem was the four-fret stretch 

between fingers 3 and 4 of the left hand, shown in this detail of the revised edition bar 5: 
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The second kind of “impossible” chord is in bar 9 and was caused by transposed fingering in 

the first edition (below left), which was corrected on Sor’s instruction with Meissonnier 

stamping the fingering over existing fingerings (below right). This worked better for 2 over 1 

than for 1 over 2, as we can see here: 

 

The complex notation of the original is left untouched, with no corrections at all in the later 

revision, suggesting that the first edition was adequately proof-read and corrected by Sor in 

the first place. Further additions and corrections are made in the Introduction and Variation 6 

to fingering and in Variation 5 by adding slurs.  

If the first edition of the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16 in Brussels96 turns out to be dated 

February–August 1822 (which is unlikely), it is possible that Sor corrected the plates after 20 

July 1822—the earliest that he could have returned to Paris from London. The probable date 

of May 1821–January 1822 would have found Sor still in London, explaining this wrong 

fingering as that of Meissonnier, Sor not being available to supervise, or having to do so by 

correspondence that does not survive.  

Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet [Op. 15(a)] 
The Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet, plate [2]44, is the first Sor edition to have the 

corrected “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse …Rue St Rome N° 28” address dated 

February–August 1822. The plate number “44” is a misprint. The preceding plate number is 

                                                 
96 KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
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188, the following plate number is 258, both with the same imprint address, making it likely 

the correct number for this plate is [2]44. This seems to have been conceived as a budget 

edition issued without a title page like the Sonate Op. 15(b) and when it later came to be 

included in Meissonnier’s collected edition, he consigned the work to opus 15. Also like the 

Sonate this edition was published with a caption plate, suggesting use in the Journal de Lyre 

ou Guitare, but the lack of a volume and issue numbers indicates this was not the case.  

The caption on the first page of the music has the following imprint: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number [2]44.  
TITLE: Les Folies d’Espagne et un 
Menuet [Op. 15(a)] 
IMPRINT DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822. 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822. 

It is possible this plate was personally supervised by Sor. Jeffery describes it as “…very 

probably an early work [from Sor’s Spanish period]”,97 seemingly on the basis that it is an 

easy work based on the quintessentially Spanish folia. In my view this is not sufficient by 

itself to consign this work to Sor’s Spanish period. It may have been based on an early 

manuscript in his collection, but so were many of his other works (some at the highest level 

of virtuosity). Others had a more obvious didactic intention. I suspect Meissonnier may have 

asked Sor for easy pieces as he says in his Méthode…: “When I arrived in France, people said 

to me, “Make us some easy tunes:” I was very willing to do so; but I discovered that easy 

meant incorrect, or, at least, incomplete.”98 Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet, plate [2]44, 

does not approach the difficulty of the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, which was prepared for 

publication at about the same time.  

It is possible to see that in this work Sor is using chords that can almost exclusively be 

played with three right-hand fingers, exceptionally making it necessary to use the ring finger, 

which he explains in his Méthode… is his preference.99 Sor did not exempt easy pieces from 

                                                 
97 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, pp. 26–27. 
98 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 43. « On me disait, quand je suis arrivé en France, faites-nous des airs 
faciles : je le voulais bien ; mais je m'aperçus que facile voulait dire incorrect ou du moins incomplet. » Sor, Méthode…, p. 
76. 
99 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 45. Sor, Méthode…, pp. 79–80. 
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being “correct” or support them being “incomplete” and just before he says this, he says that 

he thinks it desirable that a guitarist should be a harmonist, having been objected to un-named 

critics saying that not all pianists need be harmonists to play the piano. Sor explains: 

The music given to be studied on the pianoforte, simple and easy as it may be, is written 
correctly, almost always well composed, and the pupil acquires a habit of correctness, of 
regular progression of the base [sic], natural transitions, chords well prepared and 
properly resolved;, but unfortunately not all guitar music is of this kind. Generally the 
easiest is the least correct, because it has been agreed to call correctness difficulty…  

…Yet I think the day will come when learners of the guitar will form their ideas by 
correct music. I am not the only one that writes such music.100 

Les Folies d’Espagne et un Menuet applies the same principles and careful notation he used 

in his concert works. The technique required to realise the notation is not very difficult, 

producing a well wrought incidental piece as a didactic expression of his basic principles, 

compositional, grammatical, technical, and notational that he applied playing the guitar. 

Six Valtzes Op. 17 and Six Valtzes Op. 18 
The Six Valtzes Op. 17, plate 258, has the “Galerie neuve des Panoramas, No. 15, et À 

Toulouse, chez Meissonnier aîné et Comp[agn]ie Rue St. Rome, No. 28” address and must be 

one of the last plates with this imprint dated February–August 1822. This title plate with the 

plate number 258, had to be reused for the second Set of Six Valtzes Op. 18, which had its 

music plates numbered 261:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (258.)  
TITLE: Six Valtzes … [1er _Livre Op. 
17]. 
IMPRINT DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822. 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614; BnF Vm8 
u. 113 4e.Walze misprint fixed (bar 43). 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: August 1822. 

                                                 
100 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 43. « La musique que l'on donne à étudier sur le piano , toute simple et facile 
qu'elle puisse être, est écrite correctement, presque toujours bien composée, et l'écolier contracte l'habitude de la correction , 
d'une marche de basse régulière, des transitions naturelles , des accords bien préparés et bien résolus; mais malheureusement 
toute la musique de guitare n'est pas de même. Généralement la plus facile est la moins correcte , parce qu'on est convenu 
d'appeler difficulté la correction. … Je crois pourtant que le jour viendra où les écoliers de guitare formeront leurs idées 
d'après la musique correcte. Je ne suis pas le seul qui en écrive;… ». Sor, Méthode…, pp. 75–76. 
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Below is the hand-corrected title plate number 258 that was reused for the second Set of Six 

Valtzes Op. 18, which probably makes these two editions into a set of twelve waltzes: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (258.) [261 inside] 
TITLE: Six Valtzes … [1er _Livre Op. 17 
the “7” changed to “8” by hand]. 
IMPRINT DATE: Feb. 1822–Aug. 1822. 
SOURCE: KCB B-Bc 5.614; BnF Vm8 
u. 113 has added fingering 2e.Walze (bar 
33), 6e.Walze (bar 36 & 56)  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: August 1822. 

Something must have gone wrong with the engraving of the first title plate, requiring a new 

corrected title plate to be issued, as shown here in a later issue: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (261.)  
TITLE: Six Valtzes … 2e Livre Op. 18. 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823. 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Music plates August 1822. 
This title plate after September 1822. 

The title plate number 261 is now harmonised with the music plates but independently 

reveals that Meissonnier had run into some problem with his brother Louis in Toulouse that 

resulted in the removal of his name from the imprint, which now simply reads: “Galerie 

neuve des Panoramas, No. 15”. The changes of address shows that the Op. 17 title page and 

the music plates of both opera 17 and 18 were dated August 1822 and the revised Op. 18 title 

plate appeared shortly after, probably in September 1822.  

The notation used by Sor in these waltzes includes cross-string fingering, with carefully 

fingered notes, well indicated by slurs and note durations where the fingering is ambiguous. 

These plates show signs of being engraved under Sor’s supervision and must have been 

proofread by him before publication. In his revised Collection Complète, minimal changes 

are necessary with fingering added to both Op. 17 and Op. 18 plates and one misprint is 

fixed. This misprint is very important as it provides a key to the fingering. The staccato 
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indications at bar 43 show that Sor conceived this whole passage as a dominant chord played 

with a barré on the II position anchored by the second finger on the third string b, allowing 

the durations to be controlled with the left hand: 

 

Example 24. Sor, Six Waltzes Op. 17, misprint at bar 43, Meissonnier first edition Collection Complète, BnF 
Vm8 u. 113 (top) corrected in revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, 
(below). Fingering added by me.  

There are other ways of fingering this passage but it is my view that Sor did not want the b 

notes in bar 43 to be played open and indicates this with three staccatos. The whole passage 

can be played in position VII with the same effect but Sor probably granted the performer the 

prerogative in fingering a piece. The immediately preceding four-bar phrase has in bar 39 a 

difficult stretch for the grace note which is radically facilitated by sliding the 2nd finger down 

from the e on the third string, preparing the chord while sliding: 

 

Example 25. Sor Six Waltzes Op. 17, no. 4, revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer 
Collection, RAM. Fingering added by me. 
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Working backwards from this solution, the fingering I believe Sor may have intended is 

likely to have been similar to what I propose above.  

The Six Waltzes Op. 18 have fingerings added in the second and sixth waltzes: 

 

Example 26. Sor Six Waltzes Op. 18, no. 6, in Meissonnier first edition Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113 
(top); revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, (below). Fingering added by 
me. 

In the example above the lack of the fingering makes this passage quite difficult to work out 

and the resulting solution but by adding the open string indication in bar 37 Sor’s whole 

intention suddenly emerges. On other occasions Sor’s failure to add a fingering appears 

justified on the basis that the notation indicates the duration of the notes, so no other solution 

is possible. An example might be the second waltz in Op. 18, which seems to me to indicate 

an open e1 at bar 33 and a unison e1 on the second string following it: 

 

Example 27. . Sor, Six Waltzes Op. 18, no. 2, bars 36–36, Meissonnier first edition Collection Complète,, BnF 
Vm8 u. 113 (top) showing the added fingering in revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer 
Collection, RAM. 
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These minor changes show that the added fingerings were a later clarification, probably 

asked of Sor by Meissonnier for the revision. The relative simplicity of the notation meant 

that either the first editions were supervised or Meissonnier simply got it right. If Sor 

supervised these first editions this would have been in about August 1822, since he probably 

arrived in Paris in late July with Félicité Hullin in time for her first ballet examination in 

September 1822. 

GALERIE NEUVE DES PANORAMAS, NO. 15 
The new title page for the Six Valtzes opus 18 has a printed “2e Livre” and a new corrected 

plate number with the address: “Galerie neuve des Panoramas, No. 15” (above). Therefore the 

imprint dates for this plate are between September 1822 and October 1824. The new title 

plate may have been published as an immediate correction but could also have been an 

alteration made later for the first edition of the Collection Complète.  

Six Airs Choisis Op. 19 and Thême Varié Op. 20 
The next works to be published begin four plates later with the Six Airs Choisis de l’Opéra de 

Mozart Op. 19, plate 265, immediately followed by the Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, 

plate 266:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (265.)  
TITLE: Six Airs Choisis de l’Opéra de 
Mozart Op. 19. 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB 
Brussels B-Bc 5.614 is the same)  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: October to November 1822. 

Plate number (266.)  
TITLE: Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 
20. 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB 
Brussels B-Bc 5.614 is the same)  
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: October to November 1822. 
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These two plate numbers were preceded by plates 262–264 with the same address, supporting 

the estimate of October to November 1822 by average. The Six Airs Choisis de l’Opéra de 

Mozart Op. 19 and Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, must have been supervised by Sor 

before he left for Russia. This was after Sor’s return to Paris and before he played his concert 

there in February 1823.101 It was also before 5 February 1823 when Félicité Hullin “…made 

her official debut at the Paris Opera”.102 Sor must have attended this debut, and it is not clear 

how long she needed to wait to find out that she had no future in Paris. The party could have 

left some months later in time to reach Warsaw on 12 October 1823 on the way to Russia.103 

This hypothesis is supported by the textual quality of these editions. The Six Airs Choisis de 

l’Opéra de Mozart Op. 19 is relatively faultless, with no fingering, beautifully laid out with 

notation carefully voiced to clarify the fingering and ornaments carefully distinguished—not 

Meissonnier’s usual practice. This edition is of a calibre equal to or better than any London 

edition supervised by Sor, an outcome that I suggest was due to the co-operation between Sor 

and Meissonnier in the engraving process.  

The Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, plate 266, exists in two issues by Meissonnier 

of which the first issue in the Brussels Conservatoire is the same as the first edition of the 

Collection Complète in Paris.104 This is the issue Sor would have supervised and it is also 

carefully engraved, with only one misprint.105 In the revised Collection Complète (below) 

fingering was added to the first plate only, apart from that no other corrections were made.106  

 

Example 28. Sor Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, Introduction bars 17–19, Meissonnier first edition 
Collection Complète,, BnF Vm8 u. 113 (top); revised Collection Complète, ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer 
Collection, RAM, (below). 

                                                 
101 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 76. 
102 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 66. 
103 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 77. 
104 KCB B-Bc 5.614 and two copies in the Bibliothèque nationale, BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
105 Bar 7 of Variation 3. 
106 Spencer Collection, RAM, facsimile in Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982. 
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The fingering added to bar 18 and 19 (above), however, contradicts the notation and is all but 

impossible, which suggest that either Sor made a mistake or this was an unauthorised solution 

added by Meissonnier. The passage from bar 171–3 rising to the first inversion A-minor chord 

is important because it shows that Sor requires a guitar with a raised fretboard on top of the 

body in the Spanish style. Guitars with the frets set in the table do not typically have the c1 on 

the fifteenth fret of the fifth course. In the following example the fingering suggested is mine: 

 

Example 29. Sor Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, Introduction bars 13–22 copy in the RAM, Spencer 
Collection, facsimile in Jeffery Complete Works 1982. The added fingering in square brackets shows Sor’s 
conception of this work. 

Fingering clutters up the score. Using two systems this piece can be rendered as follows: 

 

Example 30. Sor Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20. Showing the remarkable use of the fifteenth fret c1 and 
the fingering at bars 18, 21 and 22. 
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The whole passage is surprisingly modern, with fingering that is reminiscent of Villa Lobos 

or Stepan Rak, using a continuous pedal-point e1 over notes played up to the XIII position 

with the c1 on the fifteenth fret of the fifth course and the repetition of the right-hand a finger 

on the e1 pedal-point.  

Meissonnier appears to misunderstand this completely. His fingering added at the end of 

the engraving process is impossible to play. In the example below the fingering shows that he 

assumed the first chord in bar 18 to be voiced on the fourth to the first strings, from the 

bottom up, with the e1 on the third course creating an impossible stretch: 

 

Example 31. Sor Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, Introduction bars 17–18 revised Collection Complète, 
‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, facsimile in Jeffery Complete Works, 1982.  

This fingering is repeated in bar 19, so it cannot be accidental. The idea of a pedal-point on 

the open e1 seems never to have entered Meissonnier’s mind. Sor’s notation is astonishingly 

modern for October or November 1822. 

The Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon 
The Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon was published by Meissonnier without an opus 

number and with a caption on the first music plate, suggesting its use in the Journal de Lyre 

ou Guitare or in Les Troubadour des Salons after January 1824. The lack of volume numbers 

and a date on these plates suggest that this was a cheaper edition intended for amateurs:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (272.)  
TITLE: Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon 
[no opus] 
CAPTION IMPRINT: Sep. 1823–Oct. 
1824.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113; KCB B-Bc 
5.614 is the same. 
LISTING: None 
EST. DATE: Before October 1823. 

It is not known when the “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 en face du Théâtre de Mr. Comte” 

variant was first used, which means that the estimated date is September 1822–October 1824. 
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The last plate with this imprint is Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21, plate 304. The first 

plate must have been number 234, which means 43 plates were issued from the “Galerie des 

Panoramas, No. 15” address in 33 months. It is fair to estimate this plate as issued in early 

1823, making it just possible that Sor supervised its production before he left for Russia in 

time to arrive in Warsaw by 12 October 1823.  

The ‘Sor Collection’ Catalogue 
The description “Sor Collection” first appears in the Meissonnier catalogue issued with the 

Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, the Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, and the Six 

Valtzes Op. 17, in the Brussels Conservatoire.107 The caption typography resembles the 

Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon and was issued from the same address. The Sor editions 

mentioned in this catalogue are in the two bound volumes in Brussels, which contain 

individual issues of Sor’s works (some of which are missing) that were probably collected 

close to their date of issue.108 The order of binding loosely conforms to genre rather than opus 

number, and there are too many missing issues to justify them as a disassembled collected 

edition that was subsequently rebound. This is confirmed by the fact that many of the copies 

it contains are individually stamped, either with a timbre fiscal or with the signature stamp 

used by Antoine Meissonnier. Such stamps do not appear in the Collection Complète copies 

in Paris nor in the revised edition Collection Complète in the Spencer Collection.  

The catalogue reproduced below lists the Sor opera 1–20 editions published by Antoine 

Meissonnier in Paris. No other composer is mentioned, and this appears to be the first sign of 

a complete edition of Sor’s guitar works was being considered by Meissonnier. The title ‘Sor 

Collection’ survives as a catalogue, not as a coversheet to be used as a wrapper for a collected 

edition made up of the mentioned editions. The ‘Sor Collection’ catalogue could have formed 

a passe-partout coversheet or title page allowing Meissonnier to make up a collected edition 

on demand, although it has not survived in this form. Jeffery mentions copies of collected 

editions up to Op. 19 but does not give the locations.109 This catalogue goes up to Op. 20. The 

alteration to individual imprint addresses on Meissonnier plates suggests that the first such 

edition would have had the same address as the ‘Sor Collection’ catalogue: “Galerie des 

Panoramas No. 15”. This would explain plates being restruck in harmony with this catalogue, 

as was later done for the “Boulevard Montmartre No. 25” imprint of the Collection Complète. 

                                                 
107 As part of two bound volumes KCB B-Bc 5.613 and KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
108 The missing Sor editions are: Opuses 3, 5, 11, 14, 16, 21, 34, 37, 38, 39, 41–49, 51–53 and 55–63. 
109 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 169. 
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Example 32. Catalogue included with Sor, Introduction et Thême Varié Op. 20, also in Sor, Quatrième 
Divertissement Op. 13, and Sor, Six Valtzes Op. 17, in the Brussels Conservatoire, B-Bc 5.613 and B-Bc 5.614. 

In the first thirteen opus numbers in editions of which I know, Meissonnier altered the 

caption plate imprint of Op. 3 to the subsequent address so that: 

Au Bureau du Journal de Lyre, / Chez MEISSONNIER, Rue Montmartre, No. 182 au 
coin du Boulevard 
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was altered to add the Toulouse details to the imprint address as follows: 

Au Bureau du Journal de Lyre, Chez MEISSONNIER, Rue Montmartre, No. 182 au coin 
du Boulevard / ET A TOULOUSE, / Chez MEISSONNIER Ainé et Compe. Rue St. 
Rome, No. 49. 

It is possible that while at the latter address Meissonnier attempted to compile a collected 

edition of plates from the earlier addresses of Rue Montmartre, No. 182. The last edition to 

have this later address is Sor’s Six Divertissemens Op. 13. This may have had something to 

do with the “Nouvelle Collection de Guitare” mentioned in the captions on the Sor Op. 8, Op. 

9 (Meissonnier first edition) and Op. 10 editions as well as on works by other composers 

from at the earliest in August 1820 or, at the latest, March 1821.  

The Collection Complète editions published from the “Boulevard Montmartre No. 25” 

address had a cover-sheet similar to the Vingt-quatre Etudes. This may have been preceded 

by the ‘Sor Collection’ published from the “Galerie des Panoramas No. 15”. In this catalogue 

an almost continuous list of opus numbers for Sor’s works from 1–20 is shown. Op. 15 is 

only allocated to the Sonate [Jeffery, Op. 15(b)], with no opus number given to either the 

Thême varie [Jeffery, Op. 15(c)] and Les folies d’Espagne variées [Jeffery, Op. 15(a)]. The 

so-called 5e Fantaisie, sur l’air ‘Nel cor piu non mi sento’ [later Op. 16] has no opus number. 

This reorganisation of opus numbers suggests a collected edition must have been envisaged, 

especially since the title-page plates are restruck with imprint addresses matching the address 

on this catalogue. The catalogue has the generic imprint: “Galerie des Panoramas No. 15” 

used between February 1822 and October 1824 (a few months before Sor returned to Paris 

from London) until well after he left for Russia (in c. July or August 1823). Until August 

1822 Meissonnier’s address included a reference to his brother in Toulouse: “Galerie neuve 

des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28”, an imprint last used on Sor’s Six 

Valtzes Op. 17. The Toulouse reference disappeared on the new title page for the Six Valtzes 

Op. 18, where it became: “Galerie neuve des Panoramas No. 15”, also used on Op. 19 and 

Op. 20. The ‘Sor Collection’ catalogue omits the word “neuve” from the imprint: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
CAPTION: Catalogue ‘Sor Collection’ in 
opp. 13, 17 & 20 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1822–Aug. 1823.  
SOURCE: KCB Brussels B-Bc 5.614  

On the face of it, this imprint dates from Meissonnier’s move to this address in September 

1822 until October 1824, when the Toulouse address was dropped. This is not the case. The 
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principle that Meissonnier used his Paris address for his catalogues once again applies: a list 

of publications is not a stock list, so the Toulouse address of his brother was omitted as it was 

in the earlier catalogue included with Sor’s [Op. 4] (shown once again below):  

 

Example 33. The publisher’s imprint in the caption of Meissonnier Catalogue in Sor, Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 
4], copy in DKB, R&B-S No. 687. 

This means the ‘Sor Collection’ catalogue could have appeared earlier between February 

and August 1822. This is confirmed by the earliest edition containing this catalogue, the 

restruck Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, in the Brussels Conservatory,110 which originally 

had “Rue Montmartre, No. 182 …Rue St. Rome, No. 49” imprint, restruck in February–

August 1822 as: “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28”. The 

omission of “neuve” in the truncated “Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” matches the one used 

on the catalogue. The Brussels Conservatory copy of this catalogue includes a reference to 

Op. 20 first published c. October to November 1822, indicating that it was sold after that. It 

appears that all the restruck plates agree with the catalogue and omit “neuve” from the 

“Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” address. The first Sor plate to have the imprint with 

Toulouse in the address is the Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, was either published in the period 

February–August 1822 or earlier in the May 1821–January 1822 period if the earliest known 

plate was later restruck. It is possible that Sor had not yet returned from London and knew 

nothing of Meissonnier’s plans. The editions with restruck plates with a “Galerie des 

Panoramas, No. 15” imprint address are: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS WITH RESTRUCK IMPRINT ADDRESSES  

“Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 et à Toulouse Rue St Rome N° 28” 
Quatrième Divertissement Op. 13, Brussels B-Bc 5.614 and in the Collection Complète  

“Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15” 
Cinquième Fantaisie Op. 16, without opus in Brussels B-Bc 5.614; in Collection Complète has opus added. 

“Galerie du passage des Panoramas, No. 15 Enface du Théâtre de Mr. Comte” 
Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles Op. 5, not in Brussels, but in Collection Complète with opus added. 
Fantaisie …Op. 7. with Op. 7, added to plate in Collection Complète or before; original in Brussels. 
Marche du ballet de Cendrillon Brussels B-Bc 5.614 ; in Collection Complète with opus added. 

                                                 
110 KCB B-Bc 5.614. 
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This sketchy picture would be filled out if all known issues and editions of Sor’s music in 

repositories across the world were to be accounted for in a bibliography, allowing a picture to 

be built up of when the plates were restruck. The changes to the plates mainly involve a 

change of address and addition of opus numbers congruent with the intention to anthologise.  

The First Edition of the Collection Complète 
The publication of the first edition of the Collection Complète may have been the reason for 

Meissonnier’s compilation of his ‘Catalogue Thématique’ with incipits of Sor works that is 

reproduced on the following page. This catalogue also only went up to Op. 20, but was later 

issued together with copies of Sor’s opera 1 and 23.111 The “…Galerie du passage des 

Panoramas, No. 15, en face du Théâtre de Mr Comte” imprint dates between September 1822 

and October 1824, when Sor was in Russia. This catalogue is included with copies of Op. 1 in 

the first edition of the Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114, and at the back 

of Op. 23 in the Brussels Conservatoire copy, B-Bc 5.613. Meissonnier’s gradual allocation 

of opus numbers to Sor’s works can be traced by comparing three catalogues, the last of 

which is the ‘Catalogue Thématique’ shown below.  

The restruck imprint addresses on the Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles Op. 5,112 the 

Fantaisie Op. 7,113 and the Marche du ballet de Cendrillon114 (the first two with added opus 

numbers) accord with this catalogue. The opus number 15 is added to the three previously 

unnumbered works after the Sonate [Jeffery, Op. 15(b)], the Les Folies d'Espagne Variées, et 

Un Menuet [Jeffery, Op. 15(a)] and the Thême Varié [Jeffery, Op. 15(c)]. Collected editions 

from this period may therefore have the address: “…Galerie du passage des Panoramas, No. 

15, en face du Théâtre de Mr Comte”. The Marche du ballet de Cendrillon [without opus 

number in Jeffery] is not listed in this catalogue. The first Meissonnier catalogue entitled: 

“Catalogue des ouvrages qui composent le fonds de Musique d’Antoine Meissonnier, Auteur, 

Editeur et Professeur de Musique” is in a copy of Sor’s Deuxième Fantaisie [Op. 4]. The last 

edition in this list is the Quatrième Fantaisie [Op. 12], plate 144, with no opus number given. 

The opus numbers for opera 8, 9 and 10 of the twelve works listed were also added later. The 

next catalogue, headed ‘Sor Collection’, is a continuation of this first, adding the Quatrième 

Divertissement Op. 13 and continuing until the Introduction et Thême varié Op. 20. Missing 

opus numbers in the first catalogue are harmonised with the plates.  

                                                 
111 BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
112 BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
113 BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
114 KCB B-Bc 5.614.  
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Example 34. Meissonnier, ‘Catalogue Thématique’, included Sor Op. 1, BnF, Vm8 u. 113; and at the back of 
Sor Op. 23, Brussels Conservatoire, B-Bc 5.613. 

Meissonnier’s ‘Catalogue Thématique’ is his third and gives incipits and opus numbers 

for Sor opera 1–20. The last work in this catalogue is the Introduction et Thême varié Op. 20, 
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published in October or November 1822. The Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21,115 has 

the same imprint address, but was not included in this catalogue, suggesting that it was 

published later. Sor had not yet returned from Russia and was not consulted by Meissonnier 

in the process. A copy of the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, in Brussels116 with a 

“Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25” imprint contains this catalogue, showing that it was still in 

use after November 1824.  

The opus numbers for Sor’s works were therefore fully established by Meissonnier 

between September 1822 and October 1824. The flurry of changes to the older plates that 

occurred while Sor was in Russia show that Meissonnier marketed his editions by 

repackaging them in the same way Castro did many years before. His concept of a complete 

edition gives a strong indication of how much Sor’s popularity had grown in Paris while he 

was away in Russia and the guitar mania was not yet over. At this time Meissonnier must 

have been under pressure for a new work by Sor but it would be thirty eight plate numbers 

after the Introduction et Thême varié Op. 20, plate 266, before he would publish Sor’s Les 

Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21. 

Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21  
Meissonnier’s Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21, plate 304, is the last with the imprint: 

“…petite Galerie des Panoramas, No. 15 en face du Théâtre de Mr. Comte”, which dates from 

September 1822 to October 1824.  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (304.)  
TITLE: Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie 
Op. 21. 
IMPRINT DATE: Sep. 1823–Oct. 1824.  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 
LISTING: None 
BnF Vm8 u. 113; not in KCB 
EST. DATE: c. October 1824. 

On the first page of the music Meissonnier has “Propriété de l’Editeur” for the second time in 

Sor’s opera 1–23 works, the first being the Deux Thêmes Variés et Douze Menuets Op. 11. 

                                                 
115 BnF Vm8 u. 113. 
116 KCB B-Bc 5.613. 
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Sor must have therefore have sold his rights to this work to Meissonnier, perhaps because he 

needed money while he was in Russia. There is no sign that the regulations governing 

copyright were complied with by Meissonnier and as this work was not properly listed, it 

would have fallen into the public domain anyway. Plate 304 was the last to be issued from 

this address.  

The Grande Sonate Op. 22, plate 305, is the first Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 edition 

and can be firmly dated November 1824 (as will be seen). This means the Les Adieux! plate 

304 has to be dated c. October 1824, well after Sor left Paris and also, that this edition was 

not directly supervised by Sor. October 1824, is slightly earlier than the 1825 date given by 

Jeffery.117 It is possible that Sor left manuscripts behind in September 1823 before leaving 

Paris, although he may by then, have been suspicious of Meissonnier and sent these works by 

mail from Russia on condition he receive preliminary copies to proof-read and correct. In his 

turn Meissonnier probably insisted on purchasing these works outright. 

Brian Jeffery considers the Meissonnier edition of Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie to be an 

inferior text in comparison to the recently discovered Spanish edition entitled La Despedida 

Andante y Allegretto, published by Bartolomé Wirmbs at the “Establecimiento de Grabado y 

Estampado de música” in Madrid c. 1824. This work is examined in detail in the next 

chapter. Suffice it to say here that I think it textually corrupt. The Sor manuscript, which was 

used as an apograph by Francesco Vaccari, probably dates from 28 July 1816,118 when Sor 

presented it to him on the occasion of his departure from London. Vaccari subsequently 

edited the manuscript and had i published in about 1824. Sor kept a copy of this manuscript 

and used as the basis for the apograph sent to Meissonnier for his edition, which has an 

imprint dated September 1822–October 1824. As the Grande Sonate Op. 22, plate 305, can 

be firmly dated to November 1824, the Les Adieux! Sixième Fantaisie Op. 21, plate 304, 

probably appeared shortly before in October 1824. There is not a big difference in dates of 

the Spanish and French editions.  

                                                 
117 1994, p. 158. 
118 The evidence of this is the annotation in the Spencer Collection Œuvres de Sor is not in Sor’s hand and may have been 
written on the title page very much later even after Sor’s death in 1839. 
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BOULEVARD MONTMARTRE, NO. 25 
Meissonnier moved to the Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 in November 1824, as can be seen, 

according to Stenstadvold, from issues of the Journal de Lyre ou Guitare. This is confirmed 

by the Sor plates that follow.  

Grande Sonate Op. 22 
The first plate to be published by Meissonnier after the imprint changed in November 1824 

was the Grande Sonate Op. 22, plate 305, an extensive work with ten plates of carefully 

engraved music. Unlike the adjacent Les Adieux! plate 304, the edition is not marked 

‘Propriété de l’Editeur’. I have discovered that this work was advertised in the Gaceta de 

Madrid dated 5 June 1807 by Mateo Mintegui as: “una grande sonata para guitarra, de Sor, 

dedicada al referido Ser[enisi]mo. S[eñor]. Generalísimo Almirante, 50 [rs.]:…”,119 for 50 

reales. Sor’s manuscript is dedicated to “His Serene Highness the Supreme General and 

Admiral” Manuel Godoy y Alvarez de Faria (1767–1844), a title of which he was later 

stripped, reverting to the “Príncipe de la Paz”, which was used by Sor for this edition.  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (305)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Grande Sonate Op. 
22. 
IMPRINT DATE: Nov. 1824–c. 1830.  
DATE: November 1824 
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113 (KCB 
Brussels B-Bc 5.614 is the same) 
LISTING:  

Additional confirmation of this date exists in Dionisio Aguado’s Douze Valses pour Guitare 

Seule Op. 1, plate 307, shown below.120 Meissonnier published this edition with the date “41e 

Année 11e Lon ” on the plate. There is no “41e Année”, which must be a misprint for “14e 

                                                 
119 Gaceta de Madrid, no. 48, 5 June 1807, p. 574. 
120 Jeffery in the introduction to Macmeeken, Aguado Complete Works…, vol. 1, 1994, p. xxi dates this work “late 1825 or 
early 1826” which is clearly incorrect given the date on the plate which is explained in Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical 
Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
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Année” or 1824 in the “…11e Lon " or November.121 As the Sor plate is two numbers earlier 

than the November 1824 date on the Aguado plate, but also carries the new imprint address 

that began in November 1824, this leaves little doubt as to the date of publication.  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (307)  
TITLE PAGE: Aguado Douze Valses 
pour Guitare Seule Op. 1 
PLATE DATE : “41e [sic 14e] Année 11e 

Lon ” 
Imprint date:  
SOURCE: Aguado Complete Works 
copy Spencer Collection, Royal 
Academy of Music. 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce 21 
Feb. 1827 entry 79. 

A subsequent announcement in the Journal général d’annonce in August 1825, at entry 

1292, mentioning Sor’s Op. 22 appears to be a later advertisement not a first announcement 

of the publication.122 As Sor was in Russia at this time, he could not have overseen the 

engraving. The text of the Grande Sonate appears to be reasonably good, with the exception 

of a missing bar in the minuet, where bar 29 should be repeated as bar 30 to avoid a seven-bar 

phrase.123 Jeffery has mentioned a Spanish edition announced in a catalogue of 1824 under 

the title “Sonata laudatoria”, which may be an earlier edition of the Grande Sonate, but this 

cannot be confirmed without seeing it. As Jeffery points out, this has yet to be found and is 

known only from its written description.124 For this to be an earlier printed source it would 

need to have to have been published before November 1824. 

It is now clear that the Meissonnier edition was a scholarly edition that Sor must have 

wanted published in France perhaps with his eyes on posterity or, more pragmatically, 

because he sorely needed the money. The Grande Sonate is arguably his finest work, and the 

complexity of the notation and the beauty and clarity of the engraved plates is of a different 

order compared to Meissonnier’s independently published editions like opera 3, 23 and 24 or 

                                                 
121 See Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 31. 
122 Journal général d’annonce 1re Année No. 33, Friday 19 August 1825, this is given as the publication date in Jeffery, 
Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 158. The imprint address dated November 1824 contradict this.  
123 This is pointed out in the Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. x in which he corrects this 
mistake. The fact that this is a minuet with a fixed number of steps makes it likely that Jeffery is right to repeat the bar here. 
I do not agree with his change at bar 148 of the Rondo where I believe other analogies favour the f♮ such as bar 164 and 170. 
124 Francisco Asenjo Barbieri: Biografías y Documentos sobre Música y Músicos Españoles (Legado Barbieri) = vol. 1; 
Documentos sobre Música Española y Epistolario = vol. 2, edited Emilio Casares, Madrid: Fundación Banco Exterior, 1986 
and 1988. Catalogue mentioned by Jeffery as in volume 2, see Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 
3, p. x. Francisco de Asis Asenjo Barbieri lived from 1823–1894.  
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his crude alterations to Op. 9. This suggests that Sor exercised some control over these plates 

while he was away. There is no surviving correspondence to indicate that he read the proofs 

or did corrections from Russia, but this needs to be considered if only because of the 

outstanding quality of this edition. 

The Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23 
The first edition of the Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23, plate 348, was 

published from the same address as the previous plates with a slightly altered new imprint. 

The Toulouse address requires the deletion of the: “…près du Passage des Panoramas” in the 

previous imprint to make way for the resumption of relations between the brothers, adding 

the initial “L” to the Meissonnier aîné name in the imprint, as we see here:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (348.)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Cinquième 
Divertissement très Facile Op. 23 
IMPRINT DATE: c. Nov. 1824–c. 1827  
SOURCE: 1st ed. Brussels B-Bc 5.613 
and BnF Vm8 u. 113-114 are the same. 
2nd ed. Spencer Collection. 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce on 
19 August 1825 

This plate was engraved forty-three plates after the Grande Sonate Op. 22. At four to five 

plates a month this would have been published eight to ten months after November 1824. The 

dating of this edition is narrowed down by reference to earlier plate numbers. Fourteen plates 

after Aguado’s Douze Valses pour Guitare Seule Op. 1, plate 307, Meissonnier issued his Op. 

2 Trois Rondo Brillants, plate 321, without a date.125 On average this would have been 

published in February 1825. The Joseph Kreutzer theme and variations, plate 326, five plates 

later, is dated on the plate as: “15e Année 1re Livraison” or January 1825.126 This edition 

resembles Mauro Giuliani’s Les Heures d’Apollon Op. 111, No. 1, plate 327, which is dated 

                                                 
125 At a date later than it was published, advertised in the Journal général d’annonce, IIe Année No. 45, entry 2537, 
Wednesday, 7 June 1826, with the Aguado “Recueil de valses”, which also appears to be a later advertisement for the Douze 
Valses pour Guitare Seule Op. 1, originally dated November 1824 on the plate, as discussed above. Aguado, Recueil de 
valses, advertised by Meissonnier again, Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 15, entry 79, 21 February 1827. 
126 Mentioned by Stenstadvold, but not seen by me, Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 51. 
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“15e Année” (1825) with the added: “2e et 3e Livraison” in the footer, which refers to the 

months February and March, which is shown below:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (327)  
TITLE PAGE: Giuliani Les Heures 
d’Apollon Op. 111, No. 1 
IMPRINT DATE: dated Jan. & Feb. 
1825 imp. c. Nov. 1824–c. 1827  
SOURCE: Aguado Complete Works copy 
Spencer Collection Royal Academy of 
Music. 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce 8 
April 1825 entry 617. 

This work was advertised shortly afterwards in the Journal général d’annonce on 8 April 

1825.127 The Meissonnier’s imprint address during this period was “…Au Magasin de 

Musique de A. Meissonnier, Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25…” with the added “…près du 

Passage des Panoramas”.  

In five months from November 1824 (Sor plate 305) until February and March 1825 

(Giuliani, plate 327) twenty-two plate numbers were published by Meissonnier at an average 

of four and a half plates per month. On this basis, twenty-one plates after Giuliani, plate 327, 

the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, plate 348, was published and ought, on average, to 

have appeared in August 1825. It was duly advertised in the Journal général d’annonce on 19 

August 1825, with Sor’s Grande Sonate Op. 22, and Giuliani’s Les Heures d’Apollon Op. 

111, both first published in November 1824.128 In his entry in the Journal général d’annonce, 

Meissonnier takes the opportunity to advertise previously published works with his new 

Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23. It is clear from the dates on the Giuliani Op. 111, and 

the plate number on the Grande Sonate Op. 22, that this announcement was a later 

advertisement that had nothing to do with the date of the original publication.  

This means that Journal général d’annonce dates have to be considered somewhat 

problematic given that its entries may be either quite close to the publication date or be much 

later advertisements for previously published works. The Meissonnier advertisement reads: 

                                                 
127 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 14, entry 617, Friday, 8 April 1825, p. 109. 
128 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. 
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Example 35. Works by Kreutzer, Giuliani, Bochsa and Sor, Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23, in 
Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, Entry 1292, Friday 19 August 1825. 

While Sor was in Russia, the supply of new works sent to Meissonnier dwindled. The 

Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, published without Sor’s authorisation, was probably a 

response to a growing demand for new works by Sor. On his return from Russia, Sor, 

dissatisfied with this publication, insisted that plates should be removed and others 

substituted. Therefore the first edition of this work129 must have been an unauthorised 

compilation by Meissonnier made up of manuscripts from and editions in his possession. The 

title ‘Cinquième Divertissement’ appears to have been allocated without any forethought at 

all. Even the most cursory glance would have told Meissonnier that it bore not the slightest 

resemblance to the four sets of Six Divertimentos already composed by Sor. It is also clear 

that it did not matter a jot to Meissonnier that Sor had already completed his cycle with the 

fourth set, each containing six pieces, making up twenty-four in total, as was his custom.  

No rigid structure governs the form as it was used by Sor in his London Divertimentos, 

but this does not mean that the pieces making up each set were idly chosen. The first two 

pieces in every set are a pair consisting of a minuet and waltz in the same key; the rest of the 

pieces contrasting in key, tempo, time-signature, length and form. There are slow pieces, 

short variations (first set No. 5), minuet and waltz pairs, or groups in an A/B/A form with a 

contrasting minore or maggiore in the middle, such as the Siciliana (second set, No. 6), the 

Andantino (fourth set, No. 3) or the Andante Pastorale (fourth set No. 5). The last piece was 

                                                 
129 KCB B-Bc 5.613 and BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
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typically a March (as in the first set and fourth set) or a March and Waltz pair (as in the third 

set), and in one instance, a Siciliana (the second set).  

In Meissonnier’s first edition of the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, the first five 

pieces are in D and the sixth is in E. The pair of pieces originally entitled Minuetto and 

Contre danse first published by Castro in his Premier Cahier de Pièces Pour la Guitare Tirée 

des meilleurs Auteurs Espagnole Op. 11, was included.130 Meissonnier does not even attempt 

to use these pieces as a pair, instead changing the title of the Contre danse (in 2/4) to Valse 

(sic) and making it No. 2 and placing the Minuetto at No. 4. The pieces Nos. 1, 3 and 6 are all 

called Valse and No. 5 is an Allemande. The varieties of forms, the contrasts of tempi, key 

and time-signature and everything else that characterises Sor’s four sets of Six Divertimentos 

are nowhere to be found in this work. It is not surprising when he returned from Russia that 

Sor rejected this edition out of hand. What is surprising is that he was prepared to attempt to 

rescue the work with cuts and substitutions. He did this by pairings that were created by the 

addition and removal of pieces to enhance the unity of the work while adding variety. 

Removed were the two Castro pieces and the Allemande No. 5; the Valse No. 1 in D 

(scordatura) was paired with a new Allegretto, No. 2 in A (wrongly numbered 3); the Valse 

No. 3 is paired with a new Allegretto as No. 4 (both in D scordatura) and a new Menuet in G 

was added as No. 5 and followed by a new Andante No. 6 in F (scordatura); a new engraving 

of the Valse No. 6 from the first edition (now No. 7) filled the remaining blank space. These 

compromises do not make a true fifth set of divertimenti and these pieces should accordingly 

be seen as individual incidental pieces.  

The Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, plate 348, was first advertised on 19 August 

1825131 while Sor was still in Russia. Meissonnier would have to wait until March 1827, 112 

plates later, for new works by Sor to publish. This would have encouraged him to assemble a 

complete edition of Sor’s opera 1–23 plates, which he held in the public domain and, possibly 

also fearing Sor’s return, set about registering a publisher’s right over them all. 

The Collection Complète 
The cover-sheet for the first edition in Paris is not included in the microfilm of this collection 

but I have examined it and it appears to be identical to the revised edition in the Spencer 

Collection, Royal Academy of Music, which I have reproduced below: 

                                                 
130 Castro later renamed these pieces: ‘Un Menuet et un Petit Allegro’ by which names they are better known today. 
131 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. 
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The bibliographical evidence surrounding Meissonnier’s Collection Complète des Œuvres de 

Ferdinando Sor, pour la Guitare is complex and difficult to piece together. A revised edition 

of the Collection Complète was first advertised in the Journal général d’annonce of 6 
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December 1826, promising a “new edition corrected and fingered by the author”.132 This 

implies the existence of a previous or first edition of which there are two identical copies in 

the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris at shelf numbers Vm8 u. 113 and 114, which are 

that earlier edition.133Jeffery says of this collection: “Copies are known going up to Op. 19 or 

Op. 23”134 but gives no specific locations. The two bound volumes in the Spencer Collection 

of the Royal Academy of Music entitled ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ have a first volume going up to 

Op. 19, which may be what Jeffery is referring to, but this is a later binding. It is also possible 

that the cover-sheet of the Spencer Collection copy enclosed all the editions up to Op. 29.  

The first edition Collection Complète copy in the BnF, shelf number Vm8 u. 113,135 is 

also rebound in a later hard cover with four preliminary blank folios and four blank folios at 

the end. The original card coversheet has been cut in half to make two folios: the first 

forming the front page, with the title shown above, bound into the current volume at the 

beginning; and the second folio forming the back cover, of the same card, bound into the 

volume at the end. Ignoring the later binding and blank folios the Collection Complète begins 

with the card cover title folio, followed by 100 folios of music and one folio forming the card 

back cover. Distinguishing features in the Paris copies are: the inclusion of an uncorrected 

edition of the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, first advertised on 19 August 1825, as the 

final work in the collection;136 and the inclusion of the uncorrected first edition of the 

Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart [Op. 9], plate 119, and other uncorrected 

editions.137  

The Paris copies of the first edition do not include the lithographic portrait of Sor, which 

was not offered for that edition. This portrait, probably based on one owned by Sor, was 

advertised on 7 February 1827,138 as part of the subscription offer for a one volume edition of 

opera 24–29 and the second revised edition of the Collection Complète. It is not known 

whether the second revised edition was ever expanded to include opera 1–29, and no single 

volume edition of opera 24–29 appears to exist (as promised by Meissonnier). The problem 

with ‘editions’ of the Collection Complète is that they consist of a printed wrapper on heavier 

                                                 
132 Journal général d’annonce IIe Année No. 97, entry 5205, Wednesday, 6 December 1826. 
133 These copies were used for the facsimile reproduction issued by Minkoff as the Sor, Collection Complète des Œuvres de 
Ferdinando Sor first edition, c. 1825, facsimile Geneva: Minkoff, 1978. 
134 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 169. 
135 The second copy of the Collection Complète is BnF Vm8 u. 114. 
136 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. Jeffery, The New Complete Works, 
second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi. 
137 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi. 
138 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 11, entry 57, Wednesday, 7 February 1827. 
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card, printed with a title on the front, as a folder for all the previously published editions with 

all their title pages. Some of these title pages have had imprint addresses altered to match the 

imprint on the various issues of the coversheet. This has sown bibliographical confusion with 

restruck plates, disconnected from their source, are used in “facsimile editions”, the dating on 

the face of the copy is difficult to unravel. These editions were vulnerable to disassembly 

thanks to the coversheet, so few sets appear to have survived—I know of only these two sets. 

A detail of the imprint from the title page is given below: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number [various] 
TITLE PAGE: Sor Collection Complète 
des Œuvres de Ferdinando Sor pour la 
Guitare opp. 1–23 
IMPRINT DATE: c. Nov. 1824–c. 1827  
SOURCE: BnF Vm8 u. 113-114. Revised 
2nd ed. Spencer Collection. 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce 6 
December 1826 [revised edition]. 

The first edition of the Collection Complète must have appeared at the same time or 

shortly after the last work it contained: the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, advertised 

on 19 August 1825.139 The Paris address given here is: “Boulevart Montmartre, No. 25, près 

le passage des panoramas”, which was only used until 19 August 1825. This complete form 

of this address was truncated when Louis Meissonnier ainé was once more included. He is 

thought to have stopped trading in Toulouse in c. 1827.140 The above imprint describes 

Antoine Meissonnier as the publisher of two song periodicals: Le Troubadour des Salons 

which began in January 1824 and finished in 1827; and La Lyre des Jeunes Demoiselles, 

which probably ran for the same period.141 The announcement of the revised edition of the 

Collection Complète on 6 December 1826, more than a year after the 19 August 1825, when 

the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23 was published combined with the likely deposit of 

the two copies in the BnF suggest that the acquisition of a publisher’s copyright may have 

been the intention. Both these dates still fit into the period when Sor was in Russia, 

suggesting that Meissonnier deliberately omitted him from the production of the first edition 

elevating his complete works out of the public domain. 

                                                 
139 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. Jeffery, The New Complete Works, 
second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi. 
140 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 26. 
141 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 24. Unfortunately, he does not appear to specifically give the date that 
it ceased publication. 
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In the Revue Musicale of 4 March 1827 and the Journal général d’annonce of 7 March 

1827 Meissonnier refers to himself as: “…éditeur des œuvres complètes de F. Sor…”.142 By 

1828, on the imprint of the 7e. Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes Op. 30 he became: 

“…Editeur des Œuvres de Sor, Giuliani &c.…”, which changes “œuvres complètes” into 

“Œuvres…”, Sor having begun his own publishing enterprise and suggesting the relationship 

between them broke down between March 1827 and March 1828. Meissonnier was able to 

continue to use the first edition Collection Complète coversheet for his new revised edition as 

the “Boulevart Montmartre, No. 25” address remained current until c. 1830.143 The first 

edition of the Collection Complète must therefore have been published some time after 19 

August 1825,144 more than a year before the new revised edition was announced. 

THE REVISED COLLECTION COMPLETE 

On 6 December 1826 Meissonnier announced a new edition of Collection Complète des 

‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ pour la Guitare, revised by the author with fingering added. The Journal 

général d’annonce announcement145 was the following:  

 

Example 36. The advance notice of the revised Collection Complète at entry 5205, Journal général d’annonce 
IIe Année No. 97 Wednesday 6 December 1826. 

The translation of the Sor portion of this entry is:  

= SOR. Collection complète des œuvres de guitare, with a title by Didot, ornamented 
with portrait of the author, new edition corrected and fingered by the author. — 48f.  

The Engelmann lithograph mentioned here was executed by Bordes and listed on 7 February 

1827 in the Revue Musicale on 4 March 1827,146 and in the Journal général d’annonce on 7 

March 1827.147 This was also offered in conjunction with the subscription: “…for the 

publication in one volume of opus 24 to 29”.148 The copyright on this portrait was probably 

registered in March 1827, not when the revised Collection Complète appeared in 1828, as 
                                                 
142 Revue Musicale, Tome I, Première Année No. 4, March 1827,in Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 1985, p. LIII; Journal 
général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 19, entry 104, Wednesday, 7 March 1827. 
143 Stenstadvold, ‘Bibliographical Study…’, 2001, p. 27 quoting Devriés and Lesure. 
144 In the Journal général d’annonce, Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi. 
145 Journal général d’annonce, IIe Année, No. 97, entry 5205, Wednesday, 6 December 1826. 
146 Revue Musicale, Tome I, Première Année No. 4, March 1827, Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 1985, p. LIII. 
147 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 19, entry 104, Wednesday, 7 March 1827. 
148 « six nouveaux morceaux de guitare » Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 1985, p. LIII. Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, gives 
this source in footnote 9, p. 84, but not in his ‘Catalogue of Works’, giving the subscription as closing on 1 March 1827. 
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Jeffery has stated.149 The only copy of this edition I know of is the one in the ‘Œuvres de F. 

Sor’ volumes in the Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, in which the opera 1–23 

plates of the Collection Complète were revised in one way or another.  

The 6 December 1826 announcement implies that the author was at hand to carry out the 

corrections and the fingering and lend his portrait to marketing the edition. The difficulty is 

that just over a month before this announcement Sor was still in Russia. The first 

performance in Moscow of Hercule et Omphale on 28 October 1826 would have been a 

once-in-a-lifetime experience for Sor that one can hardly imagine him missing. Could he 

have been back in Paris in time for the announcement on 6 December 1826? The information 

would probably have been lodged at the Journal général d’annonce at least a week before the 

6 December 1826 issue appeared. The journey from Moscow to Berlin would have taken a 

week where we know he stopped and arranged for, or attended, a performance of his overture 

Hercule et Omphale. On the way back he probably stopped in Bonn to see Simrock. It would 

then have taken about twelve days to get to Paris leaving him two weeks for the Berlin stop 

and a day or two in Bonn. Although this is a tight schedule, it is just possible that he arrived 

in Paris at the end of November 1826 in time to conclude an agreement in principle with 

Meissonnier for the revised complete works. He could certainly not have arrived in time to 

make the corrections before the edition was announced: the new edition with a number of 

completely new plates, added fingerings and numerous minor corrections still had to be done. 

The alternative is that an agreement in principle was made in 1826 by correspondence. 

The biographical evidence suggests that Sor was in Russia a little over a month before 

the Journal général d’annonce mentioned his revised Collection Complète, makes it more 

likely that the 6 December 1826 announcement was an advance notice. Sor’s reaction to 

Meissonnier’s excesses in the Introduction et Variations sur un Thême de Mozart Op. 9, plate 

119, is not known. Sor would have been angry (and concerned) at the state of this edition and 

they may have reached agreement on its withdrawal and the engraving of a replacement 

before Sor left Paris for Russia, at which time the possibility of a collected edition and 

revision of his whole œuvre may have been mooted. The evidence suggests that the revised 

Collection Complète was a well thought-out plan borne of careful negotiations that were too 

complex and far-reaching to have been accomplished by mail. The unauthorised first edition 

and the publication of Op. 23 were probably a surprise to Sor. 

                                                 
149 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 34 and reproduced by him pp. 44 and 45. 
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Sor was in Paris by 7 February 1827, when the lithograph portraits of him and Giuliani 

were announced. It is likely that he cooperated with Meissonnier over this. His concert with 

Aguado on 21 February 1827 was an elaborately pre-planned event at which he played his 

Variations Brillantes [Op. 9] in the first Paris performance of the work. The publication of 

this work was announced in the Journal général d’annonce,150 carefully timed to coincide 

with this first performance that took place on Sor’s birthday. The title page of the Variations 

Brillantes was engraved in anticipation of the concert naming the venue: “Performed by the 

Author at the Concert given at l’Ecole Royale de Musique”,151 and Journal général 

d’annonce describes the work as: “performed at the concert of Mr. Aguado”152 This concert 

is not recorded by Jeffery in the preface to Dionisio Aguado: The Complete Works but must 

have been one of Aguado’s first concerts in Paris.153 On 4 March 1827 Revue Musicale154 and 

the 7 March 1827 Journal général d’annonce155 Meissonnier describes himself as “A. 

Meissonnier, éditeur des Œuvres complètes de F. Sor…”, indicating that the revised edition 

of the Collection Complète was on sale. The imprint on the Collection Complète first edition 

is the same as the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, listed on 19 August 1825.156 This title 

cover was used again on the revised edition published two years later in February or March 

1827 (using up the stock of coversheets) and is unhelpful in dating this publication.  

The following year Meissonnier inexplicably listed the previously offered subscription 

for the six new works opera 24–29 and the revised edition of the Collection Complète in the 

Bibliographie de la France on 22 March 1828, as shown below:  

 

Example 37. Bibliographie de la France Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 12.) samedi 22 mars 
1828. p. 231. 

                                                 
150 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 15, entry 79, Wednesday, 21 February 1827. 
151 « Exécutées par l’Auteur au Concert donné à l’Ecole Rle. de Musique » Sor, Variations Brillantes Op. 9, title page. 
152 « exécutée au concert de M. Aguado » Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 15, entry 79, Wednesday, 21 February 
1827. 
153 The article ‘Aguado’ edited Ledhuy, says that he arrived in Paris in 1826 and Sor seems to have wasted no time re-
establishing their friendship after his return at the end of that year. ‘Aguado’, Ledhuy and Bertini, Encyclopédie 
pittoresque…, p. 126b. A facsimile is available in Macmeeken, Aguado Complete Works…, vol. 1, 1994, pp. xxv–xxviii. 
154 Revue Musicale, Tome I, Première Année No. 4, March 1827 in Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 1985, p. LIII. 
155 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 19, entry 104, Wednesday, 7 March 1827. 
156 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. 
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The subscription mentioned here has no closing date but appears here one year later than the 

identical advertisements in the Journal général d’annonce (24 March 1827) and the Revue 

Musicale (March 1827) for the subscription that closed on 31 March 1827.157 This offer of a 

subscription is therefore being repeated. 

The reason for the belated listing of Collection Complète in the Bibliographie de la 

France is that this was the official organ for the registration of copyright in France. The six 

new works in a single volume with no identifying details would not qualify for copyright 

registration, but the listing of the revised edition of the Collection Complète may have. The 

same applies the Douze Études Op. 29, which is also described in full with opus number, title, 

volume number and composer. The reason Meissonnier might have done this is to limit the 

legal risk that Sor might utilise the public-domain provisions to publish these works himself. 

The formal break in their relationship probably took place just before the Sor, independently 

of Meissonnier, announced his Méthode… on 24 May 1828: 

 

Example 38. Bibliographie de la France Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 21.) samedi 24 mai 
1828. p. 385. 

The fact that no copy of a revised Collection Complète appears to have been lodged with the 

BnF probably indicates that the revision did not require a further deposit, the work having 

been properly deposited before. The announcement may, however, have given Meissonnier a 

certificate declaring his ownership of these works. 

THE SPENCER COLLECTION: ‘ŒUVRES DE F. SOR’ 

The two volumes in the Royal Academy of Music in the Spencer Collection are described as: 

“Quarter leather with marbled boards, lettered in gilt on backstrip ‘OEUVRES / DE / F. SOR 

/ 1 [2]’…”.158 These volumes contain the second edition of the Collection Complète and the 

Meissonnier editions that follow it Sor’s opera 24–33, without the Vingt-Quatre Leçons Op. 

                                                 
157 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 84 note 9. 
158 Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, call number: “19C/SOR/2O/OEUVRES DE Sor”. Binding information 
taken from the catalogue at <http://www.ram.ac.uk/facilities/index.html>, accessed October 2006. My thanks to Bridget 
Palmer who was most helpful in enabling me to obtain a microfilm copy of these volumes and who was most patient in 
providing me with a physical description of these volumes. 
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31.159 Also bound into the volume are three later editions published by Sor and Pacini: Trois 

Pièces de Société Op. 36; Mes ennuis—6 bagatelles Op. 43, and Fantaisie Élégiaque Op. 

59.160 The lithographic portrait of Sor by Godefroy Engelmann, lithography by Joseph 

Bordes, was advertised as included with this edition is not included in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’.  

The Royal Academy of Music library note about these volumes reads as follows: 

The volumes might have been put together by Sor himself, to whom they belonged. They 
are paginated continuously in Sor's hand, but there is a mistake in the sequence and he 
appears to jump p.105–106, although it is difficult to establish precisely, as some of the 
original pagination appears to have been trimmed in binding. This could suggest that the 
present binding might not be the original one. At the beginning of the two volumes is an 
index of contents in Sor's hand, with reference to his pagination; the folio appears to have 
been torn and then mended and re-introduced in the volume.161 

The provenance of the edition is given in notes made by the three owners preceding Robert 

Spencer (the last owner before the Royal Academy of Music). Spencer made the following 

pencilled notes on provenance: 

This collection owned by 
1. F. Sor    according to note on contents page 
2. Lucien Gelas   b. Jan 1873 at Menton  
received this book  17 April 1910 Paris 
he fingered, Op. 25  16 May 1919 
took it to Valence  25 July 1933 
fingered, Op. 22   21 May 1937  
rebound after 1937 /  
pencilling cut [?] 
3. Robert Geissenhöffer of Paraguay  
received the books from widow Gelas 21 Oct 1950 
4. Robert Spencer 
Bought them from Albi Rosenthal 1971, who brought them from Paraguay 

The following note on the table of contents page gives no indication as to how it came to be 

thought that the two volumes belonged to Sor and simply reads: 

Ce livre a appartenu à Sor. Les annotations à la plume ont été écrites de sa main. Il est la 
propriété actuelle de Lucien Gelas guitariste—soliste qui l’admire et le vénère. Reçu à 
Paris le 17 avril 1910  Emport à Valence le 25 juillet 1933 

This book belonged to Sor. The annotations with the quill were written in his hand. It is 
the current property of Lucien Gelas guitarist-soloist who admires it and venerates it. 
Received in Paris on 17 April 1910. Taken to Valence on 25 July 1933.162 

                                                 
159 A substantial number of facsimiles from Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, ‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. 
Sor.’ are include in Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982. 
160 Copy in the Royal Academy of Music, Spencer Collection. 
161 Royal Academy of Music, Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, ‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. Sor.’ Binding 
information taken from the catalogue, see <http://www.ram.ac.uk/facilities/index.html>, accessed October 2006. 
162 Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, ‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. Sor.’ 
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Before examining the contents of the volumes and to what extent they may have been 

assembled by Sor, it is important to examine the claim by Lucien Gelas that the annotations 

were in Sor’s hand. This is repeated by Robert Spencer in the pencilled note on the verso of 

the front cover of the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ which reads: “pagination could be in Sor’s hand”. 

The library of the Royal Academy of Music now renders this as: “paginated continuously in 

Sor's hand”, which is altogether too unequivocal. The hand that wrote the Table of Contents 

in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ is the same as the one that wrote the inscription at the top of the 

title page of Les Adieux! Op. 21, on page 183, which reads: 

 

Example 39. ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, p.183. 

This is not the hand of Lucien Gelas, who received the volumes in 1910 thinking Sor wrote 

the contents page and annotations. Distinctive features of the script in the Les Adieux! note 

(above) can be seen in the writing in the Table of Contents. The same pen was probably used 

for both; the angle of incidence and the size of the letters are similar and the formation of the 

capital F is the same as those in the examples below. The greyed boxes showe the writing in 

the table of contents; the other writing being taken from the Les Adieux! note: 

 

Examples below show the capitals F, S and L especially, while the lower case s, a and 

especially the reverse r as shown below: 
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Jeffery says of the Les Adieux! note: “This inscription does not appear to be in Sor’s hand, 

but could have been copied (perhaps by José de Lira?) from another copy on which it had 

been written by Sor”.163 In comparison to the three Sor letters included in Jeffery’s biography 

I agree that the Les Adieux! inscription is not in Sor’s hand. The examples below compare 

Sor’s writing to the writing in his letters and to the writing in the both the Table of Contents 

and the Les Adieux! note. The known Sor writing is below the dividing line in the graphics. 

Sor uses a sharper angle of incidence than the unknown hand and forms many of his letters in 

a completely different way: 

 

Sor’s writing of “1815” shows the number 8 beginning with an upper loop formed anti-

clockwise and a lower loop clockwise. The unknown hand does the opposite. More examples: 

 

                                                 
163 Jeffery, Complete Works…, Tecla, 1982, vol. 3, introductory notes to Op. 21 (no page). 
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The most distinctive feature to my view is the reverse “r”, which Sor never uses, but which is 

the predominant form used by the unknown hand. It seems clear therefore that Sor did not 

prepare the table of contents, nor did he annotate this volume or make the inscriptions Gelas 

refers to as made with a “quill”.  

The suggestion by Jeffery that José de Lira may have written the note confirming 

Vaccari’s date of departure on Sor’s Op. 21 inadvertently suggests that he may have written 

the Table of Contents and owned and bound the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ volumes. The only 

example of José de Lira’s hand available to me is his signature on Sor’s Divertissement pour 

deux Guitares Op. 38, here compared to the unknown hand in the Table of Contents: 

 

The reverse “r” and the form of the “L” indeed suggests that José de Lira, who was present 

when Sor died, may well be that unknown hand.  

This inclusion of the much later Fantaisie Élégiaque Op. 59, which Jeffery dates c. 1835, 

in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ is means that the volumes were assembled after that date. The same 

unknown hand added short titles for opera 60–63 to the catalogue at the end of Op. 59. As 

Op. 63 is the only edition Sor published but did not sign, indicating that it was published 

posthumously, and the fact that the copy in the Orfeó Català has José de Lira’s signature,164 

all add to the picture of José de Lira taking possession of Sor’s notes and manuscripts on his 

death and published Op. 63 himself. If this is correct, then the ‘Table of Contents’ in the 

‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, which mentions this posthumous work, could not have been written by 

Sor and with its contents also assembled after his death in 1839. The ‘Table of Contents’ in 

this volume is reproduced below: 

                                                 
164 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, second edition, 1994, p. 168. 
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Example 40. ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’, Spencer Collection, Royal Academy of Music, London. 

This ‘Table of Contents’ is arranged in three columns: the left column headed “Oeuvres” 

has slightly corrected opus numbers; the second column without a heading has short titles; 

and the third column, on the extreme right, has page numbers. The same hand individually 

numbered the pages over the two volumes continuously referencing the first page of the 
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music not the title pages. The first volume has 90 folios and the second has 89 folios. The 

‘Table of Contents’ in the Spencer Collection ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ is transcribed as follows:  

ŒUVRES DE SOR TABLE [OF CONTENTS] VOLUME 1 

Œuvres 
[Plate 
Nos.] 

[Short Title] 
[Current 
Foliation]

[Pages by 
Edition]

[Page 
Nos.] 

Title 
Page 

First 
Page 

[Later dark marbled front cover; verso with Spencer handwritten description and provenance notes] 
— — [1r: Pasted title page coversheet front; 1v: verso blank: 

Spencer notes re “I’s hand” and Op. 15] 
1r-1v [i-ii] [i-ii] — — 

— — [2r: Blank with handwritten “Table” & notes in four 
different hands?; 2v: verso blank] 

2r-2v [iii-iv] [iii-iv] — — 

1 51 Six Divertissemens dédiés à Miss Davenport 3r-6v 1-8 3 [=4r] 1 3 
2 53 Six Divertissemens [dédiés à] M. Faxardo 7r-10v 9-16 11 9 11 
3 150 Thème Varié suivi d’un Menuet dédié aux Amateurs 11r-14v 17-24 19 17 19 
4 149 2e Fantaisie dédiés à Miss Cornwall 15r-16v 25-28 26 25 26 
5 54 Six Petites Pièces Très Faciles [17v catalogue] 17r-20v 29-36 31 29 31 
6 63 Douze Etudes 21r-27v 37-50 39 37 39 
7 100 Fantaisie dédiés à Pleyel 28r-31v 51-58 52 51 52 
8 118 Six Divertissemens dédiés à Miss Smith 32r-35v 59-66 61 59 61 
9 460 Variations sur l’air ‘O cara armonia’ originally 

paginated as the 1st edition of Op. 9 (which is 1 folio 
shorter) ? 

36r-39v 67-74 69 67 69 

10 120 3e Fantasie (en fa) [pagination error: music starts p. 78] 40r-43v 75-82 76 75 76 
11 135 Deux Thêmes Variés et 12 Menuets 44r-51v 83-98 84 83 84 
[Table misses 2 pages: Op. 11 last page = p. 98; Op. 12 title page = p. 99; first page = p. 100 not p. 98] 
12 144 4e Fantaisie (en ut) 52r-55v 99-106 98 99 100 
13 175 4e Divertissement facile 56r-59v 107-114 107 107 109 
[Table gains 2 pages: Op. 13 last page = p. 114; Op. 14 title page = p. 115; first page = p. 116 (same)] 

Grand Solo (en re) 60r-64v 115-124 116 115 116 14 188 
110 Sonate (en ut) 65r-66v 125-128 125 125 125 

Les Folies d'Espagne variées et un menuet en mi majeur 67r-68r 129-131 129 129 129 
Thême Varié en ut 68v-69r 132-133  132 132 132 

15 44 
 
219 
272 

Marche du Ballet de Cendrillon 69v-70v 134-136 134 134 134 

16 234 5e Fantaisie Variations sur l’air ‘Nel cor piu non mi 
sento’ 

71r-76v 137-148 138 137 138 

17 258 Six Valses dédiés à Pastou 77r-80v 149-156 150 149 150 
18 261 Six Valses dédiés à Mme. Gravier 81r-86v 157-164 158 159 160 
19 265 Six Airs de Mozart arrangés 85r-88v 165-172 167 165 167 
[1 folio 89r-89v both blank pages would be pp. 173-174, but are not counted nor are they numbered.]  
[Recto of back cover is blank and verso is back cover] [End Volume 1] 

The greyed columns are my editorial additions, as are the items in square brackets. The 

page numbering in the two right-hand columns is conjectural since trimming of the pages has 

removed many numbers and left the remnants of others with what appears to be attempts to 

correct the pagination made by a subsequent owner. The manuscript pagination (in the “Page 

Nos.” column) can be compared with the pages in the two volumes as they currently stand (in 

the “First Page” column). The manuscript numbering is entirely consistent with the title-page 

numbering, falling one folio behind after Op. 9, and two folios behind after Op. 11; before 

Op. 14 this returns to one folio behind, and so it remains for the rest of Volume 1 and for the 

whole of Volume 2. The Table of Contents has a note in the margin reading “2e volume” at 
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the division of the volumes, which. The division divides the work almost exactly in half at 

Op. 19. Folio 89 is un-numbered and is blank. Page numbers in the table refer to the first 

page of the music not to the title page. The verso of a title page is occasionally used for 

engraved music (compare Op. 1 and Op. 7). Some editions have a caption at the top of the 

first page of the music instead of a title page (see Op. 15). In the table the Grand Solo Op. 14 

ends at p. 124 while the Sonate Op. 15 begins at p. 125, on folio 65r, reordering the editions 

to link them as a pair as they first appeared in Castro’s Sonata Prima and Sonate Seconda. 

This change in the order moves the three works in Op. 15 into one group, as indicated by the 

second bracket. Continuous pagination of this edition and the order of recto and verso pages 

matches the Table of Contents indicating that this change may have been part of Sor’s 

revision leaving Op. 14 to contain the Grand Solo and Sonate and the three remaining works 

to remain in Op. 15. On the other hand, this was José de Lira’s analysis. 

The Table of Contents is numbered continuously on one page, so I have constructed a 

second table to examine each of the volumes separately, which has been transcribed follows: 

ŒUVRES DE SOR TABLE [OF CONTENTS] VOLUME 2 

Œuvres 
[Plate 
Nos.] 

[Short Title] 
[Current 
Foliation] 

[Pages by 
Edition] 

[Page 
Nos.] 

Title 
Page

First 
Page

[Dark marbled front cover; verso handwritten Spencer note: “p 183 ms note”] 
[Margin note] In same hand as Table note showing the volume break: “2e volume” 
[Table numbering is continuous: Op. 20 title page = p. 173; verso = p. 174; first page = p. 175 (agrees) 
20 266 Thème Varié (en la) dédié à Meissonnier  89r-93v 173–182 175 173 175 
21 304 Les Adieux 94r-95v 183-186 184 183 184 
22 305 Grande Sonate dédié au Prince de la Paix 96r-101v 187-298 188 187 188 
23 348 5e Divertissement  102r-106v 199-208 201 199 201 
[Blank folio 108: end of Collection Complète at Op. 23?] 107r-107v 209-210  [209] [210]
24 468 8 Petites Pièces 108r-111v 211-218 213 211 213 
25 469 2e Grande Sonate 112r-120v 219-236 220 219 220 
26 472 Air variés: 'Que ne suis-je la fougère' 121r-122v 237-239 238 237 238 
27 473 [Air variés]: 'Gentil Housard'  123r-125v 241-246 242 241 242 
28 474 [Air variés]: 'Malbroug'  126r-128v 247-252 248 247 248 
29 475 Douze Études  129r-139v 253-274 256 253 256 
36 1_Sor Trois Pièces de Société dédiés à Mr. Pastou [Pacini] 140r-147v 275-288 278 275 278 
30 497 7e. Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes sur 2 airs connus 147r-152v 289-300 292 289 292 
 [Margin note:] “Op. 31. 24 Leçons / Op. 35. 24 Exer-/cises avec la Méthode” [This edition is missing here.] 
32 502 Six Petites Pièces Facile et Doigtées avec Soin 153r-158v 301-312 304 301 304 
33 505 3 pièces de Société dédiés à Mlle. Paulian 159r-166v 313-328 316 313 316 
45 [43] — Mes ennuis—6 bagatelles [Pacini] 167r-173v 329-340 332 329 332 
59 — Fantaisie Élégiaque [Pacini] [ends at p. 354] 173r-178v 341-352 344 341 344 
[Ends p. 352. Blank recto and verso of back cover. This volume has 89 folios] [End Volume 2] 

The blank folio after Op. 23 in the table probably indicates the end of the Collection 

Complète, as it did in the Paris copies. There is, however, a possibility that the opera 24–29, 

grouped as they first appeared, may have been accommodated within the card cover to make 

an edition containing opera 1–29, which did not include opera 30–33.  
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The second volume of the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ has wrongly ordered the Trois Pièces de 

Société Op. 36; the Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31 is missing and there are two 

miscellaneous Sor and Pacini publications that do not belong in the collection. The layout of 

the edition defining which works began on recto and which on verso appears to be well 

thought out. Only comparison with another source of the revised Collection Complète would 

enable us to confirm that the new Op. 9 was included (as I am sure it was) and whether the 

order of the works was changed as part of the revision, thus changing the fate of the two 

sonatas in opera 14 and 15.  

The Collection Complète in the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ appears to be in its original published 

form containing the works up to Op. 23. Sor probably received a copy of the first edition of 

the Collection Complète165 opera 1–23 from Meissonnier, which he used to annotate his 

revisions. These corrections would have been returned in Sor’s hand and destroyed on 

completion. A presentation copy was probably given to Sor and it is this copy that may form 

the core of the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ volumes. On the other hand the whole set may have been 

purchased by someone like José de Lira. Nothing is known of what happened to Sor’s papers 

and manuscripts after his death, which included a number of unpublished works. We can be 

sure that his own personal collection would have contained his Pacini editions as well as all 

the Meissonnier’s editions and probably all the original manuscripts of his works.  

The collapse of his relationship with Meissonnier suggests the more recent of Sor’s 

works up to Op. 29 may not have been part of this collection but they are present in the 

‘Œuvres de F. Sor’ volumes. Of the opera 30 to 33 editions only the Vingt Quatre Leçons 

Progressives Op. 31 is missing. This collection may have belonged to Sor in the form a copy 

of the revised Collection Complète containing opera 1–23, the first group of six new works 

opera 24–29, and a second group with opera 30–33 (missing Op. 31). The Sor/Pacini opera 

36, 43 and 59, appear to be unconnected loose editions. This copy of the Collection Complète 

edition is textually important as the only editions revised by Sor. These were not annotated by 

him or corrected in his quill, as stated on the title page of the ‘Œuvres de F. Sor’. The 

revisions made are not in the Collection Complète copies in the BnF in the Paris,166 making 

this set is the single most important source of the Meissonnier editions. These two volumes 

were bound after Sor’s death considering the division of the volumes at the halfway mark 

rather than at Op. 23 or Op. 29, and the inclusion of late and posthumous works like the 

                                                 
165 Collection Complète, BnF Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114. 
166 Collection Complète, Vm8 u. 113 and Vm8 u. 114 and the facsimile Sor, Collection complete…, first edition, c. 1825, 
facsimile Geneva: Minkoff, 1978. 
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Fantaisie Élégiaque Op. 59 and opera 60–63, which suggest collection by the hand that wrote 

the ‘Table of Contents’: probably José de Lira.167  

Portrait by Innocent-Louis Goubaud 
The portraits which Meissonnier announced on 7 February 1827 were part of the marketing 

strategy for the revised edition of the Collection Complète, but seem to have appeared 

independently on 7 February 1827, when copies were advertised for sale at 2 francs each: 

  

Example 41. Placed with the lithographs instead of the music. Entry 57 Journal général d’annonce IIIe Année 
No. 11 mercredi 7 février 1827. 

Meissonnier may have had this lithograph made from the M. N. Bate engraving (or a 

lithograph of it), obtained from London independently of Sor. More likely he borrowed the 

portrait or engraving from Sor after December 1826 and commissioned Engelmann to have 

Bordes make a lithographic copy for his subscription. Jeffery identifies the painted portrait by 

Goubaud as lost, but continues 

…there survive two lithographs derived from it: one made by Gottfried [Godefroy] 
Engelmann and Joseph Bordes in Paris and the other by M.N. Bate in London.168  

The lithograph published by Engelmann and executed by Bordes is inscribed: “Goubeau 

pinxit. / Lith. de Engelmann / Lithog. par Bordes / [of:] F. Sor”. Jeffery dates this lithograph 

by its appearance in the Collection Complète dated by him at about 1825 (the date of the first 

edition), but the 7 February 1827 entry in the Journal général d’annonce could not be 

referring to a later version. The word “pinxit” means “painted by”; “drawn by” would have 

been “Figuravit”,169 therefore Bordes must have copied a painted portrait by Goubaud, which 

Engelmann published.  

The second lithograph is actually the first and is inscribed: “Drawn by I. Goubaud. / 

Engraved by M. N. Bate. / [of] F. Sor” (widely dated by Jeffery to Sor’s London period). If 

                                                 
167 José de Lira signed a number of Sor’s late works that I suspect he acquired on Sor’s death. See Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 
1994, Catalogue of Works’. 
168 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 34. 
169 Krummel, Guide for Dating Early Published Music…, 1974, p. 101. 
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this is actually a lithograph, then it is a copy of an earlier Bate engraving, which was made 

without crediting the lithographer. Jeffery describes the original portrait as: “painted by 

Innocent-Louis Goubaud,170” but the London engraving describes the original as “Drawn by 

I. Goubaud”, not “painted by” him. Sor therefore had a portrait by Goubaud in his own 

collection when he left Paris for London in 1815, which Bate then used as his source for the 

engraved a copy Sor commissioned after his arrival (no doubt for publicity purposes). 

Goubaud was a painter as well a lithographer and it is not certain what manner of portrait Sor 

lent to Bate apart from the engraver’s description “Drawn by I. Goubaud”.  

As Engelmann started his shop in 1816, well after Sor left Paris, his lithograph must have 

been the later of the two. The copies commissioned by Meissonnier after 6 December 1826 

and listed by 7 February 1827 by Engelmann must either been copied by Bordes from an 

original painting by Goubaud, from an engraved copy by Bate or from a lithographic copy of 

that engraving. The versions are all so similar that independent lithographic or engraved 

copies made from a painted portrait appear to be the least likely option.171 Matanya Ophee, 

who now owns the copy of Engelmann lithograph previously owned by Jeffery, found an 

inscription in pencil reading: “on behalf of A. Meissonnier offered to Mr. Albert”.172 In this 

article Ophee dates the lithograph at 1828 on the basis of the revised Collection Complète and 

that: “Sor and Meissonnier were still on amicable terms…” (which they may not have been 

by that date). Either way it seems better to date the lithograph from the 7 February 1827 

Journal général d’annonce advertisement. The announcement in the Revue Musicale of 

March 1827 is later but could hardly have been referring to a different portrait. The 22 March 

1828 listing of the revised Collection Complète in the Bibliographie de la France173 does not 

mention a lithograph. 

Variations Brillantes Op. 9 
The first Meissonnier edition after Sor’s return was the reissue of the Variations Brillantes 

sur un Air Favori de Mozart Op. 9, plate 460. The imprint address is: “…au Magasin de 

Musique de A. Meissonnier, Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25”, no mention of Toulouse.174  

                                                 
170 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 34. 
171 The Bate engraving (or lithograph copy) appears slightly more life-like than the Bordes lithograph, but shows less detail 
on the guitar which has an unusual and almost oval sound hole. This appears to be a distortion of perspective, however, since 
it does not resemble the La Prevotte guitar played by Aguado, which has a longitudinal oval. This kind of guitar has not been 
associated with Sor in any way. See Ribouillault, ‘La Technique de Guitare…’, doctoral thesis, 1980, p. 145, also p. 291. 
172 « de la part de A. Meissonnier offert à M. Albert », Ophee, ‘Brian Jeffery’s Fernando Sor Composer and Guitarist, A 
critical review…’, Guitar and Lute Issues, accessed 28 January 2006. 
173 Bibliographie de la France Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 12.), Saturday, 22 March 1828.  
174 This suggests that his brother’s business may have closed sometime on or before 21 February 1827. 
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MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (460)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Variations Brillantes 
sur un Air Favori de Mozart [restored 
edition] Op. 9. 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827– c. 1830.  
SOURCE: DKB R&B-S No. 695 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce on 
21 February 1827. 

At an average of four to five plates a month, the 112 plate numbers that separate this edition 

from the first edition of the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, plate 348, dated 19 August 

1825,175 that should have taken him until August 1827 or two years to publish. An increased 

rate of production to six plates per month, however, enabled Meissonnier to announce the 

Variations Brillantes Op. 9 six months earlier in the Journal général d’annonce of 21 

February 1827,176 in the advertisement shown below:  

 

Example 42. Entry 79, Journal général d’annonce IIIe Année No. 15 mercredi 21 février 1827 referring to 
Aguado’s concert at which Sor played the Variations Brillantes. 

The Variations Brillantes edition shown here is not marked ‘Propriété de l’Editeur’ as the 

opera 11, 21, and the subsequent 24–33 editions were. This indicates that this edition was part 

of the revisions for the Collection Complète published under the previous agreement between 

Sor and Meissonnier. The new edition is a tacit acknowledgment that Meissonnier’s crude 

editing of the apograph was a breach of faith and a breach of this agreement. Meissonnier 
                                                 
175 Journal général d’annonce, 1er Année, No. 33, entry 1292, Friday, 19 August 1825. Jeffery, The New Complete Works, 
second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi. 
176 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 153.  
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claims that this is a new edition “augmented by the Author”, which is a transparently face-

saving device that saves him embarrassment with his customers and with Peters and Simrock, 

who (in good faith) purchased and engraved the earlier edition. As publishers do not make 

money from corrections it is unlikely that Meissonnier agreed to this willingly.  

Textually, Meissonnier’s Variations Brillantes Op. 9 is an important edition which has 

not been properly compared to the London edition. It is not, as Jeffery writes, “identical”177 to 

the London edition.178 It is clear that Sor used this opportunity to have the misprints in the 

London edition corrected. The engraving of the Meissonnier revision closely resembles the 

London edition, and it would seem that Sor used an annotated copy of the London edition as 

the apograph he gave Meissonnier. Misprints in the London edition, hand-corrected by Sor, 

were incorporated into the new engraving, which has mistakes nevertheless. Sor appears to 

have corrected the proofs after which unauthorised changes appear to have been made by 

Meissonnier—which is very bad form for a publisher.  

The Revised Cinquième Divertissement très Facile Op. 23 
The unauthorised first edition of the Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23, discussed above, 

was a fifth set of divertimenti, which was incongruous because Sor preferred his works in 

groups of 3, 6, 9, 12 or 24. He must have demanded the revision of this edition and come to 

an agreement with Meissonnier to remove No. 4, Menuet, ‘Maestoso’ in D major (6th = D) 

and No. 2 ‘Valse’ (sic, in 2/4 time), the old Castro ‘Minuetto e Contre danse’. In return, Sor 

accepted Meissonnier’s unauthorised title and cobbled together a fifth set of divertimenti by  

creating three pairs of contrasting pieces and a concluding minuet.  

Meissonnier agreed to retain the old title plate, engrave five new plates and keep two 

others. Plate 2 was replaced with a newly engraved plate as No. 2 (incorrectly numbered “3”), 

‘Valse’, Allegretto no troppo. The old plate 3 is retained. Plate 4 (the Castro ‘Minuetto’) is 

substituted by a new plate as No. 4, ‘Allegretto’. Plate 5 has an Allemande (possibly not by 

Sor?) and the No. 6 ‘Valse’ deleted. A new plate 5 has the minuet No. 4 of Castro’s [4] 

Menuets Composés pour la Guitare as No. 5, ‘Menuet’, Andante. Two new plates were added 

with plate 6 having No. 6 ‘Andante’ and plate 7 the remainder of that work and No. 6 ‘Valse’ 

taken from the old plate 5 as a filler.  

                                                 
177 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 1, p. cvi. 
178 See my Chapter 14. ‘Sor’s New Paradigm for the Guitar’ examining the differences between these two editions. 
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The corrected Cinquième Divertissement… Op. 23 is dated before March 1827, when the 

Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24 was announced. This edition appeared with a misprinted caption 

on the first page reading:  “F. Sor, Op. 23”, which reveals the origins of these two editions in 

Sor’s cupboard of miscellanea.  

The Opera 24 to 29 Editions 
In March 1827 the opera 24–29 editions were announced. These were published later as: Huit 

Petites Pièces Op. 24, plate 468; Deuxième Grande Sonate Op. 25, plate 469; the 

Introduction et Variations: ‘Que ne suis-je la fougère!’ Op. 26, plate 472; the Introduction et 

Variations: ‘Gentil Housard’ Op. 27, plate 473; Introduction et Variations: ‘Malbroug’ Op. 

28, plate 474, and the Douze Études 2e Livre Op. 29, plate 475. ‘Propriété de l’Editeur’ 

appeared on all title pages. Before they could be listed, Meissonnier would have needed a 

formal written document from Sor ceding his property rights to these works. This means that 

a new agreement must have been concluded between them. Under this agreement 

Meissonnier agreed to the revision of the Collection Complète with corrections made to opera 

1–23 only. There would be a new engraving of the Variations Brillantes Op. 9, substantial 

corrections to Op. 23, Op. 14 and Op. 15 and minor corrections to the other works, including 

the addition of fingerings.  

In the process of fixing Op. 23, Sor appears to have produced a number of incidental 

pieces that could have been used in the revision of Op. 23, which Meissonnier considered 

worthy of publication. These additional eight pieces become the incidental pieces making up 

Op. 24. Under the new agreement, Sor ceded all his rights opera 24–29 and to all further 

works published by Meissonnier. This is followed by the announcement on 21 February 1827 

in the Journal général d’annonce179 of the reissued Variations Brillantes sur un Air Favori de 

Mozart Op. 9 to be performed at Aguado’s concert at the Ecole Royale de Musique in Paris. 

shortly after this the subscription “…for the publication in one volume of opus 24 to 29”180 is 

announced in the Revue Musicale of 4 March 1827.  

This is partially quoted by Jape, leaving out the description of the pieces (his ellipses): 

                                                 
179 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 15, entry 79, Wednesday 21 February 1827. 
180 Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 1985, p. LIII. Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, gives this source in footnote 9, p. 84, but not 
in his ‘Catalogue of Works’, but gives the subscription as closing on 1 March 1827. 
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(…) Subscription in Paris at A. Meissonnier, publisher of the complete works of F. Sor, 
boulevard Montmartre, No. 25 (…) 

 The subscription closes on the 31st of March. After this term, the marked price will 
be: on fine paper, 36 fr.; on ordinary paper, 30 fr. 

 This collection will be ornamented with the portrait of the author, lithography by 
Bordes, executed with the greatest of care.181  

The identical wording appears three days later in the Journal général d’annonce on 7 March 

1827, as the second paragraph of the following announcement: 

 

Example 43. The complete entry in the Journal général d’annonce IIIe Année No. 19, entry 104, Wednesday, 7 
March 1827. 

The translation of this entry reads:  

“104. Subscription for six new Works for guitar, composed by Ferdinand Sor.—This 
Subscription consists of twelve new Etudes [Op. 29]; three familiar Airs, varied [opera 
26, 27 and 28]; one large Sonate [Op. 25] made up of four pieces; and finally eight small 
easy Pieces [Op. 24].—The whole lot published in one single volume. The price is 12 fr. 
net. 

Subscribe in Paris, at A. MEISSONNIER, publisher of the Complete Works of F. Sor, 
boulevard Montmartre, 25.—The subscription closes on March 31. After this term, the 
marked price will be: on fine paper, 36 fr.; on plain paper, 30 fr.—This Collection will be 
ornamented with a portrait of the author, lithographed with the greatest of care by 
Bordes. 

At this point nothing has yet been published—a subscription has merely been announced.182 

A set that consists of the second half the Sor etudes, eight easy pieces, a second Grand Sonata 

and three new sets of variations on folk songs, bound together in one volume, with an 

accompanying portrait, which, if anyone purchased it, appears not to have survived.  

                                                 
181 English translation modified slightly. « (…) On souscrit à Paris chez A. Meissonnier, éditeur des œuvres complètes de F. 
Sor, boulevard Montmartre, No 25 (…) / La souscription sera fermée le 31 mars. Après ce terme, le prix marqué sera : sur 
beau papier, 36 fr. ; sur papier ordinaire, 30 fr. / Cette collection doit être ornée du portrait de l’auteur, lithographie par 
Bordes avec le plus grand soin. » Revue Musicale, Tome I, Première Année No. 4, March 1827, Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 9, 
1985, p. LIII. 
182 “Opuses 24–29 were advertised together in the Revue Musicale, I (1827), in the form of a subscription closing on 1 [sic] 
March 1827, and were listed in the Journal général d’annonce on 24 March 1827.” Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, footnote 
9, p. 84, not in his ‘Catalogue of Works’. 
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Engraving proceeded and permission to print from the Ministry of the Interior was 

sought—probably the “reliable source” mentioned on 24 March 1827 in the Prospectus of the 

Journal général d’annonce, which shows these works as just published:183  

 

Example 44. Entry 146 giving the full title of each work as published. Journal général d’annonce IIIe Année 
No. 19, Saturday 24 March 1827. 

From the announcement of a subscription to date of publication appears to have taken one 

month. This pushes Meissonnier’s production up to seven plates per month. The first two 

editions to appear were the Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24, plate 468, and the Deuxième Grande 

Sonate Op. 25, plate 469:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (468.)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Huit Petites Pièces 
Op. 24 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830  
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: : Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 
Plate number (469)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Deuxième Grande 
Sonate Op. 25 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 

The Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24 is a collection of incidental pieces with 6 minuets and 2 

Allegrettos (nos. 3 and 7) related to Op. 23, as just discussed. The link between these two 

editions is a trivial error on the first page of the music which gave the opus number as Op. 23 

when it should have been Op. 24: 

                                                 
183 Journal général d’annonce, IIIe Année, No. 19, entry 146, Saturday, 24 March 1827. 
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Example 45. Sor Huit Petites Pièces Op. 24 showing the error in the opus number. This is corrected in the 
facsimile in the Jeffery, Complete Works, vol. 3. 

The pieces used to repair Op. 23 and included in Op. 24 were probably composed in Spain.184 

The grouping of eight unrelated pieces is atypical. Six of the eight use a scordatura F on the 

sixth string. The first in C-minor and the last in B♭ cannot be played with this scordatura and 

appear to be unrelated. The opera 23 and 24 pieces appear be miscellaneous historical pieces.  

Textually, these works were engraved from autograph manuscripts owned by Sor and 

may be examples of Sor’s early experiments in the use of his system of harmony after hearing 

Moretti’s music. These early pieces are dismissively described in his Method… as: “…I 

wrote a few pieces, with little consideration I admit, which, however, prepared the route that 

circumstances obliged me to follow …”185 [my italics].  

The next plate, the Deuxième Grande Sonate Op. 25, plate 469, shows signs of having 

been composed at a much earlier time. Jeffery wrote in 1977 and 2004 of this sonata: 

…while of course it, too, may have been composed earlier there is no evidence to suggest 
that idea. …the muscular style of the earlier sonatas is missing, and instead we have 
much attention given to precise and complex harmonics in the second movement, and a 
rather weak ending with a minuet. This work, surely, is a late one186 [my italics]. 

Why is this “surely” a late work? The only evidence supporting this is the publication date. 

One of the options in trying to understand when a work might have first been composed is to 

take the title of the work entirely literally: the words Deuxième Grande Sonate follows on 

from the Grande Sonate that we now know was in Madrid copisterías by 5 June 1807. This 

suggests that Sor may have composed the second grand sonata in Spain soon after that. It is, 

however, also possible that this work was assembled from early sources, given its old-

fashioned set of variations, and the weak minuet ending, neither of which match the first two 

movements in their sophistication. I debate this in full in my Chapter 16, ‘Sor’s Fingering and 

Technique’. 

                                                 
184 Jeffery, The New Complete Works, second edition, 2004, vol. 3, p. xi, also suggests that they originate in Spain because of 
the F scordatura which he refers to as “somewhat archaic” . 
185 Sor, Method…, translated Merrick, 1832, p. 6, lines 13–15. 
186 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 26. 
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The next four editions were the three sets entitled Introduction et Variations: ‘Que ne 

suis-je la fougère!’ Op. 26, plate 472; ‘Gentil Housard’ Op. 27, plate 473; and ‘Malbroug’ 

Op. 28, plate 474; the fourth edition was the Douze Études 2e Livre Op. 29, plate 475. Plate 

numbers 470 and 471 are probably the J. Kocken Thême varié Op. 1, for two guitars, which is 

listed with these works. These editions all have imprints identical in style to the two previous 

plates:  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number 472  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Introduction et 
Variations: 'Que ne suis-je la fougère!' 
Op. 26 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 
Plate number 473  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Introduction et 
Variations: 'Gentil Housard' Op. 27 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 
Plate number (474)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Introduction et 
Variations: 'Malbroug' Op. 28] 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 
Plate number (475)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Douze Études 2e 
Livre Op. 29 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827–c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale 4 March 
1827; Journal général d’annonce on 7 
March and 24 March 1827. 

This group of works was announced in the Journal général d’annonce on 24 March 1827. 

The next and final group of Sor works were his opera 30–33, twenty-two plates after the 

Douze Etudes Op. 29, plate 475. At four and half to six plates per month their publication 

should have been a little over a month or two later in May or June 1827. This is, however, not 

confirmed by the announcements in the Journal général d’annonce or the Revue Musicale. 
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The Opera 30–33 Editions 
The last four works that Meissonier published were: 7e. Fantaisie et Variations Brillantes Op. 

30, plate 497; Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Op. 31, vol. 1, plate 499, and vol. 2, plate 

500; Six Petites Pièces Facile et Doigtées avec Soin Op. 32, plate 502, and Trois Pièces de 

Société Op. 33, plate 505. These editions all appeared with “Propriété de l’Editeur” on their 

title pages, which are all stylistically very similar: 

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number (497)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor 7e. Fantaisie et 
Variations Brillantes Op. 30 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827— c. 1830  
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613 
LISTING: Revue Musicale out by April 
or May 1828 
Plate number (499)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Vingt Quatre Leçons 
Progressives Livre [1] plate (499) & [2] 
plate (500) Op. 31. Same title page in [2] 
plate (499) 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827— c. 1830  
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613  
LISTING: Revue Musicale out by April 
or May 1828 
Plate number (502)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Six Petites Pièces 
Facile et Doigtées avec Soin Op. 32 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827— c. 1830  
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613  
LISTING: Revue Musicale out by April 
or May 1828 
Plate number (505)  
TITLE PAGE: Sor Trois Pièces de 
Société Op. 33 
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827— c. 1830 
SOURCE: BJ SoCoWo1982 Spencer 
Collection same as KCB Brussels B-Bc 
5.613  
LISTING: Revue Musicale out by April 
or May 1828 

The imprint address of the first of these editions has Meissonnier describing himself as: 

“…Editeur des Œuvres de Sor, Giuliani &c …”. For the rest he reverts to the address of his 

shop: “Au Magasin de Musique de A. Meissonnier, 25 Boulevard Montmartre, près le 

Passage des Panoramas”.  
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The first announcement of these works in the Revue Musicale of 8 March 1828,187 was 

substantially later than number of issued plate numbers that ought to have been published 

over this time. Meissonnier issued only twenty-two plates at an average of barely two plates a 

month for the twelve months between 24 March 1827 and the listing on 8 March 1828. The 

first Revue Musicale188 advertisement gives advance notice of the 7e. Fantaisie et Variations 

Brillantes Op. 30 and the Vingt Quatre Leçons Progressives Livre Op. 31, and reads: 

Musique de Guitare 

Sor, Op. 30. Fantaisie sur l’air de la mère Michel. 4 fr. 50c. 

—, Op. 31 24 leçons progressives, doigtées avec le plus grand soin, en deux livraisons. 
Chaque, 4 fr. 50c.  

Music for Guitar 

Sor, Op. 30. Fantaisie on the air of la mère Michel. 4 fr. 50c.  

—, Op. 31 24 progressive lessons, fingered with the greatest of care, in two volumes. 
Each, 4 fr. 50 c.189  

The description “fingered with the greatest of care” may not have been prescribed by 

Meissonnier, as might at first be thought, rather it appears that Sor’s protracted resistance to 

fingering in his scores was crumbling. The first edition that he published on his own account, 

with Pacini, uses a similar phrase for his Op. 35: “Vingt-quatre Exercices / Très Faciles / 

Soigneusement Doigtés / pour la Guitare / Composés / par / Ferdinando Sor”.190 The 

advertisement announcing this edition appeared in the Revue Musicale191 on 3 May 1828: 

—Il vient de paraître au magasin de musique de A. Meissonnier, boulevard Montmartre, 
n. 25, un ouvrage élémentaire de F. Sor, composé de vingt-quatre leçons progressives 
pour guitare, doigtées avec le plus grand soin. Cet ouvrages classique est composé pour 
les amateurs qui voudront parvenir à exécuter la musique de guitare de M. Sor. Il est 
divisé en deux livraisons ; le prix de chaque livr. est de 4 fr. 50 c. (…)  

Just published at the music shop of A. Meissonnier, boulevard Montmartre, no 25, an 
elementary work by F Sor, made up of twenty-four progressive lessons for guitar, 
fingered with the greatest of care. These traditional works are composed for amateurs 

                                                 
187 Revue Musicale 1re série, tome III, 1828. It appears that the Revue Musicale was published on Saturday of each week 
starting from the second week of February. From an analysis of the dates (with some anomalies that I cannot explain) it 
seems possible that the date of this issue may have been 8 March 1828, which is the fifth week or “numéro 5” after Saturday 
9 February 1828, when the Fétis working year seems to have begun. 
188 The entry is given as 1re série, tome III, [volume 3], [numéro 5] — 1828. See Diane Cloutier, editor, Revue musicale, 
1827-1835, 2 vols., data processing, Centre for Studies in Nineteenth-Century Music, University of Maryland, Michigan: 
Ann Arbor, c. 1991, pp. 117–120. 
189 1re série, tome III, volume 3, [numéro 5] — 1828, pp. 117–120. Text in Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 5, 1980, p. XVII. 
190 “Carefully Fingered for the Guitar”. Sor, Vingt-quatre Exercices Très Faciles Soigneusement Doigtés Op. 35, title page. 
191 Revue Musicale, 1re série, tome III, volume 3, [numéro 13]— 1828, pp. 311–312. 
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who would like to succeed in performing the music for guitar of Mr. Sor. Published in 
two volumes; the price of each vol. is 4 fr. 50 c. (…).192 

I can find no advertisement for the Six Petites Pièces Facile et Doigtées avec Soin Op. 32 

or Trois Pièces de Société Op. 33. Mijndert Jape suggests the following 22 March 1828 entry 

in the Bibliographie de la France for Op. 32:193  

 

Example 46. Bibliographie de la France Dix-septième Année (31e de la Collection.) (No 12.) Saturday 22 
March 1828. 

This mentions six new works in a single volume while opera 30–33 only consists of four 

works (with Op. 31 in two books). I can find no way of reading this as referring to these opus 

numbers. The wording is identical to the references in the earlier advertisements for opera 

24–29 in the Journal général d’annonce (24 March 1827) and the Revue Musicale (31 March 

1827)194 and, accordingly, this would appear to be a renewed offer for the six opera 24–29 

works and the Collection Complète. Op. 33 was not advertised in either of the journals and 

nor was it listed in the Bibliographie de la France.  

The Spencer Collection Vingt Quatre Études 
Going through the official listings in the Bibliographie de la France, I was struck by the 

reduction in the number of entries by Antoine Meissonnier after he stopped publishing Sor’s 

music. His last Sor edition is the Vingt Quatre Etudes Pour Guitare,195 a long overdue 

collected edition combining the earlier Douze Études Op. 6 and the later Douze Études Op. 

29, grouped as twenty-four etudes in accordance with Sor’s numbering of Op. 6 (1–12) and 

Op. 29 (13–24). This edition is unlisted. The original title pages were removed and the old 

                                                 
192 Revue Musicale, 1re série, tome III, volume 3, [numéro 13], 1828, pp. 311–312. In Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 5, 1980, p. 
XIX (translation altered slightly). 
193 Jape, Opera Omnia…, vol. 5, 1980, p. XXII. 
194 Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 84 note 9. 
195 Sor, Vingt Quatre Études Op. 6 and 29, Paris: Meissonnier; copy in Sor, ‘Œuvres de Sor’, Spencer Collection, RAM, 
‘19c, 2o, SOR, Œuvres de F. Sor’, Box 1. 
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plates were used without change.196 The Vingt Quatre Études had a card wrapper with the 

title page a printed on the cover. The librarian’s note in the Royal Academy of Music copy 

confirms the title page as a double sheet covering the set, with Robert Spencer’s dating of the 

edition given as: “1825/30”.  

MEISSONNIER EDITIONS BY DATE AND SIMILARITY: PLATE NUMBERS FROM NO. 51 ON 

Description and Source Facsimile 
Plate number [63 & 475]  
TITLE PAGE: Vingt Quatre Études  
IMPRINT DATE: c. 1827– c. 1830.  
SOURCE: Royal Academy of Music. 
Spencer Collection, 19th century Guitar 
music. Sor Op. 6 and 29 
LISTING: Journal général d’annonce on 
21 February 1827. 

This edition would have been issued after the publication of the second book of etudes Op. 

29, which was listed in the Bibliographie de la France on 22 March 1828. It was part of a 

subscription offer with the title page offering the Op. 6 first volume for 6 francs and the Op. 

29 second volume for 9 francs or both for the discount price of 12 francs.  

A long, occasionally fraught, but ultimately fruitful association between Fernando Sor 

and Antoine Meissonnier had come to an end. Meissonnier was guilty of some of the worst 

excesses of publishers of his time but as a guitarist, publisher and possibly as an engraver, he 

contributed a great deal to the realisation of Sor’s ideals for the notation of guitar music. 

Above all, he is to be commended for his tolerance of the real difficulties that Sor’s music 

presented and for his vision in publishing the first collected works of a guitar composer ever. 

                                                 
196 I am very grateful to Bridget Palmer, Assistant Librarian, Special Collections and Archives at the Royal Academy of 
Music for describing the copy in the Spencer Collection to me. This edition consists of Op. 6 and Op. 29, without title pages, 
but with the pagination and plate numbers as before. The full transcription of the title page is: “Vingt Quatre / Etudes / Pour 
Guitare / Composées / PAR[ ] F. SOR / {1er Livre 6f. / 2e Livre 9f. / 1er et 2e livre réunis. 12 f.} / Livre [In pencil: “1e et 2e 
[livre]s “Op 6 et 29”] / à Paris / Au Magasin de Musique de A. MEISSONNIER, Boulevard Montmartre, No. 25. / [Stamp at 
base right: “Au Ménestrel … ? / 2 bis rue Vivienne, près le passage Colbert [or] Or 2 bis rue Vivienne… ?”] / [No plate no.] 
[No propriété indicated]”. This copy has yet to be catalogued, provisional shelf number: “Spencer Collection, 19th century 
Guitar music. Sor op 6 and 29.” Also see Jeffery, Fernando Sor…, 1994, p. 169. 
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